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Abstract

eLearning practitioners are increasingly adopting more activity based approaches to online 

learning, as they move away from more traditional content centric approaches in an effort 

to provide their learners with more engaging and effective learning. This trend can also 

be seen as part of the wider evolution of the internet from a content delivery platform to 

a more collaborative and creative environment.

However, although existing eLearning platforms provide some access to services they 

do not fully meet the needs of this new generation of eLearning. Platforms such as 

Moodle or Blackboard do not provide support for the sequencing of services as part 

of an activity, a requirement of pedagogically sound eLearning activities. Additionally, 

they represent a walled garden with a limited range of services available with which to 

implement activities. Existing approaches to the delivery of eLearning activities also lack 

support for personalisation. Technologies such as Adaptive Hypermedia have successfully 

demonstrated the benefits that personalisation of a content composition can provide to 

the learner. However, such technologies do not currently extend to the personalisation of 

service compositions.

The key motivation of this research is to address these limitations through an innovative 

approach to the adaptive composition of both multimedia content and services in a unified 

manner. This thesis describes the requirements for a system that can adaptively select 

and sequence multimedia content and services as part of a pedagogically driven eLearning 

activity. Based on these requirements this thesis presents the design and implementation 

of such a system.

To evaluate and validate this research a series of experiments were carried out and are 

described in this thesis. The evaluation experiments provide a means of analysing four key 

aspects of the system described; (i) the ability to support a range of eLearning activities;



(ii) support for the adaptive sequencing and seiection of content; (iii) the support for tire 

aciaptive sequencing and seiection of services; and (iv) tlie performance anci scaiabiiity of 

tiie system.

An anaiysis of tire resuits from tiiis evaiuation vaiidates the approach taken in this researcli 

as it demonstrates tiie abiiity of the system to generate a range of personaiised eLearning 

activities. Furthermore the evaiuation siiows tiiat tiie system can deiiver personaiised 

eLearning in an effective manner without significant adverse impact on tiie educationai or 

usabiiity aspects of tiie composition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Users on the internet have become accustomed to a web that is more than an interactive 

hypermedia but is a integrated mix of rich multimedia services and hypermedia content. 

Users are now contributors and active participants on the web, comnmnicating and 

interacting with each other using a range of services such as Gmail, MSN Messenger. They 

are no longer simi)ly consumers of content but are also content creators and publishers, 

using content sharing and collaborative tools like Flickr, YouTube, wikis and blogs. This 

evolution is moving ns towards the original vision for the internet as “a collaborative 

medium, a place where we [could] all meet and read and write” [Berners-Lee 05]. In 

this environment, users seandessly move between interacting with services, for example 

voting, rating, annotating and communicating, to content interaction, viewing, navigating, 

downloading, etc. The internet is increasingly being used as a platform to carry out 

complex tasks that require users to combine services and related content in order to achieve 

their goals.

In the educational domain, the application of eLearning technologies has become 

increasingly more advanced. It has become inherently web based with a growing emphasis 

on activity based learning. An example of such an activity, within an educational context, 

is a peer review activity, which not only requires access to appropriate content but also 

requires services to support authoring, submission, annotation and discussion. Not only 

do these services need to be made available but they must be presented in a specific order



according to the educational requirements of the activity.

There is an ongoing move from the simple use of such technology for the delivery of 

content via the internet using bespoke websites towards the use of more integrated 

environments such as Blackboard [Blackboard Inc. 10], Sakai [Sakai Foundation 10] and 

Moodle [Moodle Trust 10]. These systems provide environments that support the 

application of more complex pedagogical strategies by providing services that the educator 

can combine with their own content to produce learning experiences that engage the 

learner. In this way the educator can apply strategies such as activity based learning, 

which they commonly apply in the classroom, in their eLearning based teaching. However, 

such environments do not go far enough in addressing the needs of eLearning practitioners. 

Despite their support for services, they do not provide any means by which the author of 

a learning exi)erience can control the sequencing of the services included in their activity. 

As such, these environments do not fully support activities such as peer review because 

they cannot control exactly when a sf)ecific service is provided to a Learner. Furthermore, 

they still suffer from the same problems as traditional content ('entric eLearning. They 

can only offer a one size fits all approach which does not take into account the needs of 

the user as an individual. The closed nature of such systems presents another limitation. 

They limit the educator to using the services that are provided by the system, they cannot 

take advantage of services that are not available outside of the environment provided by 

the system.

Personalisation technologies, such as Adaptive Hypermedia [Knutov 09, Brusilovsky 01], 

have been successfully showm to provide real benefits to the user by adaptively selecting 

and sequencing content to meet the needs of the user. However, such systems have so 

far focused almost exclusively on the adaptive delivery of interactive content, e.g. GALE 

[Smits 11], KnowledgeTree [Brusilovsky 05b] and PersonalReader [Henze 05]. As we move 

towards next generation web technologies, there is a need to provide a combination of 

adaptive selection and sequencing of multimedia content with adaptive selection and 

sequencing of user centric services. We define the notion of a Personalised Web 

Experience (PWE) as an experience that involves the integration of the personalised 

selection and presentation of content, personalised service adaptation and personalised 

service composition. Thus the personalised web experience provides a significant 

engagement of the user in carrying out activities on the web.



This research aims to provide a radical rethink of Adaptive Engines (AE) [Brusilovsky 01], 

where the AE supports adaptive composition of web services as well as multimedia web 

content. Such a next generation AEl will effectively generate adaptive service workflows and 

adaptively compose content, seamlessly integrating the adaptive selection, composition 

and presentation of content and services. This work builds upon existing AE technology 

and integrates portal and semantic web business process and planning techniques to 

support the unified AE.

1.2 Research Question

The research question posed in this thesis asks “what are the appropriate techniques and 

technologies required to support the delivery of personalised web based experiences that 

combine adaptively sequenced and selected multimedia content with adaptively composed 

interactive services in a unified manner”.

The focus of this research is on the design and implementation of a framework capable of 

generating and delivering personalised web experiences. The aim of this framework is to 

support the strategically driven, adaptive selection and sequencing of multimedia content 

and interactive, user centric services in order to deliver a web based experience that is 

tailored to the needs of the user.

1.3 Objectives

In answering the research question posed in this thesis, three objectives will be addressed. 

The first objective is to carry out a literature review of the state of the art in those research 

areas that are of significance to this work. Specifically, this review will investigate the 

technologies and techniques that can be used for the adaptive selection and composition 

of content and services for eLearning. The state of the art review will also investigate 

systems and techniques for the composition of services and the management of control 

flow between services.

The second objective is to research, iteratively develop and test an integrated adajjtive 

system suitable for the pedagogically driven composition of multimedia content and 

interactive services. The developed system will also be capable of delivering the generated



{'(iucational compositions to the user.

The third objective is to carry out a detailed evaluation of the implemented system. 

This evaluation will look at the complexity and performance of the system as well as the 

usability of the system from the perspective of the relevant stakeholders.

1.4 Contribution to State of the Art

This thesis makes two notable contributions to the state of the art in Adaptive Educational 

Hypermedia Systems (AEHS). The major contribution is the development of an innovative 

framework, which enables adaptive content presentation and navigation as well as flexible 

and extensible service composition in a unified environment. This framework facilitates 

the delivery of activity based eLearning through a web based environment.

The second minor contribution is the development of design concepts for the integration of 

adaptive behaviours in the composition of services. These design concepts, as illustrated 

by the developed framework, can be utilised in order to support both adaptive sequencing 

and adaptive selection of services.

1.5 Technical Approach

To achieve the specified research goals, an experimental approach was employed as 

illustrated in hgure 1.1. The hrst step in the employed methodology was to carry out 

a survey of existing systems and techniques with respect to content centric approaches to 

the delivery of adaptive eLearning. This was then combined with requirements for learning 

activities. A survey of the technicpies currently available for the composition of services 

was also carried out. This aspect of the survey investigated both the area of dynamic 

service composition and the orchestration of services.

Based on this survey a set of learning activities, designed by an expert community of 

practice in eLearning, were identified. These activities were analysed in order to identify 

requirements in terms of workflow support. Based on this analysis, a test implementation 

for an integrated adaptive service and content composition system was developed. This 

test implementation was then subject to an iterative development and testing process to 

reach a stable system.
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Figure 1.1: Research Methodology

Following the development cycle a set of four experiments were devised and carried out in 

order to evaluate the developed system with respect to the research cpiestion.

The first experiment was an analysis of the service sequencing capabilities of the system 

based on the learning activities identified as part of the state of the art survey. The 

second experiment was based on the implementation of a set of learning activities as the 

basis for an analysis of the adaptive service selection and sequencing functionality of the 

system. The third experiment was a user study based evaluation of a system capable of 

adaptively selecting and sequencing content. The fourth experiment carried out as part 

of the evaluation consisted of a set of benchmarks designed to evaluate the performance 

and scalability of the system.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows, the state of the art review of Ada[)tive 

Learning is provided in Chapter 2. This is followed by the review of the state of the 

art in Adaptive Service Composition in Chapter 3. The design of the prototype system



is discussed in Chapter 4 with the details of its implementation provided in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 describes the evaluation of the research. The thesis concludes with a discussion 

of the conclusions and future work in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

State of the Art - Adaptive

Learning

2.1 Introduction

The use of the internet as a medium for accessing information has exploded in 

recent years providing more and more of the world’s population with access to 

readily available information that they would not otherwise have access to. There 

are now 2 billion internet users worldwide, double the number from 5 years ago 

[Telecommunication Development Bureau 11]. This growth has also seen the internet 

become a popular tool for the delivery of both formal and informal learning. However, the 

very nature of the internet, access to massive volumes of content, can also present u.sers 

with significant problems as they attempt to acx'css information. Not only must tlu'y find 

appropriate content that covers the concepts that they are interested in but that content 

must also be in a form that is accessible to them.

Even in the context of formal learning environments on the internet, where the content is 

generally restricted to a closed corpus of high quality content, the learner can still have 

difficulty in making use; of tlu' information diu^, for example, to a lack of prior knowledge' 

in the necessary prerequisite concepts. Many factors can result in a learner not being able 

to take hill advantage of the information contained in the content, hardware restrictions 

such as network bandwidth or screen size can affect their ability to access some forms 

of content while disabilities or a lack of literacy can make some forms of content more
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approi)riate relative to others.

Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) is an area of research that attempts to address these issTies by 

adapting or personalising multimedia content, such as that found on the internet, based 

on the needs of the individual. This is achieved by capturing information that can be used 

to inform the process of personalising the content.

This chapter discusses the techniques and mechanisms used in AH to adapt content to the 

needs of the user. As part of this discussion, four mature Adaptive Hypermedia Systems 

are discussed in detail and their design and functionalities compared.

As a significant application domain for personalised web technologies, such as AH, a 

discussion of the eLearning domain is also presented. The discussion provides a summary 

of the main theoretical basis for learning theory and discusses their relevance with respect 

to the personalised web and activity based learning.

2.2 Learning to Support Personalisation

2.2.1 Learning Theory Perspectives

Learning Theory is the study of the psychological theory that underpins educational 

design. As with many areas of psychology, there is no single accepted view of how 

the human mind k'arns. Instead tlu'rc' an' many diherc'iit ‘pcrspc'ctivc's’ on tlu' nature' 

of learning. These perspectives can be grouped together into clusters based on the 

fundamental assumptions that underpin each perspective. This section follows the 

approach of Grex'iio. Collins and Ih'snick [Gre'e'iio !)(>], who idc'iit ihe'd tlire'C' eluste'rs or 

broad perspectives: the Associationist/Empiricist perspective, the Cognitive perspective 

and the Situative perspective.

2.2.1.1 Associationist/Empiricist Perspective

The Associationist perspective views learning as the creation, reorganising and 

re-enforcement, through repetition, of associations between units of knowledge. In 

associationism, learning is considered to be the process of building associations between 

elementary units, which is achieved through sequences of activity. In associationism,



learning tasks are constructed hierarchically with simpler tasks as pre-reqnisites of more 

complex tasks. This sequencing is achieved through ‘task analysis’, a process developed 

by Gagne [Gagne 85]. In this approach the assumption is that simpler tasks must be 

mastered before more complex ones.

One area of learning theory that can be aligned with the associationist perspective is that 

of Behaviourism [Watson 25], which views the mind as a ‘black box’ and defines learning 

as the change in behaviour resulting from the experiences of the learner. This perspective 

emphasises learning as an active process in which ‘learning by doing’ [Dewey 38]^ or 

activity based learning is the mechanism through which these changes in behaviour 

are made. Another important aspect of the Behaviourist ai)proach is the provision of 

immediate feedback based on the activities of the learner. This emphasis on feedback to 

the user implies that the composition/sequencing of tasks for an individual learner should 

be personalised so that the learner’s performance in prior tasks can be taken into account.

2.2.1.2 Cognitive Perspective

In the Cognitive perspective learning is seen as the interaction between concepts and 

the learner’s mental model of the world. As such, it is how the learner processes 

the information that is important rather than the information itself, as is the case 

in associationism. As well as the learner’s mental model, the cognitive perspective 

places importance on meta-cognition or ‘thinking about thinking’. This is because, from 

a cognitive perspective, the challenge for the learner is to be build a framework for 

understanding the domain in question.

As each individnal learner develops their own mental model and so makes sense of the 

world in their own way, the cognitive perspective can be seen to i)romote the idea of 

treating each learner as an individual and providing them with personalised activities 

that take into account their needs [Meyes 04].

Constructivism is an increasingly important aspect of the cognitive perspective, which 

places importance on activity as a means of building new forms of understanding. As the 

cognitive perspective in general sees learning as the construction of a broad mental model 

of a domain, it is important that the activities provided to a learner are authentic to the

’Although ‘learning by doing’ is not exclusively associated with Behaviourism, it is one of the theoretical 
perspectives that have arisen from it.



cloinaiii in (luestion. Activities that are out of context do not allow the learner to develop 

the skills necessary to apply the knowledge in the actual domain. This view can be seen 

to draw from the situative perspective on learning theory and has lead to the development 

of the social constructivist paradigm, which is influenced by the work of Vygotsky. In 

the social constructivist paradigm, collaboration among learners as they take part in an 

activity is emphasised as social interaction is considered to be an important factor in 

constructing knowledge [Vygotsky 78].

Cognitive Constructivism is based on the work of Piaget [Piaget 70] and theorises that 

humans must construct their own knowledge rather than being able to immediately 

understand and use information that is given to them. This construction of new knowledge 

is achieved though experiences that allow the learner to create mental models, which 

can then be modified through processes referred to as assimilation and accommodation 

[Piaget 70]. Assimilation is the process of incorporating what is perceived in the outside 

world (concepts and experiences) into the learner’s internal model without changing that 

model. As such, the learner can ‘pigeon hole’ what they perceive in order to make it fit 

into their mental model. Accommodation is the process of changing the internal model to 

fit the evidence that is presented to the learner.

In cognitive constructivism the teacher’s role in a classroom is to provide a rich 

environment in which the learner is free to explore. This encourages the learner to become 

an active constructor of their own knowledge.

2.2.1.3 Situative Perspective

The situative perspective is based on the principle that all learning occurs in a social 

contc'xt and that the k'anu'r will b(' iiflluc'ncc'd by tlu' social and cndtural setting in which 

learning occurs. As such, the focus is on the way in which knowledge is distributed socially. 

Learning then becomes about the ability of an individual to successfully participate in 

the practices of a community. From this perspective learning must also be personally 

meaningful as the learner must have some reason for being part of the comnnmity in the 

first place.

Situated learning can be viewed as coming in one of two ‘flavours’ [Barah 00]. The first is a 

socio-psychological view in which learning is seen as activity based. The emphasis however
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is on the authenticity of the learning activities with respect to the social context in which 

the skills or knowledge are normally embedded. Problem based learning [Barrows 80] and 

anchored instruction [Crews 97] are examples of such activities.

The second is an anthropological view of situated learning, which places more emphasis on 

the relationships between the learner and the other members of a community of practice 

rather than on the activities themselves. The emphasis is then on how the learner’s identity 

derives from being part of that community [Lave 91]. In order for this to happen, the 

learner must be provided with opportunities for legitimate participation in the community 

that allow them to move from simply observing the practices of the community to being 

active participants. Examples of this approach include apprenticeships, role play and 

debates.

2.2.2 Learning Activities 

2.2.2.1 DialogPlus Project

The DialogPlus project [The Dialog Plus Team 04] took an activity based eLearning 

approach. The aim of the project was to develop a framework that would stipport the 

authoring of pedagogically informed learning activities. As part of this framework a model 

for the authoring of learning activities [Bailey 06] and a set of tools that apply that model 

to the authoring process [Conole 05] were developed. The project involved researchers from 

the Geography, Education and Computer Science domains from UK and US universities 

although the focus of the project was on

In the DialogPlus model, learning activities are referred to as ‘Learning Nuggets’ 

[Bailey 06] and consist of a sequence of tasks with each task providing access to specific 

resources and tools [Bailey 06]. Tasks are contextually delivered based on various 

properties including level of difficulty and prerequisite skills and are composed of a 

traditional media types such as text, images, audio and video as well as other digital 

media types such as interactive maps. Flash objects, databases and modelling applications. 

Learning Nuggets can also include quizzes, exercises, submission of written answers and 

communication tools such as discussion boards and email [Bailey 06].

Over the course of the DialogPlus project several learning activities were developed 

and used in the teaching of Geography to third level students. The topics covered by
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these activities included Academic Integrity and image processing for Global Information 

Systems analysis.

In addition to the technological contributions of the DialogPhis project, it also produced 

a taxonomy of learning activities. This taxonomy was designed to provide a basis for 

describing learning activities in a manner that would support reuse through a shared 

vocabulary for the description of activities. The taxonomy includes both pedagogical and 

technological taxa^ including, Context (Aims, Environment, Difficulty, etc.), Learning 

Outcomes, Pedagogical Approaches, Type (what). Technique (how), interaction (who). 

Roles (which), Tools and Assessment.

The taxonomy provides a very detailed basis for the description of activities with each taxa 

have many sub types. An example of this detail is the Type taxon, which is broken down 

into () different sub types; Assimilative. Information Handling, Adaptive^, Communicative, 

Productive and Experiential. Each of these has further subtypes providing a total of 35 

different categories of task types.

The complexity of the DialogPhis taxonomy is in contrast to the 8LEM [D 05] taxonomy, 

which consists of only 8 types of task (Imitation, Reception, Creation, Exercising, 

Flxploration, Debate, Experimentation. Self-reflection).

2.2.2.2 LADiE Project

'I'he Learning Activity Design in Education (LADiE) project [Jeffery 06] was set up as 

part of the E-Learniug Framework (ELF) [Elf 10], which was funded by the UK’s Joint 

Information Systems Committee (JISC) and Australia’s Department of Education, Science 

and Training (DEST). The aim of ELF was to “produce an evolving and sustainable, 

open standards based, service oriented technical framework to support the education 

and research communities”. As part of ELF, the LADiE project aimed to support the 

authoring and realisation of Learning Activities. The authoring aspect of the project 

aimed to develop a Learning Activity Reference Model [Jeffery 06], which covered every 

aspect of the authoring process from design to packaging of the learning activity, including 

the discovery of resources and the specification of activity secpiencing. To support the 

realisation of these learning activities, the project developed a specification for an execution

^Taxa is tlie plural of taxon, which is taxonomic category or group.
^‘Adaptive’ in the context of the DialogPlus taxonomy means tasks that involve simulation or modelling.
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environment in which such activities conld be run. This environment was designed based 

on a component/service orientated approacli.

To support the development of this reference model, the LADiE project ran a series of 

workshops with the aim of eliciting activity based eLearning case studies from learning 

practitioners. From these case studies, 16 use cases were developed, again in consultation 

with the learning practitioners. The definitions of these use cases are provided in appendix 

A.l.

Each of the LADiE case studies describe an authentic learning activity designed to be 

applied in an eLearning context. They describe the steps involved in the activity from the 

perspective of all of the stakeholders, students, teachers and, where necessary, technical 

support staff. The use cases also specify the teaching approaches on which the use case 

is based. In addition to the 16 main use cases, an additional set of use cases describe the 

steps involved in an online quiz and discussion activity, which are frequently reused in the 

16 main use cases. Table 2.1 provides a list of the steps that make up LADiE use case 4. 

This is a discussion based activity in which the student(s) discuss a set of resources and 

write a report based on that discussion.

1 Teacher designs a scenario, collects appropriate resources, and saves them to 
the system

2 leacher defines student groups and permissions for discussion (sec usccaso 
‘discussion’)

3 Teacher briefs students on the activity and refers them to the resources and 
discussion forum on the system

4 Students log into system and access the resources
5 Students discuss the problem (see usecase ‘discussion’)
6 Teacher sends questions intended to stimulate discussion, and guidance on 

writing a report, to the forum
7 Students write report and save it to the system
8 Syst('ni notihc's tc^aclu'r that ix'port has bcx'ii submitted and tc'aclu'r reprieves 

it
9 System saves records of activity, disciission and student work for future access 

for quality assurance and benchmarking

Table 2.1: LADiE Use Case 4 Dehnition

An interesting aspect of many of the use cases is that they provide a set of alternative tasks 

within the activity that could be selected based on the learner’s prior knowledge, abilities, 

the time available for the activity or the progress within the activity. For example in use 

case 4 it is suggested that the asynchronous discussion in step 5 could be replaced with
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a synchronoiis discussion (this could be realised using, for example, a chat tool or instant 

messaging). Similarly, it is suggested that students with reading/writing disabilities could 

use a VOIP tool such as Skype to carry out the discussion. Another example of possible 

adaptation to the context in which the activity is running is the suggestion that step 7, 

where the students save their work to the system could be replaced with the students 

emailing the report to the teacher.

The alternative paths and tasks specified in the use cases are interesting as the use cases 

were not written with the explicit intention to personalise the activities or to deliver them 

adaptively in any other way. It is apparent that the practitioners from whom the use cases 

were derived clearly saw the need to tailor the activities to the needs and context of the 

student.

As part of the LADiE project, a gap analysis was carried ont on the set of use cases 

developed by the project. This was achieved through the use of the DialogPlus taxonomy 

to identify any areas that might not be well represented by the use cases [Falconer 06]. 

This analysis showed that the use cases were heavily discussion focused although it was 

not clear from the projects findings whether this was representative of the activities that 

learning practitioners apply in general or whether it was due to the methodology used to 

caj)ture the use cases.

A significant part of the gap analysis was focused on analysing the types of task that wore 

used in the LADiE use cases. The results of this analysis are reiiroduced in table 2.2 and 

re[)resented visually in figure 2.T’. The graph shows the number of occurrences of each 

DialogPlus task type in the LADiE use cases. As shown the LADiE use cases show a 

strong representation of the Assimilative, Information Handling and Communicative task 

types and to a lesser degree the Productive task type. However, Experiential and Adaptive 

tasks are not well represented at all with only three experiential tasks and no adaptive 

tasks.

2.2.3 Analysis

The three perspectives on learning theory discussed associationist, cognitive and situative 

can be characterised as follows [Meyes 04]:

■’Use Case 10 was not included in the original analysis carried out by the LADiE project due to its 
similarity to Use Case 16.
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Awsociationist - learning as activity

Cognitive - learning as achieving understanding

Situative - learning as social practice

Despite the different background and motivations of each of these perspectives one aspect 

that they have in common is the use of activity as a means of learning. For the 

Associationist/Einpiricist perspective ‘learning by doing’ is the key to the process of 

learning as it is the mechanism through which learners build connections between units 

of knowledge. The Cognitive perspective encourages the use of activities that are as 

authentic to the real world as possible as a means to allow the learner to construct mental 

models that can be applied to real world problems. The authenticity of the activity is also 

emphasisefl by the Situative perspective where the focus is on the realistic interactions 

of learners with the other members of the comimmity as the learner participates in the 

activity.

Personalisation is another common theme across the different perspectives. Associationism 

places an emphasis on personalising the composition of tasks to the individual learner 

based on their performance in prior tasks. Similarly, the Cognitive perspective suggests 

that learners should be treated as individuals and activities personalised to their needs.

Clearly, the motivation for learning activities that are personalised to the needs of 

the individual learner is supported by learning theory. It is also clear that eLearning 

practitioners are applying this theory in the real world. This is shown by the emphasis 

that has been placed on research in this area. Projects such as LADiE and DialogPhis 

have illustrated how learning activities are applied by learning practitioners.

2.3 Adaptation Techniques for Learning Content

Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) [Brusilovsky 01] is an area of research that attempts to 

address some of the issues that have been identified in traditional hypermedia based 

systems. Examples of such issues that are commonly attributed to hypermedia include the 

‘Lost in Space’ phenomenon [Conklin 87], the non-linear paths through the hypermedia 

and the one-size-fits-all nature of traditional hypermedia. The ‘Lost in Space’ or ‘Lost 

in Hyp{'rspac('’ plK'nomcnon rc'h'rs to wIkui a u.scr has difficulty knowing wlu'i'c' in
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a hypenneclia they currently are and how they can get to where they want to go. 

Traditional oiie-size-fits all hypermedia present all users with the same hypermedia 

document irrespective of their information needs. These issues can have the effect of 

increasing the cognitive load on a learner as they must not only attempt to learn the subject 

matter but also successfully navigate the hypermedia [Dias 99, Conklin 87]. AH attempts 

to address these issues by adapting the hypermedia to the individual user based on various 

properties of the user, for example, the user’s goals, prior knowledge or preferences.

Personalised
Content

Model

Figure 2.2; Abstract Model of an Adaptive Hypermedia System

Adaptive Hyj^ermedia Systems (AHS) are generally characterised as consisting of an 

Adaptation Engine and three metadata models, the User Model, Domain Model and 

Adaptation Model [Koch 02, De Bra 99]. Figure 2.2 provides an illustration of a generic 

model for an AHS. The User Model provides the system with a model of the user that 

describes, for example, the goals, prior knowledge and interests of the user. The Domain 

Model describes the conceptual structure of the application domain while the Adaptation 

Model consists of the adaptation rules that determine how the hypermedia can be ada{)ted 

to the user. The three models described represent the Storage Layer of a hypermedia 

system that is based on the Dexter Model [Halasz 90]. The Adaptation Model rules are 

executed by the Adaptive Engine in order to generate a personalised hypermedia. This is 

achieved by reconciling information from the Domain Model with information about the 

user from the User Model. For example, only present concept B to the user if their User 

Model says that they have completed the prerequisite concept A.

The techniques used in AH to personalise the hypermedia, as categorised by Brusilovsky 

in his updated taxonomy of AH techniques [Brusilovsky 01], are considered to fall into
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Figure 2.3: Brusilovsky’s Taxonomy of Adaptive Hypermedia Techniques
[Brusilovsky 01]

two different categories, Adaptive Presentation and Adaptive Navigation, as is shown 

in figure 2.3. Adaptive Presentation techniques adapt the content of a page that is 

presented to the user in order to adapt to the users needs. A significant portion of 

the research in Adaptive Presentation is in ‘canned text adaptation’ where content is 

adaptively included or excluded from the page using techniques such as stretchtext, 

inserting/removing fragments or the sorting of fragments [Brusilovsky 96a]. Adaptation 

of the modality of the content, for example based on user preferences, is also included in 

this category.

Adaptive Navigation techniques attempt to provide a personalised navigation structure
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across the hypermedia in order to help the user to find the best path through the 

hyperspace [Brusilovsky 96a]. This is achieved through a range of techniques that range 

from Direct Guidance, where the user is provided with the next link that they should 

follow to Adaptive Link Annotation where the user is given guidance as to which links 

might be appropriate for them.

2.3.1 Adaptive Presentation Techniques

Adaptive Multimedia Presentation The adaptation of the nmltimedia resources 

used in a hypermedia is referred to as Adaptive Multimedia Presentation. Examples 

of how this technique can be applied include changing the quality of an image or video 

based on the available bandwidth or device characteristics.

Adaptive Text Presentation Adaptive Text Presentation generally refers to a 

category of adaptive presentation techniques that attempt to personalise the content of 

a liypermedia document through the conditional inclusion of fragments of ‘canned text’ 

within a page of text. Such techniques are often applied in order to adaj)! the text to the 

u.ser’s prior knowledge, for example to provide an explanation of a term to a novice user.

One technique that falls into this category is Stretchtext [Brusilovsky 96a], which adapts 

the text of a hypermedia by adaptively expanding so called ‘hotwords’ to i)rovide more 

detailed information on a concept depending on the needs of the user. Early examples of 

such systems include MetaDoc [Boyle 94] and KN-AHS [Kobsa 94].

Other techniques that can be classified as Adaptive Text Presentation are the Dimming 

of Eragments [Brusilovsky 96a] and the adaptive insertion and removal of text fragments, 

as exemplified by the AHA! system [De Bra 06].

Adaptation of Modality Adaptation of the modality of a hypermedia generally refers 

to adaptation of the underlying format in which the hypermedia is delivered, for example 

delivering audio instead of video based on available bandwidth or synthesising text to 

speech when the user is in an ‘eyes busy’ environment.
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2.3.2 Adaptive Navigation Techniques

Direct Guidance Direct Guidance is considered to be the simplest of the adaptive 

navigation techniques to implement. In this technique, the AHS ada})tively selects the 

next node in the hypermedia that should be visited by the user based on, for example, the 

user’s goals or prior knowledge. A link to that node is then added to the current page. 

Examples of systems that implement this technique include Interbook [Brusilovsky 98] 

and ELM-ART [Brusilovsky 96b].

Adaptive Link Sorting Adaptive Link Sorting provides the user with an ordered list 

of links from the current page in the hypermedia based on the relevance of the linked 

nodes to the user. The relevance is determined by the system based on the User Model, 

for example based on the goals of the user or their prior knowledge. The user can then 

choose whether or not to follow the links that they system has identified as most relevant 

or to follow alternate links.

Adaptive Link Hiding Adaptive Link Hiding is a mechanism through which the 

possible paths through the hypertext can be restricted by ‘hiding’ or turning off the links 

from one i)age to another. Links between nodes can be disabled in order to hide content 

from the user that they do not yet have the prerequisite knowledge to understand. This 

approach can also be used to constrain the hyperspace that the user sees, based on their 

current goals, so that irrelevant or unnecessary content is hidden from them. The AHA! 

system [De Bra 06] is a popular example of a AHS that implements this technique.

Adaptive Link Annotation Adaptive Link Annotation is a similar technique to Link 

Hiding as it attempts to guide the user through the hypertext by annotating the links in 

a page in order to provide visual cues to the user as to the appropriateness of the link 

based on the users prior knowledge, goals, interests, etc. The default behaviour of a Web 

Browser implements a simple form of this technique. A Web Browser provides the user 

with a visual cue, through the colour coding of the hyperlink text, that tells them whether 

or not they have previously visited a link thus allowing the user to decide whether or not 

they want to follow the link. ELM-ART [Brusilovsky 96b] was one of the first AHS to 

implement this technique using it’s ‘traffic light’ annotations.
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Adaptive Link Generation Unlike the Adaptive Navigation techniques discussed 

previously, which annotate or re-order existing links in a hyi)ertext. Adaptive Link 

Generation techniques attempt to generate new links between resources. These new 

links can be generated based on the discovery of relationships between concepts, or by 

recommending links to topics that are related in some way to the topic currently being 

viewed by the user. Another approach to Link Generation is the generation of a navigation 

structure, such as a ‘table of contents’ that spans the content/concept space taking into 

account the user’s prior knowledge, learning goals, preferences, etc. The APeLS system is 

an example of how this form of Adaptive Link Generation can be applied [Coidan 03a].

Map Adaptation Map Adaptation refers to the adaptation of a local or global 

site map that provides the user with a graphical representation of the hyperspace. 

Examples systems that do apply this technique include HYPERCASE [Micarelli 96] and 

ExploraGraph [Dufresne 00].

2.4 Survey of Adaptive Hypermedia Systems

In the j)revious section, the techniques used in AH to provide both Adaptive Navigation 

and Adaptive Presentation were summarised and examples of systems that aj)i)ly those 

techniques were provided. This section presents a survey of highly cited adaptive eLearning 

systems, providing a summary of the features of each system. It then provides a thorough 

comparative analysis of the systems against important AH caf)abilities and affordances.

2.4.1 AHA!

AHA! [De Bra 06] is an open source AHS that is developed and maintained by the 

Technical University of Eindhoven. It follows closely the classical model of an AHS, as 

described by Brusilovsky [Brusilovsky 01]. As such, its architecture consists of an Adajitive 

Engine (AE), which is used to execute a set of rules, referred to as the Adaptation Model 

(AM), in order to select appropriate concepts from a Domain Model (DM) based on the 

systems knowledge of the user, as captured in the User Model (UM).

The DM consists of a directed graph of concepts in which the edges represent relationships 

between the concepts, for example the concept HTML tag is a prerequisite of the concept
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Javascript [De Bra 02a]. Content, in the form of XHTML pages, can be associated vitli 

a concept in the DM.

The AM consists of event-condition-action rnles that determine any actions tiiat the AE 

slionld take. Each rule is associated with a specific concept from the DM so that for 

example, when a user reads a page associated with a specific concept the UM is updited 

to reflect an increase in the user’s knowledge of that concept. The rules in the AM also 

allow such increases in knowledge to propagate so that an increase in a user’s knowledge 

of a subconcept can also trigger their knowledge of a superconcept to be updated as veil. 

As well as knowledge of a concept, adaptation rules in the AM can also be used to up late 

other properties that are associated with a concept in the UM.

AHA! supports both adaptive navigation, through the use of adaptive link annotation, and 

adaptive i)resentation, through the use of adaptive multimedia presentation and earned 

text adaptation. Link annotation is basc'd on tlu' traffic light metaphor with tlu' linls to 

ai)propriate concepts annotated with a green light, links to oi)tional concepts annotited 

with an amber light and links to concepts that are considered to be inappropdate 

annotated with a red light. Annotations are added to any hyperlink in a document tint is 

marked as conditional based on the adaptation rules associated with the linked concept. 

These rides determine the appropriate annotation based on the users knowledge oi the 

concejit.

The content that AHA! uses to deliver adaptive hypertexts consists of XHTML compiant 

documents in which the anchor tag, for any hyperlinks that are required to have adaptive 

behaviours, are annotated by adding a ‘class’ attribute with the value ‘conditional’. Such 

liyperlinks can be used to point to a concept in the DM rather than a specific pape or 

resource. This allows the AE to be used to select an appropriate page to present tc the 

user from the set of pages that are associated with that concept [De Bra 06]. In AHA! this 

feature is referred to as ‘adaptive link destinations’. This is a new feature of AHA! 3.0, 

in previous versions pages of content were explicitly referenced in the DM [De Bra 02b]. 

AHA! can also support the adaptive insertion of fragments of text within a page. This 

can be achievcM using one of two supported mechanisms, the first is through the use of a 

custom <if> tag that is embedded in the content [De Bra 02b]. The use of this tag alows 

adaptation rules to be embedded in the content and used to select an appropriate Hock 

of text to show to the user. This mechanism has been available in previous versiois of
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AHA! whereas the second iiiechanism, which makes use of the XHTML <object> tag, is 

only available in the more recent version 3.0 of AHA! [De Bra 03]. This new approach 

removes the need to use the non standard tag <if> tag in the content markup as well as 

removing the need to embed the rules in the content. Instead the rules are associated with 

a concept in the AM. Using the object based mechanism, <object> elements are inserted 

into the content at the point where a conditional fragment should be added. This element 

has two attributes, the type attribute with value ‘aha/text’ is used to identify the object 

to the AHA! engine as it processes the XHTML document and the name attribute is used 

to specify the concept that the conditional fragment corresponds to.

2.4.2 ADAPTS

ADAPT^ [Brusilovsky Ofib] is a distributed AHS, based on the earlier KnowledgeTree 

[Brusilovsky 04a] system, in which the various functionalities of the system are separated 

out into individual services. The architecture consists of a user portal, through which users 

can interact with the system, a user modelling service [Brusilovsky 05a], a set of services 

that provide support for a range of different adaptiv'e functionalities and value-adding 

services [Brusilovsky 04a]. These adaptation services, referred to as ‘activity servers’ 

[Brusilovsky 04a], can then be combined as required in order to deliver personalised 

content. Examples of adaptive services available as part of ADAPT^ include QuizGuide 

[Sosnovsky 04], an adaptive quiz service, KnowledgeSea [Brusilovsky 04b], a personalised 

content recommender and WebEx [Brusilovsky 08], which delivers interactive examples.

As part of the ADAPT^ architecture, adaptive behaviours are handled by the value adding 

services. On such service is Nav-Ex [Brusilovsky 08, Brusilovsky 05c], which uses link 

annotation to provide adaptive navigation support to courses delivered using ADAPT^. 

As part of the ADAPT^ architecture, services such as Nav-Ex can be used to add adaptive 

behaviovirs to content that was not originally designed to be used adaptively.

Nav-Ex provides link annotations to the user based on the user’s prior knowledge of the 

prerequisite concepts for a given link. Red bullet annotations are used to indicate that a 

user does not have sufficient prior knowledge while a green bullet annotation indicates that 

a link is appropriate for the user. Links can also be annotated with a green check mark 

to indicate that the user has already covered the concepts covered by that link. Nav-Ex 

id('ntifi(is links as appropriate or not using a domain modcd, which is auto-gc'iu'ratt'd from
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the content. The riser’s knowledge level for the prerequisite concepts of a given link are 

retrieved from a binary overlay user model so that a user is considered to have learned a 

concept as soon as they have read the corresponding content.

An interesting feature of ADAPT^ is its support for what is referred to as ‘intelligent 

content’ [Rey-lopez 08]. This consists of pieces of dynamic content, which can be 

implemented using various technologies including ASP and Java Applets, that provide 

the user with interactive content that provides features such as quizzes and interactive 

programming problems [Brusilovsky 05c]. As mentioned previously, dynamic content in 

the ADAPT^ architecture is delivered using ‘activity servers’.

2.4.3 APeLS

The Adajitive Personalised eLearning Service (APeLS) [Conlan 03a] is a web based AHS 

that was developed in Trinity College Dublin (TCD). The APeLS system is specifically 

targeted at eLearning applications and as such has been used to deliver several adaptive 

courses covering topics ranging from Mechanics (physics) [Conlan 03a] to the SQL 

database (piery language [Conlan 02]. The adaptive SQL course has been used to teach 

undergraduate students in TCD for several years, in that time, it has been shown to have 

provided real benehts to the students that have used it in comparison to non adaptive 

online courses [Conlan 04].

The APeLS arcJiitecture is similar to that of other AHS, as shown in hgure 2.4 it consists 

of an Adaptive Engine, which is used to reconcile the Learner Model with the Content 

Model through the execution of the Narrative Model [Conlan 02]. The Narrative Model 

is a key architectural difference of APeLS in comparison with other AHS, such as AHA!

The Learner Model used by APeLS is an XML based description of the user which is 

primarily designed to capture information about the competencies that the user has 

learned as well as the competencies that they wish to acquire. The schema of this 

model is fixed and c:annot be modified although it does provide enough flexibility to 

store the competencies relating to an arbitrary number of concepts. It is also possible 

to capture properties of the learner other than competencies required/learned as long as 

the information to be captured conforms to the concept overlay approach to user modelling 

that is applied in APeLS.
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APeLS does not define what information about the user is captured in the Learner Model 

or how that information about the user is captured. This is up to the developer of the 

specific instance of an APeLS course to specify based on the needs of the adaptive course 

they are designing. For example, in the Physics course mentioned previously, once a 

user has viewed a page it is assumed that their knowledge of the corresponding concept 

increased and so their user model is updated. In contrast, the SQL Cour.se instance of 

APeLS only updates the user model based on an explicit action of the learner.

The Content Model in APeLS is a collection or XML based metadata descriptions of each 

of the content resources that are available to the system for inclusion in a personalised 

course. Each metadata <lescription conforms to the same schema although this schema 

can be defined by the designer or an adaptive course. This allows APeLS to search across 

all of the content metadata as one model in order to identify appropriate content.

The Narrative Model in APeLS is used to encapsulate the necessary domain model 

information as well as the adaptation rules that allow the AE to adaptively select 

appropriate concepts as part of a user’s personalised course. In these respects, the APeLS 

Narrative Model is equivalent to the Adaptation Model in AHA! However, unlike AHA!, 

which only considers the sequencing of concepts as defined in the domain model, APeLS 

allows concepts to be sequenced based on strategies that are dehned by the author of 

the adaptive course, while still taking into account the relationshii)s between the concepts 

that are defined in the domain model. This allow's adaptive courses that are based ou
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educationally sound strategies to be generated. These strategies are captured in the 

Narrative Model.

In addition to the adaptive sequencing of concepts, APeLS also supports the adaptive 

selection of appropriate content through a technique referred to as Candidacy [Dagger 03]. 

Candidacy is based on the grouping of content resources that cover the same concept but 

which differ in how that concept is presented. For example, different content resources 

might he available to explain a concept to a learner with limited knowledge of a domain 

and a learner with a more detailed knowledge. A specialised set of rules, referred to as a 

Candidate Selector [Dagger 03], is then used to choose the most appropriate content for 

an individual learner. This selection process can also be passed on to an external system, 

which has sj)ecialised knowledge of how to make the selection.

In both adaptive sequencing and selection, APeLS can make use of any property of the 

h'ariK'r or contcmt that is available to the Engine' in order to inHiU'nee the ('xe'cution of tlu' 

narrative rules. These rules are executed using the JESS [Friedman-Hill 08] rule engine, 

which has been extended to provide a set of Custom Functions [Conlan 02] that allow 

the rules to access and manipvdate the metadata models. The combination of the flexible 

rule language provided by JESS and its support for applying sequencing strategies, APeLS 

affords the narrative author a lot of flexibility in how they express the adaptive behaviours 

necessary for their course.

2.4.4 ActiveMath

ActiveMath [Ullrich 08, Melis 01] is a web based system for teaching mathematics, which 

supports the personalised composition of learning objects. These learning objects are 

based on the Open Mathematical Document (OMDoc) specification [Kohlhase 06] for 

mathematical documents, which ActiveMath interprets and transforms into a format that 

can be delivered to the user, e.g. HTML. In addition to learning objects consisting of 

static content, ActiveMath also supports the delivery of interactive exercises [Goguadze 05] 

that allow the user to engage with the system by completing exercises such as answering 

mathematical problems, either by calculating the answer or submitting a formula, which is 

then evaluated by a Computer Algebra System (CAS). As with static content objects, the 

exercises are encoded using an extension of the OMDoc specification, which is transformed 

into a HTML form. The system can then evaluate how well a user does in an exercise and
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provide personalised feedback based on that evalnation. ActiveMath supports Adaptive 

Navigation through the integration of a course generator component, PAIGOS [Ullrich 09], 

which builds personalised courses based on the user’s goals.

Unlike the AH based personalised eLearning systems discussed previously, which use an 

application specific set of rules to make decisions about concepts in the domain model. 

PAIGOS uses a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) based AI planning technique to compose 

personalised courses (see section 3.3 for more details on HTN and other AI Planning 

techniques). This approach allows PAIGOS to decompose the goal of the user into 

a set of subtasks that can be satisfied by the resources available to the system. To 

achieve this, PAIGOS has a set of rules that describe how a specific educational goal 

should be decomposed in order to produce an educationally sound course. As such, 

these rules represent a pedagogical model that describes how courses can be generated in 

accordance with pedagogically sound strategies. PAIGOS supports six different strategies 

or ‘scenarios’ [Ullrich 08], which have been developed based on a constructivist perspective 

on learning theory. The six scenarios supported are: discover new content, rehearse weak 

points, establish connections between concepts, train intensively, train competencies and 

exam simulation.

riie PAIGOS course generator affords ActiveMath with a lot of flexibility in terms of how 

a course can be delivered as it supports both a priori composition of a conrse and just iii 

time selection of aj)propriate resources. Sections of a course structure can be statically 

defined by a course author while still allowing other sections of the course to be adaptively 

generated. The content to teach these concepts can then be selected on a just in time basis, 

allowing the system to select appropriate content based on the cnrrent state of the User 

Model. This allows the system to take into account the user’s performance in exercises 

that they have recently completed.

2.4.5 IMS Learning Design

Learning Design [IMS 03] is an IMS Specification for the description of pedagogically 

driven learning activities using a platform independent language. The specification is 

broken into three levels, level A provides support for describing the basic structure of 

a static Learning Design that can be executed by a Learning Design player such as 

CopperCore [Martens 05] or learning management systems such as .LRN [Del Gid 07] and
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LAMS [Ualziel 03]. Level B builds upon the basic structure of a Learning design specified 

by level A by adding support for adaptivity within the Learning Design while level C 

adds support for notifications, which can be used to send messages to a user or to enable 

activities.

The basic comj)onents of a Learning Design are Roles, Activities and Environments. 

Roles allow the author to define different roles that users can carry out within the system, 

these roles can be defined as either learner or staff roles although there can be many 

different roles defined within these types. Activities are the basic components of a Learning 

Design representing individual parts of the course, which are realised through the delivery 

of one or more Environments. Activities can be nested to create a tree structure of 

activities. Environments are containers for content and services that are necessary to 

deliver the Learning Design. By separating the definition of Environments from Activities 

it is possible to reuse the Environments as part of multiple Activities.

The seciuencing of the delivery of Activities in a Learning Design is controlled by the Play, 

which contains one or more Acts. In turn, an Act contains one or more Role-parts, which 

link a Role with that Activity that the role should take part in during the Act.

As mentioned previously, adaptive behaviours can be implemented in a Learning Design 

using th(> level B features, of specific interest are Properties and Conditions that this 

level introduces. Properties are variables that can be scoped with respect to the ‘run’ 

(spf'cific execution of the Learning Design) or can be global (exist across all runs of the 

L(‘arning Design). Properties can also be personal, reflecting the properties of individual 

users. In order to implement adaptive behaviours these Properties can be accessed and 

manipulated using Conditions, which are essentially if-then-else statements that can be 

triggered by changes to Property values. The most common use of conditions is to set the 

isvisible attribute that is part of the definition of all Activities, Environments and Acts. 

This allows parts of the Learning Design to be enabled or disabled based on the value of 

a Property, which could be set as the result of a previous interaction with the system, or 

in the case of a fully integrated LMS such as .LRN, the properties from a Learner Model. 

Conditions can also be used to conditionally show/hide sections of a HTML document 

being presented to the user. In this case the result of the condition would be to show 

or hide a <div> element within the HTML document based on the value of the class 

attribute.
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Learning Design also supports the use of services are part of an activity. The Specification 

itself supports three types of services an email service, send-mail; a discussion service, 

conference; and a search service, index-search. The implementation of these services 

is left up to the platform so that the Learning Design can remain independent of the 

platform so that it can be reused. Additional services can be added to Learning Design 

by extending the; spexaheation with additional service; type's, whieh we)idel be- spe'cific to 

a given platform as other Learning Design platforms would not be able to hanelle the 

extensions corre?ctly. Various elifferent approaches have been taken to adelress this issue 

such as that taken by LAMS as well as others [Del Cid 07].

2.4.6 Comparison of Content Adaptation Systems

To compare the aelaptive eLearning systems presented in this chapter, a set of criteria 

have been identified. These criteria cover five areas of interest with respect to the research 

question, namely:

• Adaptation Techniques

• Adaptation Mechanisms

• Adaptation Scaffolding

• Content Flexibility

• Content Interaction with System

The adaptation techniques criteria allow the systems to be compared based on the adaptive 

behaviours that they support. These behaviours have been taken from the main stream 

classification of adaptive behaviours as discussed in section 2.3. By comparing the adaptive 

behaviours supported by the systems discussed it will be possible to identify any trends 

that exist in the state of the art in adaptive eLearning systems.

The adaptation mechanism criteria cover the techniques used by adaptive systems to 

realise the adaptive behaviours that they exhibit. As such, they cover both architectural 

considerations such as the types of content supported and how they make use of the 

metadata models available to the system.

The underlying scaffolding upon which the adaptation rules are built can have a significant 

impact on how the adaptation rules are authored. For this reason the comparison looks
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at how the adaptation rulcH of the different systems are strnetnred upon the nnderlying 

models of the system.

The content flexibility is an important aspect to investigate as it provides an insight 

into the overall flexibility of the adaptive system and how easily it can be applied across 

different domains. For example, does a system only support content in a specific format 

or does the system require content to be tailored or customised specifically to the system.

Related to the flexible support for content is whether or not the system supports or requires 

the interaction of the content directly with the system in order to provide some or all of 

it’s adaptive behaviours.

These fiv^e criteria can be considered to fall into two categories, those that are use^d to 

evaluate the systems based on the Adaptive behaviours supported and those that are used 

to evaluate the system based on it’s content recinirements. These categorisations are shown 

below. The following sections provide an analysis of the systems surveyed based on these 

criteria, which is summarised in tables 2.3 and 2.4.

• Adaptation Criteria

— Adaptation Techniques 
— Adaptation Mechanisms 
— Adaptation Scaffolding

• Content Criteria

— Content Flexibility 
— Content Interaction with System

2.4.6.1 Adaptation Comparison

Adaptation Techniques The traditional categorisation of adaptation techniques 

focuses on Adaptive Navigation (AN) and Adaptive Presentation (AP). With respect 

to AN all of the systems discussed support the adaptation of the navigation structure. In 

the case of AffA! and ADAPT^ this support is in the form of Link Annotation where as 

APeLS and ActiveMath can both be considered to apply Link ffiding and Link Generation 

techniques. As discussed by Berlanga et al. [Berlanga 08] and Hendrix et al [Hendrix 09], 

Learning Design can support AN using several different m(H;hanisms ineluding Direct 

Guidance, Link Hiding and Link Annotation.
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ADAPT^ and ActiveMath do not support any AP ineclianisms, however the other three 

systems in the survey do implement various Adaptive Presentation mechanisms. Both 

APeLS and AHA! can adaptively select appropriate content resources using their respective 

Candidacy and ‘adaptive link destinations’ techniques. AHA! also supports the conditional 

inclusion of fragments of text in an appropriately marked up piece of content, a feature 

that is also supported by Learning Design. The implementation of this feature in AHA! 

however is a lot more flexible as the individual fragments are separate to the document in 

which they are included where as Learning Design requires every jjossible version of the 

text fragment to be included in the document. This is similar to the technique that was 

used in older versions of AHA!.

In order to fully cover the full range of adaptive behaviours, Adaptive Retrieval has 

also been included as a criteria for comparison. In their general form, none of the 

systems covered in this chapter support Adaptive Retrieval. However, ADAPT^ can 

support Adaptive Retrieval through the use of the KnowledgeSea [Brusilovsky 02] service. 

KiiowledgeSea can be integrated into an adaptive eLearning course in order to support 

the searching of open corpus content. In the case of KnowledgeSea H [Brusilovsky 04b], 

the basic search functionality is extended through an adaptive annotation mechanism, 

similar to the traditional Link Annotation teclmiciues, that suggests to the user content 

that others have browsed.

Courses delivered using ActiveMath can take advantage of a Search Tool, which allows 

the user to search all of the content available in ActiveMath by entering mathematical 

formulae as well as text. Similarly, a search service can be added to a Learning Design. 

However, in both cases the search functionality is not adaptive.

Adaptation Mechanisms The first aspect of AHS design that was investigated was the 

mechanism used to encapsulate the adaptation rules. Early AHS embedded the adaptation 

rules in the content that they delivered, while others embedded the rules in the engine itself. 

Embedding the adaptation rules in the content has several adverse effects, it increased the 

coni])lexity of the content authoring, restricted the availability of content and greatly 

reduced the ability to reuse or re-{)urpose the adaptation strategy.

Several subsequent models for the design of AHS, such as AHAM [De Bra 99] and the 

Multi Model, Metadata Driven Approach [Conlan 02. Conlan 05], identified this issue and
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recommended the separation of the adaptation rules into a separate model, referred to 

as the Adaptation Model or Narrative Model respectively. This approach would allow 

the rules to be modified independently of the engine and/or content and opened up 

the possibility of reusing the strategy embodied by the Adaptation Model. Similarly, 

embedding the rules in the engine itself reduces the applicability of the engine to different 

applications. If the rules are spec'ifie to the; application domain, e.g. Database- The-ory then 

the engine software is tied to that application domain. Even if the rules are independent 

of the domain, they are still likely to be designed based on a specific pedagogical strategy 

or teaching approach. To change the strategy used would require the engine itself to be 

modified, increasing the cost and complexity of applying the technology.

In all of the systems discussed in this chapter, the rules used to implement Adaptive 

Navigation are indeed contained in a separate Adaptation Model. This can also be 

considered to be the case for Learning Design as the description of a Unit of Learning in 

Learning Design is only focused on the description of the activity sequencing. As such, it 

is independent of the engine itself. Based on this agreement in the design of the different 

AHS, a separate Adaptation Model can be seen as a characteristic of a modern AHS. 

When looking at how Adaptive Presentation is implemented by the systems in this study 

that support it, namely Learning Design, APeLS and AHA!, there is not snch agreement. 

To support conditional/canned text functionality as described by [Gutierrez-Santos 08], 

Learning Design requires the content to be written especially, with all possible versions of 

the fragment contained in the same document. However, the rules that actually control 

which fragriKuit is displayc'd an- part of tlu- Lc^arning De-sign sp<-ciffcation for the- Unit 

of Learning. AHA! also supports conditional text fragments but it has moved from an 

approach in which both the conditional fragments and adaptation rules were encapsulated 

in the content resources to a more flexible approach in which the rules are now part of 

the Adaptation Model and the content fragments are stored in individual files. APeLS on 

the other hand does not require rules or content fragments to be embedded in the content 

resources it delivers in order to provide Adaptive Presentation although its implementation 

of this behaviour, through Candidacy, does not provide the same level of adaptation 

granularity as AHA! or Learning Design.

The way in which an AHS utilises its Adaptation Model is also an interesting aspect of 

their design. The question here is when should the adaptive selection and sequencing be
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carried out, a priori or just in time. In the a priori approach, the AHS would generate 

a complete personalised course or presentation before the user is allowed to access the 

content. The just in time approach differs in that is makes adaptive decisions about which 

concept or specihc piece of content to present to the user only at the point when the 

user makes a request to the AHS for the next piece of content. For example, when the 

us('r clicks a hypculink in a w('b based int('rfac(\ Tlu' a priori approach has tlu' bcnuTt of 

allowing the system to generate a complete course in which the user is free to navigate 

without the structure of the course or the content presented to the user changing. This 

lu'lps to address th(' issue's raised by D(' Bra [Ue Bra 00], who hk'iitiheid how an ‘unstabk'’ 

hypertext that changed between user visits could be confusing to the user. The problem 

with this approach is that the course or presentation generated by the AHS can become 

out of date as the user’s knowledge in the domain changes. The just in time approach 

results in a course that is always appropriate given the system’s current model of the user 

but can cause the user to become disorientated within the hypertext as a result of the 

change structure of the document.

The ADAPT^ system takes a just in time approach to Adaptive Navigation, however the 

possible adverse affects of this aj^proach on the user are not a significant issue for this 

system as it does not directly manipulates the link structure of the personalised course. 

If an ADAPT^ user revisits a page the only change they are likely to notice is that the 

annotations on the adaptive links might have changed. AHA! also employs just in time 

Adaptive Navigation but unlike ADAPT^ it does manipulate the link structure through 

the use of its ‘adaptive link destinations’ technique as well as adapting the content itself 

dynamically using conditional fragments. As a means of controlling the potential for 

confusing the user as they navigate, the designers of AHA! recommend that authors of 

adaptive courses design their courses so that they contain ‘explicit static link structures’ 

and that adaptive links should be used for additional information [De Bra 98].

In contrast, the APeLS system applies an a priori based approach in which the user is 

provided with instruments that allow them to control when the system rebuilds their 

personalised course. If the user feels that the course generated by the AHS is no longer 

appropriate for them then it is up to the user to prompt the system to build a new course 

for them, taking into account the systems updated view of the user. Any changes to the 

structure of the course are directly related to the user’s own actions. The ActiveMath
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system takes a similar approach to APeLS in that the course generation process is carried 

out a priori by the PAIGOS component. The actual content delivered to the user is selected 

just in time. This allows ActiveMath to select appropriate content for the user based on 

how well the user did in previous interactions with the system’s interactive components.

When looking at Learning Design with respect to just in time adaptation versus a priori 

adaptation it is a little more difficult to analyse as there is nothing specific in the 

specification that defines when the adaptation occurs, instead it is dependent on the player 

or LMS that is executing the Learning Design. In the case of a player such as Coppercore, 

it is obvious that any adaptation can only be at run time as Coppercore only has access to 

user properties that it has acquired during the run of a Unit of Learner. An LMS such as 

LAMS or .LRN has access to a user model in order to populate properties in the Learning 

Design, which could be used to adapt the Unit of Learning to the user’s needs prior to their 

interaction with the system. However, there is nothing in the specification to restrict the 

Learning Design from further adapting the Unit of Learning as the User Model changes 

over time. This results from the way in which, according to the specihcation, a Learning 

Design player should re-evaluate any conditions as soon as the vales of the properties that 

the conditions operate on change. This behaviour would result in the Learning Design 

changing as the user navigates through it.

Adaptation Model Scaffolding When looking at how different AHS encode their 

supported adaptive behaviours in rules, it is clear that there are several different 

approaches that can be taken and that the choices made directly affect the type of course 

or presentation that the system can generate.

In order to be able to write rules that describe the adaptation mechanisms in an AHS, 

it is necessary to first identify a scaffolding upon which the rules can be layered. Suc'h a 

scaffolding would need to be an existing structure that is either available to the AHS at run 

time or is considered at design time by the author of an adaptive course or presentation. 

Examples of such scaffolds include the Domain Model, the pedagogy or other strategy and. 

in the case of activities or services, the workflow the describes the interaction betwc;en the 

services.

The use of the Domain Model as a scaffcrlding for overlaying the adaptation rules implic^s 

that the system makes decisions about concepts to be included in a personalised course or
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presentation based on relationships between the concepts in the Domain Model. AHA!, 

ADAPT^ and APeLS all support the execution of rules based on the Domain Model. In 

the cases of AHA! and ADAPT^, this is the only type or rule scaffolding that they support 

for the implementation of Adaptive Navigation. This is because the rules are designed to 

be executed in a just in time manner that reconciles the relationships between concepts in 

the Domain Model with the system’s knowledge of the user based on an overlay style User 

Model. APeLS, in addition to supporting Domain Model based scaffolding of the rules, 

can support the use of other scaffoldings at the same time. ActiveMath, unlike the other 

three systems, does not layer its rules on the Domain Model. Although ActiveMath does 

generate courses based on a set of concepts to be covered, the rules that determine how 

this is achieved are independent of the concepts themselves.

An alternative to using the Domain Model as a scaffolding for the Adaptation Model 

rules is to use pedagogy or some other strategy that should influence the structure of tlie 

generated course or presentation. This approach allows the AHS to take into account the 

exj)ertise of the course author as well as accepted design principles from the domain in 

cjuestion, for example pedagogical strategies in eLearning. Both ActiveMath and APeLS 

adopt this api)roach to rule authoring to varying degrees. In ActiveMath, the rules are 

entirely based on pedagogical strategies and are independent of the domain over which the 

rules are executed. This allows PAIGOS, the course generator component of ActiveMath, 

to be used in different application domains without the need to author any rules. The 

limitation of this approach is that the author of the course is restricted to using pedagogies 

supported by PAIGOS.

APeLS takes a more pragmatic approach to the use of strategy as a scaffolding for the 

overlay of rules. It does not prescribe any pedagogical strategies to the author but 

instead allows them to make decisions about how the course should be structured for 

themselves. As mentioned previously, these strategy based rules can be combined with 

Domain Model based rules so that the system can make decisions about both educational 

strategy and the relationships between concepts. The complexity of such rules mean that 

the author is faced with a significant task, especially if they are not experts in authoring 

such rules. This complexity is handled through the use of authoring tools such as the 

ACCT [Dagger 05] that allow pedagogical strategies and Domain Model information to 

be combined graphically.
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The main focus of the Learning Design specification is to support the application of a wide 

range of pedagogical strategies in eLearning. A such, the basis of a Learning Design is 

the sequencing of acts and activities in order to implement the strategy that the designer 

wishes to employ. There are limitations in the approach taken by Learning Design such 

as the inability to allow the learner to review activities that they have already completed, 

as discussed by [Gutierrez-Santos 08]. Learnin Design also requires that the strategy 

being employed must be fitted within the hierarchical structure of acts and activities 

that Learning Design is based on. Irrespective of these limitations, the adaptation rules 

that can be incorporated into a Learning Design are primarily based on the structure 

of activities in the Learning Design. Furthermore, Learning Design authoring tools such 

as ASK-LDT [Sampson 05], Reload [Reload Project 10] and the LAMS authoring tool 

are generally focused on facilitating the designer in structuring the activities. This is in 

contrast to authoring tools such as those for APeLS or AHA!, which base the authoring 

methodology on the Domain Model.

A third possible approach to the scaffolding of adaptation rules is to overlay them on the 

control flow (workflow) between the activities or services in a composition. The integration 

of services into an AH course is something that has seen limited application. As is the case 

with pedagogy in eLearning, there are a complex set of rules that govern the interaction of 

services in a composition. In order to adapt the composition it is not only necessary to take 

into account the services that are available but also the c’ontrol flow between the services, 

which describes the business logic of the composition. None of the four systems looked at in 

this chapter provide any explicit support for this approach. Although ADAPT^ supports 

the delivery of interactive or ‘intelligent’ content these are treated in the same way as 

static content with no support for control flow between the ‘intelligent content’ resources. 

Similarly, Learning Design supports the inclusion of services such as communication and 

email in a Unit of Learning but these are also treated in the same way as any other content 

resource specified in the Learning Design. In contrast, the flexible nature of APeLS could 

provide some degree of support for this form of rule scaffolding as speculated about in 

[Conlan 03b] although this has not been realised.
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2.4.6.2 Content Support Comparison

Flexible use of Content The content that an AHS uses to generate a personalised 

course or presentation is an important aspect of the design of such systems with a direct 

inii)act on the functionality that the system provides as well as several non functional 

properties of the system. Content is also expensive to produce and as such can represent a 

significant barrier to the deployment of AHS. As part of this review, two areas of interest 

have been identified with respect to the relationship between an AHS and the content that 

it utilises, the flexibility of an AHS to utilise content and the need/ability for content to 

directly interact with the AHS.

The ability of an AHS to use content that consists of content types, such as HTML, images 

ami vich'o fikis, that an' commonly us('d in non-adaptivc?, w('b basc'd course's affords such 

a system with significant advantages. It allows existing content to be reused by the 

AHS without the need for extensive refactoring of the content. Similarly, content that 

is developed specifically for delivery as part of an adaptive course can be used by other 

systems, both adaptive and non-adaptive. AHA!, ADAPT"^ and APeLS are all designed 

to deliver XHTML based content, however ActiveMath requires ‘learning objects’ to be 

developed using the OMDoc XML speciheation.

A drawback that comes from supporting generic content types is that it prevents the AHS 

from providing some Adaptive Presentation behaviours. For example, of the four AHS 

looked at in this chapter only AHA! supports the runtime interpretation of adaptive links. 

However, in order to achieve this it is necessary for the links in the XHTML content 

to be annotated in the ai)propriate manner. In contrast both ActiveMath and APeLS 

provide the structure of the course to the user and do not make decisions about Adaptive 

Navigation at runtime. Similarly, ADAPT^ only provides link annotation.
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Ill order to iiiipleiiieiit canned text adaptation, both AHA! anci any system that supports 

the Learning Design specification must pre-process any HTML content on the server before 

passing it to the client to be rendered in the browser. This is necessary in order to identify 

fragments of the HTML that should be conditionally shown or hidden. In the case of 

AHA! this is either the special <if> tags or HTML <object> tags with the appropriate 

class type. Similarly a Learning Design system must look for any <div> element with a 

class type that is specified in a condition rule. In the case of content used in a Learning 

Design, this means that the content must be designed with this feature in mind, with all 

possible alternative content fragments included in the document. This does not prevent 

the content from being reused in other systems although it could be confusing for the 

user to see all of the possible alternative fragments. The use of the <object> tag in AHA! 

removes the need to include all possible alternative fragments in a page but it still requires 

the content to be written with the application in mind. Presenting such AHA! content in 

a different system would produce a page that potentially had pieces of content missing. 

Further more, the use of a mime type that the client browser is not aware of would have 

undesirable effects.

Content Interaction with AHS In order to achieve some adaptive behaviours it is 

necessary for the content to directly interact with the AHS itself. Examples of such 

direct interactions inclnde content that retrieves information about the user from the User 

Model in order to adapt itself to the user or similarly content that directly updates the 

User Model based on the interactions of the user with the content. In the delivery of static 

content, none of the four AHS discussed exhibit this behaviour. When considering the 

delivery of interactive content, which ADAPT^ and ActiveMath both support, we see that 

in order to provide this functionality the content must interact directly with the AHS. In 

the case of ADAPT^ the content can directly query the Cumulate user modelling service 

for information that it then uses to adapt itself to the user. Subsequently, the content can 

then update the system’s model of the user based on their interactions with the content. 

Similarly, ActiveMath’s activities provide information to the system that is stored in the 

systems global User Model. The ability of content to directly interact with the AHS can 

provide benefits to the user however it does mean that the content must be specifically 

tailored to the architecture of the system and makes it difficult to reuse the content on 

any other system.
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Another mechanism through which content and the AHS can interact with each other is in 

the adaptive parametrisation of content. This mechanism would allow an AHS to directly 

influence the behaviour of a content resource by provide it with additional information, 

for example user preferences. None of the systems discussed provide such a mechanism 

for passing parameters to content however, Learning Design does allow parameters to be 

passc'd to s(uvic(;s. As L('arning Dc^sign only allows servicers to be spc'cihc'd abstractly tlu' 

parameters passed to the services can only be general properties that the author of the 

Unit of Learning thinks the service might be interested in but there is no guarantee that 

the service will actually make use of the information.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, a state of the art review of the adaptive web has been presented. As part 

of this review, the mechanisms and techniques used in Adaptive Hypermedia to provide 

personalised web content to the user were described. To capture a clear view' of the current 

state of the art, a set of long standing Adaptive Hypermedia Systems were discussed. Based 

on the analysis of these systems, a set of properties that can be used to characterise the 

architecture and functionality of an Adaptive Hypermedia System w'crc developed. These 

properties were then used to compare and contrast the systems discussed.

Based on the analysis carried out, it is clear that, as a whole, modern Adaptive Hypermedia 

Systems have all adopted the model driven principles put forward by approaches such as 

AH AM and the Multi-Model, Metadata Driven Approach. However, the adoption of a 

pedagogical model, which can be abstractly considered as a strategy model, has not, so 

far, been unanimously adopted.

It is interesting to note how ADAPT^ and ActiveMath both support what could be 

referred to as ‘intelligent content’, that is content that adapts to the user independently 

of the Adaptive Hypermedia System itself. Although this can be seen to have benefits 

from the p(U’sp(^(div(' of tlu' (uid user, it do(;s pr<!sent signiheant problems in rc'lalion to 

interoperability and content reuse. An important outcome of the analysis is the limited 

support provided by any of the Adaptive Hypermedia Systems surveyed for services. 

Although ActiveMath and ADAPT^ both support content that the user can interact with, 

this ‘interactive content’ is, from an implementation perspective, tightly bound to the
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functionality and infrastructure of the respective systems. Furthermore, this interactive 

content is treated in the same maimer as non interactive content with no provision made 

for the support of control flow or data flow between the interactive components.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art - Adaptive 

Service Composition

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the different techniques that can be applied in order to personalise 

niultiniedia content based on the needs of the individual were discussed, ffowever, to 

be able to provide the Learner with adaptively composed activities, it is necessary to be 

able to not only adaptively select and sequence content but also to do the same for the 

interactive services that need to be combined with the content to create an activity.

The composition of services can be categorised as either static or dynamic [Rao 04, 

Dustdar 05]. Static composition techniques are generally those in which the composition 

of services is generated at design time with the desired services selected by the designer 

and the necessary control flow put in place. Research in the area of workflow can be placed 

into this category. Dynamic composition techniques are those in which the composition 

is generated at rnntime with the necessary services selected and sequenced as part of the 

orchestration. This category of composition covers a wide range of techniques ranging 

from rule based to Af planning.

This chapter presents a state of the art review of both static and dynamic service 

composition domains, introducing the various techniques that can be applied as well as 

examples of systems that apply those techniques. The chapter is structured as follows, a 

survey of service orchestration systems and technology are presented in section 3.2, this is
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followed by a survey of service composition techniques based on AI planning in section 3.3. 

Some background on techniques and technologies related to the composition of services is 

also provided in section 3.4. An analysis of the systems surveyed in this chapter is then 

presented in section 3.5. This analysis is based on systems and technologies from both 

the service orchestration and AI planning surveys and focuses on the applicability to the 

techniques and technology in addressing the research question.

3.2 Service Orchestration

This section discusses various techniques for the orchestration of Web Services. Such 

techniciues are traditionally seen as static composition techniques. This is essentially 

the case with technologies such as Web Service Business Process Execution Language 

(WSBPEL 2.0) [Oasis Consortium 07], which is the de facto industry standard for Web 

Service Orchestration. However, the state of the art clearly indicates a trend towards 

orchestrations that can adapt towards the needs of the user or the context in which 

the workflow is being executed. This is illustrated by the varying degrees of tlynamism 

supported by systems discussed in this section. A comparative analysis of the systems 

discussed in this section along with the AI planning based systems discussed in the next 

section is provided in section 3.5.

3.2.1 Web Service Business Process Execution Language

Web Service Business Process Execution Language (WSBPEL) is an Oasis specification 

for the description of executable Web Service orchestrations using an XML grammar. 

WSBPEL is baseM on the work carried out by Microsoft and IBM on their earlier workflow 

languages, XLANG and WSFL [Leyniann 01]. As WSBPEL is designed to orchestrate Web 

Services it supports communication between the process and the services or ‘partners’ that 

are used in the workflow using SOAP as the underlying transport mechanism.

The basic component of a WSBPEL process is the activity. There are activities to support 

the basic functionality of invoking partner services:

• < receive >

• < reply >
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• <iiivoke>

Control flow in a WSBPEL procc^ss can (ntlicr Ix' haiulk'd nsing hierarchical stnu’lnn'd 

programming constructs or, alternatively, graph based techniques. The structured 

approach is supported by a set of control flow activities;

• < sequence >

• <if>

• <while>

• <repeatUntil>

• <forEach>

• <pick>

The execution of activities in parallel is supported through the use of the <flow> activity, 

which acts as a container for activities that can be executed in parallel. Dependencies 

between parallel activities can be defined through the use of a <link>. Links can also be 

used to link execution of any activity in a WSBPEL process, even outside of a <flow>.

Messages passed to and from Web Services can be stored in local variables using the 

<assign> activity. During the execution of an assign activity the information in the 

message can be manipulated so that, for example, only the necessary information is stored 

to the variable. This is achieved through the use of XPath to select the apj)ropriate parts 

of the message. Similarly, the data can be manipulated using basic operations to i)erform 

tasks such as basic arithmetic, boolean logic and string manipulation. The assign activity 

also supports the transformation of messages using XSLT transforms.

In WSBPEL, correlation, the matching of messages to the appropriate running instance 

of a workflow, is carried out based on declarative properties in the messages. All messages 

sent to a running WSBPEL workflow must contain appropriate fields that can be used to 

uniquely identify a specific instance of a workflow. For example, in a workflow designed 

to support a B2B transaction, the cnstomerlD property of a message might be used to 

uniquely identify the appropriate instance. If a corresponding instance of a workflow is 

not currently running on the workflow engine then it can be started, if appropriate. The 

pr(){)('rti(!s us('d for correlation must b(' (h'fined in tlu' workflow at dc'sign tinu'.

WSBPEL has seen widespread adoption with many commercial and open source 

workflow ('iigiiK's supporting tlu' language'. Tlu'se- include' IBM We'bsplu're' [IBM OS].
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Microsoft Biztalk [Microsoft 09], Oracle BPEL Process Manager [Oracle 09], Apache 

ODE [Apache Foundation 10b] and ActiveVOS^ [Active Endpoints 10]. WSBPEL is also 

an important component of many Enterprise Service Bus implementations, for example 

JBoss Riftsaw [JBOSS Community 11], which uses Apache ODE, and Glassfish ESB 

[Glassfish Community 11], There is also a wide range of commercial and open source 

authoring tools for WSBPEL including Netbeans SOA Project [Netbeans Community 09], 

Eclipse BPEL Project [W3C 11], ActiveVOS [Active Endpoints 10] as well as tools from 

Oracle and other commercial vendors.

WSBPEL supports two methods of binding concrete Web Services with partnerlinks. The 

first is at design time when the endpoint for the Web Service must be explicitly specified 

in tii(' procc'ss dcdinitioii. In this case;, the (^xistc'iUH' (;f tlu' ('iidpoint is oftem v('rih('d by 

the workflow engine as part of the deployment of the process dehnition. Alternatively, the 

partner can be dynamically assigned at run time by setting the value of a variable in the 

workllow to the desired endpoint prior to the invocation of the activity in question. The 

URl for the Web Service can be obtained by the workflow, for example, as a result of the 

invocation of a Web Service earlier in the process flow.

3.2.2 Yet Another Workflow Language

Y('t Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [van tk'r Aalst 04] is a workflow language' 

developed by Technical University of Eindhoven based on the work of van der Aalst on 

workflow patterns [van der Aalst 98]. YAWL is a graphical language that is influenced by 

earlier work on the use of petri-nets to describe workflow [van Der Aalst 03]. As such it 

is ba.sed on a ‘net’ or graph consisting of tasks to be completed.

The basic language constructs in YAWL are Tasks, Composite Tasks, Conditions and 

Flow Relations. Figure 3.1 provides an example of a simple YAWL process. As can be 

seen from the diagram, a YAWL net bears a strong resemblance to a petri net with Tasks 

corresponding to ‘places’ and Conditions to ‘transitions’. Unlike in petri-nets, Tasks can 

be linked directly to other Tasks without the need for a Condition in between. In this 

case the Condition can be considered to have been added implicitly. Composite Tasks 

are used to link an abstract task within a workflow to an additional ‘net’ that defines the 

implementation of the task. Using this approach it is possible to break a complex workflow

‘ActiveVOS was formerly ActiveBPEL.
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into a hierarchical structure which is easier to author and manage.

Tasks in YAWL are linked to ‘YAWL services’, which are part of the extension architecture 

of YAWL that allows the workflow engine to be used to orchestrate different types of tasks, 

the supported services include the orchestration of Web Services using the ‘YAWL Web 

Service Invoker’ as well as SMS, Twitter and Email messages. Additionally, YAWL can 

be used to orchestrate human tasks using the ‘Default Engine Worklist’ service.

>(■)

ReportFault

Figure 3.1: Siinpk' YAWL proce.ss ck'finition.

By linking together Tasks using the graphical editor it is possible to generate workflows. 

Tasks can be ‘decorated’ with ‘splits’ and ‘joins’, as illustrated in figure 3.1, in order to 

add more complex control flow to a composition. Three different types of split/join are 

supported, AND, OR and XOR. In the case of OR and XOR, conditions can be added to 

the task in order to control which path should be followed. These conditions are based 

on th(' vahu' of variables d('fined within tlu' ‘net’. Conditions an' us('d in flu' same way as 

transitions in petri-nets, they act as place holders to temporarily store tokens, for example 

to facilitate merges.

The YAWL f)latform consists of the YAWL Editor and the YAWL workflow engine. The 

engine itself is a web based platform that supports the management of users and processes. 

Unlike WSBPEL, processes can only be started through the web based user interface, 

which allows tasks to be assigned to users who can then accept or reject tasks as well as 

indicate that the task has been completed. As such a workflow running on the YAWL 

workflow engine cannot be directly invoked by a client application.

YAWL supports the dynamic selection of ‘worklets’ at runtime based on a set of rules that 

are written by the workflow designer [Adams 06]. This allows tasks within a parent net 

to be implemented by child nets that are dynamically selected at runtime from a pool of 

available nets.
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This feature is based on YAWL’s support for Composite Tasks except that worklets are 

selected dynamically at runtime based on the execution of a set of rules that are associated 

with the Composite Task. These rules can be modified independently of the process net 

itself and so allow for new candidate worklets to be deployed even after the original net. 

The rules dynamically select from the available worklets based on ‘conditional’ data about 

the running case that is stored in the case’s process variables.

3.2.3 CAWE Framework

The Context Aware Workflow Execution (CAWE) Framework [Ardissono 10] is an 

adaptive workflow system based on the JBoss jBPM workflow engine [JBoss 11]. The aim 

of this system is to support user centric workflows that adapt based on the individual user 

as well as contextual properties such as the device they are using. The CAWE Framework 

supports the rnntime adaptation of the workflow through the use of ‘abstract activities’, 

a construct similar to the Complex Tasks used in YAWL, that are adaptively bound 

to a concrete workflow implementation at runtime. To support this adaptive selection 

mechanism, the CAWE Framework utilises a set of models that represent the User, their 

Bob' and tlu'ir Context. Tlu'sc' motk'ls arc' used to influence' the' c'xc'cution of ‘adaptation 

policic'-s’, which are used to select an appropriate workflow at runtime.

The CAWE Framework jirovides the user with a graj)hical interface to the services that 

the workflow is ccmiposed of by generating HTML pages consisting of the necessary user 

interface components to represent the inputs and outputs of the service. This interface 

can be adapted to the needs of the user or to their context by adaptively selecting an 

appropriate stylesheet.

One of the advantages of the approach taken in the CAWE Framework is that it 

dcx'omposes the workflow into a hierarchy of steps that can be adaptively selected. This 

reduces the complexity of the authoring process as well as the task of maintaining or 

modifying the workflow as the workflow does not become overly complex as is the ca.se in 

systems that attempt to incorporate the possible adaptive branches into a single workflow 

process definition. The model driven approach also offers a significant advantage over the 

approach taken in YAWL to the dynamic selection of ‘worklets’, which is restricted to 

operating on variables contained in the workflow itself.
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However, to compose an adaptive workflow for the CAWE Framework still requires the 

author to generate jBPM workflow deflnitions for every possible path in the workflow as 

well as the adaptation rules to carry out the adaptive selection. Even if the only difference 

between two possible paths is a single service instance.

3.2.4 C-BPEL

C-BPEL [Ghedira 06] is a personalised workflow system that supports the adaptive 

selection of services to instantiate the activities in a workflow at runtime. C-BPEL is 

an extension of the WSBPEL workflow language that allows for the dynamic select ion of 

services by comparing models of the available services with a User Context Model and 

a Web Service Context Model. The author of such an adaptive workflow specifies the 

necessary control flow as is the case with a normal WSBPEL workflow but instead of 

explicitly referring to the services that should be executed, abstract activities are specified 

in the workflow. When, as part of the execution of a workflow, the C-BPEL engine is 

required to invoke an abstract service it instead makes a request to the ‘Context Matching 

Module’. This component of the C-BPEL system is responsible for dynamically selecting 

an appropriate W('b S('rvi<x' to fulfil th(' requinniumts of th(' abstract sc'rvicc' sp('cifi('d in 

the workflow.

In order to allow the Context Matching Module to make a selection, the User Context 

Model and Web Service Context Model are passed as part of the request along with 

parameter values that are considered necessary for the execution of such a service. The UM 

captures information about the user including the device they are using, their preferences 

and their goals while the Web Service Context Model contains information about both 

the static and dynamic properties of the service that is required. The static i)roperties 

include cost, access privileges, quality, etc. while the dynamic properties describe features 

such as availability and the response time of the service.

The selection mechanism used to identify appropriate services involves the comparison of 

the models passed to the Context Matching Module with the metadata model associated 

with all of the services known to the Context Matching Module. The matching algorithm 

looks for properties in the available service models that match the properties in the user 

model in order to identify the service that is most appropriate in order to implement that 

abstract sc'rvicc' spc'cifiod in th(' workflow.
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3.3 Service Composition as Planning

Piaimiiig as a means of dynamically generating Web Service Compositions can be achieved 

through the application of many different techniques. Examples of such techniques include 

rule based planning, AI planning graphs, situation calculus and hierarchical task networks. 

This section j)rovides an overview of some of the techniques commonly used in dynamic 

Web Service composition as well as some related technologies. Following this, systems 

that apply these techniques specifically to the problem of Web Service composition are 

discussed. A comparative analysis of the systems discussed in this section along with the 

service orchestration based systems discussed in the previous section is provided in section 

3.5.

3.3.1 Planning Techniques

The automated generation of strategies consisting of sequences of actions is an area 

of Artificial Intelligence (AI) research that has seen significant advances in the last 20 

years. Many different technique's have been developed to solve planning problems, from 

treating the problem as a search problem to advanced algorithms such as Hierarchical Task 

Networks (HTN) [Erol 94] and Graphplan [Blum 97]. This section introduces some of the 

basic AI Planning tt’chniques that will be discussed later in this chaj)ter in the context of 

Web Service composition systems. Also discussed in this section is the Planning Domain 

Definition Language (PDDL) as it is closely related to the toj)ic of AI Planning.

3.3.1.1 Planning as Search

One approach that can be applied to the automated composition of services is to treat 

the problem as a search problem. Tree search algorithms such as forward chaining, e.g. 

breadth first search and dej)th first search, and backward chaining can be used to generate 

a solution to a planning problem by iteratively searching through the available services, 

tlu' sc'arch space;, in ordc'r to find seirvice's that are' e;e)nipe)sable' with the' e urre'iit .serviere;. 

That is, services whose input parameters match the output parameters of the current 

service. More advanced search algorithms, such as A*[Hart 68], which use heuristics to 

improve the performance of the search can also be applied.
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3.3.1.2 Rule Based Composition

Rule based planning [Rao 04] is based on the selection and sequencing of services using a 

rule base consisting of rules that determine the appropriateness of a given service. These 

rules primarily look at three main areas message composability, operation composability 

and qualitative composability. Message composability deals with whether or not the 

outi)ut of a given service is compatible with the input of another. Two services are deemed 

to be composable if this is the case. Examples of systems that apply this technique to the 

composition of Web Services include [Arpinar 05] and [Chan 08]. Operation composability 

looks at whether or not the domain, categories, etc. of services are composable. For 

example a service in a financial services domain is unlikely to be appropriate if you are 

looking for a hotel booking service. Qualitative composability looks at selecting services 

that meet the requirements of the end user of the composition based on non-functional 

properties of the services such as quality of service, cost, etc.

3.3.1.3 Hierarchical Task Networks

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) [Erol 94] take a different approach to planning 

compared to classical A1 techniques such as tree search algorithms or STRIPS style 

approaches such as Graphplan. A HTN attempts to solve a planuiug problem by 

decomposing a high level task, i.e. the goal of the planner, into a set of sub tasks. 

This decomposition process is carried out recursively until the high level task has been 

decomposed into a set of primitive tasks that can be executed. A HTN planning domain 

consists of tasks, operators and methods. Tasks are the set of ‘things that need to be 

done’, each of which consists of a task name and a list of arguments. Operators define the 

effects of each primitive task. Methods describe how non-primitive tasks can be performed 

by describing the possible decompositions for a given task.

HTN based planning is suitable for us in domains for which the methods for decomposing 

the domain based on a hierarchical structure exists. However, a limitation of HTN based 

planners is that the quality of the plans produced is limited to the quality of the human 

authored methods that describe how to decompose the tasks [Klusch 05].
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3.3.1.4 Graphplan

Graphplan [Blum 97] is an example of a graph based AT planner and was the first to 

make use of this technique. Graph based planners construct a ‘planning graph’ in order 

to reduce the amount of search that has to be carried out to find a solution. As such, 

Graphplan’s algorithm involves two steps, the generation of the graph and the search step.

The planning graph is generated by first taking the initial conditions (facts) that are 

known to the planner, this is the initial step or ‘level’. The second level consists of all the 

actions that can be performed based on the initial facts. The third level is made up of all 

of the facts that might be true based on the effects of the actions from the previous step. 

This process is repeated iteratively.

The process of generating the planning graph reduces the overall graph size by removing 

inc;onipatilrle propositions and actions for example an action that negaters the effects of 

another action is removed. Another example of an action that can be excluded from the 

planning graph would be an action that deletes the preconditions of another action.

When a planning graph has been generated a solution to the planning problem can then 

be found using a backward chaining search.

3.3.1.5 PDDL

The Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [Fox 03] is a language originally 

develoj)ed for use in the 1998/2000 International Planning Gompetition. The aim of 

the language was to provide a standardised means of describing AI planning domains and 

problems. PDDL is a STRIPS [Fikes 71] style language consisting of Types, Predicates, 

Actions, Initial State and Goal State.

(lietiiR' (doinaiii gripper-stiips) (:prcdicatcs (room 7i) (ball ?b) (gripper ?g) (at-robby ?r) (at ?b ?r) (free ?g)
(carry ?o ?g))

(:action move :parameters (?from ?to) iprecondition (and (room ?from) (room ?to) (at-robby ?from)) leffect (and
(at-robby ?to) (not (at-robby ?from))))

(:action pick iparameters (?obj ?room ?gripper) :precondition (and (ball ?obj) (room ?room) (gripper ?gripper) (at 
?obj ?room) (at-robby ?room) (free ?gripper)) leffect (and (carry ?obj ?gripper) (not (at ?obj ?room)) (not (free

Vgripper))))
(:action drop iparameters (?obj ?room ?gripper) iprecondition (and (ball ?obj) (room ?room) (gripper ?gripper) 

(carry ?obj ?grippcr) (at-robby ?room)) loffcct (and (at ?obj ?room) (free ?grippor) (not (carry ?obj ?grippcr)))))

Figure 3.2: Gripper planning domain described in PDDL 

Types are objects that exist in the domain, for example a ball or a room in the case of
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the classic ‘gripper’ planning problem defined in figure 3.2. Predicates specify the state 

an object in tlie domain based on boolean logic.

Actions define the actions/operations that can be carried out. An action in PDDL is 

defined in terms of a unique name, a set of input parameters, a set of preconditions and a 

set of effects. Preconditions are set of ‘goal descriptions’ that must be satisfied before an 

action c-an be applied and are define^d in the form of first order logic predicates. Similarly, 

effects are defined using predicates that specify changes to the domain that occur as a 

result of the action.
(define (problem gripperProblem) (:domain gripper-strips) (lobjects rooina roomb ball4 ball3 ball2 balll left right) 

(:init (room rooma) (room roomb) (ball ball4) (ball ball3) (ball ball2) (ball balll) (at ball4 rooma) (at ball3 
rooma) (at ball2 rooma) (at balll rooma) (at-robby rooma) (free left) (free right) (gripper left) (gripper right)) 

(:goal (and (at balM roomb) (at ball3 roomb) (at ball2 roomb) (at balll roomb))))

Figure 3.3; Gripper planning problem described in PDDL

A planning problem declared in PDDL consists of four parts, as defined in figure 3.3, the 

objects that exist in the domain, the initial state of the planning domain and the goal 

state of the domain. The initial state of the domain declares the predicates that hold 

true at the start of the planning problem. For example in the example planning problem 

the location of each ball in the gripper problem is specified with respect to a specihc 

room. Similarly, the desired solution to the planning problem or goal state of the planning 

problem is defined in terms of the predicates that slundd hold true following the execution 

of the solution that the planner generates. It is also necessary to specify the planning 

domain to which the problem applies. This allows for the separation of the domain and 

problem definitions.

3.3.2 Web Service Composition Systems

The AI planning techniques discussed in the previous section are all designed to work on 

closed domains that are defined using special languages. In order for these techniques to 

be useful in the composition of Web Services, the gap between the technologies used in 

AI Planning, for example PDDL, and the technologies used in the Web Services domain 

must be bridged. This section describes a set of systems that attempt to do just that.

Before discussing the systems surveyed, a brief summary of OWL-S [Martin 04] is provided 

in order to provide some background to the discu.ssion. OWL-S is a semantic technology 

commonly used by Web Service composition systems such as those discussed in this section
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as it is specifically designed to provide semantic descriptions of services.

3.3.2.1 OWL-S

The Semantic Marknj) for Web Services (OWL-S), based on the earlier DAML-S 

[DAML-S Coalition 02] specification, is a W3C specification for the semantic description 

of Web Services using the OWL ontology language. The aim of the OWL-S ontology is 

to support the discovery, invocation and composition of services not only by users but by 

software agents. The ontology consists of three three main parts, as illustrated in figure 

3.4, the service profile, the process model and the grounding.

Figure 3.4: OWL-S Ontology Structure

Service Profile This ontology describes “what the service does”, although it does not 

mandate a specific representation. However one possible representation is provided in the 

form of the Profile ontology which provides basic information about the service such as 

its name and a textual description. The Profile is primarily used to provide a functional 

description of the service with the inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects of the service 

dc'fiiK'd as propc'rties. TIk' Profile also allows for the .sc-rvicc to be categorised by means 

of the ‘serviceCategory’ property, which can be used to relate the service to a separate 

ontology representing a structured categorisation of service types.
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Service Model This ontology describes the service as a process, allowing a client 

to understand how to interact with the service. The Service Model is represented by 

the Process ontology, which has three subclasses Atomic Process Simple Process and 

Composite Process. An Atomic Process represents a single service that has a concrete 

implementation, i.e. a service that can be directly invoked in a single step by a 

client. Similar to an Atomic Process, a Simple Process represents a service that can 

be completed in a single step. However, a Simple Process does not have an associated 

service implementation and cannot be executed by a client. Instead it is intended to be 

used to provide a level of abstraction.

Composite Processes are processes that can be decomposed into other processes, either 

Atomic, Simple or Composite. The composite process can be described in terms of set of 

control flow constructs, sequence, split, split-join, any order, choice, if-then-else, iterate, 

repeat-while and repeat-nntil. Although a composite process is described using these 

control flow constructs it is not intended to act as a workflow to be executed but rather 

describes how a client can interact with the service in order to achieve the desired outcome.

The Service Model also provides mechanisms through which data flow can be defined 

between, for example to output of one service and the input of another.

A lot of work has been carried out on the mapping of WSBPEL to OWL-S such as [Shen 05] 

while others have focused on the inverse mapping from OWL-S to WSBPEL [Fuentes 06]. 

It is not clear, however, that this work aligns with the original purpose of Composite 

Processes in the OWL-S ontolgoy.

Service Grounding This ontology describes how a client can access a service by 

providing a mechanism through which the service can be grounded to some implementation 

specific details such frs addressing, protocols, etc. One such grounding is from the OWL-S 

ontology to WSDL.

3.3.2.2 SHOP2

SHOP2 [Nan 03] is a HTN based AI planner, which was built upon by Sirin et al. [Sirin 04] 

in order to support the composition of Semantic Web Services. In this system the Web 

Services are described using an OWL-S ontology, facilitating their discovery and execution
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by iiiachiiies.

In SH()P2, operators are not only described in terms of parameters bnt also have associated 

preconditions and effects.

In order to be able to plan over a domain described using OWL-S, the authors developed 

a translator that mapped a set of OWL-S process ontologies to a SHOP2 planning domain 

that conld then be reasoned over by the planner. The translation involves the mapping 

of OWL-S atomic processes to SHOP2 operators while simple and composite OWL-S 

I)rocesses are mapped to SHOP2 methods. SHOP2 was then used to generate a plan based 

on the resnlting domain with the resulting solution to the planning problem transformed 

back into OWL-S.

The solntion/plan generated by SHOP2 is limited to a sequence of services as SHOP2 

does not support concurrency [Sirin 04]. Another limitation is that the solutions do not 

support data flow' between the services. As the solutions generated by the SHOP2 based 

system are transformed back into OWL-S, they are intended to describe how a client can 

invoke the services in the a[)propriate order to achieve the desired outcome, as such the 

plan itself is not intended to be executable.

3.3.2.3 OWLS-XPlan

Another system that applies AI planning techniques to dynamically compose semantically 

described Web Services is OWLS-XPlan [Klnsch 05]. This system is based on a hybrid AI 

planner, XPlan, that combines a graph-plan based i)Ianner with a HTN component. As 

was the case for the SHOP2 based planner discussed previously, OWLS-XPlan transforms 

a set of OWL-S ontologies into a planning domain and problem before attempting to solve 

that problem using the AI planner.

The niapj)ing of OWL-S in this case is to PDDL as XPlan’s graph-plan based planner 

operates over more conventional STRIPS style planning domains. As such, the goal of 

the converter component is to map OWL-S service descriptions to PDDL actions. OWL-S 

.s('rvic(' inputs, prcx'onditions and effects an^ relativ('ly ('a.sy to map to tlu'ir c'quivakmts in 

PDDL. However, OWL-S output parameters do not have any corresponding equivalent 

in PDDL, OWLS-XPlan addresses this limitation by treating them as a special type of 

PDDL effect.
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The service compositions generated by OWLS-XPlan are in the form of a sequence of 

actions that should be executed in order to have the desired outcome. A such, they do not 

support any of the control flow constructs supported by ()WL-S. To address this issue, 

the designers of OWLS-XPlan propose that the solutions generated by OWLS-XPlan can 

be analysed in order to identify parts of the solution that do not contain dependencies 

b('tw(!cn .s('rvices and insert appropriate split and join control flow (X)nstruets into tlu' 

solution [Klusch 05]. However, this approach is still limited as control flow constructs 

such as ‘choice’ and ‘unordered sequence’ cannot be identified in this way.

3.3.2.4 PORSCE II

PORSCE II [Hatzi 09] is another Semantic Web Service composition system. As was 

the case with SHOP2 and OWLS-XPlan, this system is designed to compose services 

based on OWL-S ontologies. PORSCE II only considers the inputs and outputs defined 

in the OWL-S service description when generating a planning problem. For each service 

description, PORSCE II generates a PDDL action with the OWL-S hasinput niap])ed to 

preconditions of the action and the OWL-S hasOut{)ut mapped to the effects of the action. 

As such, PORSCE II do('s nol take- inl.o account tlu' OWL-S preconditions or ('fleets wIk'u 

mapping the service descriptions of available services to a PDDL planning domain.

An interesting feature of PORSCE II is its ability to generate ‘semantically relaxed’ service 

compositions in which equivalent or semantically close services might be selected by the 

planner when an exact semantic match is not available. This is achieved by analysing the 

outputs of the services and comparing them to the concepts in a domain ontology used 

by the system. If a semantically similar concept is found in the domain ontology for an 

output of a service (represented as an effect in the generated PDDL) then that concept is 

added as an additional output of the service.

The use of PDDL allows PORSCE II to make use of any third party AI Planner 

that supports the language although the implemented system only supports .IPlan 

[EL-Manzalawy 04] and LPG-td [Gerevini 04]. The planning problems that are to be 

solved by PORSCE II are provided by an end user through a graphical interface that 

allows that user to select concepts from the domain ontology used by the system. The 

plans produced by the respective AI planners can differ depending on how the planners 

work, for example the plans produced by JPlan are purely sequential where as LPG-td
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breaks the plans down into steps in which services can be run in parallel if there are no 

dejjendencies between them.

3.4 Related Technologies

3.4.1 Mashups

An emerging trend in Service Orientated Architecture (SOA) and service composition is to 

have light weight compositions that can be generated by users without the need for a high 

degree of technical knowledge using simple graphical user interfaces. These compositions 

or ‘Mashups’ were originally aimed at use cases that required the combination of data 

from multiple sources, for example merging data from a RSS feed with data scraped from 

another website to meed the needs of a user. Platforms such as Yahoo! Pipes [Yahoo! 11] 

provided such functionality, allowing users to link together various data sources, including 

Web Services described using WSDL. However mashups, by virtue of their lightweight 

nature, were never intended to provide the sort of functionality that w'orkflow systems 

such as BPEL and YAWL provide. As such, they generally do not provide any fault 

handling capabilities and have limited support for control flow. Surprisingly, mashup 

platforms such as Yahoo! Pipes or WS()2 Mashup Server [WS02 11] do not provide any 

mechanisms for generating user interfaces. This is left to the user to develop an interface 

based on traditional web technologies snch as JSON, AJAX, etc.

Due to the popularity of user based mashups, they have seen significant interest from 

more traditional business users, this has resulted in the emergence of two additional 

classes of mashup. Business Mashups and Enterprise Mashups. Business Mashups are 

seen as mashups that combine internal business data sources as well as web based data 

sources. The aim of such business mashup platforms is to provide businesses with the same 

degree of flexibility as ('arlier mashup platforms but with the' s('curity of hosting their own 

service compositions. With the corporate adoption of mashnps has come a proliferation 

of platforms including IBM Mashup Center [IBM 10] and JackBe Presto [JackBe 10]. 

The wide range of platforms available has also seen efforts to develop standards for the 

definition of mashnps. The Open Mashup Alliance^ have developed the Enterprise Mashup 

Markup Language (EMML) [Open Mashup Alliance 09], which pushes mashups further

^Tlie OMA consists of a wide range of companies including Adobe, Intel, Capgeinini and HP.
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into the traditional business process domain with support for process flow constructs 

such as if, for, foreach, while and parallel. EMML also supports the use of scripting 

languages such as Javascript and Ruby to manipulate the data as well as XSLT.

3.4.2 Portlets and WSRP

Portal servers are a popular technology for the aggregation of web based content that use 

the familiar computer desktop paradigm in which individual content sources or widgets 

are represented as windows or ‘portlets’ in a shared workspace. Figure 3.5 provides an 

illustration of such a portal server interface^. One of the driving motivations behind the 

paradigm is that it allows for a highly configurable user interface that can be customised 

to meet the needs of a specific class of users or even the individual user.
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Figure 3.5: Example portal user interface consisting of four individual portlets

A significant limitation of such portal servers is the need to install the necessary portlets 

locally on the portal server. This means that it is not possible to take advantage of a 

more service orientated approach to the provisioning of the functionality that a portlet 

provides. This limitation can also be seen as a flaw in the attempts of portal servers to 

act as aggregators. From a technical perspective, this means that a portlet might have to 

be rewritten in order for it to be used on a different platform. For example, a JSR-1()8"’ 

compatible Java based portlet would need to be rewritten completely in order to run on

'^Portal interface shown is from the Liferay portal server
‘*JSR-I68 is a Java Community Process specification for a Portlet API.
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MicroKoft’s Sharepoint portal server.

One approach that can be used to address this issue is to make use of the Web Service 

for Remote Portlets (WSRP) [Oasis Consortium 08] specification. This is an OASIS 

specific’ation that dehnes a Web Service based protocol for the delivery of portlets, allowing 

portlet providers and consumers to be decoupled.

The WSRP specification defines four services that a portlet producer, a server that 

provides i)ortlets, must implement in order to take part in the WSRP protocol. These 

include a service description interface, a registration interface, a markup interface and a 

portlet management interface.

The service description interface is used by a portlet consumer to query a provider for 

information about the portlets that it provides, as such it facilitates the discovery of 

I)ortlets given a known provider and allows a consumer to get information necessary to 

add a portlet. To support this functionality, the service descrij)tion interface provides a 

single operation, getServiceDescription.

The registration interface allows consumers to register with a producer. This is not 

always a recpured step but if used can allow the producer to customise portlets for a 

given consumer based on the capabilities of that consumer. Registration can also be used 

by a producer to restrict the ])ortlets or capabilities that it reports to the consumer via 

the service description interface. To support this functionality, the registration interface 

provides three oi)erations: register, modifyRegistration and deregister.

The markup interface allows a consumer to request the information necessary to render a 

portlet from the i)roducer. It is also used by the consumer to notify the producer of any 

interactions that a user has with the portlet. The markup that the producer passes to 

the consumer is in the form of a fragment of HTML. The markup interface provides the 

following operations:

• getMarkup

• performBlockingInteraction

• initCookie

• releaseSession

The portlet management interface allows a Consumer to mange the persistent state of a 

portk't. Portlets can hav(' pcnsistcmt propertic's that affect tlu'ir bc'haviour, such a p<irtk't
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is referred to as a ‘Coiisuiiier Configured Portlet’ and can be created by a Consumer 

using the clonePortlet operation. Subsequently, the properties of a cloned portlet can 

be modified using the setPortletProperties and getPortletProperties operations. A 

cloned portlet can be destroyed using the destroyPortlets operation.

Assuming that a consumer has successfully discovered the desired portlet and registered 

with the producer, the consumer can then make use of the getMarkup and performBlocking 

interaction operations of the markup service to allow it to provide the {)ortlet to the user. 

Figure 3.6 provides an activity diagram illustrating how these operations are used as part 

of a two step protocol. The first step is to request the markup fragment for the j)ortlet 

from the provider using the getMarkup operation (step 1 in the diagram). The fragment 

can then be used to render the UI of portlet as part of the webpage seen by the user (step 

2). This process can involve rewriting certain URLs in the portlet interface so that the 

consumer can intercept requests made as a result of a user’s interaction with the portlet.

Figure 3.6: Activity Diagram of the WSRP two step protocol.

If the user does carry out an action that requires the portlet to process so data, for example 

if the user clicks a button in the portlet or submits a form full of information, then the 

consumer can notify the producer using the performBlockingInteraction operation (step 

3). To invoke this operation, the consumer sends to producer a set of key-value pairs 

corresponding to the helds in the user interface that were updated. To provide the user 

with an updated interface for the portlet based on the performed action the consumer
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must again request the markup fragment for the portlet (step 4).

3.4.3 WSDL

is a W3C specification for 

the description of services using a XML grammar. The aim of this specification is to 

describe a service in terms of the location of the service and the messages that need to be 

passed to the service in order to invoke it. As such, it aims to allow different Web Service 

implementations, for example JAX-WS [JAX 10] and Microsoft .NET [Microsoft 10c], to 

interoperate with each other. The WSDL specification supports the description of services 

that utilise either SOAP or HTTP as their underlying comnmnication mechanism. In fact, 

a WSDL document can provide descriptions of both SOAP and HTTP service interfaces 

in the case where the service implementations supports both protocols.
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< d e f i n i t i () n s name=” H e 11 o S e r v i c e ”
targetNaniespace=”http : / / www . examples . com / wsdl/HelloSeivice . wsdl” 
xmlns=” http ; / / schemas . xm Isoap . org / wsd 1 /”
Xmins : sc)ap=” http : / / schemas . xmIsoap . org/ wsd 1 /soap / ”
X m 1 n s ; t n s =” h 11 p : / / www . examples . com / wsdl/HelloService . wsdl”
X m Ins : xs<l =” h 11 p : / / www .w3. org/20 01 / XMLSchema” >
< tn essag e name=” S ay H e 11 o Re q ii es t ” >

< p a r t Harness” f i r s t N a m e ” type =” xsd ; string ”/>
</ message >
< message name=" S ay H e 11 o Hes ponse” >

< p a r t name=” greeting” type =” xsd ; string ”/>
</message >
<por t I'y pe name=” Hello_PortType”>

< o p e r a t i o n name=” s ay H e 11 o ” >
< i n p u t m es sagess” t n s : S ay H e 11 o R eq n es t ” / >
<ontput mess age =” tns : Say Hello Res ponse”/>

< / o p e r a t i o n >
< /1? o r t T y p e >
< b i n d i ng name=” H e 11 o _ B i n <1 i n g ” t y pe=” t n s : H e 11 o_Por t Ty pe”>
< s o a p : 1) i n (1 i n g style =” r p c ”

transport =" http : / / schemas . xm 1 soap . o r g / so ap / h 11 p ” / >
<op e r a t i o n name=s" say H e 11 o” >

<soap : operation soapAction=”sayHello”/>
< i n p n t >

<soap ; body
e n co<l i n g S t y le=” http : / / schemas . xm Isoap . org / soap / encoding/” 
namespace=” urn ; examples : h e 1 1 os e r v i c e ” 
u se =” e n CO d ed ” / >

< / i n p u t >
<ou t p u t >

< s o a p) : body
e n CO d i n g S t y le =” http : / / schemas . xm Isoap . org / soap^ / encoding /” 
namespace=” urn : examples ; h e 11 o s e r v i c e ” 
use =”encoded”/>

</out p ut >
< / o j5 e r a t i o n >
< / b i n d i n g >
< s e r V i c e name=” Hello_Service”>

<documentation>WSUL File for HelloService </doc»imentation>
< p)o r t b i n d i n g =” t n s ; H e 11 o_B i n d i n g ” name=” Hello-Port ”>

< s o a p) : address
location =” http:// www . examples . com / SayHello/”>

< / p> o r t >
</service >

< / d e f i n i t i o n s >

Figure 3.7: Example WSDL document describing a simple ‘Hello World’ service

Figure 3.7 provides an example of a WSDL document that describes a simprle ‘Hello 

World’ web service. The starting point for a WSDL document is the service element.
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This provides the name of the service and contains one or more endpoints/ports. Each 

endpoint that is defined in a WSDL document corresponds to a specific communication 

protocol that the service supports. As such, each endpoint has an address in the form of 

a URL that represents the point to which messages should be sent. Each endpoint refers 

to a binding, which describes the specific details of the service interface in accordance 

with the communication mechanism used by the endpoint. The binding provides technical 

information about the operations that the service provides, for example in the case of a 

HTTP based binding, the HTTP method used. The actual specification of the message 

type' that should be passe'd to tlu^ .service' eluring the' inve)e'atie)n e)f a spe'e'ifie' e)peration is 

defined as part of the interface. The interface is an abstract elefinition of the operations 

that the service provides and the message types that are used as inputs and outputs of 

the operation. The input and output messages for eaeT erperation are defined in the type 

element of the WSDL document, which can either embed a XML schema describing the 

message types or refer to an external schema document.

3.5 Comparing Composition Techniques

This chapter has presented a review of the different techniques, both static and dynamic, 

for the composition of Web Services. As discussed, these techniques each have their own 

advantages and limitations. To compare and contrast these techniques, serveral jjroperties 

have been identified that are relevent when discussing servic-e comj)osition as it might be 

applied in the generation of personalised web experiences.

• Static/Dynamic Composition Whether the composition is generated by hand by 
a domain expert or by a machine.

• Workflow Can control flow constucts be used to control the order of execution of 
services in the compostion.

• Adaptivity Can the composition be adapted to better suit the needs of the user or 
the context in which it is being executed.

The findings of the comparison based in these properties are summarised in table 3.1 and 

subsequently discussed in detail.

Static/Dynamic As mentioned previously, service composition techniques can be 

broadly categorised as either static or dynamic. Static compositions are those that are
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WS-BPEL YAWL CAWE C-BPEL Planning
Static/Dynamic Static Static Static Static Dynamic
Workflow YES YES YES YES NO
Adaptivity NO Limited Limited Limited Limited

Table 3.1: Summary of comparison of service composition techniques.

autliored by a clornain expert while dynamic compositions are generated automatically by 

an intelligent agent. Obviously work in the area of workflow composition such as eFlow and 

C-BPEL illustrate that the line between these two categories have been blnrred, however, 

they are still useful categorisations as a means of comparing systems based on the degree 

of dynamism that exists within the composition and how much manual effort is involved 

in generating the com{)osition.

Clearl}" workflow techniques such as WSBPEL are for the most part static with the need for 

a domain expert to explicitly define the entire composition, both selecting the appropriate 

services and specifying the control flow between those services. Systems such as YAWL and 

the CAWE Framework allow for a degree of runtime dynamism in the workflow' through 

the dynamic selection of sub processes but this still requires the domain expert to author 

all of th(! possible branches in the subprocesses as well as the rules that govern the selection 

process. As such, these approaches can be seen as simply a mechanism through wdiich the 

authoring and maintenance of complex workflow's can be simj)lihed. Similarly. C-BPEL 

only supports the dynamic selection of services based on the needs of the user, recjuiring 

the control How and indeed the data flow' to be authored at design time.

The dynamic composition of services as illustrated in SHOP2, OWLS-XPlan and PORSCE 

II address this authoring complexity through the automated selection and secpiencing of 

services, assuming that the planning system has access to sufficiently detailed service 

descriptions. In this case, the end user/designer is only required to specify the desired 

outcome of the composition.

Workflow The ability to explicitly specify the sequencing of services in a composition 

can be of critical importance in application domains in which the Irusiness logic plays an 

important part in the execution of a service composition and the end result is not the only 

concern. In eLearning, for example, the sequencing of task in an activity, snch as those the 

proposed system aims to deliver, is critically important. In this case dynamic composition
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techniques such as AI planning can be problematic as the planner is only concerned with 

achieving the goal state. Furthermore, as discussed previously in this chapter, dynamic 

service composition techniques are often limited to producing compositions that are purely 

sequential and do not support complex control flow constructs such as branching and 

merging.

In cases where control flow is of such importance, static workflow techniques have an 

obvious advantage as they are designed specifically to meet this need. The need for 

human authoring allows for the domain expert’s business logic to be embedded directly 

into the composition. While the advanced support for complex control flow available in 

modern workflow systems such as WSBPEL and YAWL allow complex business process 

to be represented.

Adaptability The ability to dynamically adapt a service composition to meet the needs 

of the user or to the context in which the composition is to be executed can result in 

signihcant improvement in the overall composition relative to a ‘one size hts all’ static 

compostion.

The workflow based systems that have been discussed in this chapter support varying 

degrees of adaptivity. The WSBPEL language supports the dynamic resolution of business 

partners allowing the actual Web Service used to implement an activity in the workflow 

to be specified at runtime, for example based on a parameter pfissed to the jjrocess as 

part of th<' ('X('(mtjon of a prcwious activity in the w(n'kflow. This h'aturc' can b(' scnni 

as facilitating the adaptive selection of \Wb Services although the mechanism used to 

carry out the selection is not part of the WSBPEL specification and wonld need to be 

implemented separately.

YAWL goes a step further by allowing the dynamic selection of ‘worklets’ based on the 

execution of rules at runtime. This technique can be used to imj)lement both adaptive 

selection and adaptive sequencing although the implementation of the selection could be 

seen to be overly complex as it would require a degree of workflow to be included in the 

worklet. The limitation of this approach is that the rules that govern the dynamic selection 

are limited to operating on ‘contextual’ data available as process variables.

Despite their obvious advantages, the techniques applied in YAWL and WSBPEL are still 

limited in that the workflow and the services used to implement the procx'ss must all be
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explicitly defined by the author at design time.

The CAWE Framework takes the sub process technique used in YAWL to a higher degree 

of flexibility by basing the selection of sub processes on a model driven approach in which 

both the adaptation rules and the information they operate on are separated from the 

process itself. Of the systems discussed, both static and dynamic, the CAWE Framework 

and C-BPEL are the only systems that explicitly take into account the needs of the user. 

However, C-BPEL is limited in that it only supports the adaptive selection of services and 

does not provide any mechanisms for adaptive sequencing.

Although the focus in Web Service composition systems such as those discussed in this 

chapter is on the dynamic selection and sequencing of services based on the description 

of the service from a functional perspective, it is clear that the techniques can be easily 

applied to support the adaptive selection of services based on, for example, the needs of the 

user. The AI planning techni(jues already require that initial properties of the problem are 

luovided to the system. If these were used to provide additional contextual or user info, 

the i)lanner would automatically take this information into account. Obviously this would 

also require the services to be described in terms of the non-functional properties that we 

are interested in adapting on. This could be achieved though the use of the preconditions 

and effects that are already used to describe the services in an AI planning domain.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, various different techniques for the composition of Web Services have 

been discussed. Based on the state of the art systems that were described, covering both 

static and dynamic composition techniques, an analysis was carried out with the aim of 

comparing these systems and the techniejues they apply. From this analysis it is clear 

that the state of the art in workflow based composition provides strong support for the 

specification of control how, though at the cost of effort at design time and limited support 

for change' in the workflow excc'pt through furtln'r engiiu'cring ('fforl. Planning technique's 

address the authoring complexity of workhow as well as facilitating the need for dynamic 

e hange in the composition. This is achieved at the expense of control how which is very 

limited in planning based systems.

With respect te) adaptivity and specihcally personalisation, none of the systems presented
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provide strong support. Although planning based systems are well positioned to take into 

account the needs of the user, they are primarily focused on dealing with change in the 

environment, such as the availability of Web Services and non functional properties such 

as quality of service and cost. Of the systems discussed, only the CAWE Framework and 

C-BPEL explicitly support adaptation based on the needs of the user, with the CAWE 

Erauu'work supporting adaptive' control flow and C-BPEL supporting adaptive .se'k'ction 

of Web Services. Nether supports the full range of adaptive behaviours, i.e. adaptive 

control flow and adaptive selection.
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Chapter 4

Design

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents tlie architecture for a system tliat supports the a(lai)tive selection 

and sequencing of botli content and services in order to deliver an educationally sound 

learning activity to the learner. The influence of the state of the art. discussed in chapters 

2 and 3, on this architecture is also discussed.

This chapter continues by j)roviding an overview of the architecture of the system, clearly 

defining the fundamental objectives of the system and describing how eac:li of these 

objectives are met by the architecture. This overview is followed by a more detailed 

discussion of how each of the individual objectives of is met.

The approach taken in the architecture to model the different concerns is discussed first. 

This is followed by details of how the system can utilise these models in conjunction with an 

adaptation strategy in order to compose an educationally meaningful activity. The chapter 

continues by providing further detail on how services are modelled in order to support their 

composition within the context of an adaptive strategy while taking advantage of existing 

work on service composition.

Next we discuss how a set of appropriately sequenced services can be delivered to the user 

while maintaining the sc'qiu'ncing that is ('xplicitly defiiu'd in the adaptation strategy as 

well as the sequencing and selection that has been carried out by the system itself. As 

part of this discussion of sequencing and delivery of services, we identify a set of workflow
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patterns that the system will support.

Finally, this chapter provides a more detailed discussion of how the proposed system 

will svipport the execution of the adaptation strategy and provide access to the required 

models.

4.2 Requirements

In Chapter One, the following question was posed as the subject of this research:

“What are the appropriate techniques and technologies required to support the delivery of 

personalised web based experiences. ”

In addressing this question, and based on the state of the art reviews that were 

carried out in the domains of personalised content and service composition, a series 

of requirements were identified. These requirements fall into one of two categories. 

Educational Motivations and Technical Requirements.

4.2.1 Educational Motivations

From the analysis of learning theory presented in Chapter Two we can see a clear 

motivation for the use of personalisation as a means to tailor a learning activity to the 

needs of the individual learner. This applies to both the conij)osition of content and 

activities. The motivation for the focus on eLearning activities themselves is also drawn 

directly from learning theory where the engagement of the learner in more active forms of 

learning is promoted by the three different learning theory perspectives discussed.

From the state of the art review of personalised eLearning systems it is clear that although 

such systems have addressed the need for personalisation, they have not yet ai)plied this 

to the personalisation of activities, which not only require the personalised delivery of 

content but also of services.

The state of the art review also provided an insight into the types of activities that 

eLearning practitioners design and apply in their teaching. Activities such as those 

developed by the LADiE and DialogPlus projects illustrate the requirement for control flow 

that is not currently supported by existing personalised eLearning systems. The LADiE 

activities, for example, require services to be provided in parallel. Such activities also
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illustrate the need for any system that supports the personalised composition of activities 

to support both multimedia content and services. This is necessary because, as shown by 

the types of tasks that make up the LADiE use cases, they are a mix of both content and 

services involving a range of different tasks including discnission, creation and reception of 

information.

4.2.2 Technical Requirements

In addition to the educational motivations that were identified, a series of technical 

requirements were also identified based on the state of the art review of adaptive content 

and service composition.

A common theme across the personalised eLearning systems surveyed was the adoption 

of a imdti model approach that sejjarates the metadata models and adaptation rules from 

the Adaptation Engine itself. Eor example the Multi-Model Metadata Driven Approach 

taken by APeLS and that AH AM based approach in AHA!. This approach ensures that 

the Adaptation Engine can be applied across a wide range of applications while also 

facilitating the reuse of both the adaptation rules and the metadata models.

An additional recjuirement that stems from the application of a nudti-model based 

approach is that the system should also be flexible in the models that it can interpret. 

The system should not. for example, be constrained to a fixed information model for any 

of it’s models but rather be capable of supporting many different standards and schemas, 

for example IMS Learning Design. This approach would address some of the limitations 

that, for example, APeLS had in terms of it’s fixed Learner Model structure.

One of the limitations of systems based on Learning Design such as Coppercore is that 

it is difficult for the developer of an activity to make use of services that are external to 

the system. The system developed in addressing the research question should take a more 

open approach to the use of both content and services. To achieve this, techniques from 

the service composition domain should be used to inform the design of the system.

As discussed in the analysis of the state of the art in Adaptive learning (Chapter 2), there 

is limited support for the adaptive selection and sequencing of services in the systems 

surveyed. The design of the system implemented as part of this research should address this 

limitation and in so doing draw from the state of the art in Adaptive Service Composition
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(Chapter 3).

One of the technical recinirements for a system that is capable of delivering personalised 

learning activities is that it can not only adapt the control flow between services but 

also enforce that sequencing as users interact with their personalised activities. From 

the state of the art review it is clear that orchestration technologies such as WSBPEL are 

appropriate solutions to this requirement as they are primarily focused on maintaining such 

control flow although generally as it applies to business processes rather than eLearning.

The next requirement is the need to adaptively select services in order to instantiate the 

learning activity. This would seem to be a similar problem to that of content selection. 

In that case, techniques such as Candidacy and metadata driven search would seem 

appropriate. However, this does not account for some of the issues that are spf'cific to 

services such as parameterisation and information flow between services. Both of these 

issues are taken into account by dynamic service composition technologies such as AI 

Planning, as shown in the state of the art review.

From the review of AI Planning techniques, it can be seen such approaches may not be 

appropriate for the composition of an entire learning activity due to the requirement that 

they are pedagogically sequenced. However, their ability to dynamically compose services 

to solve a problem can be used to generate small compositions to meet the requirements of 

a single task. Such a feature would allow the system to adaptively generate compositions 

where no single service exists to meet the requirements of a given task.

4.3 Architecture Overview

ddie proposed architecture is influenced heavily by the principles that underpinned APeLS. 

discussed previously in the state of the art chapter (section 2.4.3). Of most interest are 

the concepts or ‘narrative’ and the nmltimodel, metadata driven approach. Both of these 

principles have been adopted for this system. By adopting the use of narrative, the 

sequencing of both content and services can be influenced by an expert activity designer 

allowing the system to produce activities that are educationally sound. The application 

of the multimodel, metadata driven approach means that the ‘intelligence’ of the system 

is moved from the core of the system towards the edges. As such both the modelling of 

the application and the application logic itself are separate from the system enabling it
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to be flexible with respect to the application doniains that it can operate in. By applying 

l)oth of these techniciues, the proposed architecture is designed to deliver a wide range of 

different adaptive activities.

Content
Metadata

Figure 4.1; A high level overview of the system architecture

As illustrated in hgure 4.1. the core component of the system is the Adaptive Engine 

(AE). Although based on the same underlying principles as the AE developed for the 

APeLS system, this component represents a complete redevelopment, addressing some of 

the limitations of the earlier design as outlined in the discussion of APeLS in the state 

of the art chapter. The AE is responsible for the execution of the educational strategy, 

which is referred to as the ‘narrative’. As well as embodying the educational strategy, the 

narrative also describes the adaptive behaviours that the adaptive activity supports. As 

the AE executes the narrative, it reconciles the metadata models that are made available 

to it in order to adapt the activity to the needs of the learner.

To adaptively compose an activity, a set of three metadata models need to be made 

available to the AE. This is in addition to the narrative, which can also be considered as a 

model. These three model types are the Content Model, Service Model and Learner Model. 

The Content Model describes all of the content that is available to the AE for selection, 

similarly the Service Model describes all of the services that the AE can select in order to 

satisfy the requirements of the narrative. The Learner Model describes the attributes of 

the learner that are important to the system. The ability of the AE to reconcile models 

is not limited to these three model types but these three models represent a minimal set
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required for the system to adaptively compose an activity.

As part of the selection and sequencing of services, the AE makes use of an external 

component, the Service Composer, which is capable of dynamically selecting apj)ropriate 

services from the collection of available services, which the AE is made aware of through 

the Service Model. This component will not only support the selection of existing services 

to meet a specific set of requirements but will also enable the dynamic generation of service 

compositions from the available services in order to satisfy requirements that are not be 

met by the existing services.

The delivery of the activity to the user requires that the system is able to make the services 

available in a manner that allows the user to interact with the appropriate service while still 

maintaining the sequencing of the service composition. To support this functionality, the 

system deploys the personalised service composition (generated by the AE) to a workflow 

engine. This acts as a proxy between the user and the services that they are interacting 

wdth and allows services to be delivered to the user in accordance to the design of the 

activity. The services that are orchestrated by the workflow engine are delivered to the 

user as part of the activity in an integrated environment along with the personalised 

content allowing the user to access the content and interact with the appropriate services 

in a unified manner.

4.4 Modelling

As mentioned in the previous section, the process of adaptively comi)osing an activity is 

driven by the use of metadata models. These models provide the adaptive system with 

important information about the various aspects of the system that can have an influence 

on the adaptation process.

The modelling of information in this system is based on the multi-model approach taken in 

APeLS [Conlan 05, Conlan 02]. As such, the different concerns of the system are modelled 

as separate entities from each other. This allows the system to be flexible as different model 

types can be added or removed from the system without affecting the other models that 

are in use by the system.

In order to be able to apply this multi-model based approach it is necessary for all of
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the models used by the system to share a common vocabulary. This means that the 

terms used to describe learners, concepts, content, etc. in the different models slioidd be 

consistent in order to allow the system to reconcile the models with each other as part 

of the adaptation process. The vocabulary used in the models is not controlled by the 

system at runtime although the use of inconsistent vocabulary in the metadata models 

will result in unpredictable behaviour.

As the metadata models used by the system underi)in the adaptation process, it is 

important that they are able to provide the system with the necessary information in 

a way that is flexible enough to allow the metadata to be semantically rich while not 

imposing restrictions on the type of information that it is possible to capture. To achieve 

this, the .system uses XML [W3C 99a] to encode the metadata models. The nse of XML, as 

a meta language for describing markup languages niearis that there are very few limitations 

on the information that can be captured in the models. This flexibility comes at the cost 

of having to deal with the loosely tyi)ed nature of XML, however, this system is designed 

to be used in domains in which the sources of metadata will have their own controls. 

Based on this, it is not necessary to require the explicit definition of metadata schemas 

for the metadata models using technologies such as XML Schema [W3C 10]. Such an 

approach would require the schemas to be registered with the Adaptive Engine and for 

every model loaded to be validated against the schema. Such an overhead would provide 

very little benefit and c:ould be redundant as the metadata models are already validated 

when they are stored in their respective repositories. Furthermore, the schema for the 

metadata models used by the system remain static over the life of the application (the 

instance of the system delivering a specific PWE). As such, technologies such as RDF 

[W3C 04], which are designed to handle dynamic information models, are not necessary.

Another advantage that is afforded to the system by the use of XML is that it allows 

the system to support the use of existing markup standards. XML bindings exist for 

many specific-ations that are used by systems in the eLearning domain. For example, the 

IMS Learner Information Profile (LIP) [IMS 05] specification that can be used to model 

learners and the ADL SCORM [ADL Initiative 09] specification for describing content.

The use of the nndti-model, metadata driven approach [Conlan 02], when applied to 

narrative, means that the composition strategy and the adaptive engine are independent 

of each other. This means that the system can be used to compose different activities
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without the need to modify the system architecture.

As proposed in this thesis, the adaptive composition of an activity involves the 

reconciliation of four model types, the Narrative, Learner, Content and Service models. 

The Narrative Model contains the adaptation rules used to compose the activity. The 

Learner Model provides the system with information about the learner necessary for 

adaptation. The Content Model describes all of the content that is available to the system 

for use in an activity. The Service Model describes the services that are available to 

the system for selection. In addition to these models, the system also produces a model 

of the activity, the PWE Model, as the output of the composition process. This is a 

representation of an activity that has been personalised to an individual learner.

4.4.1 Narrative Model

The narrative model is the embodiment of the strategy that guides the adaptation process. 

As such, it provides a framework around which the adaptation is hung. In this role, the 

narrative serves two functions. First it provides the system with an outline for activities 

that are described in abstract terms. This outline is the basic structure that all of the 

activities composed by the system should have, irrespective of any adaptive behaviours. 

The second function of the narrative is to describe these adaptive behaviours.

In order to adaptively compose an activity, the narrative supports two fundamental 

behaviours, adaptive sequencing and adaptive selection. These behaviours can be applied 

to both content and services. The support for adaptive behaviours iu the narrative is 

discussed further in section 4.6.

The encapsulation of the adaptation strategy in a model provides two significant benefits, 

first is the separation of the strategy from the Adaptive Engine, facilitating the reuse of 

the engine to execute other strategies. The second related benefit is that it allows the 

strategy to be separated from the content and services that are being composed, allowing 

the strategy to be applied to different collections of content and services.

4.4.1.1 Sequencing Constructs

To be able to compose educationally meaningful activities, it is necessary to be able to 

sequence the services that make up the activity. Unlike the composition of the content
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parts of the activity, the sequencing of services needs to be enforced both during the 

adaptive selection of tasks by the Adaptive Engine and while the user interacts with 

the services. This requires that constructs used by the narrative author to define the 

secpiencing of services are well defined and that they can be interpreted by the system so 

that the delivery of the activity to the user is consistent with the activity as defined by 

the activity designer in the narrative.

When selecting a set of constructs to use as the building blocks for the sequencing of tasks 

it is important to ensure that they represent a sufficiently rich set of behaviours that will 

allow the activity designer to create educationally meaningful activities.

The work of van der Aalst [van Der Aalst 03] on workflow' patterns was used to identify 

a set of constructs that would be used in this system. As part of this work, van der 

Aalst identified a set of control flow patterns that can be used to sequence services in 

a workflow. From this ,s('t of pattc'rns, the five' ‘basic’ (u)ntrol flow pattc'rns hav(' b('en 

identified as providing the necessary functionality for this system. Table 4.1 provides an 

overview of the 5 basic control flow patterns that will be snpported by this system, namely: 

Sequence, Parallel Split, Synchronisation, Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge.
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Pattern Description Pattern
Representation

The Sequence Pattern consists of a consecutive series of tasks 
with a task only being executed after the execution of the 
preceding task has been completed. As such it forms the 
basic structure of an activity composition.

The Parallel Split Pattern allows a thread of execution to 
branch into two or more parallel threads. This is, it allows 
two or more tasks to be run concurrently. This pattern is 
also referred to as an ‘AND split’.

The Synchronisation Pattern allows two or more threads 
of execution to converge at a point into a single thread 
of execution. This pattern is essentially an ‘OR join’, 
therefore only one of the incoming threads needs to reach 
the synchronisation point in order for execution to proceed 
on the outgoing thread.

The Exclusive Choice Pattern allows the execution flow to 
pass from one thread to a subsequent thread based on the 
outcome of the preceding task. As can be seen in the 
diagram, a single thread of execution reaches a decision point 
where a choice is made as to which outgoing path to take. 
This pattern is also known as an ‘XOR split’.

The Simple Merge Pattern, or ‘XOR’ join, is similar to 
the Synchronisation Pattern as it facilitates the merging 
of threads of execution. The difference is that the 
Simple Merge does not require synchronisation. When 
an incoming thread of execution reaches the merge point, 
the flow of control passes to the outgoing thread even if 
another incoming thread has previously reached that point. 
Essentially, this pattern allows parts that are common to 
multiple parallel threads of execution to be defined efficiently 
without the need for repetition.

Table 4.1; Control Flow Constructs
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4.4.2 Learner Model

llie learner model provides the system with information about the learner so that the 

system can personalise the activity to the needs of the individual learner. When adaptively 

composing activities, there are many different aspects of the learner to which the system 

can adapt. The information needed is dependent on the specific requirements of the 

adaptive composition carried out by the system. This is one of the reasons why it is 

important for the system to be flexible in its support for model structures. Some examples 

of the types of information that the learner model can be required to contain include prior 

knowledge about concepts within a domain, information about the role of the learner or 

the educational goal of the learner.

Within the set of four basic models used to adaptively compose an activity, the Learner 

Model is the primary source of information upon which the narrative will operate.

4.4.3 Content Model

The Content Model describes all of the content that is known to the system and so available 

for selection in order to produce a personalised activity. The Content Model facilitates the 

selection process by providing the system with information about the content that can be 

used to identify appropriate content and to differentiate between similar pieces of content. 

The primary use of this model in the adaptation process is to facilitate the selection of 

appropriate content to satisfy the requirements of the narrative for a specific: conc:ept.

As with the Learner Model, the information that the Content Model is required to 

rcqjresent about the available content is influenced by the specific adaptive application. 

This is because some of the information is based on the actual features of the content. 

Some basic types of information are commonly used by this system to compose activities, 

This includes information about the ‘physical’ attributes of the content (tile name, size, 

location, media type, etc). Information about the purpose of the content is commonly used 

as a means of selecting appropriate content based on the concepts covered by the content 

or the educational usage of the content, for example, whether the content is appropriate 

for a novice or an advanced learner in the subject domain. Irrespective of the information 

captured in the Content Model, it should be described using a vocabulary that it shares 

with the other metadata models.
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Unlike the learner model, the content model is a composite model in which each individual 

piece of content has its own corresponding piece of metadata. As part of the adaptation 

process, the sum of these metadata models can be considered as one model since they 

share a common information model. As such, they are treated as a single information 

source by the adaptive system when searching the content model for information. This 

approach allows content to be added or removed from the system by adding or removing 

the appropriate metadata instance. Similarly, the metadata for an individual content 

resource can be updated without affecting the rest of the Content Model. The sj^stem will 

automatically be aware of the changes and make use of the updated content model for 

subsequent activity compositions.

4.4.4 Service Model

As is the case for content, the system is designed to operate in a ‘closed world’ with respect 

to services. This means that the system must know about the services that are available 

to it before they can be selected for inclusion in a PWE. The Service Model provides 

metadata descriptions of the available services, which provide information to the system 

that facilitates the system in identifying appropriate services based on the functionality 

that they provide. There are two aspects to the problem of describing the services to the 

system, first the system must be able to identify the core functionality of the service, for 

example, in the case of a ‘chat’ service that the service allows the user to communicate 

with others. In addition to this, the system must be able to differentiate between different 

services with the same core functionality. For example, both a chat service and a forum 

service provide the same core functionality since they are both commnnication services, 

but they have additional non-functional properties that differentiate them. A chat service 

can be considered as a synchronous communication service that is appropriate when all 

the users are online together where as a forum service is asynchronous, suitable for long 

term communication or where all of the users are not online at the same time.

Furthermore, the service model should also allow the system to execute the services at 

run time by providing the information necessary to invoke the service
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4.4.5 PWE Model

I'his model represents a PWE that has been adapted to meet the needs of the user. PWE 

Models are generated by the AE as the result of the adaptation process. As such, it 

must be capable of describing the sequencing of the services and content that have been 

selected. Unlike the narrative model, which describes the PWE using abstract terms such 

as ‘concepts’ and ‘tasks’, the activity model references the actual content resources and 

services that will be delivered to the user.

As outlined in section 4.3 of this chapter, the generation of this model by the AE allows 

for the personalisation phase of the systems execution to be decoupled from the delivery 

of the PWE through the User Portal. The PWE Model allows an individual Learner’s 

PWE to remain consistent across multiple sessions of interaction with the User Portal, 

only changing in response to the explicit actions of the Learner.

4.5 Use Case Scenario

This section i)resents a use case scenario in order to illnstrate how the architecture 

presented in this chapter can be used to generate a PWE and how the metadata models 

described in the previous section are utilised in that process. This scenario is based on 

the generation of a ‘peer review’ PWE in which the learner is presented with an activity 

that requires them to write a report based on a subject for which appropriate content is 

provided. Upon completion, this report must then be submitted for review. The activity 

proceeds with a review task in which the learner reviews another learners report. This 

activity, illustrated in figure 4.2, is designed to be applied in two different educational 

domains, one of which requires the learners to discuss their reports following the review 

task.

Figure 4.2: Sequencing of tasks in a Peer Review Activity

The structure of this activity, as illustrated in the diagram, is described in the Narrative 

Model along with the adaptation rules that describe how the concepts and tasks can be
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selected and sequenced for an individual learner within the constraints of the design of the 

activity. In this scenario, the adaptation rules are designed to allow the sequencing of the 

tasks that make up the peer review activity to be adapted while maintaining the essential 

structure of the activity.

The Narrative Model is executed by the Adaptive Engine in order to generate a PWE. As 

the narrative is executed, the Adaptive Engine uses information retrieved from the Learner 

Model to adapt the sequencing of the concepts in the PWE, for example, the concepts 

provided to the user in the Peer Review activity could be selected based on the learner’s 

interests or prior knowledge. To instantiate these concepts, appropriate content needs to 

be selected, this can be done using various different adaptive strategies, for example based 

on the learner’s prior knowledge in the concept.

As with the content sequencing, the task sequencing is achieved by reconciling the 

properticis in the LeariKU' Modc'l with tin' rules dehncxl by tlx' narrativ(' author. To 

instantiate the tasks with executable services that the learner can interact with, the 

Adaptive Engine makes a request to the Service Composer. This request provides the 

Service Composer with the recjuirements for the selection, what the selected service should 

be able to do, and information about the services that are available for selection, which 

the Ada{)tive Engine retrieves from the Service Model. In the case of the authoring service 

required to instantiate the first task in the peer review activity, the desired outcome cotdd 

be to select a service that allows a report to be authored using a rich interface (high 

bandwidth). This set of requirements provides the system with a primary functional 

requirement, to produce a report, and a non-functional requirement that the system can 

use to differentiate between available services.

4.6 Supporting Adaptive Activities

4.6.1 Adaptive Behaviour

As mentioned previously in section 4.3, the Narrative Model is the embodiment of the 

strategy that underpins the activity. It allows the activity designer to have control over 

the sequencing of content and services ensuring that the activity remains educationally 

sound. Through the narrative, the activity designer also has influence over the adaptive
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behaviour of the system.

When authoring an adaptive activity, the designer can choose whicli parts of tlie activity 

can be adaptively selected as well as which metrics influence the selection process. 

Similarly, the designer can identify, as part of the narrative, the metrics that influence 

the adaptive selection of content and services.

Adaptive Sequencing

The narrative, as the embodiment of strategy, describes the activity in terms of concepts 

that the activity covers and the tasks that should be completed by the learner. It is with 

these constructs (concepts and tasks) that the activity designer defines the sequencing of 

the activity to meet the educational requirements.

Adaptive behaviour can be interwoven into the structure of the activity by wrai)ping 

spc'cific const ructs or groups of constructs with conditional ink's. Thcsi' rules allow specific 

parts of the activity to be adaptively turned on or off depending on the criteria defined by 

the narrative author. In order to satisfy the conditions specified in an adaptation rule, the 

engine makes use of the available metadata models in order to reconcile the rule conditions 

with the information available to the engine about the learner and the available content 

and services.

The purpose of an adaptation rule is to reconcile specific properties of the available 

metadata models with each other or alternatively with an expected value. If the condition 

is met then the related parts of the activity will be included.

For example, a narrative could consist of a sequence of concepts, each of which is associated 

with a rule that determines if the learner has the required prerequisite knowledge in order 

to be presented with the concept. In this case it would be necessary to compare the set 

of all of the concepts that the learner has covered with the known requirements for the 

concept in question. To do this, the engine would retrieve the appropriate values from the 

learner model and compare them against the known values.
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Adaptive Selection

As discussed previously, an adaptive activity is defined in terms of the concepts that should 

be covered and the tasks that are to be made available. Both of these basic constructs are 

defined in the narrative using abstract terms based on a vocabulary that is shared with 

the Content and Service Models. This means that the content that covers a specific topic 

and the services that are used to carry out a task need to be selected in order to create an 

activity that can be delivered to a user. As with the adaptive sequencing of the activity, 

the narrative guides the reconciliation of models in order to select the most appropriate 

content and services.

4.6.2 Service Selection and Dynamic Composition

A simple approach to the adaptive selection of services w'ould be to apply the same 

techniques as those used for the adaptive .selection of content. Each service would be 

described using a metadata model that the AE, through the execution of the narrative, 

would use to identify appropriate services for inclusion in an activity. Candidacy could 

also be used as part of the selection process.

However, there would be several shortcomings with this approach. First of all, it would 

rely on an overly simplified view of a service. It does not take into account the possibility 

that a service could require parameterisation in order to be executed. Even if the simple 

approach could provide the service with the appropriate parameters, these i)arameters 

would need to be defined statically in the metadata and could not be changed by the 

system. Without the ability to modify the parameters passed to a service, the system 

would not be able to influence the behaviour of the selected service. The second limitation 

of this simple approach is that it assumes that an appropriate service will always exist to 

meet the selection requirements for a given task. If a task defines a set of requirements 

that are not satisfied by an existing service or if they can only be satisfied by more than 

one service then the composition of the activity could not be completed.

A better solution to the problem of adaptively selecting services would address both of 

these issues. It would be capable not only of dynamically selecting a service but also of 

selecting the appropriate parameters to provide to the service. In this way the behaviour 

of the service could be influenced, essentially providing the system with support for an
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additional adaptive behaviour, Adaptive Paraiiieterisation. In order to allow the system to 

deal with scenarios where a service does not exist to meet the composition requirements, 

the system should be able to dynamically compose services from the existing services. The 

ability to dynamically compose new services to satisfy the requirements of a specific task 

with respect to an individual user also allows the narrative author a level of freedom when 

designing the narrative. If a task requires several services to be made available to the user 

but the order in which they are provided is not important then the narrative author can 

define the task as a ‘black box’ without the need to explicitly define the sequencing of the 

services within the task.

To support this more advanced approach to the adaptive selection of services, the selection 

of s('rvic('s is oflloadcxl fnnn the' AE to a dc'dicated s(;rvi(■(^ sel(H:ti(m compoiu'iit. Tlu' 

Service Composer provides a range of capabilities, in simple scenarios, it can select a 

single appropriate service from the available services. It can also be used to dynamically 

generate a simple composition of services to carry out a functionality that is required by 

the Learner to complete a task but which is not provided by any of the available services.

The Service Composer is initialised by the AE by providing it with information about the 

services that are available. This information is obtained from the Service Model, discussed 

in section 4.4. The Service Composer uses this information to build an internal model of 

the service domain. Once the Service Composer has been initialised it can be used by the 

AE as a Selector to instantiate tasks with an appropriate service or with a new service 

composition. The AE requests a selection from the planning component by invoking it 

with the rules/c:onditions that the narrative defines for the task. In this way, the AE can 

influence the selection process not only through the specification of the requirements for 

the selection/composition but also by controlling the set of services made available to the 

Service Composer. For example, in scenarios where there is a large number of services 

available for selection/composition, it could be beneficial to cluster the services based on 

functionality in order to reduce the complexity of the selection/composition process. This 

could be considered as a candidacy group similar to that used for content in the APeLS 

Adaptive Hypermedia System.
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4.7 Interactive Service Control Flow

The delivery of personalised activities not only requires that the system is capable of 

sequencing tasks during the composition of an activity but that it must also be able to 

maintain the integrity of the task sequencing when delivering the activity to the user. In 

order to do so, the system must be able to identify the specific task that the user is taking 

part in at any given time so that only the appropriate services are provided to the learner, 

as required by the activity sequencing. In addition to this, the system must be able to 

support the control How patterns, used in thc' narrative to .sequence tlu' tasks, during this 

delivery stage.

Section 3.2 discussed the state of the art in the composition of services using workflow 

techniques. An appropriate workflow engine and corresponding workflow language will be 

u.sed to support the required control flow between interactive services.

4.8 Adaptive Engine Design

The Adaptive Engine (AE) is the main component of the system architecture as its 

role is to control the adaptive comj)Ositioii of activities. To support this process, the 

AE is required to provide three main functionalities; the execution of the narrative, to 

provide access to the necessary metadata models and the retrieval of metadata models 

from persistent storage.

As shown in figure 4.3, the AE architecture consists of three sub systems. Each of these 

sub systems corresponds to one of the functional requirements of the AE. The execution of 

the narrative is controlled by the EngineManager with access to metadata models provided 

by the ModelManager. The DataManager allows the system to retrieve models from data 

repositories.

In addition to the three main sub systems, the AE also provides an interface through 

which the system can be configured and controlled. This interface is used to simplify the 

use of the engine by abstracting some of the interactions between the main sub systems 

into operations that are commonly used to build an adaptive system on top of the AE. 

The AE also provides a collection of utilities that can be used during the execvition of the 

narrative to provide non standard functionalities that are useful when building adaptive
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systems using the AE.

EngineManager

Model
Repository

ModelManager DataManager Model
Repository

Figure 4.3: Logical Architecture diagram of the Adaptive Engine component

4.8.1 Engine Management

The EngineManager acts as a wrapi)er for the rule/scripting engine that executes the 

narrative. It provides a common interface through which other AE components can 

interact with the rule/scripting engine. As such, it supports tasks such as the initialisation 

of new scripting engine instances and the control of their execution, for example to start 

or stop the execution of an engine. In addition to this, the EngineManager provides 

extensions that are ‘hooked’ into the scripting/rule engine. These extensions add support 

to the scripting/rule engine language for functionalities that are specific to the execution 

of a narrative. Such functionalities include providing access to models by enabling the 

engine to search the models that are available to the AE. The extensions also allow the 

scripting/rule engine to directly manipulate the structure of a model.

The ability to search models is key to the adaptation process as it allows the adaptive 

behaviour described by the narrative to be informed by the metadata models, discussed 

previously in section 4.6. The ability to manipulate the structure of metadata models 

allows the engine to dynamically generate new models. This is used, for example, when 

dynamically generating a personalised course model.
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4.8.2 Model Management

At any one time the execution of a narrative can require that AE to have access to 

many different models both for the purpose of acquiring information and to facilitate the 

generation of an output to the adaptation process. This means that the ModelManager, 

as the subsystem responsible for providing access to models, must be capable of accessing 

many models at the same time.

As discussed in section 4.4, the adaptive composition of an activity is informed by at least 

three different types of model, each of which will have a different structure. Therefore, 

the ModelManager must be capable of storing and providing access to models in an open 

manner that does not restrict the complexity of the models. In addition, the number of 

models used in the adaptation process is not limited to the three model types discussed 

previously. This means that the ModelManager must also be able to provide access to an 

arbitrary number of models.

The ModelManager serves two purposes. First it acts as a store for all of the models that 

the AE loads into memory, providing mechanisms to support the addition and removal 

of models from the system as well as supporting the creation of new models. The second 

function of the ModelManager is to act as an interface to the models that it stores. This 

allows other AE sub systems, such as the scripting/rule engine, to interact with the models 

stored in the ModelManager.

As mentioned previously, it is necessary for the ModelManager to be able to store an 

arbitrary number of models in order to provide flexibility to the designer of the adaptive 

system. The ModelManager does this by storing each model in memory and proving access 

to that model using a unique identifier. The unique identifier is assigned to a specific model 

by the author of the adaptive system built on the AE. This means that the identifier can 

be meaningful to the designer and simplifies the authoring of narratives as models can be 

acc{?ss(;d ('asily by nderring to tln'in by their uniqiu' ich'iitific'r.

The ModelManager must also deal with different types of models that have different 

structures. It would be very inflexible for the ModelManager to restrict the models that it 

can handle to a specific structure or set of structure's. Instead the ModelManager supports 

the use of models with arbitrary structures. As each model is storeM individually, models 

with difi'eremt structures can be; handkxi by the ModedManagcr at, thei same' time;.
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4.8.3 Data Management

I’he DataMaiiager provides the Adaptive Engine with tiie ability to access models that 

are stored in some form of permanent storage. This allows the AE to load the models 

required to execute a narrative from their persistent storage location. The two common 

types of storage that the AE needs to have access to are the local hie system and remote 

databases.

The DataMaiiager can maintain multiple connections to different storage repositories at 

the same time. This is desirable since different types of models can be stored in different 

locations. For example the content metadata could be stored in a content repository while 

the narrative and learner models are stored in a separate repository.

The DataMaiiager provides an interface through which the other AE sub systems can 

avail of the connections that it maintains. This allows the underlying storage systems to 

be abstracted so as to provide a common interface that supports simple actions such as 

loading a model from a repository and storing a model to a repository.

4.8.4 Additional Functionality

In addition to the core functionalities required for the Narrative to interact with the 

available models, it is also necessary to make additional fnnctionalities available to the 

Narrative. For example, in order to the AE to function as a component in the architecture 

described in this chapter, it is necessary for the AE to be able to invoke other components 

in order to carry out its role. It is necessary to make such functionalities available to the 

Narrative as their use is dependent on information needs and functional requirements that 

arise during the execution of the narrative.

4.8.5 Adaptive Engine Execution

When executing a narrative, the different AE subsystems need to interact with each other. 

This process begins with a new instance of the AE being created and initialised. The 

initialisation of the AE requires that each of the three main subsystems are configured 

and primed so that the AE is ready to execute the narrative.

The first step in the initialisation is to set np the data repository connections that will be
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used to load the necessary metadata models. Once the connections have been created the 

models can be loaded from the respective repositories and stored in the ModelManager. 

It is during this step that the narrative is loaded into the AE. The next step is to create 

a new rule/scripting engine and to associate the narrative model with that engine so that 

when the scripting/rule engine is started it has a narrative to execute.

Having done this, the AE is ready to start the execution of the narrative. As the AE 

executes the narrative, the scripting/rule engine will need to access information contained 

in the metadata models. This is achieved through the calling of a ‘custom function’ 

that exposes the search functionality of the ModelManager to the scripting/rule engine. 

Through this mechanism, the scripting/rule engine has access to all of the available models.

During a typical narrative execution, a new model will be built in order to act as a 

persistent representation of the personalised activity that the engine generates. This 

model is built according to the rules in the narrative using the model manipulation 

custom functions that integrate the ModelManagers functionality with the scripting/rule 

engine. When narrative execution has completed and a new narrative model has been 

generated it is then stored in an appropriate data repository using the connections that 

the DataManager provides.

4.9 Delivery of User Oriented Services

In abstract terms a service can be considered to be something that provides value or meets 

a need. This definition encompasses a wide range of software on the internet. Commonly 

the term ‘service’ is used interchangably with the term ‘Web Service’, which in fact is a 

specihc web technology that can be used to implement a service, while the term service is 

a more abstract concept.

As part of this research the term service is used more in the context of ‘software as a 

service’. The term ‘software as a service’ or SaaS for short is used to mean an application 

that is made available to the user via the web. Such applications are commonly graphical 

in nature and intended to be used by end users through direct interaction. This differs from 

the more' functional (h'finition of a scu'vice that applies wIk'ii talking about Wc'b S('rvic('s, 

which are not intended for users to interact with directly. The SaaS ba,sed interpretation 

of a service is more useful in the context of an eLearning application as the aim of activity
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based leaniiiig is to engage the learner in the learnign experience. In order to achieve this, 

the learner needs to be provided with tools that allow them to complete the required task. 

These tools could inchide, for example, email clients, rich text editors, instant messaging 

applications, etc.

A wide range of technologies can be nsed to implement such tools, for example web based 

technologies such as HTML and Javascript. However, although these technologies support 

service like features such as parameterisation they do not fit well with existing service 

orchestration technologies such as WSBPEL. For this system, the WSRP technology has 

been identihed as an appropriate solution for the delivery of services. As a portlet based 

technology it meets the requirement for user centric, interactive services. It is also a Web 

Sc'i'vicc based API and therc'forc' compatibk' with ('xisting WSBPEL workflow ('iigiiK's. As 

a WS based technology it has the benefit of allowing services to be hosted anywhere on 

the internet while still being available to be used as part of a personalised composition.

4.10 Unified User Interface

The delivery of a PWE to the user requires a user interface that is capable of providing 

access to both multimedia content and services. The environment provided by this 

interface must also allow the user to move between accessing content and interacting 

with services in a way that makes both content and services feel like parts of a single 

application. In addition to the core hmctionalities of content and service delivery, the 

user interface must also provide mechanisms that allow the user to affect and control the 

personalisation process.

In order to make the system easily accessible, the interface will be a web based application, 

allowing users to interact with the system using a standard web browser. This approach 

will minimise the prerequisite requirements that a user would have to meet in order to make 

use of the system and allow for greater use of the system in comparison to a standalone 

application.

The user interface ‘portal’, shown in figure 4.4, will be capable of retrieving an individual 

user’s PWE model from a central repository and parsing it to generate a visual navigation 

structure for the PWE. The interface will also be capable of presenting content to the user 

that is stored both locally and on remote servers. The delivery of services to the user will
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be achieved through a portlet based approach and will require the portal to interact with 

a workflow engine that hosts the individual user’s service compositions. This approach 

will allow services to be presented to the user using a window based paradigm within a 

single web page. This will allow the user to interact with both content and services as 

they require.

Figure 4.4: Architecture of the User Portal

Although services are visually presented as portlets, the underlying communication 

mechanism will be the WSRP specification. In order to deliver such services to the user, 

it is necessary for the portal to not only provide support for the portlet paradigm but also 

that it can handle the mapping between the user’s interactions with the portlets and the 

appropriate WSRP web service calls.

4.11 Component Interaction

To better illustrate how PWEs can be delivered using the architecture presented in this 

chapter, the interactions between the components at run time are discussed in this section. 

To facilitate a clearer description of how the architecture can achieve the goal of delivering 

a PWE, the execution of the system has been broken down into two phases. The first of 

these phases is the personalisation phase, which is responsible for the generation of a PWE 

while the second phase, the experience phase, is concerned with the delivery of that PWE 

to the user. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate these two phases of execution respectively using 

UML component diagrams.
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4.11.1 Personalisation Phase

111 order to facilitate the discussion of how the various architecture components interact 

with each other during the personalisation phase, Figure 4.5 provides a component diagram 

that has been annotated so that the interactions between components are numbered.

Figure 4.5: Component diagram illustrating the interaction of components during the 
liersonalisation phase

When a new user accesses the PWE Portal (1), they are jiresented with a form (2) that is 

used by the system to elicit a model of the user. The Portal then stores the newly acquired 

user model in a central repository for persistant storage (3). Once an aiipropriate model 

of the user is available to the system, it is then possible to generate a PWE for that user. 

The Portal invokes the Adaptive Engine in order to initiate this process (4). To carry out 

the personalisation process, the Adaptive Engine must first load the narrative model (5), 

which provides the adaptation rules that guide the generation of a PWE. The Adaptive 

Engine must also retrieve the user’s learner model from a central repository (6) so that it 

can be used to influence the personalisation process.

When the necessary models (narrative and learner) are loaded into the Adaptive Engine, 

the narrative can be executed. As the Adaptive Engine creates the personalised sequencing 

of concepts and tasks in the PWE, it uses information from the learner model in order 

to satisfy the conditions associated with the sequencing rules from the narrative. The 

selection of appropriate content that instantiates the concepts in the PWE requires that 

the Adaptive Engine can not only reconcile the narrative rules with the learner model but 

also with the content model, which provides metadata about the content that is available 

to the system. This requires the Adaptive Engine to query the content model stored in 

the central metadata repository (7). Similarly, the selection of appropriate services to
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instantiate the tasks in the PWE requires that the Adaptive Engine retrieves information 

about the available services from the metadata repository (8).

Unlike the content selection process, which is carried out by the Adaptive Engine through 

the execution of the narrative, the selection of appropriate services is carried out by the 

service composer component. When an appropriate service is required by the Adaptive 

Engine to instantiate a task, it makes a request to the Service Composer (9). As part of this 

request, the Adaptive Engine provides the service composer with information about the 

available services as well as appropriate information about the user, which can be used 

to influence the selection process. As discussed previously in section 4.6.2, this allows 

the Adaptive Engine to influence the selection and composition carried out by the Service 

Composer not only by setting the requirements for the composition but also by controlling 

the set of services that the Service Composer is aware of. In this way the Adaptive Engine 

can implement a form of candidacy.

Once the Adaptive Engine has completed the sequencing of the PWE and selected 

appropriate content and services to instantiate the concepts and tasks that make up the 

PWE, the PWE is stored in the repository (10) for later retrieval and execution. In 

addition to storing the PWE, the Adaptive Engine also deploys the service composition 

aspect of the PWE to a workflow engine (11) in order to make the composition executable 

during the experience phase of execution.

4.11.2 Experience Phase

When an appropriate PWE has been composed, the Learner is then able to engage in 

that experience by logging into the Portal, which provides an integrated environment in 

which the user can interact with the personalised content and services that instantiate 

their PWE.

As for the Personalisation Phase, an annotated component diagram of the Experience 

Phase is provided in figure 4.6. When a user logs into the Portal (1), the Portal must 

first retrieve the model of the user’s instantiated PWE from the repository (2) before it 

can provide the user with their PWE. This provides the Portal with details of the PWEs 

structure and references to the content that should be presented to the user. The delivery 

of content to the user requires that the Portal retrieve the necessary content resources from
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the server(s)^ that host it (3). When the user interacts with a service, the Portal presents 

them with a graphical, web based interface. To fill this interface with the appropriate 

service, the Portal requests the service from the workflow engine that hosts the service 

component of the PWE as discussed previously (4). The workflow engine in turn retrieves 

the appropriate service from a service i)rovider based on the user’s current progress through 

the PWE (5). The retrieved service is then returned to the User Portal in response to the 

orignal request, which makes the service available to the user so that they can interact 

with it as part of the PWE.

Figure 4.6: Component diagram illustrating the interaction of components during the 
experience phase

4.12 Summary

In this chapter, an approach capable of combining the adaptive selection and sequencing 

of multimedia content with the adaptive selection and sequenc’ing of services in a unified 

manner in order to deliver personalised web based experiences has been outlined. This 

approach is influenced by the state of the art as discussed in chapters 2 and 3, which 

togc'tlu'i' hav(' k'd to the definit ion of a set of functional and tt'chnical rc'quirenients.

Based on the defined requirements, the design of a system capable of delivering PWEs was 

outlined and the individual components of the design described in detail and their role in 

the delivery of PWEs was discussed. Finally, an outline of how the various components 

in the design wovdd interoperate with each other at run time was presented.

'Content for one PWE can be retrieved from many different locations but for the sake of simplicity 
only one content serv'er is considered in this discussion.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the design of a system capable of delivering web based 

experiences that combine adaptively selected and sequenced multimedia content with 

adaptive composed services was outlined. This design was based on a set of technical 

and educational requirements. This chapter describes how this design were realised as a 

technical implementation.

This chapter is structured as follows, an overview of the technical realisation of the 

architecture is presented followed by detailed descriptions of how each of the components 

was implemented. Details of the data models used by the implemented system are also 

provided. An example, based on a real world scenario, of how the system operates in the 

delivery of a PWE is also presented in order to provide a clearer understanding of how 

the system operates

5.2 System Implementation

5.2.1 Overview

Figure 5.1 provides a component based view of the architecture for the PWE system 

as implemented. This differs from the architecture overvie^w presented in section 4.3 of 

the previous chapter in that additional components, required to realise the design, are
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incorporated in this view of the architecture.

Figure 5.1: Detailed view of the system architecture

To satisfy the requirements outlined in the previous chapter for user centric, graphical 

services that support interactive tasks, a portlet based approach has been adopted as the 

basis for the implementation of the services composed by the system. The use of portlets 

alone is not sufficient for the implementation of services in this architecture. It should be 

})ossible for the adaptively generated PWE to contain services that are deployed remotely. 

To achieve this, the WSRP specification, which provides support for the delivery of {)ortlets 

using a WS based j)rotocol, has been incorporated into the system architecture.

The component through which the user will interact with the system is the User Portal, 

this is a web based interface that allows the user to engage in their PWE. The User Portal 

also carries out additional tasks within the system. It is responsible for eliciting models 

of the user and for initiating the adaptation process. In order to realise the User Portal, 

several existing technologies are leveraged to provide the necessary portlet functionality 

and WS support. The User Portal is built on top of the Apache Pluto portal engine 

[phi 11], which allows the User Portal to deliver portlets to the user. The functionality 

of the Apadu' Pluto systcmi is exteiuh'd to support for the' WSPP specification by tlu' 

addition of the WSRP4J Portlet Consumer.

When initiating the adaptation process, the User Portal interacts with the Adaptive 

Engine, a custom developed Java component that facilitates the adaptation process by 

providing an execution environment for the Narrative Model. The Adaptive Engine 

provides the Narrative Model with access to the necessary metadata models and other
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additional functionalities necessary to carry out the adaptation process. To support the 

data storage requirements of the various components in the architecture, a XML database 

is made available. This serves as a metadata repository for the different metadata models 

used in the adaptation process, e.g. the Learner Model, Content Model and Service Model.

During the adaptation process, the Adaptive Engine takes advantage of a special purpose 

component for the selection of appropriate services to satisfy the requirements of the 

user in accordance with the narrative. This component leverages AI Planning techniques 

to adaptively select an appropriate service or services. The services selected by the AI 

Planner are then incorporated into the PWE by the Adaptive Engine.

To make PWEs available to the user at run time, it is necessary to make the service 

composition component of the PWE available as an executable workflow. This is due to 

the complex nature of the control flow between composed services relative to that present 

in content compositions. To achieve this, the service composition component of the PWE 

is instantiated as a WSBPEL workflow and deployed to the ActiveBPEL workflow engine. 

The mapping of the XML description of the composition, generated by the Adaptive 

Engine during the adaptation proce.ss to a run time executable WSBPEL workflow 

is carried out by the Compositon2BPEL component. This component is resj)onsible 

for generating a valid WSBPEL process that instantiates the compositions of services 

that were selected and sequenced for the user. Furthermore, the Composition2BPEL 

component also handles the deployment of the WSBPEL workflow to the ActiveBPEL 

workflow engine. An additional task carried out by the Composition2BPEL component is 

to register the newly deployed workflow with Pluto so that the workflow will be accessible 

to the user through the User Portal.

5.2.2 Adaptive Engine

As discussed in section 4.8 of the design chapter, the role of the Adaptive Engine (AE) 

is to execute the rules that guide the adaptation process in order to produce a PWE. To 

do so, the engine must not only provide an execution environment for an appropriate rule 

language but must also provide access from the environment to the metadata models that 

are used by the AE to inform the adaptation process.

Figure 5.2 provides a component based view of the Adaptive Engine architecture. As
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can he seen from the diagram, the AE consists of three primary subsystems, the 

EngineManager, ModelManager and DataManager. In addition to these components, 

the Adaptive Engine contains a set of utilities that provide functionalities required by the 

narrative.

5.2.2.1 AdaptiveEngine

The AdaptiveEngine comi)onent provides client applications that interact with the 

Adaptive Engine with a single point through which the functionality of the system can 

be accessed. It provides an API consisting of a set of functions that support the high 

level tasks that are necessary to configure and run the Adaptive Engine, for example 

creating data connections, loading models, initiating the execution of a narrative, etc. 

The AdaptiveEngine component is also responsible for the initialisation of the other 

components, such as the EngineManger, ModelManager and DataManager.

5.2.2.2 EngineManager

The AE must be able to execute a Narrative Model consisting of a set of sequencing rules 

that allow a PWE to be dynamically composed based on the information available to the 

AE from the metadata models that it has access to. These sequencing rules could be in 

the form of a rule base or alternatively a script consisting of if-else statements. The choice 

between these two approaches depends on the manner in which the adaptive behaviour of
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the system will be exposed to the user.

The generation of a PWE is carried out in an a priori manner that results in a 

complete PWE being composed in advance of the user’s interaction with the personalised 

composition. This is in contrast to a just in time approach in which the next step in the 

composition is selected just as it is required by the user. The approach taken means that 

the AE can take into account all aspects of the activity during the personalisation process. 

Eor example, it removes the need to make assumptions about the availability of services 

to complete later tasks in the activity as would be the case using a just in time approach. 

Such assumptions could prove incorrect and could result in a learning being offered an 

activity that the system cannot fully realise.

The a priori nature of the adaptation process used to generate a PWE means that a 

scripting language is an appropriate means of defining a narrative model in this case. A 

rule-based narrative would be more suited when the adaptation is carried out at run time 

using a just in time selection mechanism where the state of the rule base changes between 

interactions with the system. The adaptive behaviour captured by the narrative model 

requires that the narrative is capable of handling various different types of data as well as 

supporting the functionalities described in section 5.3.4.

A further requirement is that the language used by the AE can be extended in order to add 

functionality that is specific to the use of the language to define narratives. Functionality 

is required that will enable the scripting engine to access the information that the AE has 

available to it in the form of metadata models. The narrative also needs to be able to 

manipulate the contents of the metadata models and to create new models. In addition 

to these core functionalities, it is necessary to be able to add additional functionalities to 

the narrative language that allow the AE to interact with external systems.

Based on the requirements and functionalities discussed, the Jatha [Hewett 07] scripting 

engine was selected as the basis for the execution environment for the Narrative Model. 

Jatha is a pure Java implementation of a Lisp interpreter, allowing the execution of 

Lisp programs. TIk' use of Lisp to dc'fiiu; narratives is a nJativc'ly low k'vcJ approach, 

however it has the benefit of allowing a wide range of adaptive behaviours to be defined 

as well as providing features that are useful in narratives, for example functions, loosely 

typed variables useful APIs for manipulating strings, etc. The architecture of the Jatha 

interpreter also provides a straightforward mechanism for adding new functions, which can
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be accessed from the Lisp programs that it executes. New ‘custom functions’ can be added 

l)y writing a Java class that implements the appropriate Jatha interface and provides the 

necessary fnnctionahty. This class is then registered with the Jatha engine. Using this 

approach, a set of custom functions were developed and added to the Lisp interpreter to 

make it into a suitable narrative execution environment. These custom functions provide 

direct access from the narrative to the models that are loaded into the AE as well as 

I)roviding additional functionalities, such as the ability to invoke Web Services.

5.2.2.3 Modelling

As discussed in section 4.8.2 of the Design chapter, the AE must satisfy two main 

recjnirements with respect to the handling of metadata models. It must be able to support 

the use of semantically rich metadata while allowing flexibility in the structure of that 

metadata. The AE must also be capable of interacting with multiple metadata models at 

the same time.

Section 4.4 described how XhIL will be used to capture and store the metadata necessary 

for the delivery of PWEs. This will allow the metadata schemas used in the various 

different metada,ta models to be flexible. In order for the AE to be able to access these 

models at run time, they are read from the persistent metadata repository where they are 

stored and parsed so that they can be stored in memory by the AE, ready to be accessed 

by the other AE subsystems.

This approach is taken so that it is possible for the AE to create/modify the XML models 

irrespective of the underlying data storage mechanism. XML query technologies do not 

yet have good support for modifying docnments. XPath is only intended to support 

cpierying while the W3C are still working on an extension to XQuery that would support 

updates^. Similar functionality is provided by a limited number of tools but no common 

implementation is available. In scenarios where it is not desirable to load all of the 

necessary metadata, for example to search across the entire Content Model, it is still 

possible to run queries remotely using the narrative custom functions providing that the 

metadata store supports this functionality.

The XML data that is retrieved from the persistent storage is parsed using the native Java

Mhe initial working draft of this proposal was published in 2006 [?] but only became a W3C 
Recommendation in March 2011 [W3C 11]
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XML parser and the output used to create a JDOM [JDOM Project 07] object. JDOM is 

a Java library that allows XML data to be represented using a Document Object Model 

(DOM) data structure. This allows the metadata models to be created, updated, modified 

and queried in memory. JDOM is a widely used library that can handle very large XML 

documents (several megabytes) that are far bigger than the documents that the AE is 

required to handle when accessing metadata models. In order to abstract away some of 

the complexity of the JDOM API and to provide a more convenient programming interface, 

the JDOM object is wrapped in a custom Model object.

The Model object provides an API that allows the system to create, update and search 

metadata models without the need to deal with the underlying implementation (JDOM). 

The Model object also provides an important functionality that is not present in JDOM, it 

provides a pointer to the current node in the DOM tree so that task such as retrieving data 

from the model or updating the structure of the model are simplified. This functionality 

allows the narrative to refer to models without the need to keep track of where in the 

model they were accessing previously. This is important not only because it reduces the 

complexity of the narrative syntax but also because a narrative could be acce.ssing many 

different models at the same time. Tasks such as the handling of XML namespaces are 

also simplified by the Model object. The ability to create, access anel query XML that 

contains multiple namespaces is important as without it, the AE woulel be restricteel to 

only operating with custom moeiel schemas that only used XML in a very simple way. It 

would not be possible for the AE to access information storeel in models that confirm to 

standards such as IMS LIP or ADL SCORM.

As mentioneel previously, the execution of a narrative can require access to many elifferent 

models at the same time, therefore it is necessary for the AE to support this requirement. 

This is handled by the ModelAIanager component, this component uses a HasliMap to 

store as many Model objects as are required by the AE. Each model is stored using a 

unique identifier that is used by the system to access that model.

5.2.2.4 DataManager

The DataManager is responsible for managing access to data sources through which 

metadata models are accessed. Its main tasks are the creation and management of data 

connections and the writing and reading of data to and from open data connections.
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Other AE components can request that a new data connection is opened by making the 

appropriate function call and passing the URI for the connection as a parameter. The 

UR I is used by the DataManager to identify the correct type of data connection to create. 

The cnrrent implementation supports the creation of connections to file system based 

data sources and network data sources that support XMLDB [The XML:DB Initiative 03] 

based communication. The URLs used to identify these two types of data source begin with 

the prefixes file:// and xmldb:// respectively. Once a data connection has been created 

it is stored in a HasliMap using a human readable unique identifier, which is provided as a 

parameter when creating the connection. This allows multiple connections to be managed 

by the DataManager while making it easy for the developer to manage the connections 

since it is possible to give them meaningful names.

The connections created by the DataManager provide a simple set of functionalities, 

allowing the reading and writing of files/resources from an open connection.

To support the creation of XMLDB connections to a network based data source, the 

DataManager u.ses the XMLDB API along with the implementation of that API which is 

provided by the underlying implementation.

5.2.2.5 Custom Functions

As discussed, the Jatha Lisp engine was extended to provide additional functionality 

that was not provided by the standard Lisp functions supported by the engine. These 

custom functions turn the Lisp language supported by Jatha into a narrative language 

by integrating the scripting capabilities of the Jatha engine with the modeling and 

data components of the Adaptive Engine, allowing narratives to the key task of model 

reconciliation in order to adaptively instantiate the PWE.

The custom functions added to the Jatha engine fall into three categories, modeling, search 

and utility. The modeling functions allow the narrative to access information stored in 

the models that have been loaded into the Adaptive Engine as well as to manipulate the 

structure of those models. The search functions provide advanced search functionality 

to the narrative, allowing models to be searched using XPath or XQuery. In the case of 

XPath and XQuery the actual functionality is provided by existing libraries. In addition, 

the utility functions expose additional functionalities to the narrative language that are
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useful when building adaptive systems but that are not fundamental behaviours of the 

Adaptive Engine.

Modeling Functions

• load-model Load a model from an existing, open data connection

• store-model Write a model to an existing, open data connection

• create-model Create a new empty model

• remove-model Remove a currently loaded model from the AE

• update-model Add a new element/node to an open model

• search-model Carry out a simple node based search of an open model

• get-text Return the text data stored in the current element of a model

• cd Navigate the specified model using

• get-attribute Return the value of the specified attribute in the current element

• add-attribute Add an attribute to the current element of a model

• model-to-string Retnrn the entire model as an XML string

Search Functions

• xpath-query-model Carry ont a XPath cpiery on a loaded model

• xpath-query-collection Carry out a XPath qinny on a set of models

• remote-xquery-model Carry out a XQuery on a model using the storage mediums 
underlying query support

• remote-xquery-collection Carry out a XQuery query on a collection of models 
using the storage mediums underlying query mechanisms

Utility Functions

• transform-model Carry out an XSLT transform

• call-webservice Make a SOAP based web service call
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5.2.3 Data Storage

As discussed previously, the metadata models that drive the process of generating a PWE 

use XML to encode the information that they capture. In order to store these models 

persistently and to allow them to be accessed by the various components of the framework, 

it is necessary to store them in a central location that provides a suitable interface through 

which the models can be accessed. Storing the XML models on the file system is not a 

good solution due to the distributed nature of the system architecture. Furthermore, such 

an approach would bring with it performance issues due to the I/O characteristics of disk 

storage as well as the overhead of parsing the models whenever they are queried.

A possible solution would be to store the XML models in an SQL database. Many modern 

relational databases provide mechanisms through which XML can be stored and queried 

using their relational tables. Both MySQL [Oracle 10b] and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

[Microsoft 08] support the importing and exporting of relational tables in XML format. 

The limitation of this functionality is that the XML Schemas supported are very simple as 

they basically capture the relational table structure in XML format. Both databases also 

provide a more flexible mechanism of storing XML by including it in a relational table 

column.

The database based approach would facilitate the distributed access to the models as 

well as providing improved performance in comparison to file I/O. In addition, relational 

databases that provide support for XML storage commonly support mechanisms through 

which the XML models can be queried. In many cases, this support comes in the form of 

XQuery [W3C 07], a language for the querying of XML that provides fnnctionality similar 

to that of SQL.

An alternative solution is the use of a native XML database. Such rlatabases store the 

XML using data structures, such as B+ trees, that suit the inherent structure of XML 

documents. This means that the XML does not need to be mapped to an underlying data 

structure as is the case with relational databases. Native XML databases, such as eXist 

[eXist 10] and Apache Xindice [Apache Foundation 07], also provide search and query 

mechanisms such as XQuery.

For the implementation of this system, the eXist native XML database was selected. It is 

an actively developed open source database that is implemented in Java. It can also be
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deployed as a web application on a Java Servlet engine such as Apache Tomcat.

5.2.3.1 Database Access

Integration between the eXist database and the Java based components such as the AE is 

achieved through the nse of the XMLDB API, which eXist implements. This API can be 

considered equivalent to the functionality that the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) 

API provides when accessing a SQL based relational database from a Java application. 

Through the use of XMLDB API calls it is possible to connect to a remote eXist database 

using an XML/RPC based protocol and execute queries on the data stored in the database 

nsing XQuery or the simpler XPath [W3C 99a] query language. The API also supports 

functionalities such as the creation of collections as well as the retrieval of whole documents 

from the database.

5.2.4 Service Composer

As outlined in section 4.6.2 of the design chapter, the Service Composer comj)onent is 

responsible for selecting appropriate services for use in a PWE. It is also capable of 

dynamically composing services to meet a need when a suitable service in not available. 

As snch it behaves as a candidate selector that is utilised by the AE during the execution 

of the narrative.

To make this service selection functionality available to the AE at run time, the Service 

Composer is deployed as a web service. The Service Composer WS interface is defined 

using WSDL and is designed to accept SOAP messages, allowing the caller of the service, 

in this case the Adaptive Engine, to provide the detailed information that the planner 

requires to carry out the selection and dynamic composition of services.

The AI Planner Service is based on the Java implementation of the Axis2 Web Service 

Framework [Apache Foundation 09]. As such, it runs as a service that is deployexl on top 

of the Axis2 web application, which runs on a servlet engine [Sun Microsystems 03], in 

this case Apache Tomcat [Apache Foundation 10c].

Figure 5.3 provides an overview of the architecture for the Service Composer. The planning 

functionality of the service is provided by the LPG-td [Gerevini 04] planner, which uses AI 

planning techniques local search and planning graphs to solve planning problems. This is
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Figure 5.3; AI Planner Service Architecture

a freely available third party software component, written in C. Other Java based planners 

are available that would be easy to integrate with the existing Java infrastructure, however, 

the LPG-td planner was selected for its support for the PDDL specification. Existing 

Java based planners, su(;h as JShop2. provide their own language for defining planning 

problems or offer only limited support for PDDL. To integrate the LPC-td x86 native 

binary application with the Java based components using the JVM’s built in support for 

executing native processes on the host operating system is used.

To invoke the Service Composer, the Adaptive Engine provides information about all of 

the services that are available for selection and composition, this is known as the ‘planning 

domain’. The planning domain is pass(;d to the planner as an XML document containing 

a set of service models. This approach is taken in order to allow the AE to adaptively 

control the set of services from which the planner can choose. The structure of this model 

is shown in figure 5.4 in which single line boxes represent elements and double lined boxes 

represent attributes. This model is essentially an aggregation of the metadata models that 

describe all of the services available to the AE. A more detailed discussion of this model 

is provided in section implementationiserviceniodel.

Figure 5.4: Element structure for XML model defining set of services available to Service 
Composer

In addition to the planning domain, the composition problem that the Service Composer
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should attempt to solve needs to be provided. This ‘planning problem’ is passed to the 

Service Composer as a XML document, the structure of which can be seen in hgure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Element structure for XML model defining service composition problem

As mentioned previously, the inputs to the Service Composer web service are in the 

form of SOAP messages that contain XML documents. In order to make use of the 

information that is provided, it is necessary to first transform the XML documents into 

PDDL documents that can be processed by the LPG-td AI planner. Secondly, as LPG-td 

is designed to run as a stand alone component, it expects both of these inputs to be in the 

form of text files on the local file system, which are specified as parameters using LPG-td’s 

command line interface. Therefore, it is necessary to write the files to the file system so 

that they are accessible.

The first of these steps is carried out by passing the planning problem XML document 

through an extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) [W3C 99b] transform 

engine along with a extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) style sheet that describes how 

to extract the information from the XML document and transform it into appropriate 

PDDL syntax. An example of equivalent service definitions in XML and PDDL can be 

seen below. Figure 5.() provides the dc'finition of a service' in XML whik' figure 5.7 shows 

the definition of the same service described using PDDL.

The lu'wly g('nerat.('d PDDL domain definition and planning probk'in an' le'inporarily 

stored on the file system, using unique identifiers as file names, so that the LPG-td 

planner can access them. The paths to the files are then passed as parameters to the 

planner when a new instance of the planner is started. When invoked, the LPG-td planner 

attempts to solve the planning problem and returns a solution to the problem as a textual
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<service>
<getieral >

<naiiie>EMAIL< / iiame>
<description >Ari email client portlet </descriptiori> 

</general>
<functional>

<parameters>
<paranieter>

<name>id </name>
<type>user </type>

</parameter>
<parameter>

<name>passwd </nanie>
<type>password </type>

</parameter>
</paranieters >
< p r e c o n d i t i o n s >

<pred icate >
<nanie>is—registered </riame>
<variables>

< variable >
<riame>id </riame>
<type>user</type>

</variable>
</variables >

</predicate>
< / p r e c o n d i t i o 11 s >
<effects >

<predicate>
<nanie>sent </iiariie>
<variables >

<variable>
<naiiie>email </nanie> 
<type>message</type>

</variable >
</variables>

</predicate>
</effects >

< / f u n c t i o n a 1 >
<technical>

<ty pe>wsrp</type>
<portletIdentifier > 

e III a i 1C1 i e 111 
</portletlderitifier >
<getMarkiipURI>

http://server 
</getMarkupURI>
<exitCondition >Submit=Done</exitCondition > 

</technical>
</service >

ted. ie:8080 / WSRPBaseService

Figure 5.6: XML description of a Service
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action EMAIL
: parameters ( ?id — user 

?passwd — password 
?email message 
?id - user)

: precondition (and ( is— registered ?id)) 

: effect (and (sent ?email))

Figure 5.7: PDDL description of a Service

report. Under LPG-td’s normal execution environment, this report would be output to 

the command line but in this case the output is captured by the JVM. The captured 

output, a snippet of which is illustrated in figure 5.8, is then parsed using a series of 

regular expressions to extract the planning solution so that it can be encoded in XML. 

Figure 5.9 provides an example of a XML formatted solution to a planning problem, which 

is then returned by the Service Composer to the Adaptive Engine in a SOAP message.

Plan computed;
Tinie; (ACTION) (action Duration; action Cost]

0.0000: (AUTHENTICATE SUBMITTER PRIVATE-KEY) [0:1.0000; C:1.0000]
1.0000: (WEBDAV-PUT DAV-FILE-SERVER SUBMITTER THESIS) [D;1.0000; C:1.0000]
2.0000: (SEND-INSTANT-MESSAGE SUBMITTER SUBMITTER CONFIRMATION-MESSAGE) [D: 1.0 000; C:1 OOOO]

Figure 5.8: Snippet of the report generated by LPG-td showing the solution to a planning 
problem
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< S O 1 U t i O ri >
<step time = ”0.000” >

<act ion >
<name>AUTHENTlCATB</name>
<paraiiieters >

<parameter >SUBMITTER</parameter>
<parameter >PRIVATE;-KErV'</paraineter > 

</paraiiieters>
</action >

</step>
<step tiiue=” 1.000” >

<action >
<naine>WERDAV-PUT</naine>
<paraineters>

<paraineter>DAV FILE-SERVER</paranieter> 
<paraineter >SUBMITTER</pararneter >
<paranieter >THESIS</parameter >

</paranieters>
</action >

</step>
<step tiine=”2.000” >

<act ion >
<nanie>SEND-INSTANT-MESSAGE</nanie>
<parameters>

<parameter >SUBMITTER</paranieter>
<paraineter >SUBMITTER</paraineter >
<para meter >CONFIRA IATION-MESSAGB< /parameter> 

</paraineters>
</action >

< / s t e p >
< / s o 1 u t i o n >

Figure 5.9: Example XML encoded solution to a planning problem
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5.2.5 Composition Mapper

The role of the Composition Mapper is to convert the personalised service compositions 

generated by the AE into a format that can be deployed and then executed at run time 

by the user. The Service Composition Model, described in detail in section 5.3.6, which 

is generated by the AE is described using XML and supports the set of workflow patterns 

previously identified. This model contains all of the information necessary to invoke the 

selected services in the order intended but it is not executable. A detailed discussion of 

the structure of this model is provided in section 5.3.5 of this chapter.

As described previously, service compositions generated by the AE will be made available 

at run time as workflows defined using WSBPEL, therefore the Composition Mapper must 

take the generic Service Composition Model provided by the AE and transform it into an 

equivalent WSBPEL process. In addition, the Composition Mapper also needs to take 

into account the underlying technology that is used to deliver the services that are used 

in a PWE. The use of the WSRP protocol, see section 3.4.2, means that the generated 

workflow' must not only orchestrate the services of the composition correctly but must also 

handle the protocol that they are based on. The details of how the composition of services 

based on the WSRP specification is achieved is describexi in section 5.4.

Figure 5.10: High level diagram of the Composition2BPEL Service

Figure 5.10 provides a high level view of the components that make up the Composition 

Mapper. As was the case with the Service Composer, the Composition Mapper is 

implemented as a web service using the Axis2 web service framework. The input to 

the Composition Mapper is an XML representation of a service composition that supports 

the workflow patterns that were previously identified in section 4.4.1.1. As shown in the
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(liagrani, the architecture for the Composition Mapper consists of a wrapper component 

that provides the interface and encapsulates the application logic that combines a set 

of functional components. To generate an executable process from the composition 

model, the Composition Mapper service iterates through the model making calls to the 

BPELGenerator component whenever an element representing a service or control flow 

I)attern is found. The BPELGenerator provides an API that allows for the generation of 

a WSBPEL process through the use of API calls that correspond to the high level needs 

of the Composition2BPEL Service and not the specific details of WSBPEL.

When a complete WSBPEL process has been generated it is necessary to package the 

process definition as well as other related documents so that they conform to a specific 

packfigc' structnn;, which is compatible with tlu' WSBPEL workflow engine that will 

execute the process. This is carried out by the Archiver Component. Once a suitable 

package contaitiing the WSBPEL process has been generated, it can then be uploaded to 

the workflow engine using the Deployer Component. An addition task carried out by the 

Deployer Component is to register the new WSBPEL process with the User Portal .so that 

it is accessible to the user.

5.2.5.1 BPELGenerator

The BPELGenerator component provides an API that supports the construction of a 

WSBPEL process without the need to deal directly with the complexities of WSBPEL. 

The functionality of the component is tailored to the specific task of generating WSBPEL 

I)rocesses that orchestrate WSRP based portlets. As such, it manages tasks such as 

the creation of the variables and the mapping of inpnts and outputs of services without 

requiring the user to consider these issues. The API is designed to deal with services 

at the same conceptual level as in the composition model generated by the Adaptive 

Engine. That is, its methods allow a WSRP portlet to be added to the WSBPEL process 

in a single step, abstracting away how the WSBPEL process will handle the underlying 

WSRP communication protocol. Similarly, the addition of control flow constructs such as 

Sequences and Parallel Splits only requires a single method call.

The API provides support for the following main methods 

• addService
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• addSequence

• addParallelSplit

• addConditionalBranch

• stepOut

• BPEL2Striug

Not only does the BPELGenerator manage the generation of the WSBPEL process that 

orchestrates the services described in the composition model, it also auto generates a set 

of related models that are necessary for the successful deployment and execution of the 

workflow. The first of these is a second WSBPEL process to manage the ServiceDescription 

service that is required by the WSRP specification and which is used during the process 

of registering a portlet with the portal. The BPELGenerator also auto generates a 

set of documents that are specific to the ActiveBPEL workflow engine. The first of 

these documents is the Process Definition Document (PDD). This describes the ‘partner 

links’ that the WSBPEL process utilises as well as the WSDL documents documents 

that are used by the WSBPEL process. The second document that the BPELGenerator 

automatically generates is the Catalog, an XML document that lists all of the additional 

fik's that are usc'd as part of tlu' WSBPEL process (k'finition. These' include' the' WSDL 

eloeamients that define the interface for the WSBPEL process and the external services 

orchestrated by the process.

The BPELGenerator uses DOM objects to represent all of the XML models that it manages 

eluring e^xecution, the WSBPEL process models, PDD files and Catalog file. The ,1D()M 

library was used as the implementation for the DOM model. The use of this library 

allowed the code from the Adaptive Engine’s Model implementation, see section 5.2.2.3, 

to be reused. This provided an API that supported the creation of the elements and 

attributes necessary to generate standard compliant WSBPEL. The code developed for 

the AE also provided good support for XML namespaces and so simplified the complexity 

of handling the many namespaces that are present in a WSBPEL document.

As the API provided by the BPELGenerator results in large portions of WSBPEL being 

added to the DOM structure in one step, for example to support the handling of a specific 

WSRP service instance, it is necessary for the BPELGenerator to be able to quickly move 

between key positions in the DOM structure. This is achieved by maintaining a stack of 

pointc'i’s to spcH'ific positions in tlu' .IDOM obj('ct that n'presc'iits tlu' main WSBPEL
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IH'ocess for the service composition. When a new pattern implementation (sequence, 

parallel split, etc.) is added to the process, the position of the pointer is pushed onto 

the stack. This approach allows the BPELGenerator to move back up the structure of 

the service composition when necessary by popping the last stored pointer position off 

the top of the stack using the stepOut method. This functionality is necessary when, 

for example, all of the services in a sequence have been added to the WSBPEL process 

and so it is necessary to move back up to the parent of the sequence to continue adding 

constructs to the workflow.

The BPEL2String method is used to obtain a representation of the WSBPEL DOM 

model as a XML string so that it can be written to a file.

5.2.5.2 Archiver

The archiver component provides a high level API for the creation and management of zip 

archives. It is based on the zip libraries from the Java SDK (java.util.zip) and provides 

support for the management of the file structure inside of the zip archive including the 

addition and removal of files as well as the creation of directories within the archive.

The functionalities of this component are used to produce an archive that has the required 

structure to be compatible with the ActiveBPEL workflow engine and its deployment 

mechanisms. The directory structure of an ActiveBPEL process archive is shown in figure 

5.11. For such an archive to be valid, it must at least contain a WSBPEL process file, an 

asso< iat('d PDD and a Catalog fik'.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19

singleService 
I-- META-INF
I I-----c }i t a I o g . X ni 1
I pdd
I WSRPProress
I ‘— Process.pdd
I-----bpel
I •-----WSRPProcess
I ‘----- B ase S e r V i c e P ro cess . b pel
‘-----wsdl

•-----WSRPProcess
I-----stylesheets

I I-- messageFix . xsl
i ‘------niessageFix2 . xsl
‘------wsdl

I-----BaseServicePartnerLink . wsdl
I-----Correlation Set . wsdl
I-----WSRPBaseService . wsdl
‘-----WSRPProxyPartnerLink . wsdl

Figure 5.11: Structure of a WSBPEL process archive for tlu' Activ('BPEL workflow' 
engine.
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In the specific case of the WSBPEL processes deployed as part of a PWE, the archive also 

contains the WSDL and XSL files that are used by the WSBPEL process itself. These are 

all contained in the wsdl directory of the archive, as shown in the example.

5.2.5.3 Deployer

As mentioned previously, the Coniposition2BPEL service deploys the generated WSBPEL 

process to the ActiveBPEL workflow engine and registers the service interfaces for the 

WSBPEL process with the Lfser Portal. The deployment of the WSBPEL process itself 

is achieved through a web service call to the ActiveBpelDeployBPR operation, which is 

part of the management interface provided by ActiveBPEL. Using this web service, the 

zip archive generated by the Archiver Component can be uploaded to the server where it 

is unpacked, validated and deployed by the workflow engine.

Before the User Portal can access the deployed WSBPEL process, it must first know 

that the service exists and where it is located. To do this, the Comi)osition2BPEL service 

registers the newly deployed WSBPEL process as a WSRP PortletProvider with the Pluto 

Portal engine that forms the basis of the User Portal. The next step is then to register 

with Pluto the portlet representing the activity. This then allows instances of the portlet 

to be incorporated into the User Portal providing an interface to the user’s personalised 

service composition.

Technically, the process of registering the new PortletProvider that the WSBPEL process 

provides is achieved by making the appropriate HTTP requests to the Pluto engine in order 

to first register the portlet provider and then the portlet that it provides. This essentially 

simulates the requests that the Pluto Portal would receive if a user was interacting with the 

web based graphical management interface that it provides. This approach was required 

because it is necessary for the registration process to be automated. However, the Pluto 

Portal does not provide a management API that can be used by third parties.

5.2.6 Workflow Engine

As mentioned previously, the personalised service compositions generated by the AE are 

transformed into run time executable workflows by the Service Composer. Before the users 

can make use of these workflows, they must first be deployed to a workflow engine that
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supi)orts their execution and whicli the User Portal can interact with.

The workflow engine used to execute the personalised service compositions must support 

the control flow patterns used to describe the PWE as well as supporting the deployment 

and parallel execution of many workflows (corresponding to the PWE of each individual 

user). This deployment mechanism also needs to be compatible with the existing 

infrastructure. Sf)ecifically, it must be possible to automatically generate the run time 

description of the workflows and to deploy those workflows as part of an automated process.

The first of these requirements, a workflow technology that can support the 

implementation of the necessary workflow patterns and which can be automatically 

generated, can be satisfied by the use of the Web Services Business Process Execution 

Language (WSBPEL).

The run time execution of a workflow defined using WSBPEL is carried out by compatible 

workflow' engine. Many such workflow engines exist including several open source engines 

such as Apache ODE and ActiveBPEL. The ActiveBPEL w'orkflow engine was selected as 

the workflow engiiu' brused on tlu^ maturity of tlu; systc'Ui. tlu' compk'tc'm'ss of its support 

for the WSBPEL standard and the flexibility that an open source license provides in terms 

of dej)loynient and future use of the system.

ActiveBPEL is implemented in .Java and can be deployed as a servlet based web application 

on a compatible servlet engine such as Apache Tomcat. As such, it integrates well 

with the platform used to run the other components and services that make up the 

system. Although ActiveBPEL provides a web based interface for managing the life 

cycle of workhow's that are deployed to the server, it also provides a web service based 

management interface. As part of this interface, ActiveBPEL provides a web service 

that allows workflows, which have been packaged in a compatible archive format, to be 

deployed remotely. Through the use of this interface, the workflow component of a PWE 

can be automatically deployed. The details of the structure of this archive format and the 

deployment process have been discussed previously in this chapter.

5.2.7 User Portal

Once a user’s PWE has been generated, through the execution of the narrative by the AE, 

and the run time instantiation of the personalised service composition has been deployed
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to the workflow engine, it is then possible for the user to interact with their PWE. This is 

achieved through the User Portal, which provides the user with a web based user interface 

that provides an environment in which they can interact with both content and services. 

The basis of the portal interface is a web application built using Java Server Pages (JSP) 

technology. JSP is a dynamic web development technology, similar to Java Servlets, that 

allows for the rapid development of dynamic web applications. The advantage of JSP over 

Servlets is that it allows Java and web technologies such as HTML to be combined more 

easily. The use of this Java based technology facilitates the integration of the portal with 

other core components of the architecture, which as discussed previously have also been 

implemented using various Java based technologies. The ability to develop an interface 

that can be modified dynamically is fundamental to the delivery of the type of personalised 

user experience required by PWEs. To deploy JSP based web applications a servlet engine 

that conforms to the Java Server Pages specification, examples of such engines include 

Apache Tomcat and Jetty [Eclipse Foundation 10]. For the deployment of the PWE User 

Portal, the Apache Tomcat servlet engine was chosen as it is a more mature and more 

widely adopted platform, which has a flexible open source license (Apache Liccmse version 

2.0).

The User Portal web application itself is divided into a set of JSPs that are rcjsponsible 

tor tlu' various dittc'rent tasks that tlu' portal must pcuform, login, user modc'l (Jicitation. 

invocation of adaptive behaviour, content delivery, and service delivery. In addition to 

these JSPs, there are a set of utility classes are libraries that implement some of the 

functionality that the JSPs require to carry out their function. Figure 5.12 provides an 

illustration of the navigation paths between the JSPs that make up the User Portal.

Figure 5.12: Navigation Paths through PWE User Portal
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5.2.7.1 Login

When a user first attempts to access the portal, they are presented with a login page. The 

purpose of this page is to uniquely identify the user so that personalisations carried out by 

the system can be stored for later use. When a user enters their authorisation credentials 

(username and password) they are verified against the data stored in the database. If 

authorised, the user is logged into the system. Additionally, the login page checks whether 

or not the user has an existing PWE. If a PWE exists for the user then they are sent 

directly to the content page so that they can access the content and services of their 

PWE. Otherwise, the system will request additional information from the user in order to 

generate a new PWE for that user.

5.2.7.2 Instrument

The ‘instrument’ JSP provides the user user with a tool through which their user model 

can be elicited. The user fills in and submits a form containing information about their 

preferences with respect to the specific PWE. The nature of the form and the specific 

information elicited from the user is based on the PWE to be generated by the system. 

The information obtained from the user is used to populate a learner model that conforms 

to the XML schema of the learner model, as discussed in section 5.3.1 of this chapter. The 

newly generated user model is then stored in the database.

5.2.7.3 Build

When a model of the user is made available to the system through the use of the instrument 

JSP, it is then possible to generate a new PWE for the user. This is achieved through an 

automated call to the build JSP following the completion of the user model elicitation. 

The build JSP is responsible for invoking the Adaptive Engine and providing it with the 

information necessary (location of the database, names of the necessary models, etc.). The 

invocation of the Adaptive Engine is carried out by directly calling the Java API of the 

Adaptive Engine. This is possible because the Adaptive Engine is included in the Portal 

web apjdication as a library. The process through which the AE generates a PWE is 

described in detail later in this chapter, see section 5.5.
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5.2.7.4 Content

The primary functionalities of the Portal are the delivery of multimedia and services to the 

user. The first of these functionalities is provided by the content JSP. This JSP provides 

the user with a web i)age that allows them to navigate their PWE as well as presenting 

them with the content that has been selected for them.

As discussed previously, the output of the adaptation process is an XML model that 

describes the personalised composition of content and services that make up the user’s 

PWE. To deliver this to the user it is necessary to extract the structure of the PWE from 

this model as well as to retrieve the content that the user is currently viewing. This is 

achieved through the use of XSL and related technologies to process the PWE model as 

shown in figure 5.13

Learner

Figure 5.13: Extracting PWE navigation structure and content references from PWE 
model

The content JSP creates an instance of the Xalan XSLT engine^ [Apache Foundation ]. 

The transform engine is provided with the current user’s PWE model, which is retrieved 

from the database along with the XSL stylesheet itself. The PWE model is then parsed 

into a Java Document Object Model (DOM) object. The DOM representation of the PWE 

model along with the XSL stylesheet are passed to the transform engine. The execution of 

the transform engine produces a HTML document that provides a navigational structure 

that is specific to the user’s PWE. The resulting HTML document also contains the 

multimedia content that the user is currently accessing. This content was retrieved and

^The Xalan Engine is a .lava based XSLT engine that, as version 1.5 is included in the default Sun .Java 
installation as the reference implementation of the JAXP API[Oracle 10a]
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included in the HTML document as part of the XSLT transform process.

As the user navigates through their PWE using the interface generated for them, the 

transformation is rerun to retrieve new content for the nser and to update the navigation 

structure of the interface based on the user’s changing context within the interface.

5.2.7.5 Services

The delivery of services to the user is handled by the service JSP, it is responsible for 

presenting a portlet based representation of the services that, in combination with the 

content, make up the user’s PWE. The services used in a PWE are implemented as portlets 

using the WSRP protocol. In order to deliver the composition of these services to the user 

it is necessary for the portal interface to communicate with the workflow engine that hosts 

the run time executable workflow instances. The portal must also be capable of rendering 

the portlets as part of the nser interface.

To ])rovide support for the underlying portlet technologies, the PWE User Portal web 

application is built on top of the Apache Pinto Portal [Apache Foundation 08] framework. 

Apache Pinto is a reference implementation of JSR-168. As such Pluto provides a simple 

web application that allows the installation of i)ortlets and their incorporation into a simple 

interface. Unlike other Java based portal environments, such as Liferay [Liferay Inc 10], 

which only allow portlets to be managed throngh the web interface to the portal, Ajmche 

Pluto provides an API that can be used to explicitly include a portlet in a JSP. This is 

u('c<!ssary for the impk'iiK'ntation of the PWE Us('r Portal as tlu' sj)('cifie portlet to b(' 

included in the service JSP is only known at run time and therefore cannot be configured 

a priori. Furthermore, as new users are added to the system, it is necessary for the portal 

to include the corresponding portlets for those users. This can only be achieved using the 

flexible functionality provided by Apache Pluto.

Apache Pluto only provides support for portlets that are deployed locally and that are 

developed in accordance to the JSR-168 specihcation. To be able to include WSRP based 

portlets that are deployed remotely it is necessary to add support for the WSRP protocol to 

Apache Pluto. This is achieved using Apache WSRP4J [Apache Foundation 06], a Java 

based implementation of the WSRP protocol that is designed to work with any portal 

technology that uses the JSR-168 specification. For the PWE User Portal, it is only
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necessary to support the consumption of WSRP portlets. This is achieved by installing 

the WSRP4J PortletProvider web application along side the Pluto Portal web application. 

The functionality provided by WSRP4J can then be integrated with Apache Pinto by 

configuring Pluto to be aware of the two management portlets that WSRP4.I provides. 

These management portlets allow remote f)ortlet providers and the portlets that they 

provide to be registered with WSRP4J. After registration, it is then possible to integrate 

these WSRP portlets with Pluto through a third portlet that WSRP4J provides. Figure 

5.14 illustrates how the Service JSP relates to Apache Pluto and WSRP4J.

Figure 5.14: The delivery of services to the user requires the integration of several portlet 
technologies.

After combining Apache Pluto and WSRP4J it is possible for Apache Pinto to display 

WSRP based portlets by offloading the handling of the protocol to WSRP4.1. All that 

Apache Pluto is required to do is to load the WSRP4J portlet.

5.2.8 Service Implementation

As de.scribed previously, the services used to instantiate a PWE are implemented as 

portlets delivered using the web service based protocol defined by the WSRP specihcation. 

The use of this protocol allows the system to take advantage of any portlets provided 

by third party providers that support the WSRP specification. As the cornimmication 

mechanism used in WSRP is web service based, it also means that portlets can be used 

irrespective of the underlying implementation technology or platform. For example, a 

portlet developed using the Microsoft .NET platform[Alicrosoft 10a] and deployed on a 

Sharepoint Server [Microsoft 10b] can be integrated into a PWE, which is delivered using 

a Java based platform.

Even though the system can take advantage of existing portlets, some scenarios will 

require the development of services that meet needs that are specific to the PWE to be
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delivered. As nientioned, such services can be developed using any platform that suj)ports 

the WSRP speciheation, such as the combination of Apache Pluto and WSRP4J used to 

implement the User Portal described previously in this chapter. Another platform that 

could be used is the OpenPortal Portal Server. OpenPortal is a Java based portal server 

that runs on the Glassfish[Glassfish Community 11] Java Enterprise Edition Application 

Server. In order to be deployed on the OpenPortal platform, a portlet must conform 

to the JSR-168 [Scott Nicklous 03] specification for Java based portlets. JSR-168 is a 

specification for portlets developed using Java, which was developed through the Java 

Community Process (JCP). It d('hiu!s an API for tlu' dev('lopni(nit of portk'ts as a means 

to promote interof)erability between portals. Significantly, OpenPortal Portal Server also 

supports the WSRP specification and allows any portlet deployed on it to be exposed as 

a WSRP portlet automatically without the need to modify the portlet in any way. The 

portal server handles the mapping between the WSRP protocol and the actions that the 

portlet supports.

OpenPortal was selected as the platform for any custom developed portlets required in 

the testing and evaluation of the PWE framework for several reasons, it provides a mature 

platform that is compliant with the key specifications used in the system. As it is deployed 

on Glassfish, a full J2EE application server, it also allows for portlets to be developed 

that integrate with the other components, such as databases, that the apj)lication server 

provides. Importantly, this also means that there is good tool support for the development 

and deployment of portlets using the Netbeans IDE[Netbeans Community 11]. Both 

Opc'iiPortal and Glassfish an' opc'ii .source projc'cts iiiach' available' uneh'r the' Common 

Development and Distribution License (CDDL) [Sun Microsystems 06].

Alternatively, the Apache Pluto Portal Server, used in the development of the User Portlet 

component, could have been used as the platform for the deployment of custom portlets. 

However, the tool support for Pluto is not as mature as that of OpenPortal. Furthermore, 

both Pluto and WSRP4J are not as stable as OpenPortal^.

The implementation of a JSR-168 based portlet follows a Model, View paradigm with a 

Java class used to implement the model and a set of JSPs to handle the view. To create a 

new portlet, a class that extends the GenericPortlet class (provided as part of the JSR-168

^Currently, it is not possible to get a stable build of WSRP4J, it must be checked out from the project’s 
version control system and built from source
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inipleinentation) is written and the necessary methods overridden. The follow methods 

are the most significant:

• init

• processAction

• doView

• doEdit

• doHelp

The View component of the portlet is implemented as a set of JSPs, with at least one JSP 

for each mode that the portlet supports (view, edit, help).

The init method is used to initialise the portlet when it is loaded by the portal server for 

the first time. This can include tasks such as loading configuration data from the portlets 

configuration files.

When a request for the default view of a portlet is made, a call to the do View method 

is made, this carries out any necessary business logic and then specifies the JSP that 

should be used to generate the portlet UI. Information can be passed between the model 

implementation class and the JSP using Java Beans. If the portlet is one of the other 

supported states, Edit or Help, then the doEdit or doHelp methods would be called 

respectively.

When a user interacts with the portlet, by clicking a hyperlink or submitting a form 

component of the UI, the processAction method is called, allowing the portlet to process 

the information provided via the user interface. As a result of the business logic executed 

at this step, the next request to doView (or whichever view is currently active) could 

result in a change to the portlet presented to the user.

5.3 Model Implementation

Previously in this chapter the implementation of a model driven system capable of 

delivering personalised web experiences has been presented. This system requires a core 

set of models in order to drive the personalisation process consisting of the Narrative 

Model, Learner Model, Content Model and Service Model. The Narrative Model provide 

the strategy for adaptively composing a PWE based on the needs and preferences of the
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user, as defined in the Learner Model. The content and servic'es that are available to 

the system for use in generating a PWE are described by Content and Service Models 

respectively.

In addition to the models used to inform the adaptation process, there are also a set of 

models generated by the Adaptive Engine as outcomes of the adaptation process. The 

Personalised Web Experience (PWE) Model is the instantiation of the abstract PWE 

described in the Narrative Model. The Composition Model is an additional model used as 

an intermediate step between the generation of the personalised composition of services 

produced by the Adaptive Engine and the run time instantiation of that composition.

This section provides technical details of how each of these models is implemented. Where 

models have been specifically designed for use in the system, a technical dehnition of the 

model structure is provided. For other models, such as the Learner Model and Content 

m()d('l. which arc' more Hc'xiblc and opcui. tlu' models arc' describcxl in tc'rms of thc'ir 

role within the system and the possible standards and specifications that can be uscM to 

implement them.

5.3.1 Learner Model

The Learner Model provides the system with information about the user, enabling it to 

personalise the composition of the PWE to meet the needs of the individual user. As such, 

it serves a critical role in the adaptation process. As discussed previously, the information 

capturc'd in the' Lc'arnc'r Modc'l is dc'pc'ndc'iit on the' spc'cihc rc'cphrc'inents of the' PWE. So 

as not the restrict the designer of a PWE and to enable the system to adapt to a wide 

range of user properties, a schema for the Learner Model has not been explicitly dehned. 

Thc^ clc»igncu' is frc'c' to dioose a sdicuna that sup[)orts the' spc'dfic rc'cpurc'ment.s of the' 

PWE that they wish to provide to the user, ranging from proprietary schema to open 

speciheations such as IMS LIP. The only caveat on this flexibility is that the vocabulary 

used in the model should be consistent with the other models used in the information 

model.

An example of a Learner Model that could be used in the generation of a PWE is shown 

in figure 5.15. This model is a custom developed model that has been implemented as 

an overlay model of a domain covering the SQL database query language. It provides the
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<learner>
<general>

<name></name> 
</general> 
<competencies>

<competency level= 
<competency level= 
<competency level= 
<competency level= 
<competency level= 

</competencies> 
</learner>

"advanced">DBConcepts</competency>
"advanced">CreatingDB</competency> 
"novice">PopulatingDB</competency> 
"novice">DBRetrieval</competency> 
"novice">DBApplications</competency>

Figure 5.15: Example instance of a Learner Model

system with a value for the learner’s competency for each concept in the domain.
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5.3.2 Content Model

The Content Model is used to provide the system with information about the content 

resources that are available for selection and inclusion in an instantiated PWE in order to 

satisfy the recpiirements of the user. The Content Model is a composite model consisting of 

many individual metadata descriptions of the individual content resources. This approach 

makes the updating of the content model simpler in comparison to the difficulty in 

managing change in a model consisting of a single metadata resource. The metadata 

descriptions of individual content resources can be added, modified or removed without 

tlu' risk of altecding the nu'tadata r('lating to unrc'lated contemt resources.

A speeihe information model has not been defined for the Content Model used in the 

generation of PWEs. Instead, the designer of a PWE to be delivered by this framework 

is free to choose the information model that is appropriate for their needs as long as that 

information model is adhered to across all of the content metadata used by the system. 

An additional restraint on the Content Model is that the vocabulary it uses to describe 

the content should be consistent with the other models used by the system. At the very 

least, the vocabulary should be shared with the Narrative Model, which could carry out 

mappings between differing vocabularies if necessary.

This is important because the content used in the delivery of PWEs can differ greatly 

between instances. For example the gramdarity of the content could be different with 

one PWE using finely grained individual content resources described using IMS Metadata 

[Consortium 06] while another PWE could be using coarsely grained Learning Objects 

described using SCORM. The flexibility in the information model also means that the 

system can be used to deliver PWEs even in constrained environments, for example, where 

the desigiK'r of th(' PWE must us(! contcnit providtxl from a r(!pository that uses a spexahe 

metadata standard to the describe the content.

Although the information model used to describe the content is open, whatever model 

is used must provide sufficient information about the content in order to support the 

adaptation process. For example, the model must provide either technical properties, 

such as size and format, or pedagogical properties such as the objectives taught by the 

content. These properties are in addition to the basic information that the system requires 

in order to retrieve the content resources.
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As discussed in tiie design chapter, the content model is implemented using XML, this 

provides a machine readable common format which can be easily processed by the 

system components. XML is also used by a wide range of standards used to provide 

metadata about content resources. Examples of such standards include Dublin Core 

[The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 10], IMS Metadata, SCORM and IMS LOM.

5.3.3 Service Model

The role of the service model in the composition of a PWE is to make the Adaptive 

Engine aware of the services that are available for selection and inclusion. In addition to 

providing this discovery mechanism, the service model also provides the Adaptive Engine 

with information about the available services that will enable it to differentiate between 

the services based on both functional and non-functional properties.

To carry out this role in the system, the service model must provide information to the 

system about what a service does, where it is located and how it can be invoked. All of 

this information must be j)rovided in a manner that is accessible to the system. In order 

for the Adaptive Engine to be able to comprehend the information in the Service Model, 

it is necessary for there to be a degree of commonality between the vocabulary used to 

describe the services and that used in the other metadata models used in the adaptation 

process. Unlike the k'anu'r and content mockds, an information model has b('('n ch'fim'd 

for the Service Model. This is necessary because the information captured in the Service 

Model is less flexible than that in the other models and is more closely tied to the operation 

of the system components that consume that information.

Common approaches to the description of services focus on the description of Web Services 

using semantic technologies such as OWL-S or RDF to provide additional information 

about the service that the WSDL description of the service does not provide. Although 

the .services used in the delivery of a PWE are delivered using a WS based protocol, the 

‘service’ that the service provides is not delivered at that level. Despite this, OWL-S 

could still be used to describe the services in this system as it provides mechanisms for 

the capturing of information important for the adaptation process, especially when using 

AI planning techniques as is the case in this system. The reason for this is that the 

development of OWL-S was heavily influenced by PDDL so it contains mechanisms for
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describing the preconditions and effects of services'^. Although OWL-S would allow the 

necessary information to be captured, it also provides functionality that is not required 

in this system. The architecture presented in the Design chapter does not call for any 

semantic reasoning over the service model therefore the affordances of OWL-S in this 

respect are unnecessary.

Instead the Service Model is implemented using XML to encode the information stored 

in the model, this facilitates the system components in accessing the information as it is 

provided in a highly structured manner while still facilitating the encoding of all of the 

necessary information.

Figure 5.16: The <service> elements

Figure 5.16 provides an overview of the information model for the service model used in 

the system to describe a single service. The actual service model is a composite model 

consisting of the set of all of the available service metadata descriptions. As can be seen 

from the diagram, the model is divided into three parts, <general>, <functional> and 

<technical>. The <general> element is used to provide basic information about the 

service, such as the name of the service and a textual, human readable description of the 

service. The structure of this part of the model is shown in figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17: The <general> elements

The functional element of the model provides information about how the service operates 

and what the service does, providing details of the parameters that the service requires 

when being invoked. In order to capture information about how the service operates and 

what the service does, the model allows preconditions and effects for each service to be 

dc'fiiu'd. These arc' concepts that are takc'ii from the' AI Planning domain in order to 

describe when it is appropriate or feasible to execute a service and what the outcome of
■’At present this support is not well defined with only place holders for preconditions and effects described 

in the OWL-S specification. It is up the user to choo.se a moans of de.scribing the preconditions and effects
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that service will be. An example of a precondition for an electronic docnment submission 

system, might be that the document exists. Similarly, the effect of executing that service 

would be that the document is submitted. Figure 5.18 shows the elements that are used 

to capture this information and how they relate to each other.

Figure 5.18: The <functional> elements

As can be seen from the diagram There are three child elements of the <functional> 

element, <parameters>, <preconditions> and <effects>. The <parameters> element 

contains zero or more <parameter> elements, each of which consist of a <name> and 

<type> element. The <preconditions> and <efTects> elements contain zero or more 

<predicate> elements. The <predicate> element, shown in figure 5.19, allows predicates 

to be defined consisting of exactly one <name> element and one or more <variable> 

elements contained in a <variables> element.

Figure 5.19: The <predicate> elements

The technical element of the model, shown in figure 5.20. describes the details of how 

the service can be executed. It proves a URL, which points to the location of the WSDL 

descriptions of the WSRP service interfaces that can be used to invoke the service. The 

‘handle’ for the service that the model describes is also provided. This is necessary as a 

singk' WSRP service providc-r can host many differc'iit servicc;s.

Figure 5.20: The <technical> elements
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5.3.4 Narrative Model

The Narrative Model is very different to the other input models, such as the Leaner, 

Content and Service models, that are consumed by the Adaptive Engine. Unlike tlose 

models, which are used as information sources to inform the Adaptive Engine about the 

context in which it is operating, the Narrative Model must capture the sequencing ind 

selection rules that allow the PWE to be generated. Furthermore, the rules that nake 

up the Narrative Model are based on the information contained in the other models. As 

part of the process of composing a PWE, the narrative must also be able to store the 

generated composition so that it persists beyond the execution of the narrative. As sich 

the techniciue nsed to capture the Narrative Model has the following requirements:

• To describe the structure of a PWE and the possible branches in that structure

• To describe the rules that govern how the structure of the PWE can be adaptec

• To facilitate access to the metadata models

• To support the generation of new models

The Adaptive Engine contains a scripting engine based on the .Jatha, .Java iniplenientaion 

of a Lisp engine, which is used to execute the narrative model. The use of Lisp asthe 

basis for the narrative language allows the narrative to be very flexible in the type of 

Ix'haviour that it can r('pr('S('nt as it has all of the control flow and otlu'r constnuts hat 

are available in such a programming language. Other important features of a langiage 

such as Lisp, which are advantageous when writing a narrative are the use of variables 

to store information temporarily and the use of functions to encapsulate functionalties 

that are repeated throughout the narrative. The availability of libraries of basic functons 

such as those for basic arithmetic and string manipulation are also useful when retrieung 

and manipulating information from multiple data sources, such as the models used bjthe 

Adaptive Engine.

As mentioned previously, a set of extensions or ‘custom functions’ were added to the jisp 

engine. These added additional functionality to the Lisp environment and allowed the 

integration of the different Adaptive Engine components. These functions are exposed to 

the Lisp based narrative, allowing it to interact with the available models. As witl the 

functionality provided by the basic Lisp environment, these custom functions are desi.ned 

to provide very low lewel functionality in order to maintain the He'xibility of the' Narr.tive
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Model in terms of the behaviour that it is capable of capturing. Further details on the 

Narrative Model syntax and examples of its usage can be found in section 5.5 of this 

chapter.

5.3.5 PWE Model

The Personalised Web Experience (PWE) Model is the instantiation of the abstract PWE 

described in the Narrative Model. As such, it is generated as the outcome of the adaptation 

process and describes the personalised composition of content and services. The PWE 

model is used by the User Portal in order to generate the personalised navigation structure 

for the user. It also specifies the specific content resources that should be delivered to 

the user as well as specifying where the run time instantiation of the user’s personalised 

service composition can be accessed. From this, four requirements of the PWE Model can 

be identified:

• The association of a PWE Model with a specihc user

• The description of the structure of the user’s PWE

• The identification of specific content resources to be included in the PWE

• The location of the service composition component of the PWE

As the role of the PWE Model is to describe the navigation structure for the activity, 

the schema for this model needs to remain flexible, allowing the designer to describe the 

structure of their activity as necessary. The only restriction that is placed on the PWE 

Model is that its schema should be compatible with the User Portal.

Figure 5.21: Example element structure of the PWE Model

An example of the information model for such a PWE Model can be seen in figure 5.21 

(element names prefixed with a ’*’ indicate elements that can occur 1 or more times). In 

this example, the structure of the PWE consists of a section/subsection hierarchy in which
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subsections are populated with specific content resources to be provided to the user. The 

<services> element provides a URL that points to the user’s run time service composition 

workflow.

5.3.6 Composition Model

The Composition Model is produced as an output of the adaptation process, as such 

it forms part of the PWE Model for an individual user. It is generated as a result of 

the execution of the narrative by the Adaptive Engine and describes the personalised 

composition of services that instantiates the tasks in the users PWE. As discussed 

previously, to make the composition of services available to the user at run time, it is 

necessary to deploy it to a workflow engine. As such, the Composition Model is an 

intermediate model that simplifies the task of defining the composition for the Adaptive 

Engine as it does not need to handle the complexity of the underlying workflow language, 

in this case WSBPEL. It also allows the adaptation process to be decoupled from the 

WSBPEL based delivery mechanism.

Figure 5.22: The <composition> elements

Figure 5.22 provides an overview of the basic structure of the Composition Model. The 

model allows services, described using the <service> element, to be composed using three 

basic constructs that correspond to the workflow patterns described, which have been 

identified as the basic control flow constructs used in a PWE as discussed in section 

4.4.1.1 of the design chapter. The ‘merge’ pattern is not represented explicitly in the 

model but is implicit.

The <sequence> element can be used to represent a sequence of services or other control 

flow patterns. The <parallel> element is used to indicate the use of the Parallel Split 

pattern, allowing services to b(' dehiK^d as exeeuting in paralh'l while the <condition> 

element is used to represent the user of an Exclusive Choice pattern. The use of this
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element implies that the choice will be between all of the child elements as there is no 

explicit definition of the possible choices. Both the <parallel> and <condition> elements 

support the inclusion of any of the elements representing control flow patterns as is the 

case with the <sequence> element.

Figure 5.23: The <service> elements

Each service in the composition is described using the <service> element, shown in 

figure 5.23. This is a container for all of the information necessary to invoke a WSRP 

portlet based service. The name of the service, which corresponds to the ‘handle’ of 

the WSRP portlet, is specified using the ‘name’ attribute of the service element. The 

<endpoint> element provides the URI for the WSRP BaseService, which contains the 

getMarkup operation used to retrieve the interface code for the portlet while the <portlet> 

{’k’liK'nt contains the handk' for the spc'cifie portlet to b(' in<-lud('d in flu- composition. 

The <endcondition> element describes the WSRP perforniBlockingfiiteraction message 

(parameter and corresponding value) that will be used to indicate when the user is finished 

with the service. The <guidance> element provides the instructional message to the user 

that will be presented to them while using the service.

5.4 Information Flow

Part of the instantiation of a PWE is the personalised service composition, which is 

generated by the Adaptive Engine along with the PWE Model. This composition consists 

of the adaptively sequenced services that were selected, and in some cases composed, by 

the Service Composer and is defined in terms of the workflow patterns that were identified 

previously. However, although this composition contains all of the information necessary 

to orchestrate and invoke the appropriate services, it is not executable. To achieve this, 

the composition is passed to the Composition Mapper, which generates an equivalent
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composition using the WSBPEL workflow language. The WSBPEL workflow can then be 

executed in order to provide the appropriate services to the user as part of their PWE.

As the WSBPEL workflow is orchestrating services that are based on the WSRP 

specification, it is necessary for them to handle the communication protocol of these 

services as well as the control flow between the services. To achieve this is is first necessary 

to have a WSBPEL process with a basic skeleton structure that will manage the life cycle of 

the service composition, allowing the system to provide the user with appropriate cues that 

the beginning and end of the composition. Once this is in place, the next requirement is 

for the WSBPEL process to be able to broker the connmmications between the User Portal 

and a WSRP compliant service provider. It is then necessary to be able to implement, in 

WSBPEL. Ilu' workflow pattcans u-sc'd in the' coni])osition. namely tlu' Seqmaice, Parallel 

Split, Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Synchronisation patterns. In fact, it is not 

necessary to explicitly implement the Synchronisation and Simple Merge patterns as this 

functionality is implicit.

5.4.1 Skeleton WSBPEL Process

To transform a personalised composition of services, as generated by the AE, into a run 

time execaitable WSBPEL workflow, it is necessary to include some basic functionality 

that is common to all sc'rvicc' composition workflows. This bootstrapping WSBPEIj cod(' 

provides three main functionalities, the creation of a new instance of the workflow, the 

matiagement of the different message types used in the WSRP protocol and the notification 

of the user when the workflow ha.s btxm completed. Figure 5.24 provides an illustration of 

how these three core functionalities are implemented in WSBPEL. As can be seen from 

the diagram, the functionalities are each provided by distinct structures, labelled 1-3 in 

the diagram.

The whole workflow is contained in a WSBPEL sequence element, this provides a linear 

sequencing between the three core components so that when the user has started a new 

workflow instance (step one in the diagram) the workflow will automafically progress to 

the main execution loop of the workflow (step two) and finally, upon completion of the 

services that make up the service composition, onto the final notification component that 

informs the user that they have finished their tasks (step three). These three steps will 

now be described in detail.
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Figure 5.24: Visualisation of the WSBPEL code used to bootstrap a PWE Service 
Composition

To have a valid WSBPEL process, it is necessary for the first message received by the 

workflow proct'ss to occur outside of any control flow loops. This is because' it will be- used 

by the workflow engine as an indication that a new instance of the workflow should be 

created as well as providing information that the workflow engine will use to differentiate 

between different instances of the same workflow process^. Eor this reason, the first part 

of the WSBPEL process, which consists of a Receive, Assign, Reply sequence, waits for a 

WSRP GetMarkup message from the User Portal. It is this first message from the User 

Portal that results in a new instance of the process to be created by the workflow engine. 

The newly created process instance then responds to the User Portal with an appropriate
5 The mechanism used in WS15PRL to differentiate between instances of a process is referred to as

‘correlation'
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message so that the user is presented with a simple ‘welcome’ portlet.

The second step in the workflow, labelled as step 2 in figure 5.24, is a container for the 

actual implementation of the personalised service composition. As such the WSBPEL 

code used to instantiate the personalised composition of services will be added to this 

section of the workflow process. The basis of this construct is a while loop containing a 

WSBPEL pick element. The while loop ensures that the process instance does not jnst 

end after the hrst interaction with the process, as would be the case without it. The while 

loop only exits successfully when all of the tasks that make up the service composition 

have been completed. The WSBPEL pick construct allows a WSBPEL process to make a 

branching decision based on the type of message received by the process. In this case, the 

I)ick construct allows the process to wait for one of the two WSRP message types used in 

this system (GetMarkup and PerformBlockingInteraction) and to execute the appropriate 

behaviour as necessary.

Once all of the necessary steps in the service composition have been executed successfully, 

the control flow will exit the while loop and move on to the final step in the WSBPEL 

process (3). This is another ‘mock’ WSRP service that responds to GetMarkup requests. 

When a user has completed their tasks, they are presented with a portlet that indicates 

to them that their activity has finished. Without this step in the WSBPEL process, 

the system conld automatically restart the activity for the user, which is not the desired 

behaviour.

5.4.1.1 Brokering a WSRP service in WSBPEL

The basic construct used in the automatically generated WSBPEL process is one that 

allows for the execution of remote WSRP services in response to a user interaction with 

the WSBPEL process. This construct, as with the entire WSBPEL process, must be able 

to handle both the getMarkup messages that provide the information necessary to render 

the interface of a portlet and the performBlockingInteraction messages that notify the 

WSRP service of a user interaction. As the construct is acting as a proxy for WSRP 

messages between the User Portal and the WSRP service provider, it is necessary for the 

construct to be able to extract the information from the incoming request and to forward 

that information to the appropriate WSRP service implementation. The response from 

the WSRP provider then needs to be returned to the User Portal.
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Figure 5.25; Illustration of WSBPEL code to manage the execution of a WSRP portlet

Figure 5.25 provides an illustration of a segment of a WSBPEL process illustrating how 

this functionality is implemented. The diagram sliow the WSBPEL for handling both 

the getMarkup message and the performBlockingInteraction message. As can be seen in 

the diagram, the getMarkup message is received into the WSBPEL process by the pick 

element and passed into the left hand side of the construct. The ‘sequence’ container 

is used simply to ensure the progression of the flow of execution through the necessary 

steps. The hrst element in the sequence is the assign (labelled as step 1 in the diagram). 

This copies the necessary information from the getMarkup message received by the pick 

to a variable that is used to store the message that will be sent to the WSRP service to 

be invoked. Step 2 in the actual invocation of the WSRP service, this is a synchronous 

operation that waits for the service to respond. The response from the WSRP service is 

then copied to another variable that is used to store the response that will be returned to 

the User Portal, step 4. The final step in the sequence, step 5, assigns a value to a variable 

to indicate that the service execution has finished. This sequence of steps allows a request 

from the User Portal for a portlet to be satisfied by a remote WSRP service. A typical set 

of interactions between the User Portal, the workflow engine and a service provider are 

shown in the UML sequence diagram below (Figure 5.26). The scenario represented by the 

diagram involves the user loading a new service in the User Portal and then interacting 

with that service, for example clicking a button in the service interface. The user then 

loads a second service.
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Figure 5.26: UML Sequence diagram illustrating the handling of requests for services 
from the User Portal

The handling of the WSRP performBlockinglnteraction messages is illustrated on the 

right hand side of figure 5.25. The steps necessary are very similar to those required for 

a getMarkup message with a similar sequence of assign; invoke; assign; reply steps. An 

additional step) that is carried out after handling a performBlockinglnteraction message 

is that the message send to the VVSRP service jjrovider is compared to a j)redetermined 

message value in order to identify whether or not the user is finished with that specific 

service. It is assumed that all services used in a PWE will have some form of UI component 

that will allow the user to indicate that they are finished with the service. Without this 

functionality, it would not be possible to allow users to interact with a specific service over 

a prolonged period of time (for example, for more than one session instance).

5.4.1.2 Implementing the Sequence Pattern

Although WSBPEL already supports many workflow patterns [Wohed 02], including the 

sequence control flow pattern, it is necessary to design a new construct that can be used 

to manage' the' additional compk'xity of the WSRP protocol as well as htting into the 

WSBPEL j)rocess as outlined previously. The mechanism used must also be flexible enough 

to allow sequences of arbitrary length to be defined as well as allowing the nesting of
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sequences and other control flow constructs.

Figure 5.27: Illustration of the WSBPEL code to implement the Sequence Pattern

Figure 5.27 illustrates the basic structure used to implement a sequence of WSRP services. 

As shown, a sequence is implemented as a BPEL ‘if-else’ statement with a branch for each 

service in the sequence. The choice as to which branch is executed is made based on 

the evaluation of a simple counter variable, which is initially set to zero. Each branch 

in the ‘if-else’ statement evaluates against the counter, comparing its value against a pre 

set value that increments at each step in the sequence. For example, the first branch in 

the ’if-else’, representing the first service to be executed in the seqiience, will compare the 

value of the counter variable against its pre set value, zero. When a user is finished with a 

service, the counter is incremented so that the next time control flow pa.sses through the 

‘if-<'ls('’ statcunent tlu' t('st for the first branch will fail as t,h(' countc'r value' is uo longe'r 

zero but the test for the second branch will succeed and the second service in the sequence 

will be executed. In this way, each of the services in the sequence will be executed.

As illustrated in the diagram, the ‘if-else’ statement used to control which service in a 

sequence is executed is present for both the getMarkup and performBlockingInteraction 

branches of the WSBPEL process. The actual incrementing of the variable that controls 

the sequence is carried out based on the evaluation of the performBlockingInteraction 

messages sent from the User Portal. If the message contains a predetermined value for a 

specific variable, this indicates to the system that the user is finished with that service. If 

that service is part of a sequence then the counter variable controlling that sequence will 

be incremented.

This approach to the implementation of the sequence workflow pattern allows both simple 

services, described previously in this section, as well as other control flow constructs to 

be added at any point in the sequence. For example, when another sequence construct
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is added to an existing sequence, a different counter variable is used to control the new 

nested sequence constrnct. This means that the state of a different control flow constructs, 

such as sequences, are maintained independently of each other. This method of defining 

a sequence is also for automatic generation as required by the architecture of the system. 

The addition of new services or control flow constructs to an existing sequence only requires 

a new ehniKUit to b(' addcxl to tlu^ WSBPEL ‘if-elsc'’ statement and does not affcM-t any 

existing constructs in the workflow

5.4.1.3 Implementing the Parallel Split Pattern

The parallel split workflow pattern will allow the user to switch between multiple services 

that are running in parallel. It is used in a scenario in which the completion of a task 

requires the use of more than one service in a non linear fashion. From the user’s 

perspective, it is necessary to have a visual mechanism through which the user can switch 

between services. Ideally, this would be achieved by leveraging the portal based approach 

to provide all of the services to the user at the same time. However, due to the limitations 

of the portal technologies used in this system, it is difficult to achieve an interface that 

can support a dynamically changing number of portlets.

As a solution to this problem, a tab based view is provided to the user in a single portlet. 

This allows niulti{)le services to be provided to the user at the same time while providing 

a sense of integration between services. Figure 5.28 provides an example of a portlet 

that aggregates several portlets together while allowing the user to switch between them 

dynamically.

The implementation of the parallel split workflow pattern is based on the sequence pattern 

impkumuit ation dc'scribcxl previously. As can Ix' scxui from tlu' diagram in figun; 5.2!). tiu' 

parallel split implementation uses the same ‘if-else’ based approach. It also uses a simple 

counter to keep track of which branch of the ‘if-else’ should be executed. The difference 

in how these two different patterns are implemented lies in how the value of the counter 

is updated. Unlike the sequence implementation, the value of the counter controlling the 

parallel split is set by the user through their interactions with the tab based interface. 

This interface is automatically generated from a template during the auto generation of 

the WSBPEL process and is added as a wrapper to the HTML source for the service portlet 

before it is returned to the User Portal and rendered to the user. It is possible to achieve
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Figure 5.28: Screen shot showing the tab based metaphor used to implement the parallel 
split portlet

this wrapping functionality by carrying out an XSL transform as part of the execution of 

the WSBPEL process. The ActiveBPEL engine provides a function for carrying out XSL 

transforms that can be used when manipulating variables. The input to the transform is 

the unaltered code for the portlet that the user requested.

0^ PICK

sequence

assign 

^ ■> reotv

sequence

assign

V ) reptv

Figure 5.29: Illustration of the WSBPEL code to implement the Parallel Split Pattern

In order to capture the context switches requested by the user, it is necessary for the 

performBlockingInteraction part of the implementation (the right hand side of figure 

5.29) to not only handle messages from the portlets but also from the tab switching 

mechanism. As can bc' sc'cn in figure 5.2!), compared to the' iniplc'inc'ntation of the' Sc'cpK'iicc'
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Pattern, there is an additional ‘if’ element that wraps the constructs used to handle the 

messages from the portlets. This wrapper handles messages that control which portlet is 

the ‘current’ portlet buy looking at the parameter type that has been sent from the User 

Portal. If the parameter is of the appropriate type, indicating that a click of one of tabs 

was registered) then the first brancT of the ‘if’ statement is executed and the appropriate 

value is assigned to the counter variable. If the parameter send from the User Portal 

does not correspond to a click on one of the tabs then the request is passed on to the 

appropriate WSRP portlet provider as described previously.

5.4.1.4 Implementing the Exclusive Choice Pattern

The Exclusive Choice workflow pattern allows control flow to be passed from a single 

incoming thread of execution to one outgoing branch based on a selection mechanism. 

In the context of a PWE, this selection mechanism is based on information that is only 

available at run time. This information could be based on the user’s progress in the PWE 

or other such contextual information. An alternative application of this pattern is to allow 

the user to influence the path of execution by explicitly ciioosing the path that should be 

taken. The latter of these approaches has been implemented in the current implementation 

of the system.

Youttave a choice to make n+-
Another Application

You have a choice between 2 tools, would you like to use:

Option 1 

Option 2

Submit Query

Figure 5.30: Screen shot of a portlet used in the implementation of the Exclusive Choice 
Pattern

The implementation of this workflow pattern is similar to that of the parallel split workficrw 

pattern described previously. The user is provided with a graphical mechanism through 

which they can select the appropriate branch to follow. An example of this visual 

instrument can be seen in figure 5.30. This instrument is implemented as a WSRP 

portlet that is delivered directly from the WSBPEL process. That is, the WSBPEL
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process contains the code for the WSRP portlet that allows the user to choose a branch 

by selecting the appropriate radio button in a traditional web based form. The code for this 

portlet is based on a template that is modified during the process of auto generating the 

WSBPEL workflow. This allows the number of possible choices presented by the portlet 

to be modified so that a choice can be made between any number of possible branches.

When the user submits their choice, a request is sent to the WSBPEL process in the 

same manner as any other WSRP performBlockingInteration message. When control flow 

enters an exclusive choice for the first time, the WSBPEL process is, by default, expecting 

a message containing the parameter for selecting the branch to be taken. Figure 5.31 

provides a graphical visualisation of the WSBPEL implementation of the exclusive choice 

pattern. As can be seen from the diagram, the implementation is similar to that of the 

sequence pattern. However, in the Exclusive Choice implementation, the first service in 

the sequence is the management portlet that allows the user to choose which branch to 

follow. As was the case with the implementation of the other patterns, the selection of 

which branch is active is carried out using a WSBPEL ‘if-else’ that selects branches based 

on the value of a variable. R. is this variable that is set based on the user’s selection in the 

management portlet.

PICK

•"

^ ^ sequence

assign

^ . repiv

L."

Figure 5.31: Rlustration of the WSBPEL code to implement the Exclusive Choice 
Pattern

The Exclusive Choice Pattern implementation can support the nesting of any of the 

supported workflow patterns. As was the ea.s(' for tlu' S('qu('ne(' Pat1('rn, a dc'dicatc'd
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variable in the WSBPEL process is used to control the selected branch of the Exclusive 

Choice.

5.5 Authoring a Narrative

In order to illustrate how a Narrative Model can be written using the extended Li:p 

language outlined previously, a simple adaptive system has been defined. Figure 5.12 

illustrates a very simple concept space for the SQL subject domain. As shown in tie 

diagram, the concept space consists of six concepts relating to the teaching of SQL.

Figure 5.32: Simple Concept Space

.4s mentioned previously, there is no explicit domain or concept model used in tie 

generation of a PWE. Instead the concept space is a tool used by the designer of tie 

PWE while designing a PWE. During the execution of the system, the ‘Concept Modd’ 

is implicit in the narrative which explicitly declares the concepts that make up the P\VE 

and the relationships between them.

In this example, the information used to influence the adaptation process comes fron a 

Learner Model. In this case, the learner model contains information about what conceits 

have been covered by the learner, as such it is a simple binary overlay model. Figure 5.13 

shows an example instance of such a user model.

To adaptively select appropriate content, the narrative reconciles the Learner Model wdh 

the Content Model. This is only possible because the metadata models share a comm in 

vocabulary. By comparing the Learner model in figure 5.33 with the example Content 

Mod('l in figure' 5.31 this common vocabulary can be^ see'ii. For exampki, both models use 

the same terms for both concepts, e.g. DBConcepts, and educational level.

Figure 5.35 provides an example Narrative Model based on the concept space and metadcta
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<learner>
<general>

<namft></nam«a>
</general>
<conipetencies>

<competency level= 
<conipetency level= 
<competency level= 
<conipetency level= 
<conipetency level= 

</competeiicies> 
</learner>

” advanced ">DBCoiicepts</competency>
"advanced">CreatingDB</competency> 
''novice">PopulatingDB</co!npetency> 
"novice">DBRetrieval</competency> 
"novice">DBApplications</conipetency>

Figure 5.33: Example Learner Model

<content>
<id>00001</id>
<f ile_name>DBConceptsl. html</f ile.naine> 
<concepts>

<concept>DBConcepts</concept>
</concepts>
<1evel>novice</level>

</content>

Figure 5.34: Example Content Model

models presented. As can be seen from the examj)le, the narrative makes extensive use 

of the standard lisp functions to handle data and to implement the necessary adaptive 

behaviours. Custom Functions are only used when it is necessary to access metadata 

models or a specific functionality such as invoking a web service. In the example, the 

use of Custom Functions is highlighted using a bold typeface. This narrative adaptively 

sequences the concepts from the concept space based on the learners prior knowledge and 

then adaptively selects appropriate content to instantiate those concepts. The narrative 

also adds a service in the generated PWE.

The structure of the example narrative can be broken into 3 parts the first of which 

(lines 1-8) creates two models, one to store the structure of the PWE that the system 

generates and the second to store the service composition that is later transformed into a 

BPEL process. The second part of the narrative, lines 10-70, consists of a set of functions 

that carry out repetitive tasks such as adaptively adding concepts to the PWE, selecting 

appropriate content or adaptively adding services. The final part of the narrative, lines 

71-102, describe the structure of the narrative in terms of concepts and services and makes 

use of the functions defined in the narrative to add them to the PWE.
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1

2
3
4

5 
G
7
8 
9

lU
11
12
13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20 

21 

22
23
24

25

26
27
28

29
30

31
32

33
34
35
36

37

38
39
40

41
42

43
44

45

46
47
48
49

50

51

52

53
54

55

56
57

58

59
60 

61 
62

63

64

65

66
67

68

69
70

(Greate-model PWE_M0DEL)
(update-model PWE_M0DEL "pwe")
(create-model COMPOSITION_MODEL)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "composition")
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "name" "SQLActivity")

(create-model SERVICES_M0DEL (first (remote-xquery-collection SERVICES_COLLECTION "/")))

(defun content-selector (concept)
(setq learnerModelQuery

(concatenate 'string "//competency" concept "']/data{@level)"))
(setq level (xpath-query-model "learnerModel" learnerModelQuery))
(setq contentModelQuery

(concatenate 'string "/content[concepts/concept='" 
concept
"' and levels'" 
level
"']/filename/text()")

(return (first (remote-xquery-collection "contentModel" query)))

(defun add-concept (concept)
(if

(member concept
(xpath-query-model "learnerModel" "/learner/compentencies/competency/text{)"))

(update-model PWE_M0DEL "section")
(add-attribute PWE_M0DEL "name" concept)
(update-model PWE_M0DEL "resource" (content-selector "concept"))
(cd PWE_M0DEL ".."))

)

(defun add-service ( name goal guidance )
(setq PLAN (call-web-service PLANNER_WS_URI

PLANNER_WS_URI 
PLANNER_OPERATION 
(list DOMAIN_NAME

(model-to-string SERVICES_MODEL) goal) 
(list "domainName" "domain" "problem")))

(create-model "solutionModel" PLAN)
(setq actions (xpath-query-model "solutionModel" "//action/name/text()") )
(remove-model "solutionModel")
(dolist (action actions)

(setq BASE_QUERy (concatenate 'string "/service[general/name-'"
action "']/technical"))

(setq URI_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/getMarkupURI/text()"))
(setq PORTLET_ID_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/portletIdentifier/text O”)) 
(setq CONDITION_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/exitCondition/text () " ))

(list
(setq URI

(first (remote-xquery-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION URI_QUERY)))
(setq PORTLET

(first (remote-xquery-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION PORTLET_ID_QUERY))) 
(setq ENDCONDITION

(first (remote-xquery-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION CONDITION_QUERY)))

(update-model COMPOSITI0N_M0DEL "service")
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "name" action)
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "type" TYPE)
(update-model COMPOSITI0N_M0DEL "endpoint" URI)
(update-model COMPOSITI0N_M0DEL "portlet" PORTLET)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "endcondition" ENDCONDITION)
(update-model COMPOSITI0N_M0DEL "guidance" guidance)
(cd C0MP0SITI0N_M0DEL "..")))
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72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80 

81 

82

83

84

85

86

87

88
89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99 

100 

101 

102

(add-concept "DBConcepts")
(add-concept "CreatinqDB")
(add-concept "PopulatingDB”)
(add-concept "DBRetrieval")
(add-concept "DBApplications")

;; Add services 
(setq goal "<problem>

<name>test-problem</name>
<domain>test</domain>
<objects>

<object name='ian' type='userV>
</objects>
<init>

<predicate name='hasAirportInterest' value='ian'/> 
</init>
<goals>

<predicate name='takenDBConceptsQuiz' value='ian'> 
</goals>

</problem>")

(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "parallel")
(add-service "newService" goall "guidance")
(add-service "newService" goal2 "guidance")
(update-model C0MP0SITI0N_M0DEL "..")

(call-web-service "http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/CompositionMapper" 
"http://ws.kdeg.cs.tcd.ie"
"urn:toBPEL"
(list LEARNER (model-to-string COMPOSITION_MODEL)
(list "username" "composition")

)

Figure 5.35: Narrative Model extract

When this narrative is executed by the Adaptive Engine, it will first create the new models 

as dehned in liiK^s 1-8 and tlu'ii begin to adaptively add concc'pts to the narrative-. Conce-pts 

are added to the PWE using the add-concept function, lines 71-75, which encapsnlates the 

necessary adaptive behaviour. This function, defined on line 24, adaptively adds concepts 

to the PWE based on the learners competency in that concept. This is achieved using 

the if function to describe the conditional nature of the concept. The condition itself is 

implemented by testing whether or not the Learner Model contains the explicitly defined 

concept. The actual compari.son is done through the use of the member function, which 

compares the specified concept against a list of concepts retrieved from the Learner Model. 

The list of concepts is retrieved from the Learner Model using the xpath-query-rnodel 

custom function. This is a good example of how the functionality of the Lisp environment 

can be combined with the narrative specific functionality in order to achieve the desired 

outcome. This example also illustrates the importance of a shared vocabulary across the 

different models used by the system. Without this, it would not be possible to write such
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rules.

If the condition is determined to be true then the concept is added to the user’s PWE 

Model. This is achieved by manipulating the model, previously created in the narrative, 

using the update-model custom function to add the appropriate elements to the output 

model.

The selection of appropriate content to instantiate the concept that has been added to the 

user’s course is handled by the content-selector function defined on line 10. In this scenario 

the selection criteria are very simple so the candidate selector can be realised as a function 

that is defined as part of the narrative. In more complex scenarios this candidate selector 

can be implemented separately from the main Narrative Model. This can be achieved 

either nsing an additional ‘sub-narrative’, which can be included dynamically in the 

execution of the Narrative Model or by a dedicated system with specialised functionality 

that is completely independent of the Adaptive Engine.

The process of selecting and appropriate piece of content is similar to the secpiencing of 

content. Howewer, when working with the Content Model, it is not desirable to load the 

entire model into the Adaptive Engine as it is potentially very large. Instead the narrative 

uses the remote-xpath-query-collection custom function to query the XML database using 

its built in ({uery functionality. If more than one piece of content covering the same 

concej)! is discovered then the selector compares the set of discovered resources based on 

non-fnnctional properties of the content, for example, the suggested expertise required in 

order understand the content. As can be seen from the Learner Model in figure 5.33. the 

user is a ‘novice’ so the content selected by the Adaptive Engine should also be appropriate 

for that level. The content selection process is a good example of how the Narrative Model 

reconciles the other metadata models in order to make informed choices based on the needs 

of the user.

In the example narrative, lines 92-95, two services are added to the PWE, which the 

learner will be able to access in parallel. To specify that the two services should be part 

of a Parallel Split, a <parallel> element is added to the composition model, any services 

that are subsequently added to the composition will be placed inside of this element. The 

add-service function is then called in order to add new services. This function expects 

three parameters, the name of the service, the goals that the service shoidd achieve and a 

guidance message.
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The add-service function is responsible for selecting appropriate services to meet the 

requirements of the specihed goals by invoking the Service Composer, as shown on line 

36. The Service Composer is a web service so the narrative can interact with it using the 

call-web-service custom function, which allows the Adaptive Engine to invoke web services 

and to handle the XML data that they return. The service, or composition of services, 

that the Service Composer returns to the Adaptive Engine is then used to update the 

COMPOSITIONJVIODEL (lines 62-69 of in the example narrative). This requires the 

Adaptive Engine to get additional information about the service, such as the service URI 

and WSRP handle. This information is obtained from the Service Model by carrying out 

a set of XPath queries on the service model as shown in lines 54-60.

The adaptively generated composition of services is then deployed by the Adaptive Engine, 

line 97, by passing the COMPOSITIONJVIODEL to the Composition Mapper using its 

web service interface. As a result of this, the service composition part of the PWE is 

transformed into a WSBPEL process and deployed to a workflow engine so that, it can be 

accessed by the learner.

5.6 Summary

This chapter discussed how the design, previously presented in the chapter 4, for a system 

capable of adaptively generating and delivering Personalised Web Experiences was realised 

as a set of software components and related information models. A technical discussion 

of how the implemented system operates was provided with a specific focus on how 

the individual software components inter operate with each other in order to generate 

and deliver a PWE. Each component was then described in detail with specihes of the 

technologies used to implement the component as well as how the core functionalities of 

the component were achieved. As part of the discussion of the system implementation, the 

metadata models that drive the adaptation process were presented with details of their 

information models and how these models were captured and stored.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

6.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, the following question was posed: ‘‘what are the appropriate techniques and 

technologies required to support the delivery of personalised web based experiences that 

combine adaptively sequenced and selected multimedia content with adaptively composed 

interactive services in a unified manner”. Based on this research question, three objectives 

were identified as follows:

• A literature review of the state of the art investigating the technologies and 

techniques that can be used for the adaptive selection and composition of content 

and services for eLearning.

• To iteratively develop and test an integrated adaptive system suitable for the 

strategically driven composition of multimedia content and interactive services. The 

developed system will also be capable of delivering the generated compositions to 

the user.

• A detailed evaluation of the implemented system looking at the complexity, 

performance and usability of the system.

The first of these objectives was addressed by the analysis of the state of the art 

presented in chapters 2 and 3 while the second objective was addressed by the design 

and implementation discussed in chapters 4 and 5 respectively. This chapter focuses on
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addressing the third and final objective of this research through the presentation and 

analysis of a series of experiments that were carried out using the implemented system.

In section 4.2 of the Design chapter, a set of requirements were identified based on the 

objectives of this research, as set out in section 1.3 of the Introduction, and the analysis 

of the state of the art review. These requirements, listed below, were used as the basis for 

designing a set of four experiments. The aim of each of these experiments was to address 

specific aspects of the requirements so that, when taken as a whole, the experiments 

address all of the requirements that were derived from the objectives of this research.

1. The ability to sequence interactive services using appropriate Control Flow

2. The ability to Adaptively Select multimedia content

3. The ability to Adaptively Sequence multimedia content

4. The ability to Adaptively Select interactive services

5. The ability to Adaptively Sequence interactive services

6. The ability to generate a composition in accordance with a strategy

7. The ability to dynamically compose interactive services where ajjpropriate

8. The ability to generate educationally appropriate activities

9. The ability to deliver compositions to the Learner

Table 6.1 shows which of the requirements are addressed by each of the four experiments 

carried out.

This chapter is structured as follows, section 6.2 provides an overview of the four 

experiments carried out. This is followed by a detailed discussion of each of the four 

experiments in sections 6.3 to 6.6. Each experiment is described in terms of the 

experimental procedure, the results obtained and an analysis of those results. The hndings 

from the four experiments are then summarised at the end of the chapter.

6.2 Outline of Experiments

To evaluate how well the system implemented addresses the objectives that were drawn 

from the research question, a set of four experiments were designed and carried out. Each 

of these experiments focused on evaluating specific aspects of the system with respect
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Requirement Experiment
One

Experiment
Two

Experiment
Three

Experiment
Four

Sequence interactive 
services using appropriate 
Control Flow

X

Adaptively Select 
niultimedia content

X

Adaptively Sequence 
niultimedia content

X

Adaptively Select 
interactive services

X

Adaptively Sequence 
interactive services

X

Generate a composition 
in accordance with a 
strategy

X

Dynamcically compose 
interactive services where 
appropriate

X

Generate educationally 
appropriate activities

X

Deliver compositions to 
the Learner

X X

Table 6.1: Mapping between requirements and experiments

to the research objectives. The experiments one, two and fonr are focused entirely on 

evaluating the compositional attributes of the engine with experiment three being the 

only experiment carried out that was intended to be educationally coherent.

Experiment One The first experiment, discussed in section 6.3, was designed to 

evaluate the representational power of the supported control flow patterns with respect 

to eLearning activities. As such it’s aim was to evaluate the system’s ability to support 

a wide range of eLearning activities based on the supported control flow patterns, these 

aims correspond to requirements 1 and 8. The methodology for this experiment involved 

the analysis of the LADiE use cases, dismissed previously in the State of the Art chapter 

on Adaptive Content. These represent a set of independently developed use cases. The 

purpose of this analysis is to identify the workflow patterns that are necessary to sequence 

tlu' appropriat(! service's in each of the use eases. Tlu' neec'ssary workflow patterns idc'iitifie'd 

in this analysis were then compared with the patterns supported by the system. The 

purpose of this comparison was to identify how many of the use cases could be supported 

as well as the control flow patterns that would be necessary to implement the unsupported 

use cases.
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Experiment Two As outlined, the first experiment was focused on evaluating the 

coverage that the supported workflow patterns provide with respect to the sequencing 

of services as part of realistic eLearning activities. However, it did not evaluate the ability 

of the system to adaptively sequence or select interactive services. Therefore the second 

experiment was designed to evaluate the system ability to adaptively select and sequencing 

services (requirements 4 and 5) as well as the ability of the system to dynamically compose 

services as per requirement 7. The methodology for this experiment was to implement 

3 PWE scenarios based on the independently developed use cases from experiment one. 

These use cases were extended to incorporate both adaptive selection and sequencing of 

services as well as to make use of dynamic service composition. The implemented use cases 

were then run through a series of tests designed to exercise the required functionalities. 

The PWE models generated by the system based on these tests were then compared 

against each other to identify whether the correct adaptations were carried out.

Experiment Three The aim of the third experiment was to investigate the 

implemented system’s support for the composition of an eLearning course through the 

adaptive selection and sequencing of multimedia content in accordance with a strategy or 

‘Narrative’ as well as the delivery of that composition to learners. As such, this experiment 

addresses requirements 2, 3, 6 and 9 of system, evaluating how well they have been met by 

the system. It was designed to evaluate the systems ability to adaptively sequence content 

based on a Learner Model and in accordance with a Narrative Model. In addition, the 

evalnation looked at the systems ability to adaptively select appropriate content based on 

a Learner Model and finally it looked at the usability of the system from the perspective 

of the learner. The methodology used in this experiment was to develop a personalised 

eLearning course, using the Adaptive Engine that was developed as part of the PWE 

system, this course was then given to a group of undergraduate students who subsequently 

completed a user study questionnaire. This experiment evaluated the system based on how 

well the participants perceived the appropriateness of the content selected by the system 

as well as the overall sequencing of the selected content.

Experiment Four The fourth experiment, detailed in section 6.6, aimed to investigate 

the performance of the system during both the generation of a PWE and the runtime 

interactions of the end user with the system. As such it addressed requirement 9, the ability
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of the system to deliver PWEs to the learner. The experiment involved the benchmarking 

of the system through the execution of a set of simulated user interactions with the system 

to test both performance and scalability. The simulated user interactions represented a 

prerecorded set of real user interactions with the system, which are then used to load test 

the system with increasing numbers of users. As part of the load testing experiments, 

page load times as well as server performance metrics were recorded and subsequently 

analysised with respect to the usability of the system as the number of users increased 

and the potential for the system to be scaled to cope with larger mimbers of users.

6.3 Experiment One - Control Flow Between Services

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the expressive power of the 5 workflow patterns 

that the system supports for the specification of eLearning activities. As such, this 

experiment aims to evaluate requirements 1 and 8, namely the support of control flow 

between services and the support for eLearning activities. Unfortunately there is no 

comprehensive standard test set of eLearning activities against which to evaluate this 

system. Similarly, i1 is not possible to define a definitive list of activities based on a 

literature review as any list would still consist of arbitrarily selected activities, it would 

always be possible to conceive of new activity sequences.

To work around this limitation, the methodology for this experiment is instead based on 

the analysis of a set of use cases that have been developed independently of this research. 

The selected set of 16 use cases were developed by eLearning practitioners as part of the 

nationally funded LADiE project, discussed previously in the state of the art chapter on 

Adaptive Learning (Chp. 2), which was specifically tasked with capturing such learning 

activities. As part of this experiment, the LADiE use cases are analysed in order to identify 

the workflow patterns that would be necessary to .sequence the appropriate services in 

each. The identified workflow patterns are then compared with the patterns supported by 

the system in order to evaluate whether or not the supported workflow patterns provide 

sufficient flexibility for the definition of eLearning activities. For each of the use cases it is 

then possible to identify whether or not the use case is supported by the available control 

flow patterns as well is identifying if any additional control flow patterns are necessary. 

The overall level of support for the use cases afforded by the supported patterns will
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provide a strong indication as to their expressive power when it comes to the specification 

of eLearning activities.

As the LADiE use cases can only be considered as a representative sample of the types 

of learning activities developed by eLearning practitioners and not an exhaustive list of 

all possible eLearning activities, the results of this experiment can only be taken as an 

indication of the flexibility and/or limitations of the system. Furthermore, as discussed 

in the state of the art chapter, the LADiE use cases show a bias towards assimilative, 

communicative and information handling type tasks with less coverage of other types of 

task. As such the results obtained from this experiment must be interpreted with this bias 

in mind.

6.3.1 Methodology

As defined by the LADiE project, the use cases incorporate the sequencing of tasks that 

must be carried out not only by the student but also the teacher and in some cases, 

support staff. In order to use these use cases as part of this evaluation, it is first necessary 

to represent the use cases entirely from the perspective of the student as the tasks carried 

out by the teacher and support staff are out of the scope of the system implemented. This 

process is quite straightforward as the actor involved in each task in a LADiE use case 

is ('xplicitly spc'cihc'd. Ilowevr'r, tlu' LADiE us(' ca.s(!s an^ writtcm as a sc'qiK'iicc' of tasks 

and do not explicitly refer to the use of any other control flow constnud.s. Instead, the 

more complex control flow required by an individual use case is often provided simply 

in the description of a single task. For example, the first LADiE use case specifies that 

a discussion activity should run in parallel with two other activities by describing the 

discussion task as “Students... discuss the activity throughout steps 6-7’". However, in 

some cases the descriptions of the tasks do not provide enough information from which 

to extrapolate the necessary control flow for the activity. In these cases it was necessary 

to apply some common sense in order to identify appropriate control flow that would be 

necessary to realise the activity based on the available information. As a result, such 

activities can be considered to be interpretations of the original LADiE use cases and are 

not d('finitiv(' represcmt ations of tlKun. Tlu^ original dc'hnitions of tlu^ LADiE use c-asc's 

can be found in appendix A.i

This process was carried out for each of the LADiE use cases and is described below. For
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each use case, the student centric tasks were identified based on the original descriptions 

of the tasks provided. A table was then produced for each of the modified use cases that 

specifies the tasks from the original use case as well as the desc:ription of each of those 

tasks.

Based on this reduced set of tasks, a UML activity diagram was produced in order to 

explicitly define the control flow used in the activity. It is the control flow described in 

these diagrams that will be used for the purpose of evaluating the functionality of the 

system implemented.

Use Case 1
Summary: An interview based activity in which the student(s) carries out an 
interview with a third party and writes a report based on the interview. Use case 
consists of 11 tasks that are intended to be carried out by the student (s). The first 
task specified is a discussion task, which the use case specifies should be available to 
the student(s) while they take part in the other tasks in the use case. The other tasks 
are the interview task, the report writing task, and the report save/submission task. 
The appropriate control flow was identified as a sequence of tasks (interview, report 
writing and report submission), which is executed in parallel with the discussion 
activity.

Students discuss activity throughout steps 2-4
Students carry out interview and record them as audio files
Students save interview recordings to system
Students write a report or presentation

Discussion
_________ /

■
Interview

.

Write
Report

■
Save

Report
.
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Use Case 2
Summary: A search activity similar to a Webqviest. Students search for 
information on historical events either online or in a content repository and plot 
those events on a timeline. Five of the eleven tasks specified in the original definition 
are for the student to complete with three services needed to implement the tasks: 
namely, a search service, note taking/bookmarking service and a time line service. 
Students need to have access to all of these services in parallel and as such this use 
case requires a parallel branch and simple merge to implement it. The use case also 
specifies that the students repeat the activity multiple times during their course. To 
achieve this it is also necessary to use a loop based control flow.

Students search for and evaluate information, make notes and record references
Students record notes and references to system
Students access events in timeline, 
additional notes

evaluate notes and enter comments and

Students interrogate timelines by aggregating two or more lines or by 
events as a timeslice
Students repeat steps 1-4 throughout course

Use Case 3
Summary: This is a pretest based scenario in which the student takes a pretest 
or quiz, which is followed by a personalised study plan based on their results in the 
pretest. This is a simple use case with only two tasks that the student takes part in, 
a test task followed by a study plan task. This use case can be implemented using 
a sequence workflow as illustrated.
1 Students take a test
2 Students work through study plan based on test result

Test
_____________ .

s
Personalised 
Study Plan
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Use Case 4
Summary: A discussion activity in which students are provided with a set of 
resources that they must discuss and write a report about. Three of the tasks from 
the original LADiE us<' case dc^seription have bc'cn idcuitific'd as studc'iit tasks. The 
resource access aspect of the use case has been omitted from this analysis as it will 
be evaluated as part of experiment three, which focused on adaptive selection of 
content. By doing so only two tasks are left, the discussion and the write report 
tasks. In addition to these services it is also necessary to provide a service to support 
the saving of the report as specihed in the original use case dehnition. As such, this 
use case includes three tasks that are carried out in sequence with the discussion 
followed by writing the report and finally the saving/submission of the report.
1 Students access resources

Students discuss problem
Students write report and save to system

Write
Report

Use Case 5
Summary: The student is provided with a worksheet on a topic followed by a 
diagnostic quiz, which tests their understanding of the topic(s) that the worksheet 
covered. This is a simple activity consisting of only two tasks, a worksheet task and 
a cpiiz task. To iniplement each of these tasks it is oirly necessary to have one service 
each, which are delivered in sequence.
1 Students work through worksheet, do quiz and receive feedback

0-»iv

Use Case 6
Summary: A critical thinking exercise in which students review a set of resources 
(in the LADiE use case description these resources are videos) and discuss the videos 
based on a framework that they have been provided with previously. The delivery 
of this framework can be supported by the content adaptation aspect of the system 
so the focus of this use case will be on the video and discussion. As described in the 
original use case description, the sequencing of student tasks is not explicitly defined 
and is ojren to interpretation. A simple approach would be to provide the video task 
followed by the discussion task, however the activity could also be implemented 
using a parallel split so that the students have access to the videos while they take 
part in the discussion. The latter approach would allow the students to review the 
videos based on the comments of other users and would be a more interesting use 
case from a technical perspective.
1 Students access video clips and briefing material
2 Students send contributions to discussion forum

Video
Resources
.________ >

-

Discussion
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Use Case 7
Summary: This use case first requires the delivery of a presentation to the students, 
in an online scenario this could be achieved through the use of a screencast of the 
presentation. Following this, the students are required to take part in a concept 
mapping task based on the presentation. This is then followed by a sequence of 
tasks consisting of a quiz, search and discussion task. During the quiz, search and 
discussion tasks the students are also able to communicate with their teacher using 
email.
This activity can be realised using a combination of sequence, parallel split and 
simple nierg(' workflow pattc'rns. Two things to tak(' not(' of in th(' intcu'pn'tation 
of the use case is that a bookmarking service is included as well as a search service 
in order to realise the search task. This seems logical as the students need to be 
able to keep track of the information that they discover through the search service. 
Secondly, the search, bookmarking and discussion services are made available to the 
student in parallel. Again, although this is not specified in the use case, it would 
seem to be logical to provide the services in this way rather than providing the 
search task and discussion task in sequence.

Students and teacher correspond by email throughout steps 2-4
Students do diagnostic quiz
Students search for resources online
Students discuss resources asynchronously

'-------------- - /--------- 1
Quiz Search Discussion

.__________.

Use Case 8
Summary: This is a relatively complex activity involving a range of tasks that 
the student must take part in. The first task is a Webquest task in which the 
students research a specific topic. This is followed by an interview task where the 
students interview a domain expert and use the information obtained to complete a 
worksheet. The interview task is then followed by a discussion about the students 
findings. The next task in the activity is a peer review task in which the students 
evaluate each other based on their contributions to the discussion. The students 
then complete a quiz task and finally produce a portfolio based on the Webquest. 
interview and quiz answers.

Students take part in Webquest
Students carry out interview
Students enter and save worksheet
Students discuss findings in discussion forum
Students evaluate peers based on their contributions to the forum
Students do multiple choice quiz
Students prepare portfolio of Webquest, interview and quiz answers

Web
Quest

Interview

Worksheet

Peer
Review

Write
Report
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Use Case 9
Summary: A discussion based activity consisting of three tasks, in which the 
students take part in a discussion about a topic followed by a diagnostic test on that 
topic. This is then followed by a discussion of the students results from the test and 
any issues that were raised in the previous discussion. This is a straight forward use 
case to implement consisting of a sequence of discussion and quiz activities.
1 Students discuss course and study skills issues in asynchronous conference

Students do diagnostic test
Students discuss results of test and issues raised on asynchronous conference

/ s
Discussion Quiz Discussion

V________ > J

Use Case 10
Summary: A project planning activity in which the students research the subject 
of the project using a Webquest style task, then organise their ideas in a concept 
mapping task and finally write a report on their plans. During all of these activities 
students have acx-.ess to a discussion facility that allows them to discuss their findings. 
As shown in the activity diagram, the search activity is implemented as a parallel 
split providing access to both a search service and a bookmarking service at the 
same time. This is part of a sequence of services that includes a concept mapping 
service and a i)resentation writing service. This sequence of services is part of an 
outer parallel split that allows the students to access the discussion service as they 
utilise the other services in the activity.

Students discuss their findings in the group wiki throughout steps 2-4
Students locate and record resources from web, etc.
Students use concept mapping software to map links between resources
Write up and present conclusions

Bookmarking

Concept
Mapping

Write
Presentation
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Use Case 11
Summary: A reflective essay writing activity in which tiie students write an essay 
and discuss/reflect on the task. The students then submit their essays and the 
teacher provides feedback on the submitted essays. As shown in the activity diagram, 
this activity can be realised using a parallel split workflow pattern, allowing the 
students to have access to the discussion service while at the same time writing 
their essay and submitting it. The essay writing service and the submission service 
are delivered in sequence so that the students are only provided with the submission 
service when they have finished writing their essay.
1 Students use forum for discussion throughout activity

Students write essay
Students submit/send essay

Write
Essay

Use Case 12
Summary: In this use cjise the students learn about a computer programming 
language through the use of a web based environment to complete a worksheet. In 
the original LADiE use case definition the activity is based on the Maple symbolic 
computational language but it could also be used with many other languages. As 
outlined below the revised task list for the activity consists of a programming task, a 
worksheet task, a save/submission task and a discussion task. Although the LADiE 
use case definition does not specify which tasks should be carried out in parallel the 
use case has been interpreted, as shown by the activity diagram, as making use of a 
parallel split so that the programming environment, discussion and worksheet tasks 
can be accessed in parallel by the student.

Students experiment in SCP environment^
Students discuss exercise
Studcnits fill in exercise sheet
Students save worksheet

Programming
Environment

Worksheet Save
Wrtrk

}
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Use Case 13
Summary: Students are provided with introductory content and an open ended 
question, which they must then discuss. Following this discussion the students 
take part in a multiple choice quiz. Upon completion of the quiz the students are 
provided with feedback and prompted to repeat the discussion and quiz steps for 
a set of different scenarios. When the students have discussed and completed the 
quizzes for all of these scenarios they then take part in a further discussion. As 
shown in the activity diagram, this use case is quite similar to use case 9 except 
that it requires the loop in order to support the repetition of the discussion and quiz 
tasks for each of the scenarios.

Students watch video clip
Students discuss video clip for fixed period of time
Students take multiple choice quiz
Students repeat steps 1-3 for X different scenarios
Students discuss additional questions
Students contribute further thoughts in asynchronous discussion

^J^Syn
“ ^|dis

Use Case 14
Summary: Use case 14 is designed to allow students to develop their presentation 
skills through critical reflection. The first task is for the students to complete a self 
assessment quiz. Based on their performance in this quiz they then develoj) a plan 
for how they can improve their presentation skills, which they then present to the 
group. Following this the students develop a mini presentation. During this task 
they can discuss their progress and show their presentations to the group. When they 
have comi)l('t('d tlu'ir mini discussion tlu'y j)r('sent it to f lic grouj). Th(' final tasks in 
the activity consist of the students taking part in a discussion to identify criteria for 
peer assessment of their presentations after which they give feedback based on these 
criteria and finally submit their presentations. This use case is primarily a sequence 
of tasks with the exception of the presentation writing task which is carried out in 
parallel with a discussion task as shown in the activity diagram

Students use quiz to identify their strengths and weaknesses
Students develop a plan for improving their presentation skills and present this 
to a group
Students and tutors give feedback on presentation
Students and tutors reflect on what they have learnt
Students use group discussion to develop mini presentations throughout steps 6-8
Students present mini-presentation, receive feedback and develop presentation 
further
Students discuss criteria for peer assessment of presentations
Students present final mini-presentation, give feedback according to assessment 
criteria
Students submit presentation to teacher

Develop
Plan

Write
Presentation Discussion
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Use Case 15
Summary: A quiz activity designed to encourage the students to reflect on their 
knowledge. The students take part in a discussion on a topic followed by a multiple 
choice quiz. After receiving their results from the quiz the students take part in 
another discussion about the topic and the feedback from the quiz. Next the students 
discuss an assignment before completing that assignment. This is then followed by 
the students retaking the multipk' choice quiz, continuing their discussion and finally 
they email their teacher about any points that have been raised in the discussion. 
As shown in the diagram this activity can be implemented as a sequence of tasks 
without the need for any branching.

Students discuss their strengths and weaknesses in subject knowledge
Students do quiz
Students discuss subject knowledge and quiz feedback
Students synchronously discuss homework
Students do homework assignment and save work to system
Students retake quiz
Students continue discussion of points arising on discussion forum
Students email teacher about any points they want covered in next lesson

Synchronous
Discussion

Synchronous
Discussion

Homework
Assignment Quiz eMail
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Use Case 16
Summary: The aim of this use case is to support students in collaboratively 
working on a design project. As such, they are provided with discussion and 
wiki services throughout tiie lifespan of the activity so that they can collaborate 
and record necessary information in the wiki. To support the design process the 
students are first provided with a concept mapping service to help then to arrange 
the structure of their project. Following this task they take part in a Webquest task 
to hnd appropriate resources for the project, which are stored in the wiki. The final 
task in the activitj^ is to produce a report and presentation about the project. As 
can be seen from the activity diagram, the discussion and wiki services are made 
available throughout the activity through the use of a parallel split so that the user 
can take part in these tasks while they progress through the concept mapping, search 
and authoring tasks.
1 Students use concept mapping service and group discussion space to devise a 

structure for organising their work and resources on a wiki and to generate search 
terms
Students create directory structure on wiki
Students locate and re;cord resources from the web, etc.
Students discuss the resources in discussion area
Students pref)are a reflective report and presentation

Concept
Mapping

Write
Report

Write
Presentation

<•)
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6.3.2 Results and Analysis

16 use cases were directly derived from the corresponding LADiE use cases as they were 

originally specified in that project. For each of the use cases, the original description has 

been analysed in order to identify the tasks in which the learner plays a role. Based on the 

identified tasks, an activity diagram was generated to illustrate the sequencing required 

to realise the activity as described by the revised specification. As the activity diagrams 

represent the control flow between the services necessary to realise each of the use cases, 

it was possible to identify the workflow patterns necessary to realise each use case, which 

have been listed in table 6.2 for comparison. This derivation process was necessary as 

the use cases, as defined by the LADiE project, did not provide explicit guidance on the 

sequencing of services instead providing a textual description of tasks.

As mentioned previously, the LADiE use cases were selected as the basis for this experiment 

based on their authenticity as eLearning activities, which were developed independently 

of this research by eLearning practitioners rather than more technology driven experts. 

In the absence of any standard test set of activities that fully represent the characteristics 

of activities in eLearning the LADiE use case have been used to evaluate to what degree 

the system’s supported control flow patterns can be used to deliver eLearning activities.

In the State of the Art (Chapter 2), an analysis of the LADiE use cases based on the 

DialogPlus learning activity taxonomy was discussed. This analysis, carried out by the 

LADiE project, provides a means of evaluating how representative the LADiE use cases 

are of learning activities in general. Part of this analysis focused on the types of tasks 

from the DialogPlus taxonomy that were utilised in the LADiE use cases. These task 

types were:

• Assimilative Tasks that involve the processing of information such as reading, 
viewing or listening

• Productive Tasks that involve the generation of an artefact such as writing, 
drawing, synthesising, etc.

• Communicative Tasks that involve interact with others such as discussing, 
presenting, debating, etc.

• Information Handling Tasks that involve handling and/or analysing information 
such as gathering, selecting, sorting, etc.

• Experiential Tasks such as Case Studies, Experiments, Games or Role Play.
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• Adaptive Tasks that involve simulation or modelling.

For convenience, the results of this analysis are shown in figure 6.1 for more details of this 

analysis, see section 2.2 of the State of the Art chapter on Adaptive Content. The graph 

shows the number of occurrences of each DialogPlus task type in the LADiE use cases. As 

shown the LADiE use cases show a strong representation of the Assimilative, Information 

Handling and Communicative task types and to a lesser degree the Productive task type. 

However, Experiential and Adaptive tasks are not well represented at all with only three 

experiential tasks and no adaptive tasks.

Figure 6.1: LADiE Use Case Gap Analysis - Breakdown of DialogPlus Task Usage
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Figure 6.2: Supported workflow patterns required to implement LADiE use cases

The first thing to note is that all 16 of the use cases make use of the Sequence pattern as 

shown in table 6.2, which lists the workflow patterns necessary to implement each use case 

from the set of 5 supported patterns. This is not surprising as a linear progression of tasks 

would seem to be the most basic requirement for any activity consisting of mnltiple tasks. 

Looking at the use of the Parallel Split workflow pattern, we can see that 75% of the use 

cases require this pattern. Similarly, the same set of use cases utilise the Synchronisation 

pattern. The correlation between the Parallel Split and Synchronisation patterns is to be 

expected as they are inherently related to each other.

From this table it is clear that none of the use cases require the use of either the Exclusive 

Choice or Simple Merge patterns. This is because none of the use cases offer choices to 

the user as to the path they take through the activity. In some cases, such as use case 3, 

the content delivered to the user as part of the activity is adapted based on the results of 

a test or cpiiz but the same functionality is not applied to services.

As point('d (uit in the' LADiE Projc'ct final rc'port [.Teffery 06], flu' LADiE use- case's could 

not be all encompassing and may only reflect the practices of educators in specific domains. 

As such, this result should not be taken as an indication that the Exclusive Choice and 

Simple' Me'i'ge' we)rkfle)w patte'rns are' neet ne'e:e\ssary but e)nly that tlie'y are' ne)t nece'ssary 

for the LADiE use cases.

Table 6.3 shows which of the 16 use cases can be implemented by the system using the
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Use
Case Description Support Notes

1 Interview a third party, discuss 
and write a report

Full All 3 required patterns 
supported

2 Note taking and commenting 
using time line

Partial Basic structure supported 
through Parallel Split but 
requires loop pattern for full 
support

3 Quiz and remedial content Full Only requires sequence pattern
4 Review resources, discuss and 

write a report
Full Only requires sequence pattern

5 Work through a worksheet and 
take a quiz

Full Only requires sequence pattern

6 Review resources and discuss Fiill Supported through use of
Parallel Split and Simple Merge

7 Search for resources online, 
discuss findings, correspond 
with teacher

Full Supported throtigh use of 
Sequence,Parallel Split and
Simple Merge

8 WebQuest, interviews, 
worksheets and discuss

Full Supported through use of 
Sequence,Parallel Split and
Simple Merge

9 Discussion followed by Quiz and 
further discussion

Full Only requires sequence pattern

10 Resource discovery, concept 
mapping, discussion, write and 
present report

Full

10a Comment on findings from main 
task and commenting on other 
groups

Full

10b Write report and presentation 
based on use case 10 and lOa

Full

11 Reflective essay writing, 
discussion, writing and feedback

Full Supported through use of
Parallel Split/Simple Merge

12 Use of simulation (programming 
env.), worksheet and discussion

Full

13 Review resources, discussion 
based on rjuestions, quiz

Partial Basic structure supported 
through use of Sequence pattern 
but requires loop pattern for full 
support

14 Use discussion forum to improve 
presentation skills

Full Oidy requires sequence pattern

15 Discussions, Quizzes, homework 
assignment

Full Only requires sequence pattern

16 Group collect resources on web, 
discuss and store in wiki, write 
a report

Full

Table 6.3: Level of support for each of the LADiE use cases using the 5 workflow patterns
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Figure 6.3: Bar chart illustrating the level of support for each of the LADiE use cases 
bavsed on the 5 workflow patterns

5 supported workflow patterns, this information is also visualised in flgure6.3. Each of 

the use cases has been graded into one of three categories: Fully Supported, Partially 

Supported and Not Supported. Each of these categories has been defined as follows:

• Fully Supported All workflow pattruns lu'cr'ssary to iinfrk'UK'nt an activity arr' 

supported.

• Partially Supported Recpiired services can be composed into coherent blocks but 

complete definition of use case is not possible.

• Not Supported Not possible to support use case either in it’s entirety or partially.

As shown 14 of the 16 use cases can be supported fully by the system while 2 of the 

user cases can only be partially supported. This is because, in addition to the 5 workflow 

patterns supported by the system, use cases 2 and 13 require the use of additional patterns 

that are not currently supported. In the cases of both of these use cases it is possible to 

support the main structure of the activity, however both require some form of loop control 

flow, suc:h as the Structured Loop pattern [Russell 06] in order to be realised. It is still 

possible to characterise these use cases as partially supported because in both use cases 

the loop pattern is used to allow the students to repeat the activity a number of times. 

Without support for the loop pattern it is still possible to implement an activity that 

allows the students to carry out the task once.

Taking the LADiE use cases as a set of eLearning activities that are representative of the
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types of activities that are developed by eLearning practitioners and based on the analysis 

of those use cases carried out as part of this experiment it is valid to argue that the set of 

5 workflow patterns supported by the system can be used to implement the a wide range 

of eLearning activities. This high degree of support for eLearning activities, despite the 

seemingly narrow and simplistic range of workflow patterns supported by the system, can 

be attributed to the nature of activities in eLearning. Unlike business process, from which 

much of the work on workflow patterns stems, eLearning does not make use of many of 

the complex patterns that have been identified. Although this experiment has shown that 

there is a need for at least one additional pattern in order to support all of the LADiE 

use cases, it is difficult to foresee the need for the full set of 42 control flow patterns that 

van der Aalst identified in his work.

6.3.3 Conclusions

The analysis of the results of this experiment have showm that the system developed, 

through the 5 workflow f>atterns that it supports, can support a wide range of eLearning 

activities. Taking the LADiE use cases as a benchmark, it has been shown that the 5 

supportcxl workflow pattcuns are sufficient to impkniient S7.5% of us(' easels. In the two 

use cases that it was not possible to support a full implementation, it was found that a 

partial implementation was still possible and that with the support for an additional looj) 

pattern these use cases could also be fully supported.

However, as discussed previously the LADiE use cases, although develoi)ed t)y a community 

of practice consisting of eLearning practitioners, do not provide a comprehensive test set 

of learning activities. They are biased towards specific types of tasks as shown by the gap 

analysis carried out by the LADiE project. Due to this bias in the LADiE use cases it is 

possible to have a high degree of confidence that the system can support activities that 

are based on Assimilative, Information Handling and Communicative tasks and to a lesser 

degree Productive tasks. However, due to the low or non-existent level of representation 

of Experiential and Adaptive tasks in the LADiE use cases it is not possible to have such 

a degree of confidence that the system is capable of supporting activities based on such 

tasks.
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6.4 Experiment Two

The aim of thif? experiment is to evaluate the system’s ability to adaptively select and 

sequence services (requirements 4 and 5 as outlined in the introduction to this cha5)ter) as 

well as the ability of the system to dynamically compose services as per requirement 

7. To achieve this, the experiment provides a full implementation of three adaptive 

scenarios^, complete with required narratives, user interfaces, etc., that exercise the various 

requirements. The scenarios developed were based on LADiE use cases used previously 

in ex{)erinient one. Some of the more complex LADiE use cases, Use Case 8, 12 and 

16, were selected and where necessary extended to provide the necessary features for this 

experiment.

Although the implementation chapter describes in detail the implementation of all of the 

components of the PWE framework, it does not describe the implementation of a specific 

adaptive' application. To carry out this ('xpe'rinu'iit, it was lirst lU'cessary to impk'uu'nt 

such an application to act as a sort of experiment workbench. The technical details of 

any application specific components of this experimental workbendr are provided as part 

of the experiment methodology.

The LADiE use cases, provide independently developed activities in which the sequencing 

and in some cases the adaptive behaviours are specified. As such, they provide a good 

framework for the evaluation of the ada])tive selection and sequencing of services. Each 

scenario requires the use of different subsets of the functionality of the system with respect 

to the adaptive selection and sequencing of interactive services. In order to create each 

scenario, a LADiE use case was taken as the basis and then extended where necessary so 

that the scenario included the functionality that was to be investigated. When looked at 

as a whole, the scenarios make use of the full range of functionalities supported.

To evaluate whether or not the system was able to support the three requirements 

investigated by this experiment, the implemented scenarios were run through a series 

of tests designed to exercise the required functionalities. The PWE models generated 

by the system based on these tests were then compared against each other to identify 

whether the correct adaptations were carried out and whether they resulted in the expected 

adaptations.

'^The three experimental activities developed are referred to as ‘scenarios’ rather than use cases to try 
to avoid confusion between the experimental implementation and the LADiE use case definitions
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This e^xperiment is presented as follows, the methodology and evaluation metrics are hrst 

described followed by a detailed description of the application implementation for the 

scenarios. As mentioned previously this includes the web application that was developed 

along with all of services, metadata models and adaptation rules that were developed in 

order to implement the scenarios. The methodology section also provides details of how 

the adaptation process was simulated for (^ach of the sccmarios bas(xl ou a s('t of diftennit 

Learner Models. Following this, the results of the simulations are presented and analysed.

6.4.1 Methodology

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, the LADiE use cases not only describe the sequence 

of tasks that make up an activity but also how alternative services can be used to 

implement specific tasks within an activity based on various different adaptive axes, fen 

example time constraints, disabilities of the learner, available infrastructure, etc. As such, 

they are ideal activities for the purpose of this experiment as they require the same set of 

requirements, namely the process driven adaptive selection and sequencing of services, as 

we are interested in evaluating.

The methodology for this experiment first required that an experimental workbench was 

developed. As mentioned previously this involved the development of an adaptive web 

ai)plication that could be used as the basis for the imj)lementation of three experimental 

scenarios based on the LADiE use cases. As the workbench provided all of the su{)porting 

functionality and prerequisite metadata models, the development of each of the scenarios 

was only focused on authoring of the Narrative Model that would attempt to implement 

each of the scenarios.

Th(! thrcH' sc('narios implement(xl were- based on tlu' LADiE use' ease's, with modiffcations 

made to the use case sequencing in some cases in order to increase the complexity of the 

control flow or to introduce a requirement for adaptive sequencing as part of the activity. 

Table 6.4 provides details of the relationships between the three scenarios and the LADiE 

use cases that they are based on.

When the experimental workbench was in place, the Narrative models for each of the 

three scenarios could then be implemented. The experimental procedure then consisted 

of executing each of the scenario Narrative models with varying Learner Models so that
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Scenario LADiE Use Case(s)
One Use Case 8
Two Modified Use Case 8
Three Combination of Use Cases 12 and 16

Table 6.4: Mapping between scenarios and LADiE use cases

the outcome of tlie adaptation process, the PWE Model, could be compared against each 

other as a means of evaluating a series of different evaluation criteria.

6.4.1.1 Evaluation Criteria and Metrics

To evaluate the ability of the system to address the second objective of this research, the 

adaptive selection and sequencing of interactive services, it was necessary to devise a set 

of criteria that could be used to analyse the implementation of the scenarios as part of 

this experiment. The aim of these criteria is to identify which aspects of the research 

objective each of the scenarios makes use and to what degree the system supports the 

required functionality.

• To wliat degree did the system support the control flow constructs necessary to 
implement the learning activities

• To what degree did the system support the use of tlie necessary adaptation 
techniques:

— Adaptive selection of services 
— Adaptive secinencing of services

• Where necessary, did the system dynamically compose services to meet requirements 
for which a service did not already exist

— To what degree did the compositions meet the requirements of the task 
— To what degree did the compositions the needs of the learner.

6.4.1.2 Experimental Workbench

To implement the adaptive system, a basic web application was first developed using JSPs. 

This application was essentially in line with the outline of the portal interface described in 

section 5.2.7 of the implementation chapter, consisting of a basic login page, user model 

elicitation page and service presentation/interface page.
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Ill order for the Adaptive Engine and AI Planner components to be aware of the available 

services, it was necessary to provide a metadata description of each service, in line with 

the metadata schema described in section 5.3.3 of the implementation chapter. The 

three use cases required 14 different types of service, listed below, to be available. These 

services were identified based on both the primary and secondary tasks described in the 

LADiE use cases. In total 20 service instances were made available to the system, each of 

which corresponds to one of the service types listed and providing different non functional 

properties. The metadata descriptions of each of these services can be found in appendix
77

• Web Search

• Library Search

• Bookmarking

• Note Taking

• Interview

• Worksheet

• Discussion Forum

• Peer Review

• Quiz

• Programming Environment

• Submission

• Wiki

• Concept Mapping

• Docunient/Report Writing

As the focus of this experiment was not on the user interactions with the system but rather 

on a functional test of its capabilities, the details of this web application are not described 

as part of the experiment methodology. The details of the web application, including 

screenshots of the user interface, Narrative models and related metadata models, are 

provided in Appendix for reference.

6.4.1.3 Scenarios

Scenario One The first scenario implemented was based on the LADiE use case 8 as 

described in the previous section. For convenience the activity diagram for this use case 

has been repeated below, see figure 6.4. As illustrated, this use case requires the use of 3 

of the 5 supported workflow patterns:

• Sequence

• Parallel Split

• Synchronisation
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Interview

Worksheet 1"^
j

Peer
Review

Write
Report

Figure 6.4: Activity Diagram for Scenario One

In addition to demonstrating the ability of the system to support these three workflow 

patterns, the use case also demonstrates the use of the adaptive service selection 

mechanism to adaptively select services that are appropriate based on the literacy skills of 

the learner as well as the learner’s ability to access the internet. The requirement for these 

two adaptive axes is specihed in the extensions to the original LADiE definition of use 

case 8. In addition, this use case also demonstrates the dynamic composition of services. 

As shown in the use case activity diagram, the first task specihed is a Webquest. There 

is no single service in the set of services made available to the system that can satisfy the 

requirements of a Webquest and as such, the system will need to dynamically compose a 

set of services that can be used to realise the task.

The narrative model used to describe the activity and the adaptive behaviours discussed 

is provided in Appendix 6.23 with aj)propriate segments presented here for illustration. 

The fragment of the Narrative Model shown in hgure 6.5 contain rules that adaptively 

specify the literacy skills of the learner as well as other important aspects of the learner 

such as their access to the internet. These rules are informed by the Learner Model, 

which is queried using an XPath expression to retrieve the necessary information from 

the model. By controlling the objects that are declared to exist in the planning problem, 

f lic planning process its('lf can Ix' inlliK'nccd by the Adaj)tiv(' Engiiu' so that tlu' most, 

appropriate service or composition of services is selected.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14

(sett) L1TERACY_XP ATH.QUER Y
”/ /ac cessibility/ language [type n am e/tyvalue = 'English ’] / proficiency [®profmode = ’Read ’] / text()’'

(setq LITERACY-QUEKY_RESL'LT (first ( xpath-query-model LEARNER-MODEL LITERACY-XPATH-QUERY) ) )

(if ( string-equal LITERACY_QUER Y_RESULT ’’excellent”)
(setq PROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM ” ( i s L i t e r a t e ) ” )) )

( se t q GOOGLELXPATH-QUERY ”boolean(//securitykey [typename/tyvalue=’GoogleAc<:ount ’])” )

(setq GOOGLE_QUERY_RESULT (first ( xpath - query - model LEARNERAIODEL GOOGLE_XPATH_QUERY) ) )

(if (string-equal GOOGLE_QUERY_RESULT ’’true”)
( s e t cj f^ROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM ” ( h a s G o o g I e A c c o u n t ) ” ) ) )

Figure 6.5: Narrative Model for Scenario One
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6.4.1.4 Scenario Two

The purpose of the second scenario is to demonstrate the use of the Exclusive Choice 

and Simple Merge workflow patterns in an activity. As shown in the previous analysis of 

the LADiE use cases, none of the use cases require either of these patterns. In order to 

demonstrate and evaluate the use of these patterns as part of a realistic activity a LADiE 

use case was modified to incorporate both an Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge. The 

activity diagram for this modified use case is shown in figure 6.6. As can be seen from 

the diagram, the modified activity is based on LADiE use case 8, which was implemented 

previously in its original form. The use; case has been modihc'd so that instc'ad of tlu' 

learner first taking part in the Webquest and then the interview tasks, they are instead 

given a choice between either activity. For example, the learner can choose to obtain the 

necessary information by searching the internet or alternatively by interviewing an expert 

in the subject domain.

Figure 6.6; Activity Diagram for Scenario Two

6.4.1.5 Scenario Three

The third scenario implemented is designed to demonstrate the use of the adaptive 

sequencing of services as part of a real world activity. Although the LADiE use cases 

can easily be modified to make use of adaptive selection of services by taking into account 

the extensions to each use case there is no such scope for adaptive sequencing within the 

definitions of the use cases. As such, it was necessary to modify an existing use case so 

that it incorporates this functionality.

To achieve this, two LADiE use cases have been used as the basis for a single new activity 

in which the path through the activity is based on the Learner Model. The basis for this
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activity is LADiE use case 12 in which the learner uses an online programming service to 

complete a worksheet. During this activity a discussion forum is available to the learner so 

that they can discuss the activity with their classmates. Although the original LADiE use 

case was based on the learner working with a SCP^, it has been modified in this instance 

so that the SCP environment is replaced with an interpreter for the Python programming 

language. As sp('cifi('d in tlu' us(' cavse, this is a static activity without any adaptive- 

sequencing. To incorporate adaptive sequencing into this activity, the sequencing of task 

in LADiE use case 12 has been extended to incorporate aspects of use case 16. This results 

in a more complex activity in which alternative branches exist, which can be adaptively 

selected by the AE based on the Learner Model. LADiE use case 16 is a project planning 

activity in which students collaborate on how they will carry out their project and write 

a report detailing their plans.

By combining these two activities a new adaptive activity has been defined in which 

inexperienced or intermediate students are presented with a worksheet based activity, as 

they would in the original definition of LADiE use case 12. In contrast, users that are 

experienced in the subject matter (ie. the python programming language) are instead 

jjrovided with a project based activity in which they plan and research a project. In butli 

cases the learners are j)rovided with a discussion service and a programming environment 

service.

To illustrate these two alternative service compositions, two activity diagrams have been 

provided, which illustrate the resulting compositions. Figure 6.7 is an activity diagram 

representing the activity for an inexperienced or intermediate level student while figure 

6.8 represents the activity of an expert level student.

Programming
Environment

Concept « w Write
Mapping ^ Report

Figure 6.7: Activity Diagram for first 
possible composition from Scenario Three

Figure 6.8: Activity Diagram for seconc 
possible composition from Scenario Three

^Symbolic Computational Program
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6.4.2 Results

Based on the evaluation criteria outlined previously, the three use case scenarios have been 

analysed and the results summarised in table 6.5. In some cases, a scenario is designed 

to demonstrate a specific functionality, which is not demonstrated by other scenarios. In 

these cases, scenarios where the evaluation criteria do not apply are marked as NA.

Criteria Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Support for control flow constructs Yes Yes Yes
Support for adaptation techniques:
Adaptive Selection Yes NA NA
Adaptive Sequencing NA NA Yes
Generated composition as expected
Appropriate service selection Yes Yes Yes
Services dynamically composed by 
Planner

Yes NA NA

Was AI Planner generated composition 
appropriate

Yes NA NA

Table 6.5: Breakdown of evaluation criteria as they apply to specific experiment scenarios

6.4.3 Analysis

6.4.3.1 Support for Control Flow

As can be seen from the discussions of the three use cases that make uj) this evaluation, 

the full set of 5 control flow patterns supported by the system are not utilised. In fact only 

Sequence, Parallel Split and Synchronisation are necessary to be able to fully implement 

the three scenarios. As shown in this evaluation, see table 6.6, it was possible to fully 

implement the three scenarios using the range of control flow patterns supporte'd by the 

system. As these three scenarios are exemplary of the type of activities that are contained 

in the set of LADiE use cases it can be argued that the ability to fully inij)lement them 

illustrates the systems ability to support the LADiE activities in general.

6.4.3.2 Support for Adaptation Techniques

Adaptive Selection of Services Of the three scenarios implemented only Scenario 

One employs the adaptive selection of services based on the Learner Model. Of course, 

through the use of the AI Planner, all service selections are carried out dynamically based
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Scenario Pattern

Sequence Parallel
Split

Exclusive
Choice

Simple
Merge Sync Level of Suppor

One YES YES YES Full
Two YES YES YES YES YES Full

Three YES YES YES Full

Table 6.6: Patterns required and level of support for implemented scenarios

on the Service Model but these selections are oidy influenced by the descriptions of the 

available services in the Service Model and not by the Learner Model. This none adaptive 

form of service selection is discussed in the next section.

Adaptively
Selected
Service

Selection
Made

Appropriate
Selection

1 WebQuest (a) Yes Yes
Yes Yes

2 WebQuest (b) Yes Yes
Yes Yes

3 Discussion Yes Yes
Yes Yes

4 Write Report Yes Yes
Yes Yes

Table 6.7: Results for Adaptive Selection of Services in Scenario One

As part of this experiment, the adaptive selection of services was based on two properties 

of the Learner Model, the learner’s literacy skill captured by the accessibility element 

of the Learner Model and the whether or not the learner has a Google account, captured 

by the securityKey ('k'UK'iit of the L('arner Moded. Basc'd on t lu' two diHercmt Learm'r 

Models, provided in appendix 6.4.1.2. two different PWE Models were generated. The 

services selected by the system to instantiate these PWE Models are summarised in table 

6.8.

User 1 User 2
Web Quest GoogleSearch, GoogleNotebook Youtube Search, SimpleBookmarking
Interview Interview Interview
Worksheet Worksheet Worksheet
Discussion GmailGlient MyEmailClient
Peer Review PeerReview PeerReview
Quiz SirnpleQuiz SirnpleQuiz
Write Report Google Docs PresentationTool

Table 6.8: Services selected to instantiate tasks in Scenario One
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As shown by the comparison of the two PWEs in table 6.8, by modifying the two properties 

of the Learner Model the selection of services can be influenced so that appropriate services 

are selected in each case. Specifically, the Web Quest task is instantiated for test user 1 

using two Google services, GoogleSearch and Google Notebook where as for test user 2 

two alternative services, the Youtube search service and a simplebookmarking service are 

sck'ctcd. This differeuicc is caused by a combination of the two Learner Modc'l propc'rtiiis. 

Services that require a Google account are not selected for test user 2 because this user 

does not have a Google account. This user’s Learner Model also specifies that they have 

a poor level of literacy and so they are given a more visual service (Youtube) with which 

to carry out the Webquest. Another service selection that shows a difference is that of 

the Discussion task, the GmailClient service is selected for test user 1 while an alternative 

email client, MyEmailClient service, is selected for test user 2 again because they do not 

have a Google account.

Adaptive Sequencing of Services Scenario Three is designed to demonstrate the 

ability of the system to generate an adaptively sequenced PWE. In this case the sequencing 

of the services that make up the PWE is adapted based on the learner’s level of competency 

in the Python programming language, captured by the qcl element of the Learner Model. 

As shown in figures ?? and ??, which can be found in appendix 6.4.1.2, the generated 

compositions have different structures depending on the Learner Model. The sequencing 

of the tasks in the two activity diagrams is consistent with the two PWE Models generated 

for the test users (see figures ?? and ??). The PWE Model for test user 1 is consistent 

with the activity diagram in figure 6.7 while the PWE Model for test user 2 is consistent 

with the activity diagram in figure 6.8. This illustrates that different values for properties 

captured in the Learner Model can result in changes in the sequencing of services in the 

generated PWE Model based on the execution of the Narrative Model.

6.4.3.3 Appropriate Non-Adaptive Service Selection

Every service incorporated into a PWE must be selected by the system, based on the 

abstract description of the service required and any information that is relevant from 

the Learner Model. This means that, the quality of the PWE generated is heavily 

dependent on the ability of the AI Planner to appropriately select services. In this
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User Composition
Generated

Appropriate
Adaptation Notes

1 Yes Yes PWE Model was generated by system. 
Sequencing was adapted for inexperienced 
learner

2 Yes Yes PWE Model was generated by system. 
Sequencing was adapted for inexperienced 
learner

Table 6.9; Services selected to instantiate tasks in Scenario One

(^valuation the planiK'r was responsibk' for sekicting services for 17 differc'iit tasks across 

the three scenarios. Even in scenarios where the selection mechanism was not influenced 

by adaptive behaviours the planner itself still introduces a degree of dynamism into the 

selection process. To be better able to identify whether or not the planner was able to 

successfully select appropriate services for each of the three scenarios the results of the 

service selections have been summarised in table 6.10. The first column of the table lists 

all of the tasks that make up the three scenarios while the second column shows the 

service that the planner selected from the available services to satisfy the requirements of 

the corresponding task. The third column indicates whether or not the planner made a 

selection (this could also be inferred from the second column) irrespective of the correctness 

of the selection while the fourth column indicates whether or not the selection made by 

the planner, if any, can be considered appropriate based on the requirements of the task.

As shown in table 6.10, the planner was able to make a service selection for every one of 

the 17 service selections requests that were made to it. Furthermore, the planner selected 

a service that could be considered appropriate in each case.

6.4.3.4 Dynamic Composition by AI Planner

Another of the criteria that was investigated was the ability to have the AI Planner 

dynamically select and sequence services to satisfy the requirements of an individual task 

where a single appropriate service is not available. This behaviour was demonstrated 

by Scenario One in which the Web Quest task could not be implemented using a single 

service, instead requiring the AI Planner to compose services to satisfy the goals specified 

in the narrative.

By comparing the abstract activity diagram of the scenario in figure 6.9 with an activity
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Task Service Selected Selection
Made

Appropriate
Selection

Web Quest GOOGLESEARCH
GOOGLENOTEBOOK

Yes Yes

Interview INTERVIEW Yes Yes
Worksheet WORKSHEET Yes Yes
Discussion GMAILCLIENT Yes Yes
Peer Review PEERREVIEW Yes Yes
Quiz QUIZ Yes Yes
Write Report GOOGLEDOCUMENTS Yes Yes
Search GOOGLESEARCH Yes Yes
Note Taking SIMPLEBOOKMARKING Yes Yes
Programming PYTHONINTERPRETER Yes Yes
Worksheet WORKSHEET Yes Yes
Save Work FTPCLIENT Yes Yes
Discussion SIMPLEIRC Yes Yes
Wiki WIKI Yes Yes
Concept Mapping BUBBLES Yes Yes
Search GOOGLESEARCH Yes Yes
Write Report GOOGLEDOCUMENTS Yes Yes

Table 6.10: Services selected to instantiate tasks in Scenario One

diagram representation of the generated PWE for test user 1, figure 6.10, we can see 

that to satisfy the requirements of the Web Quest task the AI Planner generated a plan 

consisting of two services, GoogleSearch and GoogleNotebook which run in parallel.

Web
Quest

Interview

Worksheet

Discussion Peer
Review

k________ j

■-------------- N
Quiz

Write
Report

Figure 6.9: Abstract Activity Diagram for Scenario One

Google
Search

Google
Notebook

. ^
Peer

Review

— -------- ^
Simple
Quiz

is___________ /i

(--------------^Google
Docs

Figure 6.10: Scenario One Activity Diagram representing instantiated PWE 

Three aspects of the dynamic composition are important:

• Whether or not a composition is generated

• Whether or not the composition generated meets the requirements (goals) specified 

for the task
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• Whether or not the cornposition was appropriate for the individual learner.

Findings for ht(!S(' three- factors are- shown in figure fi.ll. As can sc-en from tlu^ table, 

for both learners, the system was able to generate a dynamic conposition consisting of 

tyi)e types of service, a search service and a bookmarking service. Taken together, these 

.se-rvicees iiK-et the- requirements sp('cih('d in the- narrative for a s<'arch and bookmarking 

service. Furthermore, for the learning with a high literacy score and a google account 

the GOOGLESEARCH GOOGLENOTEBOOK services were selected where as for the 

learner with a low literacy level and no Google account the YOUTUBESEARCH, 

SIMPLEBOOKMARKING services were selected.

User Composition
Generated

Composition 
meets task 

requirements

Composition 
meets user 

requirements

Notes

I Yes Yes Yes
2 Yes Yes Yes

Table 6.11: Summary of findings for Dynamic Composition of services

6.4.4 Conclusions

This experiment was designed to evaluate 5 key aspects of the system:

• Ability to implement learning activities and to sequence services using the available 
control flow patterns

• Ability to select services

• Ability to adaptively select services

• Ability to adaptively sequence services

• Ability to dynamically compose services

It was shown that, for the three scenarios used as part of the experiment, it was possible for 

the system to generate PWEs using the 5 supported control flow patterns. Furthermore, 

the system was able to select appropriate services using the service composition component 

(AI planner).

The adaptive behaviours supported by the system were shown to result in appropriate 

adaptations to the PWE in all cases. As part of scenario one, 8 adaptive service selections 

were carried out by the system and in all cases these were shown to be appropriate for the
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individual learners. Similarly, the adaptive sequencing of scenario one was also shown to 

be appropriate for the learner.

Finally, it was shown that the system wa capable of dynamically generating service 

compositions to realise tasks for which a service did not exist. Not only did the system 

respond in such cases and generate such a composition of services but it was shown that 

the generated compositions were appropriate based on the requirements of the task and 

that they were appropriate for the individual learners.

This experiment has shown that the system not only provides the necessary functionalities 

to adaptively select and sequence services in order to compose a PWE but also that the 

system can bring together these functionalities successfully as part of an integrated system 

to generate PWEs.

6.5 Experiment Three - Adaptive Selection and Adaptive 

Sequencing

The aim of this experiment is to investigate the implemented system’s ability to deliver 

coherent and personalised eLearning. As outlined previously, a series of recjuirements 

for this system were drawn up based on the objectives of the research, see chai)ter 6.23 

section 6.23. Of theses requirements, this experiment aims to addresses the following five 

requirements:

• The ability to Adaptively Select multimedia content (Objective 2)

• The ability to Adaptively Sequence multimedia content (Objective 3)

• The ability to generate a composition in accordance with a Strategy (Objective 4)

• Delivery of compositions to the user (Objective 9)

To evaluate these requirements, a user based trail was carried out in which a class of 

undergraduate students were given access to an adaptive eLearning course built on top of 

the PWE System. The details of this trial are provided in the following section. In order 

to focus primarily on the first two requirements listed above, the course consisted only of 

multimedia content with no interactive services and so only made use of techniques for the 

adaptive selection and sequencing of content. As part of the user trail the participants were 

given a questionnaire to complete and the answers that they provided were then aggregated
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and are provided in section 6.5.2. The aggregated results are divided into three key areas: 

Support for Adaptive Behaviours, Quality of Content and Usability. An analysis 

of the results obtained is then presented in section 6.5.3.

6.5.1 Methodology

To facilitate this evaluation, a personalised eLearning course, designed to teach Structured 

Query Language (SQL) as part of a course on databases, was developed. This course was 

designed to be delivered using the Adaptive Engine, which is at the core of the PWE 

system. The structure and content for this course had been used previously for several 

years both as part of a non adaptive eLearning course and an adaptive eLearning course. 

The previous adaptive course had been delivered using an older version of the AE and 

was the subject of several publications [Conlan 02, Brady 04, Conlan 04]. As such the 

educational soundness of this course have already been validated. The Narrative model 

and example Learner Model used in this adaptive course can be found in Appendix C.1.1 

and ?? respectively while an overview of the user interface can be found in Appendix ??.

The eLearning course allowed a user study to be carried out in which a class of 3rd and 

4th year nndergraduate students from three degree courses. Computer Science, Computer 

Science and Linguistics and Computer Engineering, were given access to the adaptive 

eLearning course. The adaptive online SQL course was the only formally delivered source 

of information on the subject provided to the students as the topic was not covered as 

part of the lectures. Following a period of five weeks in which the students had access 

to the course the students were given an exam on SQL as part of their course work. 

Sub.sequently, students from the class were offered the opportunity to take part in the 

experiment. Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire consisting of 30 questions. 

The (|uestions were designed to elicit the opinion of the participants on a range of properties 

of the course such as whether or not the users felt that the course generated by the system 

accurately reflectt'd the course they wanted and whether the content selected by the system 

was appropriate. The questionnaire consisted mainly of multiple choice questions although 

some of the questions asked the users to rate certain aspects of the system. In addition to 

tlu'se qiK'stions, the users were also offered the ehance to provide' additional eoniUK'nts or 

feedback. The questionnaire form provided to participants in the experiment is provided in 

Appendix C.2. In addition to this questionnaire, the participants were asked to complete
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a System Usability Scale (SUS) [Brooke 96] questionnaire, see Appendix C.2.

To illustrate how the questions from the questionnaire correspond to the aims of the 

experiment, the questions have been grouped in accordance the three areas of interest as 

well as an additional group of questions used to gauge the participants prior experience, 

which are shown below:

Prior Experience Questions

• How much experience do you have using online learning resources?

• Are you comfortable learning new course material via the Web?

• How much experience in SQL did you have before commencing the Online SQL 
Course?

Support for Adaptive Behaviours

• After completing the initial online questionnaire, approximately how many times did 
you rebuild the course?

• Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the answers you gave

• Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the course(s) you wanted?

• Did the course sections contain the content you expected?

Quality of Content

• Were the courses generated easy to navigate?

• Did the course content of the generated course(s) appear disjoint?

• Would you have liked a greater level of control as to how the content was structured? 
(i.('. the ability to place contcmt iu diffenuicc' scx'tions)

• Please rate the course sections on how effectively you felt they represented the subject 
matter.
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Usability

• Were the oi)jectives of the generated course(s) clear to you?

• Upon completion of the online course did you feel you had completed the objectives?

• Was the quantity of content on each page satisfactory?

• Would you have found the ability to modify the web interface beneficial? (i.e. 
I)lacement of buttons, number and type of hyperlinks)

6.5.2 Results

This section presents the aggregated results from the user evaluation along with some 

comments on the significance of those results. The answers to the individual questions 

from the user survey are grouped together in accordance with the three evaluation criteria, 

Support for Adaptive Behaviours, Content Quality and Usability, as outlined previously. 

The full set of results from the evaluation can be found in appendix C.3, including the 

results of the questions relating to prior knowledge and experience with elearning, which 

are not presented in this section.

In total 32 students participated in the evaluation. From these 32 participants it was 

possible to obtain between 24 and 30 responses for each of the questions asked in the 

evaluation ciuestionnaire. Although some observations about the results are provided in 

this section, a more thorough analysis of the results is presented later in section 6.5.3.

6.5.2.1 Support for Adaptive Behaviours

The aim of this part of the evaluation was to identify how well the adaptive behaviours 

implemented by the system were able to meet the needs of the individual Learners. Four 

of the questions in the evaluation questionnaire were specifically designed to address this 

criteria.

How many times did you rebuild the course? The participants in the evaluation 

were asked how many times they rebuilt the course subsequent to the initial build of their 

personalised course, which occurred the first time that they logged into the system. Table 

6.11a provides the percentage breakdown of the responses of the 30 participants in the
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evaluation that answered this particular question. This data is also represented visually 

as a pie chart in figure 6.11b.

As shown, almost a quarter of the participants did not rebuild the course at all while the 

majority of the participants, 67%, only rebuilt the course a further one or two times. The 

remaining 10% of the participants rebuilt the course three to four times.

Response %
0 23
1-2 67
3-4 10
5-6 0

(a) Q4 Table (b) Q4 Graph

Figure 6.11: How many times did you rebuild the course?
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Did the course generated reflect the answers given in the online questionnaire?

The second question relating to the adaptive behaviour of the system was Q6 in the 

evaluation questionnaire, “Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the answers 

you gave in the online questionnaire”. 29 participants responded to this question, the 

re?sults of which are listed in table 6.12a and visualised as a pie chart in figure 6.12b. As 

shown, the majority (68%) of participants felt that the personalised course generated 

by the system was consistent with the answers given by them in the initial course 

questionnaire.

Response %
Never 8
Rarely 24
Usually 60
Always 8

Always

Usually

Figure 6.12:
questionnaire?

(a) Q6 Table (b) Q6 Graph

Did the course generated reflect the answers given in the online

Did the course generated reflect the course you wanted? Question 7 in the 

evaluation questionnaire asked the participants if the course generated by the system 

reflected the course they wanted. As was the case in the answers to the previous question, 

a similarly large proportion of the participants, 61.6%, responded positively, as can be 

seen from the results table and corresponding chart, see Table 6.13a and Figure 6.13b 

respectively. This indicates that the course generated by the system was the course that 

these participants wanted. Of those that responded negatively, one participant commented 

that they had previous knowledge of SQL and only really wanted a summary of the syntax 

rather than the detailed discussion provided by the course content.

Did the course sections contain the content you expected? The final question 

relating to the adaptive behaviour of the system, question 13 of the evaluation 

cpiestionnaire, asked the participants if the course sections contained the content that 

they expected. As shown in table 6.14a, 86.67% of the 30 participants that answered this 

question responded positively, indicating that the content was appropriately selected by
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Always

Response %
Never 11.5
Rarely 26.9
Usually 57.7
Always 3.9

Usually

Never

Rarely

(a) Q7 Table (b) Q7 Graph

Figure 6.13: id the course generated reflect the course you wanted?

the system.

Interestingly, this is a signiflcantly more positive response compared to the results for 

the previous two questions. Perhaps this can be explained by the slightly less subjective 

nature of the question.

Always

Response %
Never 6.67
Rarely 6.67
Usually 80.00
Always 6.67

Never
Rarely

Usuallv
(a) Q13 Table (b) Q13 Graph

Figure 6.14: Did the course sections contain the content you expected?

6.5.2.2 Quality of Content

The second aspect of the system looked at in this experiment was that of content quality. 

In order to evaluate the quality of the content delivered by the system two issues of 

content quality were investigated, the appropriateness of the content for a given user and 

the flow/sequencing of the content as selected and delivered by the system.

Flow/Sequencing of Content

Were the courses generated easy to navigate? To evaluate the quality of the 

flow/sequencing of the content, three specific questions were asked of the participants as 

part of the evaluation questionnaire, the first of these questions, QIO. was “Were the
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courses generated easy to navigate?”. The participant’s responses to this question shown 

in table (i.lSa and visualised in figure 6.15b were, for the majority, positive with 93% of 

the 29 respondents saying that the course was always or usually easy to navigate.

One aspect of the system that contributed to the negative responses to this question was 

that some participants had issues with the visual layout of the tabs across the top of the 

page (see figure ?? in Appendix ??).

Always

Response %
Never 0
Rarely 7
Usually 76
Always 17

f Rarely

Usually
(a) QIO Table (b) QlO Graph

Figure 6.15: Were the courses generated ea.sy to navigate?

Did the course content appear disjoint? The second question that participants were 

asked with respect to the quality of the flow of content asked the participants if the courst' 

appeared disjoint. As can be seen from the data in table 6.16a, 84% of the 25 participants 

that responded to this (}uestion indicated that it was rarely or never disjoint in their 

opinion. These' rcisults can also be visualised in the chart shown in figure' 6.16b.

Some of the negative responses to this question can be attributed to, for example, 

participants that were more familiar with SQL and subsequently felt that there was too 

much repetition in the course content. Where as the participants that were less familiar 

with SQL also felt the content to be disjoint because in some areas a topic from later in 

the course was intentionally highlighted.

Unfortunately, the one participant that indicated that the course was always disjoint did 

not provide any comments as to why they felt this was the case. However this participant 

did comment that they did not use the course to learn SQL. This raises the question as to 

how much time they spent using the course and subsequently how accurately they could 

judge the quality of the content. Due to the ethical requirement for participants in the 

experiment to be anonymous, it is not possible to actually check how much the participant 

in question did use the course.
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Always
Usually

Response %
Never 4
Rarely 80
Usually 12
Always 4

Never

Rarely
(a) Qll Table (b) Qll Graph

Figure 6.16: Did the course content appear disjoint?

Would have liked greater control of content structure? Question 15 of the 

questionnaire asked the participants if they would have liked a greater level of control 

over the structuring of the content. From the participant’s responses to this question, 

summarised in table 6.17a, it can be seen that 64% of the participants (29 participants 

responded to this question) would like a greater level of control compared to 31% who did 

not.

Always

Response %
Never 3
Rarely 33
Usually 47
Always 17

Never

Rarely

Usually

(a) Q15 Table (b) Q15 Graph

Figure 6.17: Would have liked greater control of content structure?

Appropriateness of Content To gauge the appropriateness of the content delivered 

by the system, the participants were asked to rate, on a scale from 1 to 5. how effectively 

they felt each of the course sections represented the subject matter. A score of 1 indicates 

that the subject matter was not represented at all while a score of 5 indicates that the 

subject matter was represented completely. The results obtained from the 26 participants 

that answered this question are shown in table 6.12. The table shows the percentage 

breakdown of results in each of the 5 rating categories for each of the course sections.

Figure 6.18 consists of a set of pie charts that illustrate the proportions of participant’s 

responses that fell into each of the five rating categories for each of the individual course 

sections. As can be seen from the pie charts and the corresponding data from table 6.12,
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Database Concepts 0.0% 3.8% 38.5% 38.5% 19.2%
Creating a Database 7.7% 11.5% 30.8% 26.9% 23.1%
Populating a Database 7.7% 11.5% 26.9% 30.8% 23.1%
Database Retrieval 15.4% 3.8% 23.1% 30.8% 26.9%
Database Applications 7.7% 26.9% 23.1% 23.1% 19.2%

Table 6.12: Effec tiveness of Subject Matter Representation Results (Q17)

for most of the course sections, the majority of participants (between 50% and 57.7%) 

gave the effective representation of subject matter a score of 4 or 5. The only exception 

was for the Database Applications section, which only received a rating of 4 or 5 from 

42.3% or participants.

(a) Database Concepts (b) Creating a Database

4

(c) Populating a Database

1

3 2
(d) Database Retrieval (e) Database Applications

Figure 6.18: Effectiveness of Subject Matter Representation

If the threshold for an acceptable rating is expanded from 4 to 3, the percentage of 

participants giving the content a positive rating increases to above 80%. Again the 

Database Applications section has a much lower level of acceptance with only 65% of 

particijrants rating it 3 or higher. This analysis of the data is based on the assumption 

that 3 is a neutral score indicating that the participant considered the subject matter 

representation to be neither totally incomplete nor totally complete.
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6.5.2.3 Usability

In order to evaluate the usability of the system, the participants in the evalnation were 

asked to fill in a standard SUS questionnaire. In addition to this, several of the questions 

from the main questionnaire were focused on different aspects of the usability of the system, 

namely the educational usability of the system and the visual usability of the system.

System Usability Of the 32 participants that took part in the evaluation, only 24 

answered all of the questions on the SUS questionnaire (5 participants did not complete 

the SUS questionnaire at all while a further 3 participants did not answer all 10 questions). 

After calculating the SUS score for each participant, a mean SUS score of 70.94 with a 

95% confidence interval of 6.99 was calculated, see figure 6.19a.

To better understand this mean SUS score, the individual SUS scores calculated were used 

to generate a frequency distribution chart as shown in figure 6.19b. As can be seen from 

the graph, the majority of participants, 83.33%, scored the system highly (above 60). In 

fact, the lowest two scores given to the system equate to a 4.06 point fall in the SUS score. 

These two low scores also account for 1.7 points of the confidence interval of 6.99.

12

8 50

■
21-40 41-60

SUS Score

61-80 81-100

fa) Mean SUS Score (b) Frequency Distribution of SUS Scores from 
Evaluation

Figure 6.19: Graphs of SUS Scores

The mean SUS score of 70.94 can be interpreted, according to [Tullis 08], as being above 

average based on an evaluation of 50 SUS studies, which had an average score of 66.
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Similarly, this score can be interpreted, according to Bangor et al’s [Bangor 09] 7 point 

adjective rating scale as equating to a ‘good’ system in terms of usability.

In addition to the SUS based evahiation, several questions in the main questionnaire were 

focused oil the evaluation of the system usability

Educational/Instructional Usability To evaluate the usability of the system from 

an educational perspective two aspects of the system were investigated, the user’s 

uiiderstaiidiiig of the course objectives and the ability to meet those objectives and the 

user interface itself. These aspects of the system under investigation were evaluated by 

means of a series of questions as part of the user questionnaire discussed previously.

Were the objectives of the generated course(s) clear to you? The responses of 

the participants to question 5, as shown in table 6.20a and visualised in figure 6.20b are 

generally positive with 65.5% of participants indicating that the objectives were clear. 

However, a significant number of participants 34.5% found the objectives unclear.

Always

Response %
Never 13.8
Rarely 20.7
Usually 58.6
Always 6.9

Usually

Never

Rarely

(a) Q5 Table (b) Q5 Graph

Figure 6.20: Were the objectives of the generated course(s) clear to yon?

Upon completion of the online course did you feel you had completed the 

objectives? 63% of the participants that responded to question 8 of the questionnaire 

indicated that they did feel that they had met the objectives as shown in table 6.21a 

and figure 6.21b. Unsurprisingly, there was a strong correlation between the participants 

responses to this question and those of the previous question as shown in Appendix 6.23. 

It is to be expected that if the participants could clearly identify the objectives of the 

course then they would be in a better position to meet those requirements.

Visual Usability
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No

Response %
Yes 63
No 37

Yes

(a) Q8 Table (b) Q8 Grapli

Figure 6.21: Upon completion of the online course did you feel you had completed the 
objectives?

Would you have found the ability to modify the web interface beneficial? To 

gauge the visual usability of the system, the participants were asked whether they would 

have liked to be able to modify the U1 to which 72.4% of the participants that responded 

to the question indicated that they did not feel the need for this, stating that they would 

either never or rarely find this beiudicial. The breakdown of the rc'sults for this question 

are shown in table 6.22a as well as visually in figure 6.22b. These resvdts can be taken as 

an indication that they found the U1 sufficiently well designed.

Response %
Never 34.5
Rarely 37.9
Usually 17.2
Always 10.4

Always 

Usually i

I

Rarely

Never

(a) Q16 Table (b) Q16 Graph

Figure 6.22: Would you have found the ability to modify the web interface beneficial?

Was the quantity of content on each page satisfactory? In question 14 

participants were asked if they would have liked to make changes to the Ul. The results, 

as shown in table 6.23a and figure 6.23b, indicate that 56% of the participants found the 

amount of content sufficient with only 7% indicating that they amount of content was 

never sufficient.
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Always

Response %
Never 7
Rarely 37
Usually 33
Always 23 Usually

Never

Rarely

(a) Q14 Table (b) Q14 Graph

Figure 6.23: Was the quantity of content on each page satisfactory?

6.5.3 Discussion and Analysis

As outlined previously, the aim of this experiment was to evaluate the ability of the system 

to support adaptive content based on three criteria, the ability of the system to adaptively 

select and sequence content, the quality of that content and the usability of the system. 

This section provides an analysis of the results based on these three criteria. As part 

of this analysis any significant correlations were identified between the answers given by 

the juirticipants to each question. This was achieved by using Spearman’s method"' for 

c'alculating the correlation coefficients and comparing them against the standard table 

of significant vahu's. Dm- to th(' nature of th(’ rc'sults in which not all ciiK'stions wi'n' 

answered by all imrticipants, pairwise deletion was used to calculate the correlation matrix. 

Based on this it was possible to identify the correlations that were statistically significant. 

A table outlining the Spearman correlation coefficients that were calculated is provided 

in Appendix C.4.2. For convenience, a table of the signihcant coefficient values is also 

provided in Appendix C.4.1. Any significant correlations that are of interest are disc;ussed 

as part of this analysis.

From the results reported in section 6.5.2.1 of this chapter it is clear that the majority 

of participants in the evaluation did not rebuild their courses frequently. To be able 

to understand why this was the case it is necessary to look at the results for the other 

(piestions in the evaluation questionnaire that were targeted at evaluating the systems 

support for adaptive behaviour. To facilitate this analysis, the results from the three 

questions are summarised in table 6.13.

The results shown in the table have been grouped based on whether the response of the 

participants were positive or negative. From this, it can be seen that the majority of

‘‘Spearmans method was chosen over Pearsons due to the ordinal nature of the data
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Did the course generated reflect the: Never/Rarely Usually/Always
answers given in questionnaire 32% 68%
course you wanted 38.4% 61.6%
content you expected 13.33% 86.67%

Table 6.13: Summary of results from evaluation questions on adaptive behaviours

participants found that the courses generated by the system usually or always reflected 

both the answers they gave to the qnestionnaire and the course they wanted. However 

32% of participants did not feel that the course reflected the answers that gave to the 

questionnaire while 38.4% did not feel that the course was the one that they wanted. 

These both represent significant percentages of the participants to have been dissatisfied 

Vjy the personalised course generated for them. One question that is raised by such high 

numbers is whether or not the composition, as guided by the Narrative Model, failed for 

these numbers. Based on the design of the system and how the Narrative Model for the 

SQL course is written it would seem an unlikely answer. Each of the five questions directly 

correspond to sections of the course resulting in a very coarse grained form of adaptation. 

The result of answering ‘yes’ to a question is that the corresponding section of the course 

is removed. Based on this design it is not possible for the system to have generated an 

incorrect structure. There are two likely causes for this result. Based on the low level of 

nse that the personalisation feature of the course received, it is possible that participants 

simply didn’t see the system adapting to their needs. Alternatively, the coarse grained 

nature of the adaptation might not have provided enough control of the course structure 

for participants. This would be consistent with the results for question 15 in which 64% of 

participants indicated that they would have liked more control over the course structure.

As might be expected, there was a significant correlation between the participants comfort 

with online learning and whether or not they felt the courses generated reflected the 

answers they gave. With 83% of participants stating that they were either quite or 

very comfortable with online learning this is not surprising although it does mean that 

participants that were less comfortable with online learning were also less likely to consider 

th(' conrse gc;nerat('d to correspond with their answc'rs. Similarly, tlu'rc' wa.s a significant 

negative correlation between the participants prior experience in SQL and whether the 

course generated was the course they wanted. This means that participants with little or 

no prior experience, who represented 73% of all participants, were much happier with the 

course generated. It is possible to attribute this result to the design of the SQL course and
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the content used. The course is designed to primarily support beginner or intermediate 

level students as it does not provide in depth discussions or more advanced topics that 

would be appropriate for stronger students. As such, the content that makes up the course 

is less useful to these stronger students and so they are more likely to be dissatisfied by 

the course.

Interestingly there was also a correlation between prior experience and whether the course 

contained the content expected. It would seem that the more experienced participants felt 

that the courses generated were as they expected but at the same time did not feel that 

they reflected their answers to the personalisation questionnaire. It is difficult to interpret 

this result as the questions posed in the SQL course personalisation instrument, see figure 

?? in Appendix ??, directly corresponded to high level concepts within the SQL domain 

and explicitly referred to these concepts in the questions. Perhaps the more experienced 

participants exi)ected more topics or advanced concepts to be covered in certain sections 

of the course based on their prior knowledge of the domain.

Furthermore, a significant majority considered the generated course to contain the c«ntent 

they expected. Based on these results it can be argued that the reason that most 

participants did not rebuild the course, after it was initially generated for them, was 

that the course already accurately matched their needs and expectations and so they did 

not feel the need to rebnild it a second time.

When looking at the quality of the content in the course, the experiment focused on the 

appropriateness of the content and the flow or sequencing of the content. The results 

for this part of the experiment were reported in section 6.5.2.2 of this chapter and are 

summarised in table 6.14.

Never/Rarely Usually/Always
Were courses easy to navigate? 7% 93%
Did course content appear disjoint? 84% 16%
Would you have liked greater 
control of content structure?

36% 64%

Table 6.14: Summary of results from evaluation questions on quality of content flow

As shown by the results in the table, the majority of the participants found that the course 

was easy to navigate (93%) and that the content was not disjoint (84%). These are very 

positive results that clearly indicate that the structure of the course and the sequencing
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of the content are both well designed. Importantly, it clearly indicates that the adaptive 

behaviours of the system do not impact adversely on the flow of the course. Interestingly, 

when the participants are asked if they would like greater control over the structure of 

the course they respond less positively with 64% indicating that they would like more 

control. One reason for this might be the background of the participants, who were all 

computer science or engineering students who are therefore both technically experienced 

and curious. This assertion is backed up a comment that one participant provided that 

indicated they would find it ‘cool’ to be able to modify the course layout in this way.

The results for the evaluation of the appropriateness of the content were presented in 

section 6.5.2.2. Table 6.15 shows the percentage breakdown of results in each of the 

5 rating categories for each of the course sections. Also listed in the table are the mean 

scores for each of the course sections and the 95% confidence interval for each of those mean 

scores. The numerical breakdown of the rating scores used to generate the percentages in 

the table can be found in Appendix C.3.1.

Course Section Rating Score Percentages Mean
Score

Confidence
Interval

1 2 3 4 5
Database Concepts 0.0% 3.8% 38.5% 38.5% 19.2% 3.73 0.32
Creating a Database 7.7% 11.5% 30.8% 26.9% 23.1% 3.46 0.46
Populating a Database 7.7% 11.5% 26.9% 30.8% 23.1% 3.50 0.46
Database Retrieval 15.4% 3.8% 23.1% 30.8% 26.9% 3.50 0.52
Database Applications 7.7% 26.9% 23.1% 23.1% 19.2% 3.19 0.49
Average 7.7% 11.5% 28.5% 30.0% 22.3%

Table 6.15: Effectiveness of Sid)ject Matter Representation Residts (Q17)

As can be seen the data in the table, for most of the course sections, the majority of 

participants (between 50% and 57.7%) gave the effective representation of subjex't matter 

a score of 4 or 5. The only exception was for the Database Applications section, which 

only received a rating of 4 or 5 from 42.3% or participants.

If the threshold for an acceptable rating is expanded from 4 to 3, the percentage of 

participants giving the content a positive rating increases to above 80%. Again the 

Database Applications section has a much lower level of acceptance with only 65% of 

participants rating it 3 or higher. This analysis of the data is based on the assvnnption 

that 3 is a neutral score indicating that the participant considered the subject matter 

representation to be neither totally incomplete nor totally complete.
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Tlie mean scores shown in table 6.15 were used to generate a bar chart, figure 6.24, in 

which each of the mean sc:ores is shown along with the corresponding confidence interval. 

As shown, it is possible, with a high degree of confidence, to say that the mean score for 

each of the course sections is 3 or higher. Again, the values for the Database Applications 

section are less straight forward although the calculated mean of 3.19 is still relatively 

consistent with the values calculated for the other course sections.
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Figure 6.24: Mean Effectiveness Scores by Course Section (Error bars represent 95% 
conhdence interval)

The difference in ratings for the Database Appslications section in ctomparison to the other 

course sections can be attributed to the fact that this is a relatively short section of the 

course, which has shortcomings with respect to the range of topics it covers. For example, 

it discusses Embedded SQL and PL/SQL but does not cover language specific details such 

as how to write a PHP application using Embedded SQL or how to write a Trigger. This 

is an intentional aspect of the course, which is intended to encourage the students that 

use the course to hnd this information for themselves as part of a self directed learning 

activity. However, with the increasing familiarity of students with web development they 

are beginning to expect a lot more detail on topics such as Embedded SQL. This assertion 

is backed up by some of the comments provided by participants in the experiment, which 

made this exact point.

To gain a better insight into the results obtained, the frequency distribution of ratings for 

('ach of the courses sc'ctions w(T(' plotted as a stackc'd liiu' graph as shown in hgurc' (i.25. 

An analysis of this graph seems to back up the interpretation of the results. It can be seen
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from the plots for each of the course sections that the distribution tend towards scores of 

3 or higher with a noticeable peak to the curves in the 3-4 range.

-►■Database Applications 
-A-Database Retrieval 
V Populating a Database 
-►Creating a Database 
-■-Database Concepts

Effectiveness Score

Figure 6.25: Frc'qiU'ncy Distrib\iti()n of Effectiveness Scores by Course- Se'ction

The results of the usability aspect of this experiment are reported in section 6.5.2.3 of this 

chapter. An initial analysis of the overall usability of the system by means of the SUS 

score indicates that the system is pretty average in terms of usability with a score that can 

be interpreted as indicating that the system is ‘good’. This rating would seem to indicate 

that although the system cannot be considered to be exceptional it is not bad either and 

this is an important point. This result can be seen to indicate that the adaptive behaviours 

implemented by the system do not have a significant adverse effect on the usability of the 

system.

Looking more closely at the usability of the system from an educational and visual 

perspective we can see from the results that the majority of users found the objectives 

of the system clear (65.5%) with 63% of participants feeling that they had completed 

the objectives of the course. Unsurprisingly, there is a strong correlation (see Aj)pendix 

C.4.2 for more details on how this correlation was identified) between these two results 

indicating that participants that foutid tlu- objectives of tlu- course' clearly identifiabh' were-
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more likely to feel that they were able to meet the objectives of the course.

Aside from the expected correlation between the participants being able to identify the 

objectives of the course and feeling that they had completed the objectives at the end of 

the course there were some other interesting correlations. It was found that participants 

that were not able to identify the objectives of the course also found the course more 

difficult to navigate and the content more disjoint. The obvious question arising from this 

is in which direction this relationship goes, intuitively it would seem that the ability of 

the participants to identify the objectives of the course had an impact on how easy they 

found the course to navigate. The inverse of this would seem less likely. Interestingly, no 

correlation was found between the participant’s ability to identify the objectives of the 

course and their prior experience either in SQL or with online learning in general. Another 

interesting observation was that the participants that found the objectives of the course 

clear also felt tliat the amount of content on each page was satisfactory.

However, 38.5% of participants found the objectives of the course unclear. This represents 

a very high i)roportion of the participants and indicates that there is an issue with how 

the objectives of the course are conveyed to learners. This issue, although not directly 

related to the adaptive nature of the course can have a serious impact on the educational 

effectiveness of the course. There exists the potential to significantly improve this through 

further investigating the problems that participants had with this aspect of the course.

I'he most significant of all correlations between answers in the evaluation indicated that 

the participants who felt they had completed the objectives of the course also wanted more 

control over the content included. This observation makes sense as it implies that those 

participants who found the course easiest and so were able to achieve the objectives, were 

less burdened by the content and so were more likely to consider other related topics. For 

such learners a more freedom with respect to the course content is clearly desirable.

As discussed previously, the results for the visual usability of the system indicate that 

the participants found the UI to be ‘good’. Some of the more negative reactions can be 

attributc^d to specific issuers that W('re identified by the participants with the us('r intcuface. 

Specifically, some participants had issues with some of the font sizes used while others made 

valid points about the placement of the navigation buttons. By addressing some of these 

issues it might be possible to improve the usability of the system even further.
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Another issue that some participants in the study had was with the volume of content 

displayed on each page. There was cpiite an even split between participants that felt the 

volume was sufficient and those that did not. Of those that did not like the small ‘pagelet’ 

style presentation of content, some commented that it felt like a presentation while others 

felt that they had to interact too much with the Uf to navigate the content. This type 

of issiK' is always going to b(' present in any aspect of the systc'in that is oiKi si/(' fits all. 

There will always be users who do not want to access the content online and would rather 

download a single document containing all of the content. Perhaps the results obtained 

for this aspect of the system imply that the adaptive behaviours of the system need to be 

extended to the volume of content displayed to individual users.

6.5.4 Conclusions

The analysis of the results from this experiment have shown that the system was capable 

of adaptively selecting and sequencing appropriate eLearning content. This is illustrated 

by three key findings:

• Only 20% of participants considered the content selected by the system to be 

ineffective.

• 84% of participants found the content sequencing was not disjointed. Furthermore, 

93% said that they found the composed courses easy to navigate.

• The overall usability of the system was rated as above average.

An additional hnding of this experiment is that there was a significant correlation between 

participant’s prior ('xperienc(^ and how ('ffc'ctive they felt tlu' personalisation of the cour.sc' 

was. This seems to suggest that the personalisation applied by the system was most 

effective for less experienced participants compared to the more experienced participants.
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6.6 Experiment Four - Performance and Scalability

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the performance and scalability of the PWE 

system (objective 9) during both the adaptation process and the delivery of the PWE to 

the user. Specifically the objectives of this experiment are to evaluate the impact of load 

on the time it takes to carry out the adaptation process and to evaluate whether or not 

the added complexity that the use of the workflow engine introduces into the architecture 

adversely affects the usability of the system from the perspective of page load times. A 

final obj('(:tiv(' of this ('xpc'riment was to (waluatc' tlu' impact of load on tlu' delivc'ry of 

services to the user.

To achieve this, the experiment is broken into two parts, the first focuses on the 

performance of the system during the adaptation process with the second looking at 

runtime performance. The simulated user interactions represented a prerecorded set of 

real user interactions with the system, which are then used to load test the system with 

increasing numbers of users. As part of the load testing experiments, page load times as 

well as server performance metrics were recorded and subsequently analysed with respect 

to the usability of the system as the number of users increased and the potential for the 

system to be scaled to cope with larger numbers of users.

6.6.1 Environment Configuration

The invocation of the system will be handled by the Apache JMeter 

[Apache Foundation 10a] application, which is configured to send the appropriate 

HTTP requests to the adaptive system in order to trigger the adaptation process. The 

time taken by the system to process each request is recorded by JMeter based on the 

time from the initial request by JMeter until a response is received by JMeter from the 

PWE system indicating a successful execution.

The experiments were run using a set of three virtual machines^ running on a single server 

with 2 quad core Xeon processors running at 2.5 GHz and 16GB rarn. The software 

configuration of the three virtual machines is provided in tables 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18.

All three servers were connected to a gigabit (lOOOMb/sec) ethernet switch which was then 

connected to the LAN. However the machine used to run the benchmarks using the JMeter

®The Xen [Citrix 06] virtualisation technology was used to create the virtual inachir
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Memory 2GB ram
Operating System 64 bit Ubuntu Linux 8.04
Java Virtual Machine 64 bit Sun JVM vl.5.0 16-b02
.IVM Configuration -Xms 768m

-Xmx 768m
-Xss 513k
-PermSize 256m
-MaxPermSize 256m

Servlet Engine Apache Tomcat 5.5.20
Hosted Applications PWE Web Appliation (LADiE Use Cases)

Planner Web Service (Apache Axis 1.x)
Apache Axis 2.x
Composition2BPEL Web Service
WSRP Proxy Web Service

Database eXist Native XML Database vl.4.0

Table 6.16; Software Configuration of Host Server One

Memory 1GB ram
Operating System 64 bit Ubuntu Linux 8.04
Java Virtual Machine 64 bit Sun JVM vl.5.0 16-b02
JVM Configuration -Xms 768m

-Xmx 768m
Servlet Engine Apache Tomcat 5.5.28
Servlet Engine Configuration maxTlireads 150

ininSpareThreads 25
acceptCount 100
connectionTimeout 2000

Hosted Applications ActiveBPEL 5.0.2

Table 6.17: Software Configuration of Host Server Two

Memory 2GB ram
Operating System 64 bit Ubuntu Linux 8.04
Java Virtual Machine 64 bit Sun JVM vl.5.0 16-b02
JVM Configuration -Xms

-PermSize
1024m
256m

J2EE Applicaiton Server Sun Glassfish v2.1
Application Server Configuration maxThreads 200
Hosted Applications OpenPortal Portlet Gontainer v2.0 

OpenPortal WSRP Implementation vl.O

Table 6.18: Software' Configuration of Host Sc'i ver Thn'C'
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tool wa.s not connected to the same switch. The benchmarking machine was located in the 

same building as the servers and connected to the LAN via a gigabit ethernet connection.

6.6.2 Evaluation of Adaptation Process Performance

The adaptation process was carried out by the Adaptive Engine in conjunction with the AI 

Planner service and supported by the eXist XML database, which provides access to the 

necessary metadata models. In addition to the process of generating a PWE model, it is 

necessary to deploy the PWE so that it can be executed. This secondary process involves 

an additiciiial .set of components, the BPELGenerator Service, the WSBPEL workflow 

engine and the user portal.

To evaluate the performance of the system during these phases of execution, a set of 

benchmarks were generated based on the adaptive generation of a PWE that realises 

one of the use cases used in experiment two. The system was configured, as described 

in experiment three, with the necessary metadata models and services available. The 

benchmarking of the system was carried out using the number of concurrent users as a 

mechanism for scaling the load applied to the system, with individual samples being taken 

for 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 simulated users. For runs of more than a single user, a set of 

example user models will be used to simulate the different properties of individual users, 

resulting in tlu' systcmi geiKU'ating diffeixmt PWEs.

6.6.2.1 Evaluation Set Up and Execution

The Apache JMeter load testing application was used to carry out the benchmarking of 

the adaptation process. This allowed the benchmarking to be carried out in a realistic 

manner with the adaptation taking place in the context of the action web application that 

was used to demonstrate the functionality of the system in the previous section of this 

chapter.

To achieve this, a JMeter Test Plan was developed that allowed a number of independent 

users to be logged into the webapp and for them to invoke the adaptation process in the 

same way as a real user would when accessing the system through a web browser. A 

screemshot illustrating the components of the developed Test Plan can be seen in figure 

6.26. The Test Plan consisted of a Thread Group that allowed the number of users logged
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into the system to be controlled. The Thread Group contained a series of HTTP request 

handlers that made the necessary requests to the appropriate JSPs. The username and 

password used by each ‘user’ to log into the system were dynamically generated as part 

of the Test Plan execution in accordance with a naming convention. The generated user 

credentials corresponded to accounts that were set up on the system prior to the running 

of the benchmarking. In addition to the Thread Group, the Test Plan contained a Listener 

that allowed the response times as well as the actual responses returned by the webapp 

to be captured. An XML description of this JMeter Test Plan can be found in appendix 

D.l.

9 A Test Plan
9 Jj^ Thread Group]

UserlD
9 ^/LADiE/

HTTP Header Manager 
9 ^ /LADiE/j_security_check

HTTP Header Manager 
9 ^ /LADiE/actlvitySelectionProcessor jsp 

HTTP Header Manager 
9 ^ /LADiE/build.jsp

HTTP Header Manager 
HTTP Cookie Manager 

a View Results Tree 
m View Results in Table 

11=1 WorkBench

Figure 6.26: Screenshot of Apache JMeter Test Plan for personalisation process 
benchmark

6.6.2.2 Results

The benchmarking process involved a series of samples being taken corresponding to an 

increasing number of users accessing the system. Samples were taken for 1, 10, 20, 50 and 

100 concurrent users accessing the system. The average time taken for the build process 

was then calculated for each sample. The raw data for these benchmarks can be found in 

apjiendix D.2 while the average times calculated from this data are provided in table 6.19

The average build times were then used to generate a line graph, see figure 6.27, plotting 

the average build time against the number of parallel build processes (number of concurrent
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# Users 1 10 20 50 100
Average Response Time 3.883 15.4043 26.1495 70.3759 161.47733

Table 6.19: Average build times (in seconds) for personalisation process

users).

Average Build Time
180

Figure 6.27: Line graph plotting average time taken to generate PWE

In order to be able to interpret the average build time data captured as part of this 

exiieriment, tlie performance of the server that the system was running on was also 

monitored over the time period that the benchmarking was carried out. Using the Dstat 

[Wieers 10] command line utility, which was configured to capture data relating to the 

CPU usage and Load average on the server at 1 second intervals. The raw data captured 

during the benchmark is provided in Appendix D.3.

Using the data captured a set of graphs were generated, which provide a visualisation of the 

data captured during the 50 user benchmark. Figure 6.29 shows a plot of the load average 

on the server over time. The load data in this case is the average load for a one minute 

period recorded on the server at every sample point. The load on the server represents the 

number of processes that are either running or waiting for the CPU, known as the ready 

queue. In this case the graph plots the value of the average load over the previous one 

minute period. Figure 6.29 plots the percentage CPU usage over the same period of time. 

In the graph the percentage CPU usage for both User, System and I/O Wait are stacked 

on top of each other so that the height of the graph at any point represents the sum of 

the three CPU usage values.

The build time data presented in figure 6.27 helps to illustrate what hapipens to the
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Figure 6.28: 1 Minute Load Average on 
build server during 50 user benchmark
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Figure 6.29: Percentage CPU Usage on 
build server during 50 user benchmark

performance of the system as load (the number of users) increases but it docs not tell us 

anything about why the performance changes. In order to get a better understanding of 

what aspects of the build process are having the most significant effect on the performance 

of the system the system was instrumented so that a log of the time taken to carry out 

each discrete step in the Narrative execution could be monitored. The discrete steps in 

the Narrative that were monitored were the generation of the domain model used as part 

of the planning problem, the invocation of the AI Planner Web Service, the processing of 

the solution returned by the planner and the querying of metadata models stored in the 

database. A log of all of these activities was generated by repeating the 50 user benchmark 

that was carried out previously. From the log the average time spent carrying out each of 

these discrete tasks, per user, was calculated. The calculated averages are shown in table 

(i.2() and a bar graph rc'prcsc'ntation provick'd in hgurc' (i.dO.

Task Avg. Time (sec) Percentage Avg. Time
Processing Solution 11.175 21.63%
Querying Models 7.622 14.76%
Planning (Service Selection) 26.259 50.84%
Generating Domain 6.596 12.77%
Total Time 51.652 100%

Table 6.20: Breakdown of average time spent per user during 50 user benchmark
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Figure 6.30: Bar chart showing breakdown of average time spent for 50 user benchmark

6.6.2.3 Analysis

The time taken to build a PWE for a single user, 3.883 seconds, although not 

instantaneous, is acceptable for a web based application. Considering that a 

relatively complex web page such as the home page of the BBC News website 

(http://news.bbc.co.uk) takes over 4 seconds to be retrieved by a web browser running 

on a PC on a network with a high speed internet connection (10 Gigabit/sec). Looking 

at often cited response times from HCI research this time is almost twice a long as the 2 

second minimum Tolerable Wait Time (TWT) recommended by the early work on HCI 

[Miller 68] and the 1 second maximum time recommended by Neilsen [Nielsen 93] so as 

not to interupt the user’s flow of thought. However, this delay only occurs during the 

personalisation process, prior to the student beginning the learning activity. Looking 

at the recommended upper bounds on TWT, time taken is within the 10 second limit 

recommended by Neilsen [Nielsen 93] so as not to lose the user’s attention on the task 

and also Scheiderman’s earlier 8 second recommendation [Schneidernian 84]. More recent 

HCI research on TWT for information retrieval suggests that the 2 second time frame still 

holds true [Nah 04].

Looking at how the system scales as the load increases we can see that the response time 

increases at a steady rate that closely follows a linear scale. However as the load increases 

from 50 to 100 users the average time taken to build the PWE starts to deviate from the 

relatively linear scaling seen for lower loads. An average build time of 70 seconds for a 

load of 50 users increases by ajiproximately 130% to 161 seconds. Although these build 

times are very long, they are broadly in line with how we would expect the system to scale
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and significantly there is no indication of exponential growth in the average built time, 

at least within the sample sizes used for this benchmark. This benchmark also puts the 

system under a very high load in a short space of time, 100 simulated users requesting 

PWE’s to be generated in a 1 second period.

The server performance data shown in figures 6.28 and 6.29 provides an indication of 

where the bottleneck, in terms of performance, lies. We can see that during the 50 user 

benchmark sample the load on the server reaches a peak value of 12.54 and was at a value 

of 8 or more for a period of 60 seconds. This is significant because the server used to 

carry out the benchmarking contained 8 CPU cores and as such could easily handle a load 

value of up to 8. Above this level, processes would have to wait before being allocated 

time on the CPU. Considering the service oriented nature of the system architecture and 

the limitations of the approach taken to integrate the native AI Planner component with 

the Java based WS wrapper, it is easy to see how so many processes could be generated. 

However, this service oriented architecture is also a means of addressing the issue. If the 

system was to be scaled horizontally by moving the database and other services to separate 

servers then the load could be spread across several machines. Additionally, a simple load 

balancing approach could be taken by taking advantage of the built in snpi)ort of the 

application server.

As mentioned, another factor that impacts on the performance is the AI Planner. We can 

see from hgure 6.30 that 50% of the average time taken to generate a PWE is spent waiting 

for a response from the AI Planner WS. A large part of this time is likely to be saved simply 

by the horizontal scaling of the system as discussed. However, the need for AI Planner 

WS to write hies to disk and spawn native threads is not the most efficient approach. If 

the native AI Planner were to be replaced with a Java implementation of an appropriate 

planning algorithm, which fully supported the PDDL language, then further signihcant 

performance benehts could be achieved and the time taken to generate a personalised 

activity could be brought closer to the 2 second time frame with this change alone.

6.6.3 Evaluation of Runtime Performance

The evaluation of the runtime performance of the system was focused on the impact on 

the system of the addition of the workflow engine as a proxy for the actual services used 

by the end user. The time taken by the system to deliver portlets as part of the UI and to
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react to user interactions is critically important in order for the system to be usable and 

not act as an impediment to the activities being delivered. In addition, the system needs 

to be capable of supporting a significantly large group of users accessing the system at the 

same time so that, for example, a class of students can make use of the system without 

the performance of the system degrading to an extent that makes it unusable.

To evaluate this aspect of the system’s performance two sets of benchmarks were carried 

out. The first designed to compare the time taken to deliver a portlet using the WSRP 

protocol with the delivery of the same portlet with the workflow engine acting as a proxy. 

The second set of benchmarks aim to investigate the scalability of the system by simulating 

the interactions of groups of users with the PWE system.

6.6.3.1 Part One

To evaluate the effect of adding the workflow engine as a proxy between the portlet 

consumer and the portlet provider, two sets of benchmarks were carried out. The hrst 

measured the time taken, from the moment a request is sent by the consumer to the time 

that the consumer receives the response from the producer. In this initial benchmark, the 

request from the consumer is sent directly to the portlet producer.

The second benchmark is carried out by measuring the same request-resj)onse time but 

with the messages being proxied by the workflow miming on the workflow engine. In this 

way, the time taken by the workflow engine to carry out any processing of the message 

and/or control flow within tlu' jirocess is taken into account.

These two benchmarks are carried out for both the getMarku]) and the 

perforniBlockinglriteraction requests.

The four benchmarks are carried out using Apache JMeter acting as the consumer as is 

the case in the previous experiment. This allows the number of parallel requests to be 

scaled while still allowing the timing to be recorded.

Methodology The benchmarking was carried out by first creating an appropriate 

JMeter Test Plan consisting of a thread group, used to control the number of requests made 

by JMeter in a specified period of time and a Listener to capture the data for analysis. 

In order to make the necessary requests to the WSRP services, a SOAP/XML-RPC
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Request Sampler was added to the Thread Group. This type of sampler allows the URL 

and SOAP message to be specified as part of the Test Plan definition. Four different 

test plans were generated, one for each of the of the 4 benchmarks to be carried out 

as listed below. The XML definitions for these test plans can be found in appendix 

appendixuuntimeBenchmarkJMeterPlan.

• getMarkup (direct request)

• getMarkup (request via WSBPEL process)

• performBlockingInteraction (direct request)

• performBlockingInteraction (request via WSBPEL process)

When running the Test Plans for each of the benchmark, the number of threads created 

by JMeter in the specified period of time was increased in order to generate samples for 

a range of request volumes from 1 to 200 threads. In these benchmarks, these separate 

threads are used to represent individual users.

The getMarkup and performBlockingInteraction operations used in these 

benchmarks are that of a simple HTML iframe portlet hosted on the Glassfish applicat ion 

server using the OpenPortal portlet and WSRP implementations as described previously. 

This is a very simple portlet that is well suited to the purpose of evaluating the impact of 

the proxying of WSRP requests through a WSBPEL process on the overall performance 

of the system with respect to the users interactions with services. The suitability of this 

portlet is based on its simplicity as it requires very little computation to generate the 

necessary HTML markup fragment. As such it will provide a consistent basis for the 

benchmarks without introducing any variability that might residt from the use of a more 

complex portlet.

The WSBPEL process used for the benchmarking of the proxied requests is a simple PWE 

BPEL process that contains only one activity/service, the iframe service. This will allow 

a comparison to be made between the results for both the WSBPEL proxied request and 

direct request benchmarks.

Results The results of the benchmarking of the getMarkup operation are provided in 

table 6.21. For each sample size, the average response time was calculated from a set of all 

the responses captured. A log of all of the responses for the getMarkup operation can be
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found ill appendix D.4. The table compares the average response time, for a given sample 

size, of SOAP requests that are proxied through the WSBPEL process with those that are 

sent directly to the Portlet Container.

# threads Direct Proxied via WSBPEL % Difference
1 53 94 77%

10 40.7 92.4 127%
25 43.48 121.44 179%
50 372.1 533.02 43%
100 1241.42 1443.34 16%
200 3007.75 3084.49 3%

Table 6.21: Average response times (in milliseconds) for getMarkup requests

To better illustrate these results, a line graph was generated, see figure 6.31, which plots 

the results for both the direct and proxied requests against each other. In the graph, the 

data points represented by diamonds correspond to the direct getMarkup requests while 

the triangles mark data points for the getMarkup requests proxied via the WSBPEL 

process. Due to the scale of this graph it does not clearly illustrate the results for sample 

sizes below 50. For this reason a second line graph, figure 6.32 is provided. This graph is 

based on the same data set but only shows the average response times up to a sample size 

of 50.

Number of Requests (in one second)

► Dtrect GetMarkup Proxied GetMarkup 
Requests Requests

Figure 6.31: Line graph plotting average 
response times for getMarkup requests 
(1-200 requests)

Number of Requests (in one second)

► Direct GetMarkup ♦Proxied Ge^arkup 
Requests Requests

Figure 6.32: Line graph plotting average 
response times for getMarkup requests 
(1-50 requests)

The benchmark results for the performBlockingInteraction operation are provided in table 

6.22. In the same manner as the results for the getMarkup samples, the average response 

time of both the proxied and direct versions of the perforniBlockinglnteracation sample
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sets was calculated from the raw data, which can be found in appendix D.5.

^ threads Direct Proxied via WSBPEL % Difference
1 41 93 127%

10 41.7 79 89%
25 40.88 103.96 154%
50 389.84 602.32 55%
100 1245.76 1358.75 9%
200 3019.42 3145.49 4%

Table 6.22: Average response times (in milliseconds) for performBlockingInteraction 
requests

The results from table 6.22 were then plotted against each other in a line graph as shown 

in figure 6.33. The data points in the graph marked with a diamond correspond to the 

direct performBlockingInteraction requests and the data points marked with a triangle 

correspond to the proxied requests. As was the case for the getMarkup results, a second 

graph was also generated for the performBlockingInteraction benchmark residts, figure 

6.34, which provides a better visualisation of the benchmark results between 1 and 50.

Number of Requests (in one second)

►Direct performB- '♦■Proxied performB- 
lockinginteractiDn lockinginteraction
Requests Requests

20 2S

Number of Requests (in one second)

► Direct performB* ■♦•Proxied performB- 
lockin^nteracOon lockinginteraction 
Requests Requests

Figure 6.33: Line graph
plotting average response times for 
performBlockingInteraction requests
(1-200 requests)

Figure 6.34: Line graph
plotting average response times for 
performBlockingInteraction requests (1-50 
requests)

Analysis As expected, the introduction of a WSBPEL jirocess acting as a proxy 

between the portal and the portlet provider does introduce a significant overhead, hbr a 

single request, the response time more than doubles from 41ms to 93ms, an increase of 

127%. However, as the results show, the increase in the average response time, although 

significant with respect to the baseline of the direct request to the portlet provider, it
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is relatively iiisigiiilicaiit when viewed in the context of an internet application. User.s 

on the web accept page load times that are relatively long. For instance, the Google 

home page (http;//www.google.com) takes 500ms to load when requested from the same 

machine used as the client in these benchmarks. Similarly, the home page for the BBC 

News website (http://news.bbc.co.uk) takes over 4 seconds to load. In this context, an 

increase' in response' time: eef 50nis is neet as signihe'ant as it might initially sex'in.

More importantly, the response time for a WSBPEL proxied request for a single user is 

still less that 0.1 seconds, which accoreling to Neilsen [Nielsen 93] is the limit for a response 

that the user will perceive as instantaneous. In fact performance did not begin to degrade 

signihcantly until the number of parallel threads increased beyond 25 users.

Looking at the affect on response time as the load on the system increases, we can see 

that the average response time does increase significantly as the number of users increases 

but this is the case for both the direct requests and the requests that are proxied through 

the WSBPEL process. In fact, the average response time for the proxied recpiests in the 

200 request sample is only 126.07ms longer, an increase of 4%, than the average respon.se 

time for the same number of direct requests.

6.6.4 Conclusions

This experiment aimed to evaluate the performance of the system both during the 

personalisation process for an activity and at run time as the user interacts with the 

activity. Through a series of benchmarks it was shown that the time taken to generate 

a personalised learnign activity was acceptable for a process that only occured prior to 

the user engaging in the activity. The benchmarks also provided an indication of where 

performance bottlenecks existed in the system and how the peformance could be improved. 

The run time performance of the system was also shown to remain below the threshold for 

responses to be considered instantaneous until the number of parallel threads increased 

beyond 25. This illustrates that the application of load balancing techniques to scale the 

system horizontally would allow the system to support even larger numbers of users with 

acceptable response times.
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6.7 Summary

This chapter has discussed the evaluation of the PWE system. As part of this discussion, 

the methodology, results and analysis for four experiments were presented. The aim of 

these four experiments were to evaluate the implemented systems ability to satisfy the 

objectives of this thesis.

The first experiment was designed to evaluate the ability to describe eLearning activities 

using the 5 workflow patterns that the system supports for the specification of control 

flow between services. As such it aims to evaluate the system’s ability sequence services 

to deliver a wide range of eLearning activities. This experiment consisted of an analysis 

of a set of independently developed eLearning activities with respect to the functionality 

provided by the system implemented. The results of this analysis showed that the workflow 

patterns supported by the system provided a sufficient range of control flow in order to 

support the implementation of snch activities.

The aim of the second experiment was to evaluate the ability of the system to adaptively 

sequence or select interactive services. This was achieved through the implementation 

of three use cases, based on the learning activities defined by the LADiE project. The 

subsc;quent analysis of the implemented use cases verified that the implemented system 

could deliver personalised learning activities.

The third experiment was designed to investigate the implemented system’s support for the 

adaptive selection and sequencing of multimedia content. It consisted of a user based trial 

that was run using a personalised course designed to teach SQL. This results obtained from 

this experiment showed that the system and the functionality it provided were sufficient to 

support the effective delivery of such a personalised course, making use of both ada{)tive 

selection and sequencing.

The fourth experiment investigated the performance of the system during both the 

generation of a PWE and the runtime interactions of the end user with the system. This 

experiment involved the benchmarking of both processes, the results of which showed that 

the system could handle the type of loads that might be expected in real world deployment.

The results of these four experiments show that the objectives of this research as outlined 

in chapter 1 and the requirements specified in chapter 4 have been met.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

The research question posed in this thesis asked what are the appropriate techniques 

and technologies recpiired to support the delivery of personalised web based learning 

experiences. Such experiences were characterised, in this research, as combining adaptively 

sequenced and selected multimedia content with adaptively composed interactive services 

in a unified manner while taking into account the needs of the individual.

This chapter discusses the objectives of this thesis and how those objectives were met. This 

discussion is then followed by a snmrnary of the contribution to the state of the art that 

this represents. This chapter concludes with a discussion of possible directions in which 

this research can be taken in the future. This discussion includes potential extensions 

to the research platform as well as new research questions that have arisen based on the 

research carried out for the purpose of this thesis.

7.2 Objectives and Achievements

7.2.1 State of the Art

TIk' first. ()bj<x tiv(' of this res('arch was:

“To carry out a literature review of the state of the art in those research areas that are 

of siynificance to this work. Specifically, this review will mvestiya,te the tec.hnoloyies and
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techniques that can be used for the adaptive selection and composition of content and 

services for eLearning”.

The review of Adaptive Learning waa carried out in two parts, the first focused on the 

learning theory that forms the basis of modern learning pedagogy. Specifically, the three 

perspectives of Associationism/Einpiricism, Cognitivism and Situativism. This review 

provided a theoretical justification for the research question as applied in the context of 

eLearning as the idea of engaging the Learner in the learning process through activity is 

promoted in all three perspectives although the motivation for doing so differed in each 

respective perspective.

Following this, a review of the techniques and technologies that can be applied for the 

purpose of adaptively delivering multimedia content was carried out. As part of this 

review, a set of prominent systems for the adaptive delivery of content were compared, 

with a focus on the area of Adaptive Hypermedia, such as AHA!, ADAPT^ and APeLS as 

well as the ActiveMath system and the IhlS Learning Design specification and its various 

implementations. A comparison of these adaptive systems and approaches was carried 

out based on a set of criteria that were considered important in adaptive systems, namely 

the adaptive techniques applied in each system and their architectural characteristics. 

From an analysis of this comparison, it was possible to identify common feattires, which 

successful adaptive content systems, as characterised by the systems presented in the 

review, possess. These common features can be seen as fundamental to any adaptive 

system to be developed. A secondary finding that can be drawn from this review is the 

limited support for the selection and sequencing of services in the current generation of 

adaptive content composition systems.

The second part of the state of the art review, which focused on the orchestration and 

dynamic composition of services was subsequently carried out. As mentioned, this first 

looked at technologies and systems that are capable of orchestrating services as part of a 

manually authored service workflow. In the context of this research, the manual authoring 

of workflows is important as it is necessary to be able to manage the control flow between 

services in a PWF, for instance to enforce pedagogical constraints. From this review it was 

clear that although the state of the art provided flexible support for control flow between 

services it did not address the need for adaptivity within the workflow. Although some 

of the systems surveyed, such as YAWL and the CAWF Framework, did provide basic
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support for adaptivity, this was very rudimentary. In order to identify techniques that 

could be used to address this lack of support for adaptivity within the service composition, 

the state of the art in dynamic service composition techniciues was surveyed...

7.2.2 Unified Architecture

The second objective of this research was:

“To research, iteratively develop and test an integrated adaptive system suitable for the 

pedagogically driven composition of multimedia content and interactive services. ”

A model driven framework was developed, which applied many of the design principles of 

Adaptive Ilypermetiia as identified from the state of the art review. The core component 

of this architecture, the Adaptive Engine (AE), facilitated the strategy driven selection 

and sequencing of content as well as the sequencing of services based on the needs and 

preferences of the Learner. The adaptive selection of services was achieved through the 

integration of an AI Planner with the AE. This allowed services to be adaptively selected 

based on the needs of the Learner through the configuration of the planning environment 

by the AE while taking into account the necessary parameters and other prerequisites 

of the services. The use of an AI Planner for this puri)ose also facilitated the dynamic 

composition of services in order to meet the needs of the learner in the event that a 

service did no exist that satisfied the necessary requirements. An additional benefit of the 

AI Planner, from the perspective of the PWE author, is that it allows them to be less 

explicit about tlu- th'finition of (-('rtain parts of a PWE wIk'U' tlu'ix' is no pc'dagogical lU'ed 

for the sequencing rules to be exjjlicitly stated. In such cases, the AI Planner can generate 

the necessary intermediate steps in the composition.

The delivery of the personalised composition was achieve through the novel integration of 

Web Service based portlet APIs and a WSBPEL based workflow engine. By dynamically 

transforming the personalised composition of services generated by the AE into an 

executable workflow it was possible to deliver the services selected for the Learner at 

the appropriate points in the composition, while maintaining the PWE author’s intended 

sequencing.

Through a series of evaluations the implemented system was shown to be capable of 

successfully delivering personalised multimedia content through both adaptive selection
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and adaptive sequencing techniques. Similarly, the evaluation showed that the system 

was capable of generating personalised service compositions consistent with the design 

of the PWE author. It was also shown that the system was sufficiently flexible so as to 

support the delivery of a range of eLearning activities that were independently developed 

by eLearning practitioners. The evaluation also showed that the system implemented had 

sutticient pcu’formance so that it would b(' usable from an (uid user p(U'sp('ctiv(' in tlu' 

context of a web application. The performance evaluation also showed that the system 

was scalable vertically to a large degree with the system’s service oriented architecture 

facilitated further horizontal scaling.

7.2.2.1 Mechanisms and Techniques for Adaptive Behaviours

As part of the design and implementation of the system, a set of technicjues were develop)ed 

that could be applied, as part of the narrative, to take advantage of the design of the system 

and as such realise the requirement for adaptive selection and sequencing of services. The 

first of these techni(jues focused on the adaptive sequencing of services. As discussed 

previously, the sequencing of services in an eLearning activity is not inconsequential and 

is generally by design. As such, it is important that while allowing for the adaptive 

sequencing of services the integrity of the activity is not compromised. It is for this reason 

that a composition generated in a single step by an AI Planner is not desirable as the 

planner does not take into account the order in which things should happen, only the 

desired outcome. In contrast, the strategy driven narrative is ideally suited to the task as 

its driving principle is to embody the strategy while allowing for adaptivity to be layered on 

top of the scaffolding that the strategy based narrative elements provide. In the adaptive 

composition of activities the strategy is the sequencing of the tasks and services that make 

up the activity.

The problem of adaptively sequencing services as part of an eLearning activity was 

addressed by taking a hybrid approach that combined AH inspired adaptation techniques 

with service orchestration. An Adaptation Engine is utilised to carry out the adaptation 

of the PWE with the Narrative Model playing a key role as the embodiment of the 

pedagogical strategy or sequencing of the services. This is akin to the role of Narrative 

in content based personalisation as in both cases the pedagogy directly influences the 

structure of the composition. This common underlying principle also facilitates the
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unification of content and service composition, allowing the sequencing of both content 

and services to be carried out in a consistent manner that takes into account the the needs 

of both in the context of a single over arching pedagogy. By using the AE to generate 

compositions that can be delivered using standard workflow technologies, it is then possible 

to ensure that the sequencing of the PWE can be enforced as the Learner interacts with 

the activity, thus maintaining the pedagogical integrity of the learning activity from design 

through personalisation to delivery.

I'he mechanism through which adaptive selection is achieved is also significant. As 

discussed in this thesis, AI Planning techniques are ideally suited to the dynamic selection 

of services as they take into account both the parameters of a service and also the service’s 

[)r('con<li1i()ns and ('flVxt.s. It can b(' argued that it is the pn'conditions and ('flixts that arc- 

of most significance in the composition of services as part of a PWE. However, as mentioned 

previously AI Planning in the context of this research also has its limitations. Based on 

these two observations, the use of AI Planning has been (X)nfined to the role of selecting 

appropriate services to instantiate a single task within an activity. As such the issues 

associated with the sequencing of services are mitigated. However, the use of AI Planning 

as the mechanism through which selection is achieved only affords us with dynamism but 

it can be argued that it is not adaptive. The adaptive aspect of the selection mechanism 

is a( liit'vcxl through tli(' configuration of tlu' AI PlaniK'r by tlu' AE. By kwcuaging tlu- 

capabilities of the AE to reconcile the various metadata models available to the system 

it is possible to influence the selection process of the planner and thus achieve adaptive 

selection.

The limitations of AI Planning have been discussed previously and have been cited as 

the justification for sonu^ of tlu' design dioi(x\s made in this re.search. Howc'ver, those 

same capabilities of AI Planning can be used to the advantage of the system in specific- 

scenarios. When faced with a set of criteria for a service that cannot be satisfied by a 

single available service, the AI Planner can overcome this by dynamically composing two 

or more services to meet the specified criteria. A system that used a selection mechanism 

akin to that used for content would fail if faced with the same scenario. As mentioned 

previously, this approach can also be used to dynamically generate less explicitly defined 

sequences of services.
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7.2.3 Evaluation

The third objective of this research was to carry out a detailed evaluation of the 

implemented system. This evaluation investigated the complexity and performance of 

the system as well as its usability from the perspective of the relevant stakeholders and 

was achieved through the execution of four experiments.

The hrst of these experiment was designed to evaluate the ability to describe eLearning 

activities rising the 5 workflow patterns that the system supports for the specification of 

control flow between services. As such it aims to evaluate the system’s ability sequence 

services to deliver a wide range of eLearning activities. This experiment consisted of 

an analysis of a set of independently developed eLearning activities with respect to the 

functionality provided by the system implemented. The results of this analysis showed 

that the workflow patterns supported by the system provided a sufficient range of control 

flow in order to snpport the implementation of such activities.

The aim of the second experiment was to evaluate the ability of the system to adaptively 

sequence or select interactive services. This was achieved through the implementation 

of thr<'(' use cases, basc'd on the k'arning activitic's (k'fliu'd by the LADiE project. Tlu' 

subsequent analysis of the im{)lemented use cases verified that the implemented system 

could deliver personalised learning activities.

The third experiment investigated the system’s support for the adaptive selection and 

sequencing of multimedia content. It consisted of a user based trial that was run using 

a personalised course designed to teach SQL. This results obtained from this experiment 

showed that the system and the functionality it provided were sufficient to snpport the 

effective delivery of such a personalised course, making use of both adaptive selection and 

sequencing.

The fourth experiment investigated the performance of the system during both the 

generation of a PWE and the run-time interactions of the end user with the system. This 

experiment involved the benchmarking of both processes, the results of which showed that 

the system could handle the type of loads that might be expected in real world deployment.
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7.3 Contribution to the State of the Art

The major contribution of the research described in this tliesis to the state of the art 

is an integrated approach to the combination of nmltirnedia content based selection and 

composition with workflow based service selection and composition for personalisation. 

This approach has been realised in the form of a system capable of the unified delivery 

of adaptively selected and sequenced multimedia content and adaptively selected and 

sequenced services. As shown in the state of the art review of adaptive content composition 

systc'ins. adaptivity can bring n-al benefits to the k^arner yet such systcnns do not take into 

account the need for services to be included as fundamental components of an eLearning 

experience. The motivation for this was that the current, content centric, adaptive systems 

do not facilitate the educator in applying activity based pedagogical strategies. By 

supporting both the adaptive content and services, the system described in this thesis 

allows the power of personalisation to be applied to activity based eLearning.

The second minor contribution is the novel use of AI planning techniques for the adaptive 

selection of services. In this thesis, it was observed that a pure AI planning approach 

is not suitable for the composition of services to realise an eLearning activity due to the 

requirement for a pedagogic:ally inspired control flow that is often predetermined at design 

time. To address this an approach was taken in which AI Planning techniques were used 

as a service selector, akin to the notion of a candidate content selection. Through the 

manipulation of the planning domain, the Adaptive Engine is able to extend the inherent 

adaptive behaviour of the AI Planner while still taking advantage of the planner’s ability 

to handle the features of the services to be composed such as their input and output 

parameters.
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• O’Keeffe, L, & Wade, V. (2012). Personalised Educational Activities. 12th IEEE 

International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT 2012) (pp. 

460-461). IEEE. DOL 10.1109/ICALT.2012.178
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7.4 Future Work

7.4.1 Collaborative Activities

The framework implemented as part of this research made the assumption that the learning 

experience was one in which Learners were individuals. Group based activities such as 

those described in the LADiE activities, which placed a signihcant importance on the 

interactions of Learners as part of a group were not taken into account when considering
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how personalisation should be achieved. The assninption was that any collaborative 

fnnctionality would be handled by the application built on top of the framework. However, 

in such an application careful consideration would have to be given to where adaptive 

behaviours were applied so that the PWE generated for each individual in the group 

would be compatible with the PWE of the other members of the group.

An example of where this might break down might be if the system adaptively selected 

an instant messaging service for one Learner in a group while at the same time selecting 

a VOIP service for another Learner in the same group. Obviously this could result in a 

significant problem as the two communication mechanisms would not be compatible. Two 

possible ways in which this issue could be addressed might be to provide an interoperation 

mechanism for the services or alternatively to extend the framework so that it was capable 

of taking into account the context of the Learner, which in this case would be the group that 

they were a member of. The first approach of providing services to support interoperation 

could be achieved through the provision of services that were able to transform the inputs 

and outputs of services so that they were compatible. This approach wovdd require a 

range of such transform services to be made available but once this was done the inherent 

functionality of the A1 planner would be able to incorporate the necessary services into the 

conij)osition automatically. The second approach of supporting adaptation in the context 

of a group would be an interesting problem as a balance would need to be found between 

the needs of the individual and the constraints placed upon the composition by the group.

7.4.2 Support for Authoring of Personalised Web Experiences

The development of personalised activities is currently a process that requires the 

development of the necessary metadata models and adaptation rules by hand. This is 

a complex process requiring technical expertise. For personalised activities to be adopted 

by eLearning practitioners they need to be easily developed by non technical users.

Authoring tools such as the ACCT have been developed to support the authoring of 

educationally sound content based personalied eLearning by non technical users. Similarly, 

tools such as the LAMS and DialogPlus authoring tools have been developed to support 

the authoring of non adaptive eLearning activities. To make personalised activies, such 

as those developed as part of this research, accessable to eLearning practitioners a 

next generate authoring tool is needed that takes the pedagogical and personalisation
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capabilities of tools such as ACCT and combines them with support for activities.
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Authors
Author 1 Kathy Trinder
Author 2 Janice West

Use Case Summary
The teacher assists students to consolidate their understanding of a theory through an 
experiential approach based on interviewing a third party

Narrative
Students, in pairs, interview a third party about the theory underlying a particular 
topic, and then discuss their interview findings with the rest of the class in order to 
consolidate their understanding of the theory.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the system to deliver learning materials, facilitate

discussion and administer the activity

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To complete the task successfully

Interviewee To have an interview that they are comfortable with

Stakeholders and Interests
Quality assurers To ensure that the students have achieved the learning 

outcomes
Administrators To use the system to track student progress etc

Preconditions
1

2

3

4

Teaching Approach
Vicarious learning
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Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher creates learning resources (interview guidelines etc) and defines services 

required and sequence of tasks and saves them to the system
2 Teacher enters student, pair, and class information into the system and defines 

access permissions for discussion groups
3 Teacher makes arrangements for interviews and student access to recording 

equipment
4 Teacher briefs students on the activity, shows them how to use the recording 

equipment, and refers them to resources and interview guidelines in the system
5 Students log into system to retrieve resources, and discuss the activity throughout 

steps 6-7 (see usecase ‘discussion’)
6 Student pairs carry out interviews and record them as audio files

7 Students save interview recordings, and documentary records to the system

8 Students write a report or presentation based on interview records and save it to 
the system

9 Teacher accesses the system throughout the activity to monitor student progress 
and the discussion

10 Teacher retrieves student work and discussion records for assessment

11 Teacher archives records of the activity for quality assurance, evaluation and 
future reuse

Extensions
la Teacher searches for resources from a repository and imports them

lb Teacher searches for resources from the web and creates links to them

Ic Teacher retrieves complete learning activity from a repository and updates it

4a Teacher triggers the activity using an email message to students, referring them 
to briefing materials on the system

6a Students record interviews on magnetic tape
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Authors
Author 1 Mel Cadman
Author 2 Isobel Falconer, Dundee University

Use Case Summary
Teacher and students use the system to create a web-based collaborative, interactive, 
and ordered document (for example an annotated timeline or a glossary) based on a 
relational database

Narrative
HE students on a third year history course create a collaborative web-based interactive 
timeline based on a relational database. The system enables students to create 
timelines, enter points, enter notes, references and hyperlinks, add comments to each 
other’s entries, to choo.se between two permissions levels (public or private) and to 
display the information in a number of different ways. The activity encourages 
students to write concise notes, manipulate their information and collaborate with 
others to deepen their understanding of the course content. The system could 
alternatively be used for other ordered documents, such as glossaries.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the sy.stem to organise and order student notes and

enhance their information handling and collaborative skills

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To use the system to acquire note taking, information handling 

and collaborative skills and enhance their understanding of 
course content

Technical Support 
Staff

To set up the system with the functionality required by the 
activity

Stakeholders and Interests
Quality assurers To ensure that learning outcomes have been met

Preconditions
1
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Teaching Approach
Cognitive scaffolding

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher briefs technical support staff about form of ordering (eg. chronological), 

template for student contributions (eg. date, event, notes, comments), display 
formats (eg. horizontal, vertical, ‘slice’ across different lines), and permissions 
types (eg. individual, group, controller) required

2 Technical support staff set up database, templates, permissions on the system 
according to teacher requirements

3 Teacher logs into system and creates an initial timeline and makes a few initial 
entries

4 Teacher briefs students on the activity and demonstrates the system

5 Teacher accesses system and monitors and edits student entries throughout steps 
5-11

6 Students search for and evaluate information in course materials, libraries and the 
web, make notes on the information and recording references

7 Students log into the system and enter new events, and associated notes and 
references, assigning permission for the whole group to view entries

8 System displays new and existing events in chronological form with links to 
notes and comments

9 Students access events, evaluate notes and enter comments, further notes and 
references

10 Students interrogate the timelines by aggregating two or more lines, or by listing 
events in a ‘time slice' across a selection of lines

11 Students repeat steps 6-10 throughout the course

Extensions
6a Students do not understand how to use the website

6a 1 Technical support set up a tutorial and FAQ linked to the website

7a Student note-taking skills prove inadequate

7al Teacher initiates a discussion about note-taking in a discussion forum (see 
usecase ‘discussion’)

7b Student keeps entries private

7b 1 System displays public and private entries to student, but only public entries to 
the rest of the group

7c Student finds no suitable timeline to enter events in

7c 1 Student sets up new timeline
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Authors
Author 1 Mhairi McAlpine
Author 2 Mary McCulloch

Use Case Summary
A teacher asks a system to assess a candidate in relation to a particular curricular 
domain and present appropriate learning resources to the student until mastery is 
demonstrated

Narrative
The teacher uses the system to generate a multiple choice quiz automatically from a 
repository of questions, answers and feedback suggestions, and to deliver it to 
students. The system tracks student progress, and recommends remedial study plans 
followed by retaking the test until the student demonstrates mastery by ‘passing’ the 
test. If the student fails more than a pre-defined number of times they are referred to 
the teacher for extra help.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the system to deliver assessment questions and

feedback to the students until mastery is demonstrated

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To use the system to gain skills and knowledge defined by the 

teacher

Stakeholders and Interests

Preconditions
1 A repository of assessment questions, study plans and learning resources

2

3

4
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Teaching Approach
Intelligent tutoring

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher tells the system the discipline and subdiscipline areas of the test and the 

learning outcomes to be tested
2 System generates criteria upon which it will select questions from the repository, 

and presents the criteria to the teacher
3 Teacher edits the criteria and adjusts the weightings if necessary

4 System generates the criteria upon which it will suggest study plans and learning 
resources to the students based on their answers to questions

5 Teacher edits the criteria and adjusts the weightings if necessary, and defines the 
maximum number of times students should take the test

6 Teacher monitors activity throughout steps 7-10 and changes tagging of 
questions, selection criteria for questions and study plans if necessary

7 Student logs into system, which tracks their progress through the test, recording 
how many times they have taken it, which questions they were presented with, 
their answers, and the study plans suggested

8 System selects questions from the repository and presents them to the student, 
ensuring that they are different from those the student has previously been 
presented with

9 System records student answers to the questions and compares them with the 
criteria from step 4, and delivers appropriate study plan to student

10 Student works at study plan

Extensions
9a Student has ‘failed’ test more than the defined maximum number of times

9a 1 System tells student to go and see the teacher and terminates the activity

10a Study plan recommends that student retakes the test

lOal Student returns to step 7
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Authors
Author 1 Graham Bacon
Author 2 Linda Creanor

Use Case Summary
The teacher uses the system to deliver resources, provide a discussion forum, and 
administer submission of an assignment for a scenario-based activity on patient care

Narrative

The teacher provides students with a scenario of an imaginary patient with medical 
and social problems, with a set of resources on patient care, sets up a discussion and 
instructs students to prepare a report recommending a treatment regime.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the system to create and implement a problem based

learning scenario on patient care

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To use the system to access the resources, synthesise and 

discuss them and produce a report

Stakeholders and Interests
Institutional quality 
control

To have access to records of the activity and outcomes for 
quality assurance purposes

Professional bodies To have records of the activity maintained for benchmarking 
purposes

Preconditions
1

2

3

4
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Teaching Approach
Problem based learning

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher designs a scenario, eollects appropriate resources, and saves them to the 

system
2 Teacher defines student group and permissions for discussion (see usecase 

‘discussion’)
3 Teacher briefs students on the activity and refers them to the resources and 

diseussion forum on the system
4 Students log into system and aceess the resourees

5 Students discuss the problem (see usecase ‘discussion’)

6 Teacher sends questions intended to stimulate discussion, and guidance on 
writing a report, to the forum

7 Students write report and save it to the system

8 System notifies teacher that report has been submitted and teacher retrieves it

9 System saves records of activity, discussion and student work for future access 
for quality assurance and benchmarking

Extensions
la Teacher reuses an existing scenario from a repository

lb Text-based scenarios lack authenticity

Ibl Teacher creates a multimedia presentation of the scenario using video and audio 
as well as text

5a Students use synchronous discussion to discuss the problem

5b Students with reading/writing disabilities use peer to peer audio (eg. Skype) to 
discuss the problem

7a Students create a presentation and present them in a synchronous online 
discussion

7b Students send reports to teacher as email attachments
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Authors
Author 1 Sheila NcNeill
Author 2 Neill Ballantyne

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses the system to deliver a worksheet on interpreting graphical data to the 
students, to administer a quiz to test their understanding, and to provide appropriate 
feedback automatically

Narrative
Students are presented with a worksheet designed to help them interpret data 
presented in graphical format. They take a diagnostic quiz to check their 
understanding and receive automatically generated diagnostic feedback on their 
analysis

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the system to administer the activity

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To receive learning resources and appropriate feedback from 

the system

Stakeholders and Interests
Quality Assurance To have access to records of the activity for QA purposes

Preconditions
1

2

3

4

Teaching Approach
Active learning

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher uses the system to create a worksheet presenting data in graphical 

format, and an associated multiple choice quiz and feedback study plans
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Students log into the system, which delivers the worksheet and quiz

Students work through the worksheet, do the quiz and receive feedback (see 
usecase ‘quiz’)
System records student progress and results for teacher monitoring and for 
quality assurance_______________________________________________

Extensions
la

4a

4^

Teacher retrieves worksheet and quiz from a repository and edits them to suit 
their context
System sends student results to ePortfolio

Teacher archives activity in a repository for future use and sharing
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Authors
Author 1 Kevin Brosnan, Stirling University
Author 2 Linda Lafferty, University of Paisley

Use Case Summary
Teacher compiles a collection of resources (video clips), provides students with a 
framework for analysing the clips, and moderates student discussion

Narrative
The Learning Activity introduces students to an aspect of critical thinking - argument 
analysis. Students are presented with a series of digitised video clips from a film and 
asked to analyse/evaluate the clips using a framework that has been presented to them 
previously. Students are asked to post their analyses to the discussion area and 
comment on the contributions made by other students in an attempt to encourage 
reflective thinking.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To develop students’ critical thinking and reflective skills

Other Actors (and goals)
Moderator To access the system and moderate student discussion

Student To complete the task successfully

System To manage and store teacher and student generated materials 
and discussion contributions, and to manage teacher and 
student access to the materials

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical developers To have a system that meets teacher and student requirements

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation 
purposes

In.stitution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at a 
sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective teaching

Preconditions

Teaching Approach
Constructivist/Dialogic
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Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher locates suitable video clips by searching library catalogue

2 Teacher accesses, edits and saves the clips in an appropriate form for teaching

3 Teacher logs into system

4 System authenticates teacher and gives them controller access to the course area 
(materials store and discussion forum)

5 Teacher uploads clips to the course

6 Teacher produces briefing materials, including analytical framework, using word 
processor

7 Teacher uploads briefing materials to the course area

8 Students log in to system and register for the course

9 System assigns student access to the course materials and discussion forum.

10 Teacher chooses a student to moderate the discussion and tells the system

11 System assigns moderator permissions

12 Teacher sends message to forum to trigger activity

13 Students log in to learning activity

14 System authenticates students, and delivers clips and briefing materials

15 Students send contributions to discussion forums

16 Teacher monitors discussion forum and email and responds to student questions, 
encourages discussion, etc.

17 Teacher logs into discussion forum, reads and may edit, all messages to prevent 
inappropriate postings etc

18 Teacher summarises the activity

19 Teacher sends a message to forum, formally ending activity

20 System saves all forum contributions as read only for students to refer back to, 
and for evaluation and quality control

21 Teacher analyses postings for evaluation purposes

Extensions
la Teacher cannot find suitable clips in the library.

lala Teacher searches online databases for clips

lalb Teacher purchases clips from a database

lb University network breaks down and teacher cannot access catalogue 
from own computer

Ibla Teacher goes to library and tries access from dedicated catalogue terminal
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lb2a Teacher postpones search until another day

2a Teacher doesn’t know how to access, edit or save clips in digital format

2al Teacher seeks technical support

3a Network or computer breaks down and teacher cannot log in

3al Teacher postpones work

4a System does not recognise teacher

4a 1 Teacher seeks technical support

4b System has lost teacher details and will not assign controller access

4bl Teacher seeks technical support

5a System cannot handle management and storage of video clips

5al Technical developers upgrade system

6a Word processor drawing facility not sufficiently sophisticated for 
diagrams teacher needs in briefing materials

6a! Teacher asks technical support to install drawing software that is 
compatible with word processor

6a2 Teacher hand draws diagrams and scans them into computer in a format 
that the word processor will recognise

7a System cannot store or handle file format of briefing materials

7ala Teacher seeks advise from technical support on conversion to a suitable 
format

7alb Teacher converts materials to a suitable format and uploads them

7a2 Teacher prints out hard copy of briefing materials and distributes them to 
students

7a3 Teacher emails copy of briefing materials to students as an attached file

8a Some visually impaired students register

8ala Teacher locates, edits and uploads alternative audio clips

8alb Teacher modifies analytical framework to be suitable for audio clips

8alc Teacher seeks technical support to ensure that student-system interface is 
compatible with screen readers

8b Too many students register for online discussion to be successful (in the 
teacher's opinion)

8bla Teacher asks system to divide students into groups for discussion and to 
provide an appropriate number of discussion areas

8blb System sets up group discussion fora and assigns students to them

8blc System gives moderator permissions for one student in each forum, and 
controller permissions for teacher in all fora

8c Students find they cannot log in or register
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8c la Students seek technical support

8clal Students adjust cookie settings and are able to log in

8cla2 Students update browser and are able to log in

8cla3a Technical support checks and repairs system

8cla3al Students postpone registration until system is sorted

8cla3a2a Students go to see teacher and register face to face

8cla3a2b Teacher maintains details of who has registered on own computer or in 
hard copy

8cla3a2c Teacher seeks technical support to repair system

8cla3a2d Teacher gives student details to technical support for upload into repaired 
system

9a System assigns students to the wrong course area

9ala Students complain to teacher

9alb Teacher seeks technical support

9alc Support staff reassign students

10a System does not recognise the role of‘moderator’ in its discussion forums

lOal Teacher asks technical support staff what the equivalent term is that the 
system does recognise

10a2 Teacher asks technical developers to create a moderator role for system’s 
discussion forums

10b System has lost registration details of the student chosen to be moderator, 
and does not recognise them

lObla Teacher asks technical support to check registration and records 
management system

lOblb Technical support check and repair registration and records management 
systems

lOblb Teacher tells student moderator to re-register

lOblc Teacher suspects that other student registrations may have been lost, and 
sends a circular email to all students advising them to check their 
registrations and re-register if necessary

lObld Teacher tells the system about the moderator again

11a System does not have a permissions level suitable for moderators who are 
students

Hal Teaeher asks technical developers to create a permissions level for student 
moderators

lla2 Teacher asks technical support to assign special permission to the student 
moderator

12a Students are not logging in to forum and don’t see message

12al Teacher sends a group email to students to trigger activity
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12a2 Teacher sends a text message from their computer to student mobiles to 
trigger activity

12b Teacher message does not reach forum

12bla Teacher accesses permissions system and finds that their controller 
permission has disappeared

12blb Teacher asks technical support to reinstate controller permissions and 
investigate system failure

12blc Teacher postpones start of activity until problem is fixed

12b2a Teacher tries sending messages to other forums and finds that none of 
them get through

12b2b Teacher asks technical support to investigate system failure

12b2c Teacher sends group email to students to trigger activity

13a System is down and students cannot log in

13ala Teacher asks technical support to investigate and fix problem

13alb Technical support fail to diagnose and fix problem within a reasonable 
time

13alc Teacher calls a face to face meeting by group email and hard copy poster 
on notice board

13ald Teacher downloads video clips etc and bums them onto DVDs

13ale Teacher prints hard copy briefing materials

13alf Teacher holds face to face meeting, talks through briefing materials and 
uses DVD player to show clips

13alg Teacher appoints a student to record group discussion

13alh Students discuss clips in face to face group

13ali Student recorder uses PDA to make brief notes on discussion 
contributions

13alj Student recorder summarises discussion, synchronises PDA with 
computer and mails notes and summary to teacher and other students

13alk Teacher saves notes and summary with course records on system for 
evaluation

14a System fails to authenticate students

Hal a Students complain to teacher

14alb Teacher asks technical support to fix system

Male Teacher advises students to keep personal backup copies of all their work 
on separate systems as a precaution

14ald Technical investigate and fix system

14b System fails to deliver clips and briefing materials

14bl Teacher downloads materials, and advises via text message to come and 
save them onto memory sticks
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14c Student computers do not have application or plugin to play video

14cl Technical support staff load necessary applications onto student 
computers

14c2 Students download necessary applications

15a Discussion forum system fails

15ala Teacher sets up alternative face to face discussion

15alb Teacher records and makes notes on discussion contributions on laptop

15alc Teacher saves notes to course records on system for evaluation

15ald Teacher keeps personal backup copy of notes

15a2a Teacher sets up alternative synchronous discussion via commercial 
system (eg. MSN)

15a2b Teacher saves records of synchronous discussion as a text file and saves it 
in course records on system forevaluation

15a2c Teacher keeps personal backup copy of records

15a3a Teacher uses own personal web space to set up a blog for the group

15a3b Teacher saves copy of blog contributions as a text file and saves in course 
records on system for evaluation

15a3c Teacher keeps personal backup copy of records

15a4a Teacher sets up telephone conference for discussion

15a4b Teacher asks a student to record discussion

15a4c Teacher asks a student to chair discussion

15a4d Students discuss clips

15a4e Recorder and Chairperson compile record and summary of discussion 
using word processor, private email and phone

15a4f Recorder emails record and summary to teacher and other students as an 
attached text file

15a4g Teacher saves record and summary to course records on system for 
evaluation

15a4h Teacher keeps personal backup copy of record and summary

15b Students find that forum will not support inclusion of screen shots taken 
from the video clips that they want to refer to in discussion

15bla Teacher asks technical support for advice

15blb Technical support converts video files to a format that will display play 
time and/or frame number

15blc Students refer to time or frame number to identify shots in discussion

15blc Teacher asks technical developers to develop support for screen shots for 
following year's cohort of students
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16a Teacher finds that students are not using the discussion forum

16ala Teacher contacts students individually (email, text message, notes in 
pigeonholes, or face to face) and establishes that technical problems are 
not an issue

16alb Teacher arranges a synchronous chat conference session to boost 
motivation

16alc Teacher saves records of chat session to course records on system, and 
keeps a personal backup

16b Teacher finds that discussion forum does not support replying to 
individual students from messages posted to discussion

16bla Teacher copies text of discussion message and pastes into email to 
individual student

16blb Teacher asks technical developers to develop a better integrated system 
for future years.

16c Teacher finds that they do not have access to forum

16cla Teacher asks technical support to fix problem

16clb Teacher contacts moderator (email, face to face or phone) to confirm that 
forum is going OK

16clc Technical support assign teacher a temporary login and permissions while 
they sort the problem

17a Moderator finds inappropriate postings

17ala Moderator edits or deletes posting

17alb Moderator generates email from posting to author of posting advising 
them about netiquette

17alc Moderator keeps a record of original posting and action taken

17a2 Moderator observes that student persists in posting inappropriate 
messages

17a2al Moderator tells teacher

17a2a2 Teacher examines record of postings and action

17a2a3 Teacher warns student about possibility of disciplinary action

17a2a4 Teacher changes permissions so that contributions from that student 
require prior moderator or teacher approval

18a System does not support copying of individuals into message to forum

18al Moderator copies and pastes text of message into separate email to teacher

20a System crashes and loses all records

20ala Teacher locates their personal backups of materials and any messages 
sent, aggregates them into a record file for the activity, and backs it up

20a lb Teacher asks students to send him/her any personal backup records they 
may have for inclusion into the record file

20a Ic Teacher compiles as complete a record of the discussion postings as they 
can and emails to students for reference
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20ald Teacher is unable to authenticate student contributions to record of 
activity so assigns less reliance on them in any evaluation

20ale Quality control and evaluation is not robust or reliable

20a2 System has been backing up at all stages and teacher, students and quality 
controllers are able to access backup copies
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Authors
Author 1 John Edmonstone, Cardonald College
Author 2 Ann Jeffery, University of Southampton

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses concept mapping and a discussion forum, followed by a 
diagnostic test to introduce students to a VLE and enhance their 
understanding of a concept

Narrative
A highly motivated 1st year Higher National Journalism class (in Scotland) 
studying the UK print industry. Introductory session on structure of industry. 
Twenty five percent of the class are distance students taking part online. The 
session would begin with a brief exposition on industry, followed by a 
brainstorm on categorising newspapers within the industry framework. The 
brainstorm would have the purpose of building dialogue and enabling 
validation of prior learning, as well introducing a conceptual and practical map 
of the UK print sector. A testing activity would follow to establish 
understanding and then a research based task. The session has the 
additional purpose of introducing new students to the VLE_________________

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To administer the activities successfully via the VLE

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire skills and concepts to pass the course

To complete task successfully
VLE To manage teacher and student activities and records

Examiners To have access to records of coursework

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching
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Preconditions
1 Computer classroom available for hands on session

VLE containing course resources (text, diagrams, diagnostic quiz 
(questions and answers may contain diagrams)), test, and conferencing 
facilities

Teaching Approach
Blended learning, conceptualisation, social constructivist, dialogic, community 
of practice, reciprocal______________________________________________

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher leads face to face session and shows presentation (powerpoint 

or similar)
2 Teacher leads brainstorming activity using concept mapping software and 

saves results in VLE
3 Teacher leads hands on session and shows students how to access VLE

4 Students log in to VLE

5 Students and teacher correspond by email throughout steps 6-8

6 Students do diagnostic quiz (see usecase 7a)

7 Students search for resources online and in electronic databases

8 Students discuss resources in asynchronous small group conference 
(see usecase 7b)

9 Teacher, examiners and quality controllers accesses records of activities 
for assessment and evaluation

Extensions
1a Teacher uses web-based video conferencing and shared whiteboard to 

allow distance students to view session
2a Teacher uses web-based video conferencing and shared whiteboard to 

allow distance students to view session
3a Teacher uses remote assistance (eg. in MSN) to help distance students 

if necessary
7a Students save resources in a portfolio or database

7b Students bookmark links to resources, or save as hyperlinks in a text 
file
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USECASE 7A (QUIZ) 
Authors
Author 1 John Edmonstone, Cardonald College
Author 2 Ann Jeffery, University of Southampton

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses a diagnostic test to introduce students to the facilities of a VLE 
and enhance their understanding of a concept_________________________

Narrative
1 year Higher National Journalism class, with campus-based and distance 
students, are being introduced to the formative assessment facilities in the 
VLE. A quiz follows a brainstorming activity in which they have begun to 
develop a concept map of the UK print sector.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To administer the quiz successfully via the VLE

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire skills and concepts to pass the course

To complete task successfully
VLE To manage teacher and student activities and records

Examiners To have access to records of coursework

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 System with online multiple choice quiz facilities

Existing quiz saved in system (questions may contain diagrams, images, 
audio, video files)__________
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Teaching Approach
behaviourist

Main Success Scenario
1 Students access system, locate and do diagnostic quiz

2 System gives students their score, and answer profile

3 System saves records of student quiz

4 Teacher accesses student quiz results and intervenes with individual 
students if necessary

5 Teacher, examiners and quality controllers access quiz and discussion 
records for assessment and evaluation

Extensions
1a Teacher wants to use quiz in a face to face session

lala Teacher presents diagnostic quiz at face to face session with students 
using personal response systems

lalb System collates student responses and gives teacher a histogram of 
responses, as well as recording individual student responses

1a2a Distance students access the session via video conference and 
respond to quiz using mobile phone text messages

1a2b System collates student text message responses and gives teacher a 
histogram of responses, as well as recording individual student 
responses

2a System also gives students correct answers

3a System collates student responses and gives teacher a histogram of 
responses, as well as recording individual student responses

4a System provides students with individualised study plans based on 
their response profiles

4b Teacher or system tells students with scores below the threshold to 
repeat steps 1 & 2 after further study

4b1 System generates new questions for repeat tests (see usecase 3)

USECASE 7B (DISCUSSION) 

Authors
Author 1 John Edmonstone, Cardonald College
Author 2 Ann Jeffery, University of Southampton
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Use Case Summary
Teacher uses a discussion forum in conjunction with usecase 7 to introduce 
students to a VLE and enhance their understanding of a concept_________

Narrative
1 year Higher National Journalism class, with campus-based and distance 
students, are being introduced to the conferencing facilities in the VLE. 
Discussion follows a brainstorming activity in which they have begun to 
develop a concept map of the UK print sector.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To administer the activities successfully via the VLE

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire conferencing skills

To engage in dialogue and develop concepts to pass the 
course
To complete task successfully

VLE To manage teacher and student activities and records

Examiners To have access to records of coursework

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 System with conferencing facilities

Teaching Approach
social constructivist, dialogic, community of practice

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher sets up small group conferences in system and defines student 

groups
System attaches students to teacher-defined discussion groups
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3 Students discuss resources asynchronously in small group conferences

4 Teacher monitors small group conferences

5 System saves records of conferences

6 Students access saved conferences for future work

7 Teacher, examiners and quality controllers access saved conferences for 
evaluation and quality control

Extensions
1a Teacher defines a student moderator for the whole group

1b Teacher defines whole group conference and small group 
subconferences

1b1 Teacher defines student moderators for whole conference and 
subconferences

1b2 Teacher defines whole conference as read -only for students and 
subconferences as contributory for students (or vice versa)

2a VLE attaches students to whole conference and relevant 
subconferences

3a Some messages are inappropriate

3a1 Moderators edit or remove messages

3b Students need to embed special characters, hyperlinks, tables, 
diagrams, images or audio files in messages

3c Students need to attach image, audio, video, concept maps, 
spreadsheets, text, html, diagrams files to conference messages

3d There are too many messages for students to keep track of easily

3d1 Students follow message threads

3d2 Moderators organise messages by date, subject, author, last posted, or 
unread

3d3 Moderators organise messages into folders or sub subconferences

4a Student participation is low

4a1 Teacher sends messages to conference and subconferences 
encouraging participation

4a2 Teacher changes conference structure so new messages are more 
easily visible (eg. by doing away with subconferences)

4a3 Teacher holds group synchronous chat session to boost motivation

4a4 Teacher examines history of posted conference messages to 
distinguish students who are not participating at all from those who are 
reading but not posting

4b Teacher finds persistent inappropriate messages

4b1 Teacher requires messages from certain students to be approved by 
teacher or moderator before appearing on conference or
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subconference

5a Teacher or moderator extends expiry date on messages to ensure 
student, teacher, or quality controller access as long as necessary

5b Teacher defines archive subconferences which are read-only for 
students

6a Students request text file summary of selected messages for inclusion 
in ePortfolio
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Authors
Author 1 Colleen Hurren, Cumbernauld College
Author 2 Andy McKenzie, SFEU. Emerge

Use Case Summary
Teacher sets up a webquest’, interviews, worksheets and a discussion forum 
for students to gain understanding of workplace legislation.______________

Narrative
Higher National Certificate in Office Administration (now Administration and 
Information Management) unit on Health and Safety (SCQF level 7). The 
class is of mixed age (16-50), from a narrow social class, and some have 
literacy needs. Historically there has been a high drop out rate and teaching 
materials need to be activity rich. The activity uses a webquest to explore 
Health and Safety Legislation and its application in the workplace, in order to 
achieve SQA HN Unit which includes Health and Safety, It is taught by 
blended learning with use of discussion boards on a VLE________________

Primary Actor (and goal)
Teacher To use the system to support a webquest and associated

discussion

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To complete task successfully

To acquire knowledge and skills defined by teacher
To get credit for the unit

Technical support To facilitate system side of the activity

Interviewees To have a well managed and appropriately conducted 
interview

Quality Control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation 
purposes

Stakeholders and Interests
SQA To ensure unit meets subject benchmarks

Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching
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Preconditions
1 Students have necessary IT skills

2 Internet connected computers, one per student

3 VLE

4 Tagged resources

5 Basic activity set up a previous year

6 Rooms with computers and internet access for interviews

Teaching Approach
Problem based learning, situative, activity theory

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher logs into VLE, locates and accesses previous year's resources, 

updates and saves them into course area
2 Teacher assigns students to pairs, and each pair to a larger discussion 

group and records pairs and groups on VLE
3 Teacher triggers activity in face to face session

4 Students log into VLE, which assigns them to pairs and discussion fora

5 Students access webquest materials and undertake internet research

6 Students print out worksheets from VLE

7 Pairs of students interview staff face to face about health and safety 
issues and fill in worksheets

8 Students enter and save worksheet answers in VLE

9 Students discuss findings in VLE discussion forum (usecase ‘Discussion’) 
which saves records

10 Students access forum records and evaluate peers based on their 
contributions to the forum

11 Teacher accesses discussion fora and completed worksheets on VLE 
and generates feedback messages to group fora and emails to individual 
students

12 Students log into VLE and do multiple choice quiz for formative 
assessment and get feedback (see usecase ‘Quiz’)

13 Students prepare portfolio of webquest, interview and quiz answers and 
load it into ePortfolio on VLE for future reference

14 Teacher and quality controllers access records of discussion, quiz, 
worksheets and portfolios
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Extensions
la English and Scottish students require different content because of 

different legislation
1a1 Teacher creates alternative resources for English students

3a VLE checks student details and makes appropriate resources (English 
or Scottish) available to them

3b Some students are functionally illiterate

3b1 Screen-reading software, speech recognition software, and scribes 
are made available

4a Students with low literacy skills are assigned to an online audio 
conference

5a Students seek resources and answers through library databases 
rather than internet

6a Audio files of worksheet questions are sent to low literacy students

7a Low literacy students record interview answers as audio files

7b Distance students use webcam and synchronous conferencing service 
(eg. MSN, Flashmeeting) for interviews

8a Low literacy students upload completed audio files to VLE

8b Distance students save record of synchronous conference and upload 
onto VLE

9a Low literacy students use synchronous online audio conference (eg. 
MSN)

10a Records of audio conference are saved to VLE

11a VLE does not support generation of individual emails from forum 
contributions

11a1 Teacher copies and pastes forum contributions into emails to 
individual students

11b Teacher feeds back to low literacy students via podcast, or audio file 
attached to email

13a Low literacy student portfolios consist of audio files
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Authors
Author 1 Stephen Draper, Glasgow University
Author 2 Gerard Graham, Paisley University

Use Case Summary
Teacher sets up a diagnostic test to determine gaps in mastery of course and 
work plans and discussion groups for remedial work

Narrative
On a level 2 course, a lov^ered entry point means there is a danger of a high drop out rate 
among tower ability students. The teacher sets up a diagnostic test to assess mastery of 
learning skills taught during the level 1 course, and uses the results to prompt remedial 
work, followed by re-testing and more remedial work if necessary , in order to reduce the 
drop out rate.________________________________________________________________________

Primary Actor (and goal)
Teacher To use the system to administer a diagnostic test and

support a discussion of remedial work

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To improve learning skills

To pass the course

Facilitator (a 
student)

To enable learners’ discussions
To earn some money by acting as facilitator

Programme
manager

To ensure guality and smooth running of entire course

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To facilitate teacher and student use of the system

Technical
developers

To ensure that system meets teacher and student 
requirements

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation 
purposes

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 Funding for facilitators

Software for creating and administering diagnostic tests

Computer lab for students’ to use when taking the test
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Teaching Approach
Problem based, cognitive scaffolding, dialogic

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher updates existing diagnostic test on system (usecase ‘Quiz’)

2 Students log into system, which authenticates them

3 Students discuss course and study skills issues in asynchronous 
conference (usecase ‘Discussion’)

4 Facilitator accesses conference messages and sends messages to 
conference promoting further discussion of important issues

5 Students do diagnostic test (usecase ‘Quiz’)

6 Students discuss results of test and issues raised on asynchronous 
conference

7 Facilitator prepares text summary of outcomes of discussions for 
feedback to programme manager by email

8 Teacher accesses records of test and of conference, and provides 
general feedback to conference and face to face study skills support for 
individual students where necessary

Extensions
6a Some students’ results reveal large gaps in study skills

6a 1 Facilitator provides extra feedback and coaching for students, on 
conference, by email or face to face

6a2 Students return to step 5 and repeat test-discussion-coaching cycle until 
they are happy with test outcomes



USECASE10 

Authors
Author 1 Hilary Grierson, University of Strathclyde
Author 2 Sue Milne, Glasgow Caledonian University

Use Case Summary
Teacher sets up and monitors an activity in which students collect, manage, 
discuss, and evaluate resources as the first stage in a group design project

Narrative
Third year campus based engineering students meet at least twice a week. 
They may meet at other times and are in email contact with each other and 
the teacher. As the first stage in a group design project they gather and store 
information and design ideas. After an induction session with the librarian, 
teams of 4 students compile a resource collection, evaluating resources for 
quality, usability, etc and storing and managing the resources in an online 
environment (LauLima) and using a concept map to link the resources. 
Students use a wiki to reflect on their resources and share ideas with other 
groups. Each group compiles a report and a presentation for the other 
groups. The collection forms a resource for the next stage of the project.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To improve student skills in sourcing, assessing.

evaluating and managing information, and use
information to generate design ideas

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire skills and design ideas required by teacher 

and necessary to progress on to next stage of project
Librarian To improve student skills in discovery, management and 

archiving of information
Technical support 
staff

To facilitate running of activity

Public To be treated in an appropriate manner and receive due 
recognition if used as a resource

Examiners To have access to records of the activity for assessment

Quality contollers To have access to records of the activity for quality 
control

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality



Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective
teaching

Preconditions
1 Computer lab with terminals for students for face to face briefing sessions

2 Teacher has defined design task precisely

3 Technical support to create databases

4

Teaching Approach
Problem based learning

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher writes briefing materials to be presented via system and face to 

face, and saves them onto the system
2 Teacher organises students into groups of four and tells system

3 Technical support creates a database for each group

4 Teacher briefs students in a face to face session, using presentation 
services

5 Librarian briefs students in a face to face session, using a networked 
computer and data projector to demonstrate information management 
services

6 Teacher is in contact with students, face to face or by email or wiki, 
throughout steps 8-12

7 Students log into system, which attaches them to correct groups

8 Students discuss their findings in the group wiki (usecase 10a) 
throughout steps 10-12

9 Students locate and record resources from web, members of public, 
library databases, existing (physical) products etc, in text, image, audio 
and video formats

10 Students save resources in their group’s database in a variety of formats 
(text, images, audio, video)

11 Students use concept mapping software to map links between the 
resources in their group database, and save maps on the system

12 Student rapporteurs and presenters write up and present group 
conclusions (usecase 10b)

13 Teacher, examiners and quality controllers accesses databases, 
discussion records, reports and presentations for evaluation

14 Students archive all records (report, presentation, database, wiki) for their 
own use later on in the project, and for use by other students in 
subsequent years



Extensions
la Teacher records audio materials for visually impaired students

1b Technical support install screen readers and voice recognition 
software for student with disability

3a A tool or 'wizard' on the system enables teacher to set up database 
him/herself

4a Teacher briefs distance students in a video or audio session using 
webcam, shared whiteboard and file sharing

5a Librarian briefs students in a video or audio session using webcam, 
shared whiteboard and file sharing

10a Students have collected some physical objects as part of their 
resources

lOala Teacher assigns physical space in classroom for storage of objects

lOalb Students enter brief description of object, and note of its location, into 
database

10a2 Students make a video of object and save video to database

11a Students use diagram drawing software instead of concept maps

14a Students save records in ePortfolio

USECASE 10A
Authors
Author 1 Hilary Grierson, University of Strathclyde
Author 2 Sue Milne, Glasgow Caledonian University

Use Case Summary
Teacher sets up and monitors discussion, evaluation and reporting of 
resources collected in Usecase 10.

Narrative
Groups of third year engineering students have compiled a resource 
collection, evaluating resources for quality, usability, etc and storing and 
managing the resources in an online environment (LauLima) and using a 
concept map to link the resources. Students use a wiki to reflect on their 
resources and share ideas with other groups.

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To facilitate student discussion and evaluation of

resources collected



other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire skills and design ideas required by teacher 

and necessary to progress on to next stage of project
Technical support 
staff

To facilitate running of activity

Examiners To have access to records of the activity for assessment

Quality contollers To have access to records of the activity for quality 
control

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 Database set up for management of student-discovered resources (from 

usecase 10)
2 Teacher has defined purpose of discussion

3

4

Teaching Approach
Social constructivist, dialogic, community of practice

Main Success Scenario
1 Technical support create a wiki for each group of four students

2 Teacher defines groups and sets access permissions so that 
each group can contribute to both their own and other group wikis

3 Students comment on their findings (from usecase 10) in the 
group wiki using text and concept maps, and linking to records in 
database

4 Students access other group wikis to comment on findings of 
other groups

5 Teacher accesses system to monitor discussion throughout

Extensions
la Teacher wants to run course for remote students, some with poor 

internet connections



1a1 Technical support set up an asynchronous conference with offline 
reader facility with subconferences for each group of four students 
instead of wiki

1b A tool or ‘wizard’ on the system enables teacher to set up wiki or 
conference him/herself

2a Teacher sets up access permissions for groups in asynchronous 
conference

3a Students comment on their findings (from usecase 10) in the group 
subconference using text and concept maps, and linking to records in 
database

3b Students use diagrams instead of concept maps in their messages to 
the wiki

4a Students access other group subconferences to comment on findings 
of other groups

USECASE 10B

Authors
Author 1 Hilary Grierson, University of Strathclyde
Author 2 Sue Milne, Glasgow Caledonian University

Use Case Summary
Students evaluate and report on resources collected in usecase 10 and 
discussed in usecase 10a.

Narrative
Groups of third year engineering students have compiled a resource 
collection, evaluating resources for quality, usability, etc and storing and 
managing the resources in an online environment (LauLima) and using a 
concept map to link the resources. Students have used a wiki to reflect on 
their resources and share ideas with other groups. Each group compiles a 
report and a presentation for the other groups._______________________

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To facilitate evaluation and reporting of resources

collected and to use information to generate design
ideas

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire skills and design ideas required by teacher 

and necessary to progress on to next stage of project
Rapporteurs
(students)

To be able to access information and discussion records 
necessary for writing report

Presenters
(students)

To access suitable presentation writing and presenting 
facilities



Technical support 
staff

To facilitate running of activity

Examiners To have access to records of the activity for assessment

Quality contollers To have access to records of the activity for quality 
control

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 Database set up for management of student-discovered resources (from 

usecase 10)
2 Group discussion in a wiki (from usecase 10a)

3

4

Teaching Approach
Problem based learning

Main Success Scenario
1 Student rapporteurs access their group information database 

(created in usecase 10) and wiki discussion (usecase 10a), write 
report, and save it on the system

2 Student presenters access reports, write presentations based on 
them, and save presentations on the system

3 Student presenters give face to face presentation on their group’s 
work using presentation software

Extensions
la Rapporteur includes concept maps, diagrams and images as well as 

text in the report
2a Presenter includes concept maps, diagrams and images as well as 

text in the report
3a Distance student presenters save presentation file on system and link 

it to a message to the wiki
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Authors
Author 1 Arthur Loughran, University of Paisley
Author 2 Michael McCarney, Glasgow Caledonian University

Use Case Summary
Teacher creates and supports online discussion between students around a 
theme of reflective essay writing____________________________

Narrative
The students are new to online discussion and to the ideas of reflective essay 
writing. The teacher creates and supports online discussion by providing 
mentoring support and feedback comments to individual reflective essays

Primary Actor (and goal)
Teacher To use the system to support a discussion of reflective

essay writing skills

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To improve skills defined by teacher

Technical support To make sure systems support teacher and student 
discussion activity

System To manage and record communications between 
teachers, students and evaluators, one to one, one to 
many, and many to many

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical support To have a system that runs smoothly

Technical
developers

To have a system that meets teacher and student 
requirements

Quality control To have access to a record of the activity for evaluation 
purposes

Institution To deliver courses in a cost and time efficient manner at 
a sufficient level of quality

Staff developers To ensure staff have necessary skills for effective 
teaching

Preconditions
1 A discussion forum with links to discussion help files in forum

2 Student groups defined in the registration system

3 Briefing materials are saved on the system and linked to the forum

4
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Teaching Approach
Reflective

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher emails students, sending them introductory materials and telling 

them how to log in to the forum
2 Students use forum for discussion throughout activity (usecase 

‘discussion’)
3 Students write the essay, and reflect on their experiences in the forum

4 Students log into system and send their essay to it

5 System delivers essays to teacher

6 Teacher assesses and evaluates essays and sends grades and feedback 
to system

7 System records grades and delivers grades and feedback to individual 
students, ensuring privacy and security

8 Teacher accesses forum records to evaluate activity

9 Teacher writes report of evaluation and sends it to students and other 
interested parties via the system

10 Teacher sends a message to the discussion forum winding up discussion

11 Teacher ensures that forum records, and assessment grades and 
feedback, are saved for future reference by students, quality assurers 
and evaluaters

Extensions
3a Teacher monitoring forum notices that some individual students are in 

difficulties with the essay writing
3a 1 Teacher generates individual email messages providing providing 

personalised support
3b Teacher finds that forum is inactive.

3b1 Teacher sends group email message emphasising importance of the 
activity
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Authors
Author 1 Kenneth falconer, St Andrews University
Author 2

Use Case Summary
The teaeher uses the system to administer and run a student activity in a symbolic 
computational language (eg. Maple)

Narrative
The teacher uses the system to introduce first year (HE) mathematics students to a 
symbolic computational program (SCP) (eg. Maple) and to the maths department’s 
file management system (MEM). Students have one session per week in a networked 
computer lab, where they access SCP via browser interface. Students may also carry 
on the activity on personal computers at home provided they have SCP nstalled. The 
aims are to remind students of basic mathematical relationships learnt in school, to get 
students set up on MEM, and to enable students to acquire sufficient knowledge of 
Maple to use with any mathematics course they take later on (and in future 
employment)____________________________________________________________

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Lecturer To administer the activity successfully using the system

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To learn to use the system

To undertake the activity successfully

T utors To receive information on students’ progress and performance 
to enable them to taylor tutorial teaching appropriately

Markers To use the system for marking student work

Demonstrators To help the students use the system in computer lab sessions

Stakeholders and Interests
Technical staff To ensure system is running smoothly and provides services 

actors require
Quality control To have access to records for evaluation and quality control

Preconditions
1 Networked computer lab for students’ use in lab sessions
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SCP available on network via browser interface

File management system (FMS)

Technical support available, especially during lab sessions

Teaching Approach
constructive

Main Success Scenario
1 Lecturer logs into file management system and locates a SCP worksheet (the

SCP equivalent of a wordprocessor ‘document’ - it contains text commentary,
SCP commands, and automatically generated SCP output)

2 Lecturer edits worksheet commentary, mathematics commentary, and SCP 
commands using relevant menus from the SCP interface

3 Lecturer saves files in the correct course area of the file management system

4 Lecturer locates and updates wordprocessed student exercise sheets and saves 
them in the course area on the file management system

5 Students register for the course on the file management system, which allocates 
them to markers and tutors

6 Lecturer triggers the activity with a face to face session in a computer lab, using 
an interactive whiteboard, which is also networked in, to display the SCP 
worksheets

7 Students log in to file management system, which delivers SCP worksheet, and 
wordprocessed exercise sheets to their desktops

8 Lecturer explains the worksheet, demonstrating with the whiteboard how to 
modify SCP commands and displaying the generated SCP output

9 Students experiment with modifying SCP commands on their personal 
worksheets, and examine the generated output

10 Students discuss the exercise with each other face to face

11 Students fill in exercise sheets

12 Students save original worksheet, modified worksheet, and exercise sheets on file 
management system

13 Markers log into file management system, which delivers the appropriate group 
of completed exercise sheets

14 Markers mark and grade exercise sheets and save them in the system for access 
by tutors and students

15 Tutors log into the system and receive marked exercise sheets for their tutorial 
group

16 Tutors provide tailored feedback to students at face to face tutorials

Extensions
la Lecturer is not confident in use of the file management system
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lal Lecturer uses their personal computer, which has SCP installed, to edit 
worksheet

la2 Lecturer gives SCP files to technical support for loading into file management 
system

4a Lecturer has experience of students copying each others’ exercise sheets 
electronically, and of incompatibility problems between file management 
system and students home wordprocessing and operating systems (see 9b)

4a 1 Lecturer prints out hard copy exercise sheets, instead of using file management 
system to deliver them

5a Students register for course on university central records system, which passes 
registration on to department file management system

9a Activity runs over several computer lab sessions

9a 1 Subsequent computer labs are lead by a demonstrator who logs into the system 
and helps students with using the SCP

9a2 Students want to work on worksheets and exercise sheets at home between 
computer lab sessions

9a2a SCP made available for students to install on their personal computers

9a2b Students log into file management system from home and use installed SCP to 
work on worksheets

9ab3 Students save modified worksheets back onto file management system from 
home

12a Students hand in completed hard copy worksheets which are distributed to 
markers

14a Markers record grades on file management system and pass marked hard copy 
exercise sheets on to tutors for return to students
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Authors
Author 1 Julie Watson - University of Southampton
Author 2 Adam Warren - University of Southampton

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses the system to set up and run an online self-study resource for students to 
study in pairs

Narrative
The institution (as teacher) uses the system to run a short (45 min) online self-study 
course for HE tutors (as learners) to help them deal with inter-cultural student issues. 
The aim of the course is to raise awareness and to practice and discuss solutions. 
Tutors can work individually or (preferably) in pairs to encourage reflection. This is 
a compulsory staff developm.ent course that all tutors must take.__________________

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher (Institution) To use the system to administer deliver the self-study course

Other Actors (and goals)
Learners (tutors) To use the system in pairs to work through the course 

materials
Technical support To be able to access the system to set up and maintain the 

course
Institutional
managers

To access records of the activity for audit purposes

Stakeholders and Interests

Preconditions
1 A system that tracks usage, and can cope with streamed video and a control bar, 

allows for branches and options in study patterns.
2 Discussion forum

3 Activity and its resources set up in advance by technical staff

4
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Teaching Approach
Scenarios/storytelling, dialogic, adaptive, communicative, experiential

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher triggers the activity by an email to all students, but students may start at 

any time within the next x months (where x is defined by the teacher)
2 Students organise themselves into pairs and access system

3 System demands two usernames, links them together, and subsequently tracks 
the pair of users through the activity

4 System delivers introductory material (text) and offers a choice of video clips 
illustrating different scenarios

5 Students choose a clip and the system presents it to them with a facility for 
students to start, pause, stop, and move on to the next screen of instructions

6 Students watch clip and move on to next screen, which presents an open ended 
question for discussion in pairs for a minimum of y minutes (where y has been 
defined by the teacher in advance)

7 Onscreen timer shows students how long they have been discussing, and system 
tracks time before students move on to 8

8 System presents students with a multiple choice quiz which has a branching 
structure, so that each answer leads to a different range of subsequent questions 
(see usecase ‘quiz’)

9 System delivers quiz feedback to students and tells them to complete steps 5 to 8 
for z different scenarios (where z has been defined by the teacher in advance and 
is less than the number of possible scenarios)

10 On completion of z scenarios, system records usage and time taken for each 
scenario and delivers a text summary and further discussion questions to students

11 Students, as individuals, contribute further thoughts in asynchronous discussion 
forum (see usecase ‘discussion’)

12 Teacher, and institutional managers, access system records to check user 
statistics for institutional audit

Extensions
3a Pair of students are geographically separated on different computers in 

different locations (which may be outside the institution's network)
3ala System requires one login from each computer, links them together, and 

subsequently tracks the pair of users through the activity, delivering the same 
material to each student

3alb Students coordinate their activity by phone or by synchronous internet-based 
communication

3a2a Students work individually

3a2b System requires only one login, and tracks students as individuals
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4a Some students require videos in different languages

4a 1 System allows alternative sound tracks, or subtitles, to be chosen and delivers 
them

6a Students cannot be in face to face contact

6ala Students use a webcam and synchronous communication system for discussion

6alb System saves discussion records and sends them to step 10

6a2 Students use phone (landline or mobile) for discussion

11a Teacher realises that scenarios needs updating or extending

Hal System has facilities for teacher or technical support staff to add or edit 
material (videos and associated feedback and quizes)
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Authors
Author 1 Anne Irving, University of Surrey
Author 2 Conci Maduli-Bush, University of Surrey

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses discussion, resource repository, and quiz services to deliver and 
administer online elements of a blended learning exercise on improving presentation 
skills

Narrative
Students in their first year at university may be unused to having to present their work 
in public. This activity is designed to develop their presentation skills, using critical 
reflection on a provided video, self assessment, development and practice of a 
presentation in small groups, and peer feedback, followed by an assessed presentation. 
Ideally it will be blended into a module containing online and face to face sessions, 
but the material can be used for self study. Different departments may use the 
material differently.______________________________________________________

Primary Actor ( and goai)
Teacher To use the system to administer and deliver the activity

Other Actors (and goais)
Students To use the system to study the course material, and for 

collaboration and discussion
T utors To provide feedback to students in discussion forum and face 

to face sessions
Teacher (designer) To use the system to design and write the activity

Technical designer To ensure technical functioning and consistent look/design of 
course materials and user interface

Stakehoiders and Interests
Institution Quality control

Preconditions
Video of someone doing a presentation

VLE or discussion forum, resource repository, and quiz services

Multimedia teaching lab if delivering by blended learning
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Teaching Approach
Situative, collaborative, activity based, assimilative, adaptive, communicative, 
productive, blended learning________________________________________

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher accesses course resources, edits and updates them if necessary, and 

saves them in course area on system
2 Teacher briefs tutors about the activity by email

3 Teacher shows video to students and shows them what courses resources are on 
the system

4 Students log into system which delivers self assessment quiz questions (see 
usecase ‘quiz’)

5 Students use quiz to identify their strengths and weaknesses and to select relevant 
advice from the course resources on the system

6 Teacher divides students into small groups, allocates each group to a tutor, and 
enters group membership and tutor information into system

7 Students develop a plan for improving their presentation skills, based on step 5, 
and present this to their group face to face

8 Students and tutors give constructive feedback on presentations

9 Students and tutors use group discussion forum to reflect on what they have 
learnt and comment on others’ reflections (see usecase ‘discussion)

10 Teacher uses video and presentation software (eg. Powerpoint) to deliver a 
session on presentation structure to start students off preparing mini
presentations for their groups

11 Students and tutors use group discussions on discussion forum, including 
uploading draft presentation files, to develop their mini-presentations through 
steps 11-14 (see usecase ‘discussion’)

12 Students deliver mini-presentation to group, receive feedback, and develop mini
presentation further

13 Teacher delivers a session on relaxation techniques (NLP*), presentation 
software tips, etc

14 Students discuss face to face and develop agreed criteria for peer assessment of 
whole class presentations

15 Students present to class, give and receive feedback according to assessment 
criteria, and identify where they have succeeded and areas to work on

16 Students give assessed presentation to teacher (and class?)

17 Teacher evaluates records of quiz and discussion and modifies activity for next 
presentation if necessary

' NLP = neuro linguistic programming
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Extensions
la Course resources do not exist

lala Teacher (designer) collects suitable resources

lalb Teacher (designer) and technologist (designer) develop online learning 
materials (quiz, advice documents)

laic Teacher pilots activity

2a Teacher hriefs tutors face to face

3a Students cannot meet face to face

3ala Teacher checks that course materials are not copyright and makes videos 
available via the system

3albl Teacher uses synchronous conferencing system, with webcam, and shared 
whiteboard to show video and deliver face to face sessions

3alb2 Teacher uses asynchronous discussion forum, with a link to the videos, 
instead of face to face sessions

5a System automatically selects appropriate advice to deliver to students, based 
on students quiz answers (see usecase ‘quiz)

7a Distance students use synchronous conferencing system with webcam in their 
groups, to deliver presentations and give feedback to rest of group

7b Distance students make video of their presentation and link it to group 
discussion forum for feedback from the rest of the group

14a Distance students use discussion forum to agree criteria for peer assessment 
of class presentation (see usecase ‘discussion’)

15a Distance students use synchronous conferencing system with webcam to 
deliver presentation to whole class and assess others’ presentations

15b Distance students make video of their presentation and link it to discussion 
forum for assessment by the rest of the class
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Authors
Author 1 Paul Brown, John Hanson Community School
Author 2 John Adams, John Hanson Community School

Use Case Summary
Teacher uses system to deliver a multiple choice quiz that students can do at home or 
in class, to reinforce learning from a previous lesson

Narrative
During a lesson on any secondary school subject, pupils do an online multiple choice 
quiz and receive feedback. Following the lesson, they study online follow-up 
material, participate in a discussion forum and/or online chat, and repeat the multiple 
choice quiz (with questions and answers in a changed order) at home. The teacher 
monitors discussion, chat, and quiz results and modifies their next lesson to target any 
problem areas. The activity encourages pupils to reflect on their knowledge, and 
develop independent learning skills and the ability to use various e-learning tools____

Primary Actor ( and goal)
Teacher To use the system to deliver and administer the activity

Other Actors (and goais)
Pupils To use the system to take part in the activity

Head of Department To u.se the system to monitor pupil and teacher activity

Stakeholders and Interests
School Improved student performance, and quality control

Preconditions
1 A system to deliver the activity

Sufficient computers for classroom use

Teaching Approach
Reflective

Main Success Scenario
1 Teacher assembles self study materials, and quiz, in course area on the system

Teacher sets up chat and discussion forum
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3 Teacher runs face to faee session

4 Pupils discuss in pairs their strengths and weaknesses in subject knowledge

5 Pupils in elassroom log into system and do quiz (see usecase ‘quiz’)

6 Pupils diseuss subject knowledge and quiz feedback in face to faee whole class 
discussion

7 Pupils at home log into system and take part in synchronous chat session to 
discuss homework questions

8 Pupils do homework assignment and save completed homework onto the system

9 System delivers homework to the teacher, who marks it and writes feedback

10 Teacher saves homework marks and feedback to the system, which delivers it to 
the pupils

11 Pupils retake the quiz (with order of questions and choices changed) (see usecase 
‘quiz’)

12 Pupils continue discussion of points arising on discussion forum (see usecase 
‘discussion’)

13 Pupils email teacher about any points they would like covered in the next lesson

14 Teacher reviews records of chat session, homework submissions, discussion 
forum, emails, and statistics from quiz and modifies next lesson accordingly

15 Head of department accesses records for tracking pupil progress and quality 
control

Extensions
la Teacher saves links to external resources into course area

3a Some pupils are at home - ill or excluded

3al Teacher sets up webcam and synchronous conferencing system with shared 
whiteboard to enable absent pupils to participate

3a2 Teacher sets up telephone conference and speaker phone to enable absent 
students to participate

4a Absent students use synchronous conferencing to discuss lesson in pairs

4b Absent students use telephone to discuss lesson in pairs

5a Pupils can choose one out of a number of quiz, designed to target the areas of 
knowledge that they have decided they need to work on

13a Pupils send text message to teacher about points they would like covered in the 
next lesson
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Authors
Author 1 Lou McGill, JISC
Author 2

Use Case Summary
Teacher sets up and monitors an activity in which students collect, manage, discuss, 
and evaluate resources, using a modified wiki, as the first stage in a group design 
project

Narrative
Third year campus based engineering students meet at least twice a week and are in 
online or face to face contact with each other and their tutor at other times. As the 
first stage in a design project to produce a ‘proof-of-concepf model of a domestic ice 
crushing machine, teams of 4 students search for and manage relevant resources, and 
write a reflective team report and presentation for other teams and tutors using the 
wiki pages.

The online environment offered to support the activity includes a range of tools to 
support communication - email, skype, communication features inside the wiki 
environment (shoutbox, discussion forums, email, blogging). The wiki tool also 
provided a workspace for students to share content with team members. The wiki 
(LauLima) had been extensively modified with a permissions system which allowed 
selective sharing of content. Students, therefore, had control of who could access their 
content. The wiki had also been modified to allow hierarchical file storage systems 
(file galleries) rather than a flat file structure.

Students were asked to store their files (photographs, scanned drawings, word 
documents) within an organised file gallery area. Students used concept mapping to 
devise a folder structure for the gallery that had meaning for them, thus reducing the 
need for search and index facilities, although these were also provided

Following the activity selected resources were archived for future teaching_________

Primary Actor (and goal)
Teacher To use the system to run the activity and to enable the creation 

of useful student-generated resources for future teaching and 
learning

Other Actors (and goals)
Students To acquire information management literacies and develop 

design ideas for the next stage of the project. To gain skills 
and experience in design engineering

Librarian To improve students information management literacies and to 
archive resources for future teaching and learning

Tutors To support student groups
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Stakeholders and Interests

Preconditions
1 Modified wiki

2 Computer lab with terminals, or studio with laptops and web access for students 
for face to face briefing sessions

3

4

Teaching Approach
Project based learning, blended learning

Main Success Scenario
! Teacher writes briefing materials to be presented via wiki and face to face and 

saves them onto the wiki
2 Teacher organises students into groups of four, allocates groups to a tutor, and 

tells the wiki
3 Wiki allocates discussion areas and workspace to the groups

4 Teacher and librarian brief students about the activity at a face to face session, 
focusing on use of concept maps to support the planning stages of information 
searching, including identifying search terms, using appropriate sources, 
modifying searches, evaluating resources, copyright issues, organising 
information, assimilating found information into their own design concepts and 
referencing

5 Students log into wiki which attaches them to the correet group workspace and 
discussion forum

6 Student groups use concept mapping service which allows saving to a server 
(eg. Cmap), and group discussion space (see usecase ‘discussion’) within the 
wiki, to devise a folder structure for organising their work and the resources 
colleeted, and to generate search terms

7 Tutors monitor group workspace and are in online communication with students 
throughout steps 6-17

8 Student groups create folder strueture in their workspace on the wiki
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9 Students save concept map, and future individual and group work, in 
appropriate folders on the wiki,, throughout steps 9-17 File types include text, 
graphic, photos, video, audio, presentation, spreadsheets

10 Students record search terms for each file saved, using terms generated in step
6

11 Students set access permissions for each file saved onto the wiki, permitting 
individual, group, tutor, whole class, teacher, reading, adding to, or editing

12 Teacher and librarian give students further help with accessing 
information/conducting research into the design problem at a face to face 
session, including copyright issues, and referencing as well as quality, formats 
and size of content loaded into the wiki environment.

13 Students locate and record resources from the web, members of the public, 
library databases, existing (physical) products etc, in text, image, audio and 
video formats

14 Students save resources on wiki in folders created in step 8, setting access 
permissions for each file

15 Students access other group mem.bers' shared files in the file gallery and view 
or edit them according to permissions

16 Students discuss the resources in the discussion area of the wiki

17 Groups use discussion forum and group workspace to prepare a reflective report 
and presentation for the rest of the class, based on group wiki pages

18 Teacher accesses shared wiki pages and selects resources and student work for 
archiving for reuse

19 Teacher saves selected resources in the ‘for approval’ area of a second 
‘repository’ wiki, tagging them with free text and controlled metadata 
descriptions

20 Teacher emails librarian to alert them to resources for approval

21 Librarian accesses resources in approval area, checks them for quality, 
copyright etc, completes tagging if necessary, and saves them into the file 
gallery of the ‘repository’ wiki

16

Extensions

6a Students use skype and webcams to share, discuss and develop concept maps

6b Sudents use synchronous conferencing system with shared whiteboard or 
remote assist to share, discuss, and develop concept maps

6c Students use pencil, paper, and face to face meetings to share, discuss, and 
develop concept maps

21a Librarian rejects resource and does not save it to file gallery



Appendix B

Evaluation Experiment Two

B.l Personalised Learning Activity Wevb Application

B.1.0.1 Models

Service Model An example of a metadata description for the discussion forum service 

is provided in figure B.l

Learner Model As part of the three use cases, adaptation is carried out, to varying 

degrees, based on the system’s view of the learner. To supi)ort this, the AE is provided 

with a Learner Model containing information about the individual learner that is necessary 

for the adaptation process. In the case of the system developed to support these use cases, 

the Learner Model is based on the IMS Learner Information Package (LIP) specification. 

Three aspects of the learner are modelled for the system, their competency/skill in a 

specific subject area, accessibility requirements, for example their literacy, and whether or 

not the user has a Google account. To support these aspects of the learner, three elements 

of the LIP spedfication have been identified as suitable for modelling this information:

• qcl (qualification)

• accessibility

• securityKey

Figures B.2 and B.3, show example instances of such a Learner Model. As can be seen 

in the exanij)les, the skills of the learner are captured in the qcl element of the Learner
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<service>

<general>

<name>SIMPLEFORUM< / n ame>

<description>

A portlet, which allows the iiser to use a simple forum service 

</ciescriptioii>

</general>

< f u n c t i o n a 1 >

< parameters>

<parameter>

<name>id</ name>

< t y pe> user n am e</ty pe>

</ parameter>

<parameter>

<name>pass wd</name>

<ty pe>password</type>

</ parameter>

</parameters>

<preconditions>

<predicat e>

<name> i s 1 i t e r a t e </name>

</predicate>

</preconditions>

<effects>

<predicate>

<name> discussion</ name>

<variables>

<variable>

< name> as y nchronous</name>

<type>discussionType< / t y pe>

</ variable>

</ variables>

</predicate>

</effects>

</functional>

<techuical>

<ty pe>wsrp</ ty pe>

<portletIdentifier>ForumPortlet.ForumPortlet</portletIdentifier>

<getMarkupURI>

http: / /vml3. cs . ted . ie:8080/ producer/wsrp / router/mark up /My Producer 

</getMarkupURI>

<exitCondition>Finish=yes</exitCondition>

</technical>

</service>

Figure B.l: Metadata description of a discussion forum service used in experiment four.
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Model, lines 8 to 13 of figure B.2. The valid values for this application are one of three 

levels: novice, intermediate or expert. The literacy of the learner is captured in the 

accessibility element, lines 14 to 22 of hgure B.2. The valid values for both the read and 

write proficiency values are poor, intermediate, good and excellent. Finally, the learner’s 

Google account details, if any, are captured in the securityKey element, lines 23 to 43 

of figure' B.2.
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< 1 e a r n e r i n f o r m a t i () n xm Ins = ’’http:/ /www . iinsglobal . org/xsd/iinslip_vlpO”

xsi:noNamespaceSc hem aLocat io n=” /home/okeeffei / Desktop/imslip.vlpO . xsd”

X m 1 n s : xs i=” http: / / www. w3 . org/2001 / XMLSchema— instance”

xs i: sc h e m a L oc a t i o n = "http: / /www. imsglobal .org/xsd/imslip_vlp0

http: / / WWW. imsglobal . org/xsd / imslip_vlpO . xsd”>

< i d e n t i f i c a t i o n >

<name></ name>

</ identification>

<qcl>

<title>python</ t itle>

< 1 e V e 1 >

<text>expert</text>

</ level>

< / <1 c 1 >

<ac:cessibility>

<language>

< ty pen ame>

<tyval ue>English< / tyvalue>

</ ty pename>

< {) r o f i c i e n c y profmode=” Read”> Excellent</proficiency>

<proficiency prof mod e=” Write'’>Excellent</proficiency>

</ language>

</accessibility>

<seciiritykey>

<ty pename>

<tyvalue>GoogleAccotint</tyvalue>

< / typjename>

<keyfields>

<fieldlabel>

<ty pename>

< t y V h1 11 e>user name< / tyvalue>

</ ty pename>

</ fieldlabel>

< f i e 1 d d a t a > u s e r @ g m a i 1 . com< / fielddata>

< / keyfields>

<keyfields>

<fieldlabel>

<typename>

<tyvaiue>password</tyvalue>

</ typename>

</ fieldlabel>

< fielddata>secret< / fielddata>

</keyfields>

</securitykey>

< / 1 e a r n e r i n f o r m a t i o n >

Figure B.2: Example Instance of a Learner Model
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<learnerinforination xml ns = ’’http:/ / www. imsglobal . org/xs cl/ imslip.vlpO”

xsi; n oN ainespaceSc hem a Location =” / home / okeeffei / Desktop / imslip.v 1 pO . xscl’' 

X m 1 n s : X s i=” http: / / www. w3 . org/2001/ XMLSchema—i n s t a n c e ” 

xsirschemaLocation = ’’http: // www. imsglobal ,org/xsd/imslip_vlpO

http: // www. imsglobal . org/xsd/imslip_vlpO . xsd”>

<identification>

<name></name>

</identification>

<qcl>

<title>python</ title>

< 1 e V e 1 >

<text>novice</text>

</ le ve 1>

</qc1>

<accessibility>

<language>

<typename>

<tyvaliie>English</tyvalne>

</ typename>

<proficiency profmode=” Read”>Poor< /proficiency>

<proficiency profmode=”Write”>Poor</proficiency>

</ langiiage>

</ accessibility>

</learnerinformation>

Figure B.3; Example Instance of a Learner Model

The two Learner Models shown in figures B.2 and B.3 will be used as part of the u.se 

case implementations. As such they represent learners with properties from different ends 

of the scale of possible values, as illustrated in table B.l. This will allow the range of 

adaptive behaviours in the use cases to be illustrated based on just these two Learner 

Model instances.

Property Learner 1 Learner 2

cjcl (python) expert novice

accessability excellent intermediate

securityKey (google a/c) yes no

Table B.l: Comparison of example Learner Model properties

Narrative Model In addition to the metadata descriptions of the services (collectively 

referred to as the service model), it is also necessary to develoj) a Narrative Model for each 

of the use cases being implemented. This model describes the sequencing of the activities 

in accordance with the description of the user case as well as describing the rules that 

govern the adaptive sequencing within the constraints of the activity. As specihed in the
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implementation chapter, this narrative is written in Lisp.

B.1.0.2 Adaptive Web Application Implementation

Services As the focus of the implementation of the three use cases is on the system’s 

ability to support the functionality required by the use cases and not on the usability of the 

system from an end user perspective, the necessary services were only implemented in the 

form of ‘mock-ups’. That is, individual portlets were developed for each of the required 

services and those portlets were made available using the WSRP protocol. However, 

the functionality that the portlets provided varied greatly in its completeness as they 

were not designed to allow a user to take part in a complete ‘end to end’ activity. 

In some cases, such as the eMail and Quiz services, complete portlet applications were 

implemented while other portlets, such as the simple bookmarking portlet, were obtained 

from the Openportal portlet repository. Further portlets were implemented as simple 

HTML iframes that allowed a third part web application to be embedded in the portlet 

window so that the functionality required from the portlet could be simulated. Examples 

of such portlets include an email portlet that embeds Googles Gmail service, a document 

authoring i)ortlet that embeds Google’s Docs service and a concept mapping portlet that 

embeds the Bubbl.ns service.

TIk' u<'C(\ssary porth'ts wc'ii' chwcloped in accordaiux' with the .ISR-KiS portlet spc'eihc'ation 

and deployed to a Glassfish application server running the Openportal portal container and 

WSRP imj)lenientation. Using the functionality provided by Openportal the implemented 

I)ortlets were exposed using the WSRP protocol. Figure B.4 provides a screenshot of a 

simple eMail [)ortlet miming on the Glassfish application server.

Basic Web Application A single web application was developed to support the 

execution of all three of the use cases. This ‘webapp’ closely follows the design of a 

typical PWE application as spi'cific'd in the Imph'iru'utation chaptr'r, section 5.2.7. As 

such it provides five key functionalities:

Login/Logout The basic authentication mechanism allows the system to uniquely 

identify the users so that the appropriate user model and PWE can be loaded, figure 

B.5.
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Figure B.4: Concc'pt Mapping portlet running on Glassfish application servc'r

Figure B.5: Screenshot of Login Page

Learner Model Elicitation The webapp provides a Learner Model elicitation niechanisni 

in the form of a simple HTML form that is used to elicit the necessary information from 

the user in order to populate their Learner Model. The form can also be used to update 

an existing Learner Model for a returning user.

As shown in figure B.6, this form consists of three questions corresponding to the three key 

areas of the Learner Model as discussed previously. The learner is first asked to rate their 

level of skill in the Python programming language. They have three choices, beginner, 

intermediate or expert. The next question asks the user if they have any literacy issues 

and finally the user is asked if they have a Google account.

Obviously these questions would be unrealistic in a real world scenario but for the pur5)ose
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of populating the Learner Model for these use cases they are sufficient.

1.ADIK L’sc Case

Prior Knowledge
How exp«n«nc«d are you with the Pythor programmr^g lartguage?

Accounts
Do you have a Google account?

Google Account ID:

Google Account Pessworo

Literacy Skills
Reading Skills

Novice
Intermediate
Expert

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Exceileni
Good
Fair
Poor

Figure B.6: Screenshot of the Learner Model Elicitation Page

Build The build functionality is invoked when the user hrst creatc^s their Learner Model 

or whenever they update their model through the Learner Model Elicitation Page. The 

aim of this is to create a new PWE for the learner and to deploy that model so that the 

user can begin to interact with it. The generation of a new PWE reephres the web portal 

to start the exeention of the Narrative Model by the Adaptive Engine and for the resulting 

APCM to be converted to an equivalent personalised WSBPEL process, which is deployed 

ready for the learner to interact with it.

Activity Selection When a returning user logs in to the webapp they are presented with 

a page that allows them to select one of the three use cases to take part in, see figure 

B.7. Similarly, a new user will be presented with this screen after completing the Learner 

Model elicitation form.

Activity This page provides the interface through which the user interacts with the PWE. 

As showm in hgnre B.8, this page providcis the user with the portk't through which they 

can interact with their personalised service composition as part of the PWE.

B.1.0.3 Use Case Scenarios

Scenario One Tlie first scenario implemented was based on the LADiE use case 8 as 

described in tlie previous section. For convenience tlie activity diagram for tliis use case
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PiTsoiialisi-d Web Kxpvricnccs

Which Activity Would you like to take part in? 
Choose an Activity?

Figure B.7: Screenshot of Use Case Selection Page

I.ADIF I se Caw

Figure B.8: Screenshot of Learners initial view of activity

has been repeated below, see figure B.9. As illustrated, this use case requires the use of 3 

of the 5 supported workflow patterns:

• Sequence

• Parallel Split

• Synchronisation

Web
Quest

Interview

Worksheet

Discussion Peer
Review Quiz

Write
Report

Figure B.9: Activity Diagram for Scenario One

In addition to demonstrating the ability of the system to support these three workflow 

patterns, the use case also demonstrates the use of the adaptive service selection
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iiiechaiiisiii in order to adaptively select services that are appropriate based on the literacy 

skills of the learner as well as the learner’s ability to access the internet. The requirement 

for these two adaptive axes is specified in the extensions to the LADiE use case. In 

addition, this use case also demonstrates the dynamic composition of services. As shown 

in the use case activity diagram, the first task specified is a Webquest. There is no single 

service in the set of services made available to the system that can satisfy the requirements 

of a Webquest and as such, the system will need to dynamically compose a set of services 

that can be used to realise the task.

The narrative model used to describe the activity and the adaptive behaviours tliscussed is 

shown in figure B.IO The code itself can be considered in two parts, the first is a function, 

generateProblem (see lines 1 to 46), that allows for the generation of a PDDL planning 

problem without the need to repeatedly specify the static components of the problem. 

The function takes as a parameter the set of goals that the AI Planner should attempt 

to satisfy. An important part of the formulation of the planning problem in the context 

of the Narrative Model is the adaptive manipulation of the objects that are specihed to 

exist in the i)lanning problem. As shown in lines 27-29 and 37-39, the Narrative Model 

contains rules that adaptively specify the literacy skills of the learner as well as other 

important aspects of the learner such as their access to the internet. These rules are 

informed by the Learner Model, which is cpieried using an XPath expression to retrieve 

the necessary information from the model, lines 21-25 and 31-35 of the Narrative Model. 

By controlling the objects that are declared to exist in the planning problem, the planning 

proc('ss itself om b(' influenced by th<' Adaptive' Engine' see fhaf the' me)sl appreepriate' 

service or composition of services is selected. In addition to the generateProblem the 

first part of the narrative contains a function call to the generateDomain AE Custom 

Function, line 48. This function, described in the implementation chapter ??, generates 

the i)lanning domain as mentioned previously.

The second part of the Narrative Model, lines 50 to 64, is focused on creating an Abstract 

Personalised Composition Model that conforms to the structure of the activity. In this use 

case there is no adaptive sequencing to be carried out so this is relatively straight forward. 

As shown in lines 55-64 of the Narrative Model, figure B.IO, the APCM is generated 

through a series of AE Custom Function calls that allow the structure of the model to be 

manipulated.
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(defun genera teProblem (goal)

( s e t q PROBI^M

’’(define (problem test — problem)

(: domain test)

( : objects

i an — username , 

key — password , 

web — searchType , 

video — searchType , 

document — docType , 

presentation — docType,

SQL - quizTopic , 

python — language, 

synchronous — discussionType, 

asynchronous — discussionType)

( : i n i t

(webaccess ) ”

( s e t q LITERACYJCPATH.QUERY

’’//accessibility / language[typename/tyvalue = ’English '] / proficiency [@profmode = ’ Read ■]/text()”) 

(setq TATERACY-QUERYJIESULT

(first (xpath-query-model LEARNERJ^-IODEL LITERACY_XPATH-QUERY)) )

(if (string-equal LITERACY.QUERY_RESULT "excellent”)

(setq PROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEIM ” ( i s L i t e r a t e ) ” ) )

(setq GOOGLEJCPATHJ^UERY

”boolean(//securitykey (typename/tyvalue = 'GoogleAccount ’])” )

(setq GOOGLE_QUERY_RESULT

(first (xpath-query-model LEARNER-MODEL GOOGLEOCPATHjQUERY ) ) )

(if (string-equal GOOGLE-QUERY_RESULT "true”)

(setq PROBIEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM "(hasGoogleAccount)”))

Close off tn i t statement

(setq PROBLEM (concatenate string PROBLEM ”)” ))

.• ; Add goals to problem definition and close off all parenthesis

(concatenate 'string PROBLEM ” ( : g o a 1 " goal ” ) ) ” )

( generateDomain )

Create initial composition model structure 

( create - model COMPOSITIONJviODEL)

(update-model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’composition”)

(add-attribute COMPOSITION-MODEL "name” ” LADiEUseCase” )

( update —model COMPOSITION-MODEL "sequence” )

(addService ” newService 1 ” ( generateProblem "(and (search web )( bookmarks ))” ) "Step 1”)

(update-model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’parallel”)

(addService ”newService2” (generateProblem "(interview)”) ’’Step 2”)

(addService ”newService3” (generateProblem "(worksheet)”) ’’Step 3”)

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ” . . ” )

(addService ”newService4” (generateProblem ’’(discussion asynchronous)”) ’’Step 4”) 

(addService "newService 5” (generateProblem "(quiz SQL) ” ) "Step 5 ” )

(addService ” n e w S e r v i c e 6 ” (generateProblem "(created document)”) "Step 6”)

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL " . . ” )
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In this case, the first thing that is specified is a sequence element, line 55, to act as a 

wrapper for the whole activity. This is added to the APCM using the update-model 

custom function. The next step is to add a service corresponding to the Webquest 

task as described by the sequence diagram in figure B.9. This is achieved by calling 

the add-service custom function, line 56. This will, as discussed in section ?? of the 

Implementation Chapter, invoke the AI Planner service and process the response in order 

to update the APCM. The add-service custom function takes as a parameter the planning 

problem that the AI Planner should attempt to solve in PDDL syntax. To make the 

generation of this problem easier the function discussed previously is used so that only the 

planning goals need to be specified. In this instance, the required service(s) need to allow 

the user to achieve two things, to search an information source and to record interesting 

search results. To specify these two requirements the individual goals are wrapped in an 

‘and’ construct, which is part of the PDDL syntax.

The next step in the activity is a parallel split, which allows the user to access the services 

for the interview and worksheet tasks at the same time. As shown in line 57 of the 

Narrative Model, this is achieved by adding a new ‘parallel’ element to the APCM, again 

using the update-model custom function. This is added immediately after the previous 

service so it will follow in sequence from that service as they are both contained in the 

.s('ciu('nc(' ('k'liK'iit spt'cific'd pn'viously. Within this paralk'l ('k'lnent, two calls arc' made to 

the add-service function corresponding to the two services required.

The next line in the narrative, line 60, ‘steps out’ of the parallel element of the APCM 

so that subsequent services or control flow constructs are added to the model as part 

of the ‘secjuence’ wrapper element and not the ‘parallel’ element. The remaining tasks 

in the activity are then added to the model in lines 61-63 through further calls to the 

add-service custom function.

Figures B.ll and B.12 show the APCMs generated from the execution of this narrative 

model for two different learners. These APCMs were generated based on the example 

Learner Models discussed previously, see figures B.2 and B.3 respectively. As can be seen 

by comparing the services selected for the worksheet and quiz tasks, lines 25 and 38 of 

the APCMs, the differences in the two Learner Models result in different services being 

selected.

Another interesting feature of the generated APCMs is that, as discussed previously.
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-<?xml version=” 1.0” e ncod i ng=”UTF—8” ?>

‘<composition name=” LADiEUseCase8”>

<sequence>

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

< se r V i c e name=”GOOGLESEiARCH’' ty pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>http :/ / vml3 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / prod ucer/wsrp/rou ter /markup/MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >SearchPortlet . SearchPortlet </portlet >

<endcondition >yes = Finish </endcondition >

<guidance>Step l</guidance>

</service >

< se r V i c e name=”GOOGLiENOTEBCXDK” ty pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>iittp://vm 13.es .ted . ie:8080 /prod ucer/wsrp/router/mar kup/MyProdiicer</endpoint> 

<portlet >GoogleNotebookPortlet . GoogleNotebookPortlet </portlet >

<endcondition >yes=Finish </endcondition >

<gnidance>Step l</guidance>

</8ervice>

</parallel >

< p a r a 11 «• 1 >

< s e r V i c e name=”INTERVIEW” ty pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>littp: / / vml3. cs . tc^l . ie :S080 / prodncer/wsrp>/ router/marknp/MyProd;icer</endpoint> 

<portiet>InterviewPortlet . InterviewPortlet </portlet>

<endcondition>yes = Finish</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 2</guidance>

</service>

< s e r V i c e name=” WORKSHEFTP' ty pe=” wsrp ”>

<endpoint> http:/ /vml3.es. ted. ie:8080/producer/wsrp/ron ter/m arkup/MyProdueer</endpoint> 

<portlet >WorksheetPortlet . W'orksheetPortlet </portlet >

<endcondition>yes = Finish</endeondition>

<guidance>Step 3</guidance>

</service>

</parallel >

< s e r V i c e name=” GMAILCLIENT” ty pe=” wsr p”>

<endpoint>http://vml3.cs.tcd. ie;8080/prod ucer/wsrp/rou ter /mark up/MyProducer</pndpoint> 

<portlet >SimpleEMailPortlet . SimpleEMailPortlet < / portlet >

<endcondition >yes=Finish </endcond ition >

<guidance>Step 4</guidance>

</ service >

< s e r V i c e name=” QUIZ” t y pe=’' wsr p”>

<endpoint>http : / / vml3 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / router /markup/M y Prod ucer</end point > 

<port let >AudioQvnz . AtidioQuiz</portlet >

<endcondition>quit=Quit</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 5</guidance>

</service >

< s e r v i c e name=”GOOGUEIXXXJMENTS” ty pe=” wsr p”>

<endpoint>http : / / vml3 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer / wsrp / router / markup/MyProducer</end point > 

<portlet >GoogleDocsPortlet . GoogleDocsPortlet </portlet > 

<endcondition>yes=Finish</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 6</guidance>

</service >

</sequence>

</composition>

Figure B.ll; Scenario One APCM for test user 1
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< c () Ill i> os i t i o n name=” L A D i EUseCaseS ” >

< s e q 11 e n c e >

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

< s e r V i c e name=” YOUTUBESEIARCH” ty pe=” wsrp ”>

<endpoint>http : / /vml3. cs . led . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / rou ter /markup /MyProducer</endpoint> 

<port let >YouTiibeSearchPortlet . YouT ubeSearchPortlet </portlet > 

<endcoiidition>yes=Fiuish</endcondition>

<guidance>Step l</guidance>

</service>

< s e r V i c e name=" SIMPLEBOOKMARKLNG" t y p e=” w s r p ” >

<endpoint>http://vml3.cs . ted . ie :8080 /pro ducer/wsrp/rou ter /markup/MyProducer</endpoint>

< port let >bookmarkportlet . BookmarkPortlet< /portlet > 

<endcondition>Finish=yes</endeondition>

<guidanee>Step l</guidance>

</service>

< / p a r a 11 e 1 >

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

< s e r V i c e name=” INTERVIEW” ty pe=” wsr p ”>

<endpoiut>http : / / vml3. cs . ted . ie ;8080 / prod ucer/wsrp/rou ter /markup /MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet>InterviewPortlet , IntervicwPortlet</portlet>

< e n d e o ri d i t i o n > y e s = F i n i s h < / e II d c o n d i t i o n >

<guidance>Step 2</guidance>

</service>

< s e r V i ce name=”WORKSHEET” ty pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>http://vm 13.es. ted . ie :8080 /producer/wsrp /rou ter/mark up/MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >WorksheetPortlet . WorksheetPortlet < /portlet > 

<endcondition>yes=Finish</endconditioii>

<guidanee>Step 3</guidance>

</service>

< / I> a 1 a 11 e 1 >

<service iiame=’'MYEMAILCLIENT” ty pe=” wsrp'>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / rou ter/mark up/MyPro<lucer</endpoint> 

<portlet >SimpleEMailPortlet . SimpleEMailPortlet </portlet >

<endconfiitioii>yes = Finish</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 4</guidance>

</service >

< s e r V i c e name=” SIMPLEQUIZ” t y pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie ;8080 / producer / wsrp/router /markup/MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >Quiz2 . Qui2</portlet >

<endcondition >qui t=Quit </endcondition >

<guidance>Step 5</guidance>

</service >

< s e r V i ce name="GOOGLEPRESENTATION” ty pe=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>http : / / vml3. cs , ted . ie :8080 / prod ucer/wsrp/rou ter /markup /MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >GooglePre8entationPortlet . GooglePresentationPortlet < / portlet >

<endcondition >yes=Finish </endcondition>

<guidance>Step 6</guidance>

</sequence>

</compositiou >

Figure B.12: Scenario One APCM for test user 2
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it was necessary for the AI Planner to generate a composition of services to satisfy 

the requirements of the Webqnest task. Lines 4 to 17 of the APCM show that the 

planner selected two services, a search service and a bookmarking service to satisfy these 

requirements.

Figure B.13: Screenshot of interactive service to support the first task of Scenario One

Figure B.14: Screenshot of interactive service to support the second task of Scenario 

One
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Scenario Two The purpose of this scenario is to demonstrate the use of the Exclusive 

Choice and Simple Merge workflow patterns in an acdivity. As shown in the previous 

analysis of the LADiE use cases, none of the use cases require either of these patterns. In 

order to demonstrate and evaluate the use of these patterns as part of a realistic activity a 

LADiE use case was modified to incorporate both an Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge, 

ddu' activity diagram for this modihed us(' case is shown in hgurc B.lf). As can b(^ scxrn from 

the diagram, the modified activity is based on LADiE use case 8, which was implemented 

previously in its original form. The use case has been modified so that instead of the 

k'ariK'r first taking part in tlu' Whbqiunst and tlum t he inti'rvic'w tasks, t hey ari' instc'ad 

given a choice between either activity. For example, the learner can choose to obtain the 

necessary information by searching the internet or alternatively by interviewing an expert 

in the subject domain.

Search

Notes
.

Discussion Peer
Rpvipw

Quiz

Figure B.15: Activity Diagram for Scenario Two

The corresponding Narrative Model for this use case is provided below, see figure B.Ki. The 

signific-ant difh'ic'iicc's bcdwecm this modc'l and tlu' Narrative' Modc'l from tlu' unmodifie'd 

version of use case 8 can be seen in lines 29-38 where the two parallel services corresponding 

to the Webquest and interview tasks of the original use case 8 have been wrapped in 

a condition element. The means that the learner will be given a choice between the 

two jjossible paths in the activity, which are represented by the parallel elements in the 

generated APCM. An example of a APCM generated for this activity is shown in figure 

B.17.

A screenshot of the activity portlet in which the user is presented with the option between 

the two possible paths is shown in figure B.18. Based on the option selected in this portlet 

view, the user will follow the corresponding path in the activity.
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(defun g e n e r a t e P r o b 1 e m (goal)

(setq START

’’(define (problem test — problem)

(; domain test )

(; objects

ian — iisername , 

key — password , 

web — searchType , 

video — searchType , 

document — docType , 

presentation — docType,

SQL — quizTopic , 

python — language , 

synchronotis — discussionType , 

asynchronous — discussionType)

(: init ( webaccess ) ( hasGoogle Accou nt ) ) 

( : g o a I ” )

( setq END ” ))” )

(concatenate string START goal END)

. ; Create i n 111 a I composition model structure 

{(; rente-model COMPOSITION_MODEL)

( update — model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’composition” ) 

(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL ’’name” ” LADiEUseCase” )

( updat e - model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’sequence”)

( u pd ate — m ode 1 COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’condition”)

(update-model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’parallel”)

(addService ’’newServicel” (generateProblem ’ 

(add Service ”newService2” (generateProblem ’

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ”..”)

( update-model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’parallel”)

(addService ”newService3” (generateProblem ’

’ ( bookmarks ) ” ) ’ 

’ (search web)” )

’(interview)”)

Step 1 

’’Step

")
2")

(addService ”newService4” 

( cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ” . . ” )

( generateProblem ” ( worksheet )” )

’Step 3”) 

’Step 4”)

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ” . . ’ 

( addService ” newServiceS” (generateProblem ’’(discussion asynchronous)”) ’’Step 5”) 

(addService ” newService6” (generateProblem ’’(quiz SQL)”) ’’Step 6”)

(addService ” newService7” (generateProblem ’’(created document)”) ’’Step 7”)

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ')

Figure B.18: Narrative Model for Scenario Two
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<?xml version^” 1.0” en cod ing=” UTF—8” ?>

< com posi t i o n name=” LA DiEUseCasc8”>

<seq lie 11 ce >

< c o n d i t i o n >

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

<service name=:”SrMPLEBOOKMARKING” type=”wsrp”>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / router/markup/MyProducer</endpoiiit> 

<portlet >bookmarkportlet . BookmarkPortlet</portlet>

< e n d con d i t ion > F i n i s h=y es </e nd cond i t io n >

<guidance>Step l</guidance>

</service>

< s e r V i c e name=”GOOGLESElARCH” t y pe=” wsrp ”>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie ;8080 /producer/wsrp / router/ markup /MyP rod ucer

< / e n d p o i n t >

<portlet>SearchPortlet . SearchPortlet</portlet>

<endcondition >yes=Finish </endcondition >

<guidance>Step 2</guidance>

</service>

</parallel >

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

<service name=” INTERVIEW” type=”wsrp”>

<endpoint>http : / /vml3. cs . ted . ie ;8080/ producer/wsrp /router/markup /My Producer</endpoint> 

<portlet>IuterviewPortlet . InterviewPortlet </portlet>

<endcondition >yes = Finish </endcondition >

<guidance>Step 3</guidance>

</service >

<service name=” WORKSHEEl”' type=”wsrp”>

<endpoint>http ;//vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080/producer/wsrp/r outer /markup /MyF*roducer</endpoint> 

<portlet>WorksheetPortlet . WorksheetPortlet</portlet>

< e n d c o n d i t i o n > y e s = F i n i s h < / e n d c o n d i t i o n >

<guidance>Step 4</giiidance>

</service >

< / parallel >

</ c o n d i t i o n >

< s e r V i c e name=”GMAILCLIENT'’ ty pe=” wsrp ”>

<endpoint>http : / / vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / router /markup/MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >SimpleEMailPortlet . SimpleEMailPortlet </portlet >

<endcondition>yes = Finish</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 5</guidance>

</service >

< s e r V i c e name=” SIMPLEQUIZ” ty pe=” wsrp ”>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp / router/markup/MyProducer</endpoint> 

<portlet >Quiz2 . Qui2</portlet >

<endcondition>quit=Quit</endcondition>

<guidance>Step 6</guidance>

</service>

< s e r V i c e name=”GOOGLEIXXT.'MENTS’' ty pe=” wsr p”>

<en d poi n t >h 11 p : / / vml3 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp/router/markup/MyProducer</endpojnt> 

<portlet >GoogleDocsPortIet . GoogleDocsPortlet </portlet >

<endcondition >yes=Finish </endcondition >

<guidance>Step 7</guidance>

</service >

< / s e q u e n c e >

< / c o m p o s i t i o u >

Figure B.19: Scenario Two APCM for test user 1
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I.ADiK. I'se Cases

Another Appbeaton

You have a choree Oetnreen 2 tooie. woiM you like to use 
Opion 1 
Option 2

Figure B.20: Screenshot of Scenario Two, User selection of Exclusive Choice branch
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Scenario Three The third scenario implemented is designed to demonstrate the use of 

the adaptive sequencing of services as part of a real world activity. Although the LADiE 

use cases can easily be modified to make use of adaptive selection of services by taking 

into account the extensions to each use case there is no such scope for adaptive sequencing 

within the defiintions of the use cases. As such, it was necessary to modify an existing use 

case so that it incorporates this functionality.

To achieve this, two LADiE use cases have been used as the basis for a single new activity 

in which the path through the activity is based on the Learner Model. The basis for this 

activity is LADiE use case 12 in which the learner uses an ordine programming service to 

complete a worksheet. During this activity a discussion forum is available to the learner so 

that they can discuss the activity with their classmates. Although the original LADiE use 

case was based on the learner working with a SCP\ it has been modified in this instance 

so that the SCP environment is replaced with an interpreter for the Python programming 

language. As specified in the u.se ca.se, this is a static activity without any adaptive 

sequencing. To incorporate adaptive sequencing into this activity, the sequencing of task 

in LADiE use case 12 has been extended to incorporate aspects of use case 16. This results 

in a more complex activity in which alternative branches exist, which can be adaptively 

selected by the AE based on the Learner Model. LADiE use case 16 is a project planning 

activity in which students collaborate on how they will carry out their project and write 

a report detailing their plans.

By combining these two activities a new adaptive activity has been defined in which 

inexperienced or intermediate students are presented with a worksheet based activity, as 

they would in the original definition of LADiE use case 12. In contrast, users that are 

experienced in the subject matter (ie. the python programming language) are instead 

provided with a project based activity in which they plan and research a project. In both 

cases the learners are provided with a discussion service and a programming environment 

service.

To illustrate these two alternative service compositions, two activity diagrams have been 

provided, which illustrate the resulting compositions. Figure B.21 is an activity diagram 

representing the activity for an inexperienced or intermediate level student while figure 

B.22 represents the activity of an expert level student.

’Symbolic Computational Program
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Figure B.19: Activity Diagram for first 

possible composition from Scenario Three

Figure B.20: Activity Diagram for second 

possible composition from Scenario Three

The Narrative Model for this activity is provided in figure B.21. The important part of 

this specific model are the adaptation rules that describe the conditions under which the 

alternative adaptive branches should be taken. Lines 34-35 shows how the appropriate 

property of the learner, in this case their skill level for the python programming language, 

is retrieved from the Learner Model using an XPath expression. The information retrieved 

from the model is then used to inform that conditional branch rule, line 36. Depending on 

the value of the Python skill property in the Learner Model, one of two different sequences 

of services will be added to the APSC.

By executing this Narrative Model with two different Learner Models (see figures B.2 and 

B.3) corre^sponding to leariKUs with diffeix'ut valiu's for the skill of tlu' h-anu-r in Python 

results in two different APCMs as shown in figure B.22 and B.23
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(defuii g e n e r a t e P r (> b i e 111 (goal)

(setq START

” ( define (problem test — problem )

( : d o ni a i n test)

(:objects

ia 11 — username , 

key — password , 

web — searchType , 

video — searchType, 

document — docType, 

presentation — docType,

SQL — quizTopic . 

python — language , 

synchronous - d i s c u s s i o n T y p e , 

asynchronous — discussion Type) 

(: in it (webaccess))

( : goal ” )

( setq KND ” )) " )

(concatenate 'string START goal END)

( g e n e r a t e D o m a i n )

Create initial composition model structure 

( c r e a t e - m o d e 1 COMPOSITIONJvlODEL)

( update — model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’composition” )

( add-attribute COMPOSITION-MODEL "name” " LADiEUseCase 1 2” )

(update-model COMPOSITION^IODEL ’’parallel")

(add Service ’’newServicel” (generateProbleni ”(an d (interpreter python))”) ’’Step 1”) 

(addServire ” n e w S e r v i c e 2 ” (generateProbleni ’’(and (discussion synchronous))”) ’’Step 2”)

( se t cj XPATH-QUERY ”//qcl [ title=’python ’] / level / text/text ()” )

(setq QUERYJLESULT (first ( xpath-query - model LEARNER_MODEL XPATH-QLERY) ) )

( if ( s t r i n g eq u a 1 QL'ERY-RESL’LT ’’expert”)

(list

(addService ” ne w Ser vi ce3 ” (generateProbleni ’’(and (wiki))”) ’’Step 3”)

( update —model COMPOSmON-MODEL ’’sequence” )

(addService ”newService4” (generateProblem ’’(and 

(addService ” iiewServiceS” (generateProblem ” (an<l 

(addService ”newService6” (generateProblem ’’(and 

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ”..”)

( concept— mapping )) ” ) ’’Step 

(search web))”) ’’Step 5”) 

(write report))”) ’’Step 6”)

4” )

)

(list

( update —model COMPOSITION-MODEL ’’sequence”)

(addService ” n e w S e r v i ce 3 ” (generateProblem ’’(and (worksheet))”) ’ 

(addService ”newService4” (generateProblem ’’(and (uploadFile))”)

( cd COMPOSITION-MODEL ” . . ” )

Step 3” ) 

’’Step 4 ” )

(cd COMPOSITION-MODEL . ”)

Figure B.21: Narrative Model for modified Use Case 12
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1 <?xml V e r s i o n=” 1.0 ” encod i ng=” UTF—8” ?>

2 <composition name=” LADiEUseCasel2’’>

3 <parallel>

4 <service name=” PYTHONINTERPREn^R” type=”wsrp”>

5 <endpoint>http:/ / kdeg—vm —13 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer / wsrp/router / markup/MyProducer</endpointi

6 <portlet>ProgrammingEnvironmentPortlet.ProgrammingEnvironmentPortlet</portlet>

7 <endcondition>Fini s h=y es </endcondition>

8 <guidance>Step l</gijidance>

9 </service>

10 <service name=” SIMPLEIRC” ty pe=” wsrp”>

11 <endpoint>http;/ / kdeg —vm —13 . cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer / wsrp / router / mark up/MyProducer</end pointy

12 <portlet>IRCPortlet.IRCPortlet</portlet>

13 <en d conditio n>Finish =:y es</endcondition>

14 <guidance >Step 2</guidance>

15 </service>

16 <service name=”WIKr’ type=” wsrp'’>

17 <endpoint>http:/ / kdeg —vm — 13. cs . ted . ie ;8080/producer/wsrp / router/ markup/MyProdjicer</end point'

18 <portlet>WikiPortlet.WikiPortlet</portlet>

19 <endcondition>Finish =yes</endcondition >

20 <guidance>Step 3</guidance>

21 </service>

22 <sequence>

23 <service name=”BUBBLUS” type=” wsrp”>

24 <endpoint>http;/ / kdeg —vm — 13. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer/wsrp/ router / markup / My Prodticer </endpoir

25 <portlet>MindMappingPortlet.MindMapperPortlet</portlet>

26 <endcondition>Fini s h=y es </endcond ition >

27 <guidance>Step 4</guidance>

28 </service >

29 <service name=”GOOGLESElARCH’' type=”wsrp”>

30 <endpoint>http ://kdeg —vm—13. cs . ted . ie ;8080 / producer/wsrp / r outer/markup /My P rod ucer</endpoir

31 <portlet>SearchPortlet.SearchPortlet</portlet>

32 <endcondition>Finish=yes</endcondition>

33 <g u id an ce >S t ep 5</guidance>

34 </service>

35 <service name=”G(XXjLEIX3CUMEINTS’' type=”wsrp”>

36 <endpoint>http://kdeg — vm—13.es. ted. ie;8080 /prod iicer/wsrp/r outer/markup/ My Producer</endpoir

37 <portlet>GoogleDocsPortlet.GoogleDocsPortlet</portlet>

38 < e n d CO n d i t ion > F i n i s h =y es </endcondition>

39 <gu id ance >S t ep 6</guidance>

40 </service>

41 </sequence>

42 </parallel>

43 </composition >

Figure B.24; Scenario Three APCM for test user 1
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<?xnil versions” 1.0” e ncod i ng=” UTF—8” ?>

< CO m poH i t i oil nanie=:” LADiEUseCasel2”>

< p a r a 11 e 1 >

<service name=”PYTHONINTERPRE'rER” type=” wsrp”>

<endpoint>http ://vml3. cs . ted . ie ;8080 / prod iicer/wsrp/router/markup /MyP rod iicer</endpoint>

< portlet >

P r o g r a rn in i n g E n V i r o 11 m e n t P o r 11 p t . P r o g r a m m i n g E n v i r o n m e n t P o r 11 e t

< /portlet >

< e n d c o n d i t i o n > F i n i s h =y es</endcondition>

<giiidance>Step l</guidance>

</service >

< s e r V i c e nanie=” SIMPLEIRC” ty pe=” wsrp”>

<e 11 dpoint>http://vni 13.es. ted . ie :8080 /prod ueer/wsrp/ router/in ark up/MyP rod ucer</eiidpoint> 

<j)ortlet >IRCPortlet . IRCPortlet </portiet >

<endcondition>Finish=:yes</eiidcondition>

<guidanee>Step 2</guidanee>

</serviee >

< seq u e n ee >

< se r V i ce name=’'\VORKSHEErr’ ty pe=’' wsrp”>

<endpoint>http ; / / vml3. cs . ted . ie :8080 / producer / wsrp / router / markup /MyProdueer</endpoint>

< portlet >WorksheetPortlet . WorksheetPortlet</portlet> 

<endcondition>Fiuish=ye8</endcoiidition>

<guidanee>Step 3</guidanee>

</service>

< s e r V i c e name=” FTPCLIENT” ty pe=” wsr p”>

<endpoint>littp ; / / vnil3. cs . ted . ie ;8080 / producer / wsrp / router /mar kup/MyP rod ucer</endpoint> 

<portlet >F''rPPortlet . FTPPortlet</portlet >

< e n d c o n d i t i o n > F* i n i s h =y es</endcondition>

<guidaiice>Step 4</guidance>

</service>

</spq ue lice >

</ parallel >

</coniposition>

Figure B.25: Scenario Three APCM for test user 2
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B.2 Narrative Models
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(setq DOMAIN_MODEL "domainMode1")
(setq SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION "serviceModeIConnection")
(setq PLANNER_WS_URI "http://localhost:8080/planner/Planner3,jws")
(setq PLANNER_OPERATION "plan")
(setq DOMAIN_NAME "test")
(setq COMPOSITION_MODEL "compositionModel")
(setq LEARNER_MODEL "user")

(defun processPlan( actions guidanceMsg )
(dolist (action actions)

(setq BASE_QUERY
(concatenate 'string "/service[general/name='" action "']/technical "))

(setq SERVICE_TYPE_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/type/text()"))
(setq URI_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE__QUERY "/getMarkupURI/text () " ) )
(setq PORTLET_ID_QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/portletIdentifier/text ()")) 
(setq CONDITION„QUERY (concatenate 'string BASE_QUERY "/exitCondition/text () " ))

(setq TYPE 
(first

(remote-xpath-query-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION SERVICE_TYPE_QUERY)))

(if (string-equal TYPE "wsrp")
(list

(setq URI (first
(remote-xpath-query-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION URI__QUERY)))

(setq PORTLET 
(first

(remote-xpath-query-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION PORTLET_ID_QUERY)))

(setq ENDCONDITION 
(first

(remote-xpath-query-collection SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION CONDITION_QUERY)))

(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "service")
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "name" action)
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "type" TYPE)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "endpoint" URI)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "portlet" PORTLET)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "endcondition" ENDCONDITION)
(update-model C0MP0SITI0N_M0DEL "guidance" guidanceMsg)

(cd C0MP0SITI0N_M0DEL "..")
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(defun doSteps ( steps guidanceMsg )
(if (= (length steps) 0)

(return-from doSteps 0)
(list

(setq STEP (first steps))

(setq actions
(xpath-query-model '' solutionModel"

(concatenate 'string "//step[@time='" STEP /action/name/text()") ))

(setq TEST (&gt; (length actions) 1))

(if TEST 
(list

(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "parallel")
(processPlan actions guidanceMsg)
(cd COMPOSITION_MODEL "..")

)

(list
(processPlan actions guidanceMsg)

)

)

(doSteps (rest steps) guidanceMsg)

(defun generateDomain ()
;; Generate problem domain model 
(create-model DOMAIN__MODEL)
(update-model DOMAIN_MODEL "services")

(setq modelList (list-models SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION))

(dolist (modelName modelList)
(load-model SERVICE_MODEL_CONNECTION modelName "tempModel") 
(append-model DOMAIN_MODEL "tempModel")
(remove-model "tempModel")

)
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(defun addService { name goal guidanceMsg )

;; Call AI planning Web Service
; ; PDDL-PROBLEM is a list so it should be fine to pass it in without parenthesis 
(setq PLAN (call-web-service PLANNER_WS_URI 

PLANNER_WS_URI 
PLANNER_OPERATION

(list DOMAIN_NAME (mode1-to-string DOMAIN_MODEL) goal)
'( "domainName" "domain" "problem")

)

)

(create-model "solutionModel" PLAN)
(setq STEPS (xpath-query-model "solutionModel" "/solution/step/@time") )
(doSteps STEPS guidanceMsg)
(remove-model "solutionModel")

(defun qenerateProblem (goal)
(setq PROBLEM
"(define (problem test-problem)

(:domain test)
(:objects
ian - username, 
key - password, 
web - searchType, 
video - searchType, 
document - docType, 
presentation - docType,
SQL - quizTopic, 
python - language, 
synchronous - discussionType, 
asynchronous - discussionType)

( : init
(webaccess)")

(setq LITERACY_XPATH_QUERY 
"//accessibility/language(typename/tyvalue='English' ]/proficiency[@profmode='R 
(setq LITERACY_QUERY_RESULT

(first (xpath-query-model LEARNER_MODEL LITERACY_XPATH_QUERY)))
(if (string-equal LITERACY_QUERY_RESULT "excellent")

(setq PROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM "(isLiterate)"))
)
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(setq GOOGLE_XPATH_QUERY
"boolean(//securitykey[typename/tyvalue='GoogleAccount')) " } 

(setq GOOGLE_QUERY_RESULT
(first (xpath-query-model LEARNER_MODEL GOOGLE_XPATH_QUERY))) 

(if (string-equal GOOGLE_QUERY_RESULT "true")
(setq PROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM " (hasGoogleAccount) " ))

)

;; Close off init statement
(setq PROBLEM (concatenate 'string PROBLEM ")" ))

;; Add goals to problem definition and close off all parenthesis 
(concatenate 'string PROBLEM "(:goal " goal "))" )

(generateDomain)

;; Create initial composition model structure 
(create-model COMPOSITION_MODEL)
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "composition")
(add-attribute COMPOSITION_MODEL "name" "LADiEUseCase")

(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "sequence")
(setq webQuestGoal (generateProblem "(and (search web)(bookmarks))")) 
(addService "webQuestService" webQuestGoal "Step 1")
(update-model COMPOSITION_MODEL "parallel")

(setq interviewGoal (generateProblem "(interview)"))
(addService "interviewService" interviewGoal "Step 2")
(setq worksheetGoal (generateProblem "(worksheet)"))
(addService "worksheetService" worksheetGoal "Step 3")

(cd COMPOSITION„MODEL "..")
(setq discussionGoal (generateProblem "(discussion asynchronous)")) 
(addService "discussionService" discussionGoal "Step 4")
(setq peerReviewGoal (generateProblem "(peerreview)"))
(addService "peerReviewService" peerReviewGoal "Step 5")
(setq quizGoal (generateProblem "(quiz SQL)"))
(addService "quizService" quizGoal "Step 6")
(setq reportGoal (generateProblem "(created document)"))
(addService "reportService" reportGoal "Step 7")

(cd COMPOSITION_MODEL "..")
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40

41

42

43
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(define (domain test)
(:requirements ityping)
(:types username password quizTopic searchType discussionType docType language)

(ipredicates (isliterate)
(quiz ?SQL - quizTopic)
(wiki)
(webaccess)
(search ?video - searchType)
(bookmarks)
(send-message)
(discussion ?asynchronous - discussionType)
(worksheet)
(mindMap)
(conceptMap)
(uploadFile)
(hasGoogleAccount)
(created ?document - docType)
(notes-taken)
(interview)
(interpreter ?python - language)

)

(laction SIMPLEQUIZ
rparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?SQL - quizTopic)

:precondition (and (isliterate))
:effect (and (quiz ?SQL))

)

( : action WIKI
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password)
:effect (and (wiki))

)

(:action YOUTUBESEARCH
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?video 

:precondition (and (webaccess)) 
reffect (and (search ?video))

)

(:action SIMPLEBOOKMARKING
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 
:effect (and (bookmarks))

)

searchType)
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84

85

86

87

88
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90

91

(:action MYEMAILCLIENT
iparameters { ?id - username ?passwd - password ?asynchronous - discuss! 
:effect (and (send-message) (discussion ?asynchronous))

)

(:action WORKSHEET
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 

:precondition (and (isliterate)) 
leffect (and (worksheet))

)

{ : action AUDIOCONF
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?synchronous - discussio 

:precondition (and (not (isliterate)))
leffect (and (discussion ?synchronous))

)

( laction AUDIOQUIZ
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?SQL - quizTopic) 

Iprecondition (and 
(not (isliterate)))

leffect (and (quiz ?SQL))
)

(laction AUDIOWORKSHEET
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 

I precondition (and 
(not (isliterate)))

leffect (and (worksheet))
)

(laction BUBBLUS
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 

I precondition (and (webaccess))
leffect (and (mindMap) (conceptMap))

)

(laction FTPCLIENT
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 
leffect (and (uploadFile))

)

(laction SIMPLEFORUM
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?asynchronous - discuss! 

I precondition (and (isliterate))
leffect (and (discussion ?asynchronous))

)
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133

134
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137

(:action GMAILCLIENT
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?asynchronous - discussi 

:precondition (and (hasGoogleAccount))
leffect (and (send-message) (discussion ?asynchronous))

)

(:action GOOGLEDOCUMENTS
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?document - docType)

:precondition (and (hasGoogleAccount)(webaccess)) 
leffect (and (created ?document))

)

(:action GOOGLENOTEBOOK
:parameters { ?id - username ?passwd - password) 

rprecondition (and (webaccess)(hasGoogleAccount))
:effect (and (notes-talcen) (bookmarks))

)

(:action GOOGLEPRESENTATION
:parameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?presentation - docType)

:precondition (and (hasGoogleAccount)(webaccess))
:effect (and (created ?presentation))

)

(laction GOOGLESEARCH
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?web - searchType) 

rprecondition (and (webaccess)) 
reffect (and (search ?web))

)

(raction SIMPLEIRC
rparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?synchronous - discussio 
reffect (and (discussion ?synchronous))

)

(:action INTERVIEW
rparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password) 
leffect (and (interview))

)

(:action PYTHONINTERPRETER
iparameters ( ?id - username ?passwd - password ?python - language) 

rprecondition (and (webaccess))
reffect (and (interpreter ?python))

)

DnType)

iType)
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Appendix C

Evaluation Experiment Three

C.l SQL Course Artifacts

C.l.l Narrative Model
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<narrative>

<id>sql narrat. ive</id>

<type>JESS</type>

<code>

( deffunction get — multifield - value (? field )

(bind ?var (implodeS ? field))

(return (sub—string 2 (— (str—length ?var) 1) ?var))

)

(deffunction candidate — selector (?ccg)

;; dvimb candidate selector , knows that there is only one candidate so it 

;; simple retrieves it and returns it to the caller 

(load—model ’’candidateGroupCollection” ?ccg ”ccg”)

(bind ?result ( ge t — m u 11 i f i e 1 d — v al ue ( search—model ” ccg” ’’pagelet”)))

(remove —model ” ccg" )

(return ?result)

)

(deffunction add—s u b se c t i o n ( ? sec t ion N ame ?requirement ?ccg)

(if (eq (lengths (intersections (search—model "learner Model” "langstring”) (createS ?requiremt 

then

;; Select the correct lo to include in the course 

(bind ?lo ( cand i da t e — se 1 e c t o r ?ccg))

;; load the lo from a repository

(load—model "learningObjectColIection" ?lo ”lo”)

(bind ?list (search—model — for-attributes "lo” ’’file” "href”))

(remove-model ” lo” )

(update —model ?modelName ” subsection” )

( u pd ate— model ?modelName "name” ? sec t i o n N am e )

( update —model ?modelName ”id” ?sectionName )

(foreach ?var ?list

( \i pd ate — m od el ?modelName "card”)

( u pd ate— model TmodelName "eg” ?var)

( cd ?modelName ” . . ” )

)

(cd ?modelName ”..”)

else

(return 1)

(bind ? modelName (get — multifield—value (search—model "learner Model” "identifier”))) 

( create—model ?modelName)

(update—model ?modelName ” course” )

: : ( cd ?modelName ’’course”)

( u pd ate — m odel ?modelName "name” "SQL Course”)

( update —model ?modelName ” section” )

; ; ( cd ?modelName "section”)

( update —model TmodelName "name” ’’Database Concepts”)

(add — subsection ” Introduction” ”db. concepts . introduction” "cgOl” )

(add —subsection "The Relational Model” ”db. concepts . relational.model” ”cg02” )

( add —s u b se c t i o n ” Relational DBMS Architecture” ”db. concepts . rdbms” ”cg03” )

nt))) 1)
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(add —subsection ”Structured Query Language" ”db. concepts . sql .syntax” ”cg04” )

( cd ? modelNaine ” . . ” )

( upd at e —model ?modelName ” section” )

; ; ( cd ?modelNan\e "section” ”1”)

( update —model ?inodelName "name” "Creating a Database”)

( add — s ubsection "Data Types” ”db. tables. data_types” ”cg05”)

( add—s u b se c t i o n "DDL : Create Statement” ” db . t a b 1 es . c r e a t e " ”cg06")

(add — subsection "Table Constraints" ”db. tables . constraints” ”cg07”)

( add —s 11 bse c t i o n "DDL Alter and Drop Statements” ” db . t a b 1 es . mo<l i fy ” ”cg08”)

( add —H u b se c t i o n "Introduction to Views” "db. views” ”cg09”)

( add —s u b se c t i o n "Create View Statement" ” db . c r e a t e v i e w ” "cglO”)

( cd ? modelName ” . . ” )

( update —model ?modelName "section”)

; : ( cd ?modeIName "section” ”2")

( update —model ?modelName "name” "Populating a Database”)

( add — s ubsection ” Introduction to Data Manipulation Language " ” db . t a b 1 e s . po p u 1 ate ” ” cg 1 1 ” )

(ad d — subsection "Insert Statement" "db. tables, populate, insert” ”cgl2")

( add — s u b s e c t i o n ” Update Statement” ” db . tables . populate . update ” ” eg 1 3 ” )

(a<ld—subsection ” Delete Statement" "db. tables . populate . delete" ”cgl4” )

(cd VinodelName ” . . ” )

( u pd a te — mcxl e 1 TmodelNarne "section”)

; ; ( cd ?modelName "section" ”3”)

( 11 pd ate — mod e 1 ?modelName "name" "Database Retrieval”)

( add — s 11 b se c t i o n "The Simple Select Statement” ” db . r e t r i e v a 1 . s i m p 1 e . s e 1 e c t " ” eg 1 5 ” )

(ad d-s ubsection "The Select Statement” ”db. retrieval, select” ”cgl6”)

(ad d — subsectitin "Expression Operators” "db. retrieval, select, operators” ”cgl7”)

(add — subsection "The Where Clause" ”db. retrieval, clauses, where” ”cgl8”)

(add- subsection "Search Conditions” ”db. retrieval . clauses .where, search-conditions” ”cgl9”)

(add — s ubsection "An Introduction to Joins” "db. retrieval .joins” ”cg20”)

( add —8 u b s e c t i o n "An Introduction to Simple Joins” ” db . r e t r i e v a 1 . s i m pi le . j o i n s ” ” cg2 1 ” )

(add — subsection "Aggregate Functions” ”db. retrieval .aggregate-functions” ”cg22”)

(cd ?raodelName ” . . ” )

( u pd at e— model TrnodelName "section”)

; ; ( cd ?modelName "section” ”4”)

( u pdate — model ? modelName ” name” ” Database Applications" )

( add —s 11 b se c t i o n "Writing Database A j> p 1 i c a t io n s using Embedded SQL” ” db . ap p 1 i c a t i o n s . em bed d ed-sq 1 "

(add —subsection ” Structure of Embedded SQL Applications” "db. applications . em bedded _sql . structure”

(store—model "coursesCollection” ? modelName ? modelName )< / code>
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<iearner>

<geiieral>

<identifier>ian</ identifier>

<naiiie>

<s»irname>0 ' Keeffe</ss»irname>

<forenanie>Ian</foreiiame>

</name>

</gen«ral>

< e d 11 c a t i o n a 1 >

<adaptivity>

<a<laptivitytype name=” competencies . required”>

<set type=”ALL”>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db. concepts . introduction </langstring>

< / c a n d i d a t e >

<candidate>

<langstring lang =” en”>db. concepts . relational.model </langstring>

</candidate>

< can (1 i cl a t e >

<langstring lang =”en”>db. concepts .rdbms</langstring>

</candidate>

<c:andidate>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. concepts . sql .syntax</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db . tables . constraints </langstring >

</candidate>

<candidate>

<iangstring lang =”en”>db. tables . data-types</langstring>

< / c a n d i d a t e >

<candidate>

<langstring Ian g=”en” >db . tables . create</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. tables . modify</langstring >

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db. views</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langsTring lang=”en”>db.createview</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<1 angstring lang =”en”>db. tables . populate</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. tables . populate . insert </langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db. tables . populate . update</langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<1 angstring lang=”en”>db. tables . populate . delete </langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db. retrieval . simple . select </langstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. retrieval . select </Iangstring>

</candidate>

<candidate>

<langstring lang =”en”>db. retrieval . select .operators</langstring>

</candidate>
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<caiididate>

</c an did ate> 

<c a n did at e>

</candidate> 

<c and i d at e>

</candidate>

<candidate>

</can didat e> 

<candidate>

</can didate> 

< can did ate>

</candidate>

<candidate>

</candidate> 

</ set>

< / adaptivity t. ype> 

</ ad a p t i V i t y>

< / educational>

</ learner>

<langstring lang=” en ”>db . retrieval .clauses. where< /langstring>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. retrieval . clauses . where. search_conditions</langs

<langstring lang =”en”>db. retrieval .joins</langstring>

<langstring lang=:”en”>db. retrieval . simple . joins</langstring>

< 1 a n gs t r i n g 1 an g=” en ”>db . retrieval . aggregate_functions</langstring>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. applications .embedded_sql</langstring>

<langstring lang=”en”>db. applications .embedded.sql . structure</langstring>

ri ng>

Figure C.2: Example Learner Model for Personalised SQL Course used in Experiment 

One
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C.1.3 Content Model
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<pagelet>

<general>

<identifier>mod011—002</identifier>

<tit le>Definitions</ title>

<keyword>definitions</keyword>

<keyword>database</keyword>

<keyword>d at abase management system</keyword>

<key word>DBMS</ keyword>

< d esc r i p t i on> De f i n i t io n s for database and database management system</desc r i p t i o n> 

<1angu age>en</language>

</general>

<pedagogical>

<objectivestaught>

<objective>db. concepts . introduction</objective>

</objectivestanght>

<supportedIearningstyle />

< se m a n tic d e nsit y/>

<displayarea />

</pedagogical>

<technical>

<location>mod011 - 002.html</location>

<format />

< r e q n i r e Ill e n t s > n o n e< / r e q u i r e m e n t s >

< siz e/>
</technical>

</ pagelet>

Figure C.3: Example content metadata from the Contnet Model for Personalised SQL 

Course used in Experiment One
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C.1.4 Screenshots

Password

Submit Rm«I

Figure C.4: Screenshot of the Adaptive SQL Course login page

n flhon quMaonam. You fruy 'VMail tb

Hm you ManM tfxMt »<• Ralaawwl Modal and OaUhaaa Ya*

DU you avar daa^n your o«n Da(U>asa and araa SOI Yts

Hava you avar popuiaiad a OataOaaa jang ddlaran Oatt Yta

w amboddad SQL a a C appacabon'’

Figure C.5: Screenshot of the Adaptive SQL Course scope questionnaire
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Course Learning Style Questionnaire.png

3DE Honey and Mumford Learning Style Questionnaire
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The eim ol mu quesbortnewe is to cetXure your eretotred leemnQ ityM Wheat you subinil yotx emevrs <mu mM be (ieisihed as being ea 
an ecliviel rellactur (heoiist or s pregnteOst For more ntormabon about «mal itm rneeiis dadt on the XeariMig Style Uilurinabcn’ trih el 
botlom ol any ol the SOI course's peget

The quesaoTKidire wes devetoped es pan o( the 30C oro|Bd

w ideas ri pracbce
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7 I tmnt 10 see Ihe connecoortB between theory and pracbce rnmerkatety

a H«l(llol1vnnnnnr.*>c.wwmwn«

I partly 
itgree

.JjW&b.

Figure C.6: Screenshot of the Adaptive SQL Course learning style questionnaire

Course content page.png

• SmicBirad Oiafv Lar

Introduction
Obiecbves

• Todefme Ihe ternisdeUCMSe and Daiaoaee Sleiiageniare System llTHMSi
• To debMl the teaturmuKered by a database
• To nboduce the advenlagea of daUhase martagenienl system
• To describe the venous database models

• Qtade CftMiSQaai
Personallftatlon

• Yqui Leerneid Sivta

Figure C.7: Screenshot of an example content page from the Adaptive SQL Course
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C.2 Evaluation Questionnaires
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Evaluation Questionnaire

Please answer the questions below, if you do not wish to answer any specific questions feel free to 
leave them blank.

If you provide any comments or additional feedback, please do not use the names of any 
individuals.

Q1 How much experience do you have using online learning resources?
□ None □ Little □ Some □ Much

Comments_________________________________________________
Q2 Are you comfortable learning new course material via the Web?

□ Not at all □ Not very □ Quite □ Very

Comments_________________________________________________
Q3 How much experience in SQL did you have before commencing the Online SQL 

Course?
□ None 

Comments

□ Little □ Some □ Much

Q4 After completing the initial online questionnaire, approximately how many times did 
you rebuild the course?
□ 1-2 □3-4 □ 5-6 □ 6+

Comments_________________________________________________
Q5 Were the objectives of the generated course(s) clear to you?

□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q6 Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the answers you gave in the 

online course questionnaire?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q7 Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the course(s) you wanted?

□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q8 Upon completion of the online course did you feel you had completed the 

objectives?
□ Yes □ No

Comments __



Q9 Please rate the following aspects of rebuilding the course for usefulness 
(1-5; 1 = not useful, 5 = very useful).
_ Ability to modify the amount of 

content in the course 
_ Ability to adjust the scope

(number of sections) of the course
Comments_______________________

Maintenance of familiar link structure 
and layout
Availability of the Example Database 
for querying in all courses

Q10

Q11

Q12

Were the courses generated easy to navigate?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments________________________________________________
Did the course content of the generated course(s) appear disjoint?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments________________________________________________
Would you have liked more control on the content included in the customised 
courses?
□ Never 

Comments

□ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Q13

Q14

Did the course sections contain the content you expected?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments____________________________________________
Was the quantity of content on each page satisfactory?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments

Q15 Would you have liked a greater level of control as to how the content 
was structured? (i.e, the ability to place content in difference sections)
□ Never 

Comments

□ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Q16 Would you have found the ability to modify the web interface 
beneficial? (i.e. placement of buttons, number and type of hyperlinks)
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments

Q17 Please rate the course sections on how effectively you felt they 
represented the subject matter (1-5; 1 = not at all, 5 = completely).
_ Database Concepts 
_ Populating a Database 
_ Database Applications

Comments

_ Creating a Database 
Database Retrieval



Evaluation Questionnaire

Please answer the questions below, if you do not wish to answer any specific questions feel free to 
leave them blank.

If you provide any comments or additional feedback, please do not use the names of any 
individuals.

Q1 How much experience do you have using online learning resources?
□ None □ Little □ Some □ Much

Comments_________________________________________________
Q2 Are you comfortable learning new course material via the Web?

□ Not at all □ Not very □ Quite □ Very

Comments_________________________________________________
Q3 How much experience in SQL did you have before commencing the Online SQL 

Course?
□ None 

Comments

□ Little □ Some □ Much

Q4 After completing the initial online questionnaire, approximately how many times did 
you rebuild the course?
□ 1-2 □3-4 □ 5-6 □ 6+

Comments_________________________________________________
Q5 Were the objectives of the generated course(s) clear to you?

□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q6 Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the answers you gave in the 

online course questionnaire?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q7 Did the course(s) generated by the system reflect the course(s) you wanted?

□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments_________________________________________________
Q8 Upon completion of the online course did you feel you had completed the 

objectives?
□ Yes □ No

Comments ________________________________________________



Q9 Please rate the following aspects of rebuilding the course for usefulness 
(1-5; 1 = not useful, 5 = very useful).
_ Ability to modify the amount of 

content in the course 
Ability to adjust the scope 
(number of sections) of the course

Comments_______________________

Maintenance of familiar link structure 
and layout
Availability of the Example Database 
for querying in all courses

Q10

Q11

Q12

Were the courses generated easy to navigate?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments________________________________________________
Did the course content of the generated course(s) appear disjoint?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments________________________________________________
Would you have liked more control on the content included in the customised 
courses?
□ Never 

Comments

□ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Q13

Q14

Did the course sections contain the content you expected?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments____________________________________________
Was the quantity of content on each page satisfactory?
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments

Q15 Would you have liked a greater level of control as to how the content 
was structured? (i.e. the ability to place content in difference sections)
□ Never 

Comments

□ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Q16 Would you have found the ability to modify the web interface 
beneficial? (i.e. placement of buttons, number and type of hyperlinks)
□ Never □ Rarely □ Usually □ Always

Comments

Q17 Please rate the course sections on how effectively you felt they 
represented the subject matter (1-5; 1 = not at all, 5 = completely).
_ Database Concepts 
_ Populating a Database 
_ Database Applications

Comments

Creating a Database 
Database Retrieval



Q18 Are there any additional features you would like to see in the course?
□ Yes □ No

Comments

Q19 Did you experience any technical difficulties with the course?
□ Yes □ No

Comments

Q20 Please use the space below to add any additional comments.

Thank you for answering the questionnaire.



System Usability Scale

© Digital Equipment Corporation, 1986.

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

1.1 think that I would like to 
use this system frequently

2. I found the system unnecessarily 
complex

3.1 thought the system was easy
1 2 3 4 5

to use

4.1 think that 1 would need the 
support of a technical person to 
be able to use this system

5. 1 found the various functions in

12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

this system were well integrated

6.1 thought there was too much 
inconsistency in this system

12 3 4 5

7. 1 would imagine that most people

12 3 4 5

would learn to use this system 
very quickly

8. 1 found the system very
12 3 4 5

cumbersome to use

9. 1 felt very confident using the
12 3 4 5

system

10. I needed to learn a lot of
12 3 4 5

things before I could get going 
with this system

12 3 4 5



C.3 Experimental Data

C.3.1 Q17

Rating Scores
Course Section

1 2 3 4 5

Database Concepts 0 1 10 10 5

Creating a Database 2 3 8 7 6

Populating a Database 2 3 7 8 6

Database Retrieval 4 1 6 8 '-7
1

Database Applications 2 7 6 6 5

Table C.l: Effectiveness of Subject Matter Representation Results (Q17)
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C.4 Correlation Data
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C.4.1 Spearman Correlation Table

Critical Values for the Spearman Rank Correlation Test

n = number of pairs of sample data 
Alpha values (a) listed are for 2-tails

Table A-9 Critical Values of Spearman's Rank Correlation 
Coefficient r.

n a 0.10 __ <1 0.05 .. 0.02 (1 O.C

s .900 __

6 829 1 .886 .943 —
7 ,714 ,786 893 929
8 .64 3 ' .738 .833 .881
9 600 700 .783 833

10 .564 1 648 .745 .794

11 .536 618 .709 .755
12 .503 .587 678 .727
1 3 484 560 648 703
14 .464 .538 .626 .679
IS ,446 .521 ,604 .654

16 .429 .503 582 .635
1 7 414 .485 .566 .615
18 ,401 .472 .550 .600
19 .391 460 535 .584
20 .380 .447 520 .570

21 .370 ,435 .508 .556
22 .361 .425 .496 .544
23 353 415 .486 ,532
24 ,344 .406 .476 .521
25 .337 .398 ,466 .511

26 .331 .390 .457 .501
27 .324 .382 .448 ,491
28 .317 I .375 .440 .483
29 .312 .368 433 .475
30 .306 ! .362 425 467

NOUS

1 for n • 30, use 1 .• \ n where / corresponds to the level of sqmficance for
example. i( M 0 OS, then / I '^6

II tlir absolute valor of the test statistic CKceeds the positive cnttcai value, theti re|Cft H 
0 and tof>cUKle itiat there is a correlation

Bastnl on data from Anolyin. 4th edition,'' 1 ^99, by lerrold /ar, Prcntue Hall,
Inc , Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, and "Distribution of Sums of Squares of Rank Differences 
to Small Numbers witit Individuals," The Annah ol Mathematical Sf(7ffstics, Vol 9, No 2. with 
fiermission of tf»e Institute of Mathematical Statistics
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C.4.2 Table of Calculated Values
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Appendix D

Evaluation Experiment Four

D.l JMeter Test Plan
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66

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<jmeterTestPlan version®”1.2" properties®"2.1">
<hashTree>

<TestPlan guiclass®"TestPlanGui" testclass="TestPlan" testname®"Test Plan" enabled®"true">
<stringProp name®"TestPlan.comments"></stringProp>
<boolProp name®"TestPlan.functional_mode">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"TestPlan.seriali2e_threadgroups">false</boolProp>
<elementProp name®"TestPIan.user_defined_variables" elementType®"Arguments" guidass®"ArgumentsPane1" testclass 
<collect ionProp name®"Argument s.arguments"/>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"TestPIan.user_define_classpath"></stringProp>

</TestPlan>
<hashTree>

<ThreadGroup guiclass="ThreadGroupGui" testclass="ThreadGroup" testname®"Thread Group" enabled®"true">
<elementProp name®"ThreadGroup.main_controller" elementType®"LoopController" guiclass®"LoopControlParel" test 
<boolProp name®"LoopController.continue_forever">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"LoopController.loops">l</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"ThreadGroup.num_tbreads">10</stringProp>

<stringProp name®"ThreadGroup.ramp_time">l</stringProp>
<longProp name®"ThreadGroup.start_time">1277719589000</longProp>
<longProp name®"ThreadGroup.end_time">1277719589000</longProp>
<boolProp name®"ThreadGroup.scheduler">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"ThreadGroup.on_sample_error">continue</ strir.gProp>
<stringProp name®"ThreadGroup.duration"></sLringProp>
<StringProp name®"ThreadGroup.delay"></stringProp>

</ThreadGroup>
<hashTree>

<CounterConfig guiclass="CounterConfigGui" testclass®"CounterConfig" testname="UserID" enabled®"true">
<stringProp name®"CounterConfig.start">1</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"CounterConfig.end"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"CounterConfig.incr">l</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"CounterConfig.name">UserID</stringProp>
<st ringProp name="CounterConfig.format"></stringProp>
<boolProp name®"CounterConfig.per_user">false</boolProp>

</CounterConfig>
<hashTree/>
<HTTPSampler guiclass="HttpTestSampieGui" testclass="HTTPSampler" testname®"/LADiE" enabled®"false">
<elementProp name®"HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType="Arguments" guiclass®"HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass®", 

<collectionProp name®"Arguments.arguments"/>
</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSa.mpler .domain">kdeg-vm-l 1. cs . ted. ie</st ringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSa!Tipler. port ">8080</st ringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
<st ringProp name®"HTTPSampler . response_t i.meout "></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSa.mpler.protocol">http</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp>
<St ringProp name®"HTTPSampler.path">/LADiE</stringProp>

<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.method">GET</stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.D0_MULTIPART_P0ST">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_NAME"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_FIELD"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.mimetype"></stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.monitor">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>

</HTTPSa.mpler>
<hashTree>

<HeaderManager guiclass="HeaderPanel" testclass="HeaderManager" testname®"HTTP Header Manager" enabled®"falj 
<collectionProp name="HeaderManager.headers">

<elementProp name="Accept~Language" elementType="Header">
<stringProp na.me®"Header.name">Accept-Language</stringProp>

<st ringProp na.me®"Header. value">en-us, en; q®0.5</stringProp>
</elementProp>
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67
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107
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112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120 

121 
122
123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

rbuntu/10.04 due

<elementProp name="Accept" elementType="Header">
<stringProp name="Header.name">Accept</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">text/html,application/xhtml+xml, application/xmi;q=0.9,*/»;q=0.8</striigProp> 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Keep-Alive" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Keep-Alive</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">115</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="User-Agent" elementType="Header">
<stringProp name="Header.name">User-Agent</st ringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">Mo2illa/5.0 (Xll; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Referer" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Referer</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">http://kdeg-vm-11.cs.ted.ie:8080/LADiE/activitySelector.jsp</strinqPr«

</eleraentProp>
<elementProp name®"Accept-Encoding" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept-Encoding</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">gzip,deflate</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Accept-Charset" elementType®"Header">
<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept-Charset</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">TSO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=n.7</stringProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</HeaderManager>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
<HTTPSampler guiclass="HttpTestSampleGui" testelass®"HTTPSampler" testname®"/LADiE/" enabled®"true">

<elementProp name="HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType®"Arguments" guiclass®"HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass*", .rguments" enable 
<collectionProp name®"Arguments.arguments"/>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.domain">kdeg-vm-11.cs.ted.ie</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.port">8080</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.response_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.protocol">http</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.contentEncoding">UTF-8</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.path">/LADiE/</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.method">GET</stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name*"HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.D0_MULTIPART_P0ST">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_NAME"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_FIELD"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.mimetype"></stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.monitor">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>

</HTTPSampler>
<hashTree>

<HeaderManager guiclass="HeaderPanel" teste lass="HeaderManager" testname="HTTP Header Manager" enabled®"tru4"
<collectionProp name®"HeaderManager.headers">

<elementProp name®"Accept-Language" elementType®"Header">
<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept-Language</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">en-us,en;q=0.5</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Accept" elementType®"Header">
<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept</stringProp>
<st r ingProp name®" Header . value ">t ext/html, application/xhtml+xml, application/xml; q*0.9, * / *; q=0.8</st r iilgProp> 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Keep-Alive" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Keep-Alive</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">115</stringProp>

</elementProp>
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190
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195

<elementProp nan)e="User-Agent" elementType="Header">
<stringProp name="Header . na.'ne">User-Agent</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">Mozilla/5.0 (Xll; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 

</ele.’nentProp>
<elementProp name="Referer" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Referer</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">http://kdeg-vm-11.cs.ted.ie r 8080/LADiE/activitySelector.jsp</stringPri 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Accept-Encoding" elementType="Header">

<StringProp name="Header.name">Accept-Encoding</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">gzip,deflate</string?rop>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Accept-Charset" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Accept-Charset</string?rop>
<stringProp name="Header.value">130-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7, •;q=0.7</stringProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</HeaderManager>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
<HTTPSampler guiclass="HttpTestSampleGui" testclass="HTTPSampler" testna.Tie = "/LADiE/j_security_check" enabled= 

<elementProp name="HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType®"Arguments" guiclass®"HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass®" 
<collectionProp name®"Arguments.arguments">

<elementProp name®"j_username" elementType="HTTPArgument">
<boolProp name®"HTTPArgument.always_encode">false</boolProp>
<StringProp name®"Argument.name">j_username</string?rop>
<stringProp name®"Argument.value">ladie_user_SUserID</string?rop>
<st ringProp name®"Argument.metadata">®</st ringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPArgument.use_equals">true</boolProp>

< / e 1 erne n t P r op >
<elementProp name®"j_password" elementType®"HTTPArgument">

<boolProp name®" HTTP Argument. always_„encode">f alse</boolProp>
<StringProp name®"Argument.name">j_password</string?rop>
<stringProp name®"Argument.value">ladie_user_$UserID</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Argument.metadata">=</stringProp>
<booIProp name®"HTTPArgument.use_equals">true</boolProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"login" elementType®"HTTPArgument">

<boolProp name="HTTPArgument.always.encode">false</booiProp>
<stringProp name®"Argument.name">login</stringProp>
<StringProp name®"Argument.value">Login</stringProp>
<StringProp name®"Argument.metadata">®</stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPArgument.use_equals">true</boolProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.domain">kdeg-vm-ll.cs.tcd.ie</stringProp>
<stringProp name="HTTPSampler.port">8080</stringProp>
<stringProp name="HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name="HTTPSampler.response_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.protocol">http</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp>
<stringProp name="HTTPSampler.path">/LADiE/j_security_check</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.method">P0ST</stringProp>

<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.D0_MULTIPART_P0ST">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_NAME"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_FIELD"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.mimetype"></stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.monitor">false</boolProp>
<StringProp name="HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>

</HTTPSampler>
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<hashTree>
<HeaderManager guiclass="HeaderPane1" testelass="HeaderManager" testname="HTTP Header Manager" enabled="trui 
<collectionProp name="HeaderManager.headers">

<elementProp name="Content-Type" elementType="Header">
<stringProp nanie="Header.name">Content-Type</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">application/x-www-form-urlencoded</string?rop>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Accept-Language" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Accept-Language</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">en-us,en;q=0.5</string?rop>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Accept" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept</stringProp>
<st ringProp name® "Header. value" >t ext/ht ml, applicat ion/xhtml+xml, application/ xml; q®0.9, * / •; q®0.8</st r iilgProp> 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Keep-Alive" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Keep-Alive</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">115</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"User-Agent" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">User Agent</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">Mozilla/5.0 (Xll; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 

</elementProp>
<elemenLProp name®"Referer" elementType="Header"^

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Referer</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">http://kdeg-vm-11.cs.ted.ie:8080/LADiE/</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name®"Accept-Encoding" elementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept-Encoding</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">gzip,deflate</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name*"Accept-Charset" eiementType®"Header">

<stringProp name®"Header.name">Accept-Charset</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Header.value">ISO-8859-l,utf-8;q®0.7,*;q=0.7</stringProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</HeaderManager>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
<HTTPSampler guiclass="HttpTestSampleGui" testclass®"HTTPSampler" testname®"/LADiE/activitySelectionProcessor 

<elementProp name®"HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType®"Arguments" guiclass="HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass®".
<collectionProp name®"Arguments.arguments">
<elementProp name®"activity" elementType®"HTTPArgument">

<boolProp name®"HTTPArgument.always_encode">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"Argument.name">activity</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Argument.value">l</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"Argument.metadata">®</stringProp>
<booiProp name®"HTTPArgument.use_equals">true</boolProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.domain">kdeg-vm-11.cs.ted.ie</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.port">8080</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.response_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.protocol">http</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.path">/LADiE/activitySelectionProcessor.jsp</stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.method">P0ST</stringProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.DO_MULTIPART_POST">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_NAME"></stringProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.FILE_FIELD"></stringProp>
<st ringProp name®" HTTPSampler . mimetype " ></st ri 
<boolProp name®"HTTPSampler.monitor">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name®"HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>

</HTTPSampler>
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266
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268
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320
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324
325

<hashTree>
<HeaderManager guiclass="HeacierPanel" testclass="HeaderManager" testname="HTTP Header Manager" enabled="tru 
<collectionProp name="HeaderManager.headers">

<ele.'nentProp name="Content-Type" elenientType="Header">
<st ringProp narne=" Header . name">Content-Type</st ringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">application/x-www-form-urlencoded</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Accept-Language" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept-Language</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">en-us,en;q=0.5</stringProp>

</ele.'mentProp>
<elementProp name="Accept" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">text/html,application/xhtml+xml, application/xml;q=0.9,*/«;q=0.8</stri: 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name*"Keep-Alive" elementType*"Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Keep-Alive</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">115</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name*"User-Agent" elementType*"Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">User-Agent</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">Mozilla/5.0 (Xll; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 i 

</e1erne n t P r op >
<elementProp name="Referer" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Referer</stringProp>
<str ingProp na.me*"Header . value">http: / /kdeg-vm-11. cs. ted. ie: 8080/LADiE/activitySelector . jsp</stringPr( 

</elementProp>
<elementProp name*"Accept-Encoding" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept-Encoding</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">g2ip,deflate</stringProp>

</elem€ntProp>
<elementProp name*"Accept-Charset" elementType*"Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept-Charset</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">ISO-8859-l,utf-8;q*0.7,«;q=0.7</stringProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</HeaderManager>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
<HTTPSampler guiclass*"HttpTestSampleGui" testclass*"HTTPSampler" testname*"/LADiE/build.jsp" enabled*"true"> 

<elementProp name*"HTTPsampler. Arguments" element Type* "Argu.ments" guiclass="HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass="i 
<collectionProp name*"Arguments.arguments"/>

</elementProp>
<stringProp name»"HTTPSampler . doma in ">kdeg-v.m-11 .cs.tcd.ie</stringProp>
<stringProp name="HTTPSampler.port">8080</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.response_timeout"></stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampier.protocol">http</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.path">/LADiE/build.jsp</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.method">GET</stringProp>
<boolProp name="HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name*"HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
<boolProp name*"HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
<boolProp name*"HTTPSa.mpler.DO_MULTIPART_POST">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.FILE_NAME"></stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.FILE_FIELD"></stringProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.mimetype"></stringProp>
<boolProp name*"HTTPSampler.monitor">false</boolProp>
<stringProp name*"HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>

</HTTPSampler>

gProf
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<hashTree>
<HeaderManager guiclass="HeaderPanel" testclass="HeaderManager" testnarne="HTTP Header Manager" enabled="tru«

<collectionProp name="HeaderManager.headers">
<elementProp name="Accept-Language" elementType="Header">

<stringProp naine="Header . name">Accept-Language</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">en-us,en;q=0.5</stringProp>

</e lenient Prop>
<elenientProp name= "Accept" elementType="Header">

<stringProp narne=" Header. name ">Accept</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8</strii|gProp>

</elementProp>
<elementProp name="Keep-Alive" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name="Header.name">Keep-Alive</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">115</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<eleraentProp name*"User-Agent" elementType*"Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">User-Agent</stringProp>
<stringProp name="Header.value">Mozilla/5.0 {Xll; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 lJbuntu/10.

</elementProp>
<elementProp name*"Accept-Encoding" elementType="Header">

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept-Encoding</stringProp>
<stringProp name*"Header.value">gzip,deflate</stringProp>

</elementProp>
<.eleinentProp name*"Accept-Charset" eleinentType="Header"^

<stringProp name*"Header.name">Accept-Charset</stringProp>
<str ingProp name*" Header. value ">130-8859-1, utf-8;q=0.‘7,’‘;q=0.7</stringProp>

</elementProp>
</collectionProp>

</HeaderManager>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
<CookieManager guiclass*"CookiePanel" testclass="CookieManager" testname="HTTP Cookie Manager" enabled="true"

<collectionProp name*"CookieManager.cookies"/>
<boolProp name*"CookieManager.clearEachlteration">true</boolProp>

</CookieManager>
<hashTree/>
<ResultCollector guiclass="ViewResultsFullVisual!zer" testclass="ResultCoIlector" testname*"View Results Tree enabled*"true"> 

<boolProp name*"ResultCollector.error_logging">false</boolProp>
<objProp>

<name>saveConfig</name>
<value class*"SampleSaveConfiguration">

<time>true</time>
<latency>true</latency>
<timestamp>true</timestamp>
<success>true</success>
<label>true</label>
<code>true</code>
<message>true</message>
<threadName>true</threadName>
<dataType>true</dataType>
<encoding>false</encoding>
<assertions>true</assert ions>
<subresults>true</subresults>
<responseData>false</responseData>
<samplerData>false</samplerData>
<xml>true</xml>
<fieldNames>false</fieldNames>
<responseHeaders>false</responseHeaders>
<requestHeaders>false</requestHeaders>
<responseDataOnError>false</responseDataOnError>
<saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage>false</saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage>
<assertionsResuItsToSave>0</assertionsResuItsToSave>
<bytes>true</bytes>

</value>
</objProp>
<stringProp name*"filename"></stringProp>

</ResuitCollector>
<hashTree/>
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<ResultCollector guxclass="TableVisualizet" testclass="ResultCollecCor" testnanie="Vaew Results in Table" enab. 
<boolProp name="ResultCollector.error_logging">false</boolProp>
<objProp>
<name>saveConf ig</na.’ne>
<value class="SartpleSaveConf iguration">

<tinie>true</time>
<latency>true</latency>
<t imestamp>t rue</t i:nestamp>
<success>true</success>
<label>true</label>
<code>true</code>
<mebsage>true</message>
<threadNanie>t rue</threadNa.Tie>
<dataType>true</dataType>
<encoding>false</encoding>
<assertions>true</assertions>
<subresults>t rue</subresults>
<responseData>false</responseData>
<samplerData>£alse</samplerData>
< xm l>true</x.'nl>
<f ieldNanies>f alse</f ieldNames>
<responseHeaders>false</responseHeaders>
<request Headers> false</requestHeaders>
<responseDataOnError>false</responseDataOnError>
<saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage>false</saveAssertionResultsFailureMessage>
<assertionsResuItsToSave>0</assertionsResuItsToSave>
<bytes>true</bytes>

</value>
</objProp>
<stringProp na.’ne="f ilename">/horTie/okeef fei/Desktop/Test Results/AEBuildl. jmx</stringProp>

</ResultCollector>
<hashTree/>

</hashTree>
</hashTree>

</hashTree> 
c/jmeterTestPlan>
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D.2 Adaptation Process Benchmarking Raw Data

1 10 20 50 100

3883 15269 28066 68543 87734 141598 178632 183873 187225

15876 28817 69765 88028 144102 178696 184606 188063

15437 29323 70850 88035 147084 179360 183299 186993

15795 30950 71163 87703 150177 179575 185369 188375

16692 30390 75202 89365 155282 179305 183769 187568

17277 32211 75492 89810 156980 180327 185178 187725

16963 32058 76438 89364 157408 180529 185611 188201

17837 32394 76238 89551 172549 179731 186010 187304

18147 32953 77128 89764 174634 180572 185412 188439

18931 33186 78305 91115 174549 178873 185801 189388

33458 79768 90649 175332 180467 186405 188612

33869 80522 90660 176570 181527 185699 188786

34098 81060 91663 176529 181766 186383 189642

34195 81643 90943 177805 180805 186246 189236

34161 82593 91573 176691 180778 185152 191448

34896 82193 91532 177059 180776 185504 190301

35240 82620 92167 177170 180489 186342 192572

35086 83725 93522 178300 181778 185885 191909

36213 84263 93432 177529 181683 187422 192323

36347 85710 93281 178099 181332 185910 193570

85577 93765 177975 180179 186526 195200

85320 94061 177737 181049 187043 196112

86483 94077 178640 182377 186648 195802

86192 94629 178684 181703 187667 195483

87019 94841 178708 183489 186770 196801

Table D.l
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Time (seconds) User System idle Load Avg. (Im)

1 0.005 0.007 99.964 0.48

2 0 0 100 0.48

3 0 0 100 0.44

4 0 0 100 0.44

5 0 0 100 0.44

6 0 0 100 0.44

7 21.772 16.329 61.013 0.44

8 25.48 24.456 49.296 1.13

9 23.949 35.032 39.108 1.13

10 18.961 45.584 28.182 1.13

11 16.495 39.562 40.077 1.13

12 15.769 41.026 42.436 1.13

13 10.163 53.45 36.01 2.8

14 8.462 48.077 42.179 2.8

15 10.376 53.826 35.668 2.8

16 6.202 66.408 25.323 2.8

17 7.445 45.828 45.956 2.8

18 9.744 50.769 39.103 4.58

19 5.21 48.539 46.252 4.58

20 11.84 40.927 39.254 4.58

21 4.853 52.235 37.42 4.58

22 10.982 58.915 29.845 4.58

23 14.487 38.974 39.359 5.57

24 5.912 54.465 38.868 5.57

25 6.226 42.567 51.207 5.57

26 5.74 56.122 37.628 5.57

27 2.293 57.07 40.637 5.57

28 3.502 91.18 4.41 7.05

29 3.927 93.063 0.785 7.05

30 9.961 56.792 24.709 7.05

31 7.188 43.632 43.127 7.05

32 3.444 70.234 25.338 7.05

33 8.171 66.018 25.422 7.28



Time (seconds) User System idle Load Avg. (Im)

34 5.634 52.881 41.101 7.28

35 3.275 50.63 45.97 7.28

36 3.634 37.845 54.511 7.28

37 6.122 44.898 47.832 7.28

38 3.904 66.499 29.345 7.9

39 6.769 69.604 23.116 7.9

40 3.046 55.457 32.741 7.9

41 3.596 87.828 5.809 7.9

42 8.184 51.023 39.514 7.9

43 2.915 41.065 54.499 8.15

44 2.757 67.043 29.449 8.15

45 4.611 82.74 12.648 8.15

46 7.692 48.718 43.59 8.15

47 8.279 46.572 44.502 8.15

48 6.801 45.97 47.103 9.02

49 10.89 51.527 36.122 9.02

50 2.046 51.918 37.468 9.02

51 9.724 49.934 36.268 9.02

52 9.231 44.744 44.231 9.02

53 5.784 49.486 44.73 9.02

54 8.428 3.774 84.78 9.02

55 5.882 31.74 62.255 9.02

56 5.89 45.967 48.015 9.02

57 5.35 56.178 38.344 9.02

58 8.312 51.535 39.514 10.7

59 6.692 48.391 42.6 10.7

60 6.08 45.019 40.621 10.7

61 6.5.36 52.68 40.654 10.7

62 5.964 47.335 44.543 10.7

63 3.133 68.17 28.697 11.2

64 4.768 84.636 10.596 11.2

65 7.314 78.457 14.229 11.2

66 6.795 48.974 
---- 372
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Time (seconds) User System idle Load Avg. (Im)

67 7.426 49.168 43.278 11.2

68 7.995 55.701 36.173 12.07

69 8.915 48.062 40.827 12.07

70 6.606 52.332 36.528 12.07

71 5.619 47.51 46.871 12.07

72 9.974 50.656 38.583 12.07

73 3.581 48.849 47.315 12.54

74 10.145 48.09 41.502 12.54

75 9.278 47.036 43.557 12.54

76 10.143 17.295 72.432 12.54

77 2.128 0.501 96.996 12.54

78 0.878 0 99.122 11.54

79 1.129 1.004 90.59 11.54

80 0.879 1.633 87.186 11.54

81 2.005 0.251 97.744 11.54

82 0.999 0 96.879 11.54

83 0.753 0 94.228 10.85

84 1.38 0.125 98.494 10.85

85 1.754 0.125 98.12 10.85

86 1.126 0 98.874 10.85

87 0.751 0 99.249 10.85

88 1.128 0.125 98.622 9.98

89 1.757 1.631 93.099 9.98

90 1.253 1.128 94.987 9.98

91 1.629 0 98.371 9.98

92 1.382 0.251 97.487 9.98

93 0.876 0.125 98.874 9.18

Table D.2
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D.4 Runtime Performance Benchmarking Raw Data
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D.5 Runtime Performance Benchmarking Raw Data
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